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Application/Control Number: 08449413 Page 2

Art Unit: 2622

Suspension of Action, At the Initiation of the Office

1. The instant application has a specification that is identical to one or more patents

that are currently under reexamination. The issues present in the reexamination

proceedings are related to the issues in the instant application. The final
decisions/determinations made at the end of the reexamination proceedings are likely to

affect the outcome of the application. To this end, it is appropriate to suspend prosecution

on the instant application.

Per applicant's request, however, prosecuti_on in 08/470,571 (INTE) and
08/487,526 (MULT) will not be suspended in order to pursue the issues that have been
fully developed in these applications. The outcome of these issues is also likely to affect
the outcome of the present application.

37 CFR 1.103(e) provides that the Office will notify applicant if the Office

suspends action in an application on its own initiative.

Accordingly, Ex pane prosecution is SUSPENDED FOR A PERIOD OF SIX (6)
MONTHS FROM THE DATE OF THIS LETTER. Upon expiration of the period of

suspension, applicant should make an inquiry as to the status of the application.

2. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the
examiner should be directed to David Ometz, whose telephone number is (571) 272-

7593. The examiner can normally be reached on Monday—Thursday from 7:00 AM to
4:30 PM. The examiner can also be reached on alternate Fridays. The fax phone number

for the organization where-this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

,5/.,m.4.......a
Mark Powell /David L. Ometzf

Director I SPE
TC 2600 Art Unit 2622
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Docket No.: PMC-003C247

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Patent Application of:

John C. Harvey er ml.

Application No.: 03/449,413 Confirmation No.2 1756

Filed: May 24, 1995 Art Unit: 2600

For: SIGNAL PROCESSING APPARATUS AND Examiner: Groody, James J.
METHODS

SUPPLEMENTAL AMENDMENT

MS Amendment

Commissioner for Patents

PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Sir:

This application had been suspended since 2005 and held in abeyance from examination

by the Office pending final action in a corresponding so-called “A" application, US. Patent

Application, Serial No. 03/449,263. This suspension was based on an agreement made between

Applicants and the Office to consolidate or group the claims of Applicants’ then pending

applications which had been filed prior to June 3, 1995, into a smaller number of applications.

This so-called consolidation agreement resulted from a series of interviews conducted from

November‘ 1998 through June 1999 between Applicants’ representatives and the Office. In those

interviews, senior Office management suggested that further examination of this application and

Applicants’ other related applications could be expedited by reducing the number of pending

applications. Accordingly, Applicants agreed to consolidate their claims into 56 subject matter

groups and to reduce the number‘ of pending applications accordingly. Applicants’ agreement
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was based on the Office’s view that it would be helpful to the Office to examine the claims of the

subject matter groups together.

For each subject matter group, the applications were separated based on whether priority

was claimed to Applicants’ initial 198] Application (U.S. Serial No. 06/3 17,510) or their initial

1987 Continuation-in-Part Application (U.S. Serial No. 07/096,096). The claims from all

applications in a group having the same priority claim were added to a single application

designated an “A” application. The remaining applications were abandoned with the exception

of one so—called “B" application corresponding to each "A" application.

Under this agreement, the PTO suspended prosecution in the “B" applications pending

final action in the corresponding "A" applications. Further, the parties agreed to conduct

interviews in the “A" applications so that the prosecution of those applications could be

efficiently advanced. Under the agreement, subject matter not found to be allowable during

prosecution of an “A" application may be further prosecuted in the “B" application while the

“A" application would be allowed to issue. In good faith reliance on this consolidation

agreement, Applicants abandoned 169 of their 329 pending applications and filed numerous

amendments adding to the designated "A" applications various claims that had been pending in

the abandoned applications and the designated “B” applications.'

On May 9, 2000, Applicants amended the DECR 81 group "A" application, US. Patent

Application Serial No. 08/449,263, in accordance with the aforementioned agreement. Claims

from related DECR 31 applications were added to the DECR 31 group “A" application.

i As a result of the consolidation. Applicants paid excess claim fees for many of the claims that were added to the
designated “A” applications. even though Applicants previously paid excess claim fees for those claims when
they had been added to the abandoned applications and the designated "’B” applications.
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Applicants amended some of the “A" Claims on March 8, 2002. In late 2002 and early

2003, reexamination requests were filed and granted as to Applicants‘ seven previously issued

patents. Subsequent to the initiation of these reexamination proceedings, the Director of

Technology Center 2600 decided to suspend prosecution of this application and the related "A"

application pending resolution of the reexamination proceedings for the issued patents and the

prosecution to appeal to the Board of Patent Appeals and lnterferences ("Board") of two of

Applicants’ pending applications, (1) the INTE application (U.S. Patent Application, Serial No.

O3f470,57l) and (Z) the MULT application (US. Patent Application, Serial No. 03/487,526). As

a result of this decision, the DECR 81 group "A" application (US. Patent Application, Serial No.

03f449,263) was suspended through a number of six month Suspension Notices until January

2009. Consequently, no formal response was made regarding the “A” Claims.

In 2009, as the reexamination proceedings for Applicants’ issued patents had been

substantially completed and decisions had been issued by the Board in the INTE and MULT

applications, Applicants requested that the suspension oftheir‘ various applications be

terminated.

This request was granted in the spring of 2009 and, as a result, applicants met with

Examiner Minh Dieu T. Nguyen for a number of personal interviews in January 20lO. An

agreement was made to cancel or amend numerous of the "A” Claims so that the DECR Bl

group “A” application (U.S. Patent Application Serial No.08I449,263) could issue.

In the instant application, DECR 81 group “B" (US. Patent Application Serial No.

08/449,413), Applicants filed a Supplemental Amendment Under 37 CFR. §l .l 15 on May 9,
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2000. Applicants canceled all claims except for claim 2, which they amended. The Examiner

then suspended the application according to the above mentioned consolidation agreement.

Consistent with the consolidation agreement between the Applicants and the Office,

Applicants now wish to pursue the subject matter‘ within the scope of the “A” Claims of the

DECR 81 group “A” application (U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 08/449,263) by claiming

such subject matter that was not patented in the “A" application in the instant “B" application.

Claims 22-55 correspond to various claims of the “A” application with additional amendments

that Applicants believe place the claims in condition for allowance. In order to aid the Examiner

in understanding the amendments to the claim, Applicants have attached a marked up copy of the

claims (Appendix A) indicating the differences between the “A” Claims and the amended form

submitted herein as claims 22-55.

Applicants believe that claims 22-55 overcome the prior art, and should place the above-

identified patent application in condition for allowance. Applicants respectfully request

favorable consideration ofthe above—identified patent application in view ofthe following

remarks.

Claim 2 which is currently pending in this application will be cancelled.

Amendments to the claims begin on page 5.

Remarks begin on page l4.
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AMENDMENT TO THE CLAIMS

App1.ir'rrr1t.s' r'€qu€.s'r €rrter'iirg the r')€i’r)w rrrm«'r1(£'rrr€rrt.s' to the r‘r'cHm.s'. Ner-v r‘r'afrn.s' 22-55 crre

arldea’. Claim 2 is r'arir‘eHerI. Cr'rrim.s‘ 22-55 are the rrrzfy perrzlirrg rfrrims.

I — 21. (Cancelled)

22. (New) A method for controlling the decryption of encrypted programming at a

subscriber station, said method comprising the steps of:

receiving encrypted programming, said encrypted programming having an encrypted

control signal;

detecting said control signal;

passing said control signal to a decryptor at said subscriber station;

decrypting said control signal;

decrypting said encrypted programming to form decrypted programming based on said

control signal; and

presenting said decrypted programming to a viewer or listener.

23. (New) A method for controlling the decryption of programming at a subscriber

station, said method comprising the steps of:

receiving programming, said programming having a first encrypted digital control

signal portion and an encrypted digital information portion;

detecting said first encrypted digital control signal portion of said programming;

passing said first encrypted digital control signal portion of said programming to a

first decryptor at said subscriber station;

decrypting said first encrypted digital control signal portion of said programming

using said first decryptor at said subscriber station;
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passing said encrypted digital information portion of said programming and the

decrypted control signal portion to a second decryptor at said subscriber station;

decrypting said encrypted digital information portion of said programming using

said second decryptor at said subscriber‘ station based on the decrypted control signal portion;

and

presenting said programming.

24. (New) A method of controlling a remote transmitter station to communicate

program material to a subscriber station and controlling said subscriber station to process or

output a unit of programming, said method comprising the steps of:

receiving a control signal which operates at the remote transmitter station to

control the communication ofa unit of programming and one or more first instruct signals and

communicating said control signal to said remote transmitter station;

receiving a code or datum identifying a unit of programming to be transmitted by

the remote transmitter station, said remote transmitter station transferring said unit of

programming to a transmitter;

receiving at said remote transmitter station one or more second instruct signals

which operate at the subscriber station to identify or decrypt said unit of programming or said

one or more first instruct signals, said remote transmitter station transferring said one or more

second instruct signals to said transmitter; and

transmitting from said remote transmitter station an information transmission

comprising said unit of programming, said one or more first instruct signals, and said one or

more second instruct signals, said one or more first instruct signals being transmitted in

accordance with said control signal.

25. (New) The method of claim 23, wherein said programming further includes

encrypted video.
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26. (New) The method of claim 23, wherein said subscriber station stores

information that evidences processing said programming.

27. (New) The method of claim 23, wherein said programming is received at said

subscriber‘ station in one channel of a multichannel signal and a second control signal portion

used to decrypt said programming is included in said multichannel signal outside said one

channeL

28. (New) The method of claim 23, wherein said subscriber station detects, in a

transmission channel including said programming, a second control signal portion used to

decrypt the first control signal portion.

29. (New) The method of claim 23, wherein the subscriber station detects, in a

transmission channel for‘ transmitting the programming, a second control signal portion used to

decrypt the first control signal portion, and wherein the second control signal portion is

encrypted, and wherein the second control signal portion is decrypted in order to enable

decryption of the first control signal portion.

30. (New) The method of claim 23, wherein said programming includes computer

31. (New) A method of controlling at least one ofa plurality of receiver‘ stations, said

method comprising the steps of:

receiving downloadable code which is effective at said at least one of said

plurality of receiver stations to implement a new technique of decrypting and delivering the

downloadable code to at least one transmitter;

receiving said at least one control signal which at said at least one of said plurality

of receiver stations operates to execute the downloadable code; and

causing said at least one control signal to be communicated to said at least one

transmitter at a specific time,
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thereby to transmit at least one information transmission including the

downloadable code and said at least one control signal.

32. (New) The method of claim 31, wherein a television program is displayed at a

receiver‘ station and said downloadable code and said at least one control signal program said

receiver station to decrypt said television program in accordance with said new technique.

33. (New) A method of communicating television program material to one or more

receiver stations, said method comprising the steps of:

receiving a television program at a transmitter station and delivering said

television program to a transmitter‘,

receiving and storing one or more instruct signals at said transmitter‘ station, said

one or more instruct signals at said one or more receiver stations operative to implement a new

technique of decrypting;

transferring said one or more instruct signals to said transmitter; and

transmitting said television program and said one or more instruct signals from

said transmitter station to said one or more receiver stations.

34. (New) A method of processing signals at a receiver station comprising the steps

receiving at least one information transmission;

detecting a plurality of signals on said at least one information transmission;

changing a decryption technique in response to at least a first of said plurality of

decrypting a second of said plurality of signals on the basis of said changed

decryption technique;
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passing said decrypted second of said plurality of signals to a controllable device;

controlling said controllable device on the basis of said passed decrypted second

of said plurality of signals.

35. (New) The method of claim 33, wherein said step of transferring is performed

based on comparison.

36. (New) The method of claim 33, wherein said step of transferring is performed in

accordance with a schedule.

37. (New)..The method of claim 36, wherein said schedule specifies a transmission

time and a transmission channel, said method further comprising the steps of receiving and

storing said schedule at said transmitter station.

38. (New) The method of claim 33, wherein said one or more instruct signals operate

at said one or more receiver stations based on an identifier, said method further comprising the

step of transmitting said identifier.

39. (New) The method of claim 38, wherein an information transmission including

said television program is received at said one or more receiver stations, wherein said television

program is outputted at said one or more receiver stations, and wherein said identifier identifies

at least one of(i) said television program and (ii) a channel including said television program.

40. (New) A method of processing signals at a receiver station comprising the steps

receiving at least one information transmission;

detecting a plurality of signals in said at least one information transmission, a first

signal of said plurality of signals including downloadable code;

passing said downloadable code to a processor;
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controlling a decryptor to decrypt in a specific fashion on the basis of said

downloadable code;

decrypting at least one second signal of said plurality of signals in said specific

fashion; and

passing said at least one second signal to one of said processor and an output

device.

41. (New) A method of controlling a receiver station to detect digital data and control

a decryptor based on a varying pattern of timing or location, said method of controlling

comprising the steps of:

receiving programming and delivering said programming to a transmitter;

receiving digital data comprising at least an instruct signal and communicating

said digital data to a signal embedder, said instruct signal operative at said receiver station to

control said decryptor;

controlling said signal embedder to embed said digital data in an information

transmission in a varying pattern of timing or location;

communicating said information transmission to said transmitter; and

transmitting said programming and said information transmission including said

digital data.

42. (New) A method of processing signals at a receiver station comprising the steps

receiving at least one information transmission;

detecting a plurality of signals on said at least one information transmission;

decrypting at least one of said plurality of signals, said at least one decrypted

signal including at least one instruct signal which is effective to instruct;
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passing the at least one decrypted instruct signal to a controllable device; and

controlling said controllable device on the basis of decrypted information

included in said at least one decrypted instruct signal.

43. (New) A method for decryptor activation in a network comprising:

receiving a transmission comprising encrypted materials;

decrypting under first processor control a first portion of said encrypted materials

in said transmission;

inputting said first portion of said encrypted materials to a decryptor;

decrypting under second processor control a second portion of said encrypted

materials based on said step of decrypting said first portion of said encrypted materials.

44. (New) The method of claim 43 wherein said transmission in said step of

receiving a transmission is a multichannel signal separated in the frequency domain.

45. (New) The method of claim 44 wherein said transmission is a cable system

broadcast.

46. (New) The method of claim 43 wherein said transmission in said step of

receiving a transmission is a multichannel signal separated in the time domain.

47. (New) The method of claim 43 wherein said transmission in said step of

receiving a transmission is generated at a local data source.

48. (New) The method of claim 47 wherein said local data source comprises a VCR.

49. (New) The method of claim 47 wherein said local data source comprises a laser‘

50. (New) The method of claim 43 wherein said encrypted materials comprise a

portion of a television program.
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51. (New) The method of claim 43, wherein said transmission in said step of

receiving a transmission and a signal necessary for decryption are received from different

SO11 I'C€S.

52. (New) The method of claim 5 l, further comprising the step of contacting a

remote transmitter station to receive one of said transmission and said signal necessary for

decryption.

53. (New) The method of claim 51, wherein a signal necessary for decryption is

communicated by telephone.

54. (New) A method of providing an enabling signal to a receiver station from a

remote data source, said enabling signal for use in decrypting at the receiver station a

programming signal, said receiver station being programmed to get information necessary for

enabling a programming signal, said method comprising the steps of:

storing at the remote data source one or more control signals for enabling a

decryptor to decrypt a video;

receiving at the remote data source from the receiver station a communication to

get specific enabling information;

communicating, from the remote data source to the receiver station in response to

said communication from the receiver‘ station, a control signal,

whereby the receiver station inputs said control signal to a decryptor, and wherein

said decryptor decrypts said programming signal.

55. (New) A method of processing signals at a receiver station comprising the steps

receiving one or more information transmissions at said receiver station;

detecting a plurality of signals on said one or more information transmissions, at

least a first of one of said plurality of signals including a control signal;
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controlling a decij/ptor in response to said control signal;

decrypting or enabling communication of at least a second of said plurality of

signals on the basis of said step of controlling said decryptor;

passing said decrypted or enabled at least said second of said plurality of signals

to a controllable device; and

controlling said controllable device on the basis of said passed decrypted or

enabled at least said second of said plurality of signals.
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REMARKS

Status of claims

New claims 22-55 have been added. They correspond to claims 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,

11,12,19, 21,40,41,42,-43,44, 89,93,109,111,112,113,114,115,116,117,118,123,125,

127, 131, and 134 of the DECR 81 group “A" application (US. Patent Application Serial No.

08/449,263.) The newly presented claims are fully supported by the specification and do not

introduce new matter.

Each of the claims is patentable in light of the prior art. Prior patents Hartung (US.

Patent No. 4,019,201 ), Tang (US. Patent No. 4,253,] 14), and Bond (US. Patent No. 4,390,898)

were cited as having subject matter similar to some of the claims now introduced in claims 22-

55. All three patents disclose the use of encoded control signals or other data to control the

unscrambling of an analog video signal.

The claims of this amendment, however, claim material relating to the encryption and

decryption of signals. Claim 22 is “[a] method for controlling the decryption of encrypted

programming" and contains a step of “decrypting said encrypted programming." Claim 23 is

“[a] method for controlling the decryption of programming” and contains a step of “decrypting

said encrypted digital information portion of said programming.” Claim 24 contains a step of

receiving an instruct signal that can operate to “decrypt said unit of programming or said first

instruct signal.” Claim 31 contains a step of receiving downloadable code that is effective to

“implement a new technique of decrypting.” Claim 33 contains a step of receiving instruct

signals that are operative to "implement a new technique of decrypting.” Claim 34 contains a

step of “decrypting a second of said plurality of signals." Claim 40 contains a step of

"controlling a decryptor to decrypt in a specific fashion” and a step of“decrypting at least one

second signal of said plurality of signals." Claim 41 is a method to “detect digital data and

14
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control a decryptor" and contains a step of “receiving digital data." Claim 42 contains a step of

“decrypting at least one of said plurality of signals." Claim 43 is “[a] method for decryptor

activation” and contains a step of “decrypting under first processor control a first portion of said

encrypted materials." Claim 54 contains a step wherein a “decryptor decrypts said programming

signal.” Claim 55 contains a step of “controlling a decryptor” and a step of “decrypting or

enabling communication of at least a second of said plurality of signals."

The Board of Patent Appeals and lnterferences decided in Ex pw‘I€ Personalized Media

Communications, LLC (Appeal 20034228, Ex prtrfe Reexamination Control 90/006,536) at

pages 53-54, that encryption requires a digital signal. Each of the claims of this amendment

involves the use of digital signals either through reference to "digital” signals or through

reference to “decryption" and “encryption." “Encryption and decryption," the Board goes on to

say, “are not broad enough to read on scrambling and unscrambling." Therefore, because

Hartung, Tang, and Bond are directed to unscrambling of analog signals, none teach or suggest a

method of controlling the decryption of digital information as is presented in the claims of this

amendment.

Upon entry of this paper, claims 22-55 will be pending and under consideration.

Reconsideration is respectfully requested based on the above amendments.

11. Conclusion

Applicants respectfully submit that all claims are in condition for examination and

prompt examination on the merits is earnestly requested. ln the event Applicants have

overlooked the need for an extension of time, payment of fee, or additional payment of fee,

Applicants hereby petition therefore and authorize that any charges be made to Deposit Account

No. 50-4494.
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Should the Examiner have any questions regarding any of the above, the Examiner is

respectfully requested to telephone the undersigned at 202-346-4000.

Dated: April 05, 201 l Respectfully submitted,

By /Thomasl. Scott Jr!
Thomas J. Scott, Jr.

Registration No.: 27,836
GOODWIN PROCTER LLP

901 New York Avenue, NW

Washington, DC 2000i
(202) 3464000

Attorney for Applicants
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Appendix A

Marked up Copy of Claims 22-55 Indicating the Differences Between Them and Claims 2,

3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,11, 12,19, 2], 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 89, 93,109,111,112,113,114-,I]5,I16,

117, I18, I23, I25, 127, 131, and 134 of the DECR 81 Group “A” Application

(US. Patent Application Serial No. 08/449,263)

22. A method for controlling the decryption of encrypted programming at a

subscriber station, said method comprising the steps of:

receiving encrypted programming, encrypted programming having an encrypted control

signal;

detecting said control signal;

passing said control signal to ' .‘ ‘ a decryptor at said subscriber

station;

decrypting said control signal;

decrypting said encrypted programming to form decrypted programming based on said

control signal; and

presenting said decrypted programming to a viewer or listener.

23. A method for controlling the decryption of programming at a subscriber station,

said method comprising the steps of:

receiving programming, said programming having a first encrypted digital control

signal portion and an encrypted digital information portion;
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detecting said first encrypted digital control signal portion of said programming;

passing said first encrypted digital control signal portion of said programming to a

first decryptor at said subscriber station;

decrypting said first encrypted digital control signal portion of said programming

using said first decryptor at said subscriber station;

passing said encrypted digital information portion of said programming

and the decrypted control signal portion to a second decryptor at said subscriber station;

decrypting said encrypted digital information portion of said programming using

said second decryptor at said subscriber station based on the decrypted control signal portion;

and

presenting said programming.

24. A method of controlling a remote transmitter station to communicate program

material to a subscriber station and controlling said subscriber station to process or output digital

programming, said method comprising the steps of:

receiving a first control signal which operates at

the remote transmitter station to control communication of said digital programming and one or

more first instruct signals,

.' and communicating said control

signal to said remote transmitter‘ station;

receiving an identifier designating said digital programming to be transmitted by

the remote transmitter station said remote transmitter station transferrin said digital

programming to a transmitter;

receiving at said remote transmitter station said one or more digital second

instruct signals which operate at the subscriber station Q

identify or decrypt said digital programming or said one or more first instruct signals, said
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remote transmitter station transferring said one or more second instruct signals to said

and

transmitting from said remote transmitter station to said subscriber station an

information transmission comprising said unit of programming, said one or more first instruct

signals, and said one or more second instruct signals, said one or more first instruct signals being

transmitted in accordance with said control signal.

25. The method of claim 23, wherein said programming further

includes encrypted video.

26. The method of claim 23, wherein said subscriber station

stores information that evidences processing said programming.

27. The method of claim 3Q, wherein said programming is received at said

subscriber station in one channel of a multichannel signal and a second control signal portion

used to decrypt said programming is included in said multichannel signal outside said one

channeL

28. The method of claim 3 Q, wherein said subscriber station detects, in a

transmission channel including said programming, a second control signal portion used to

decrypt the first control signal portion.

29. The method of claim 4 Q, wherein the subscriber station detects, in a

transmission channel for transmitting the programming, a second control signal portion used to

decrypt the first control signal portion, and wherein the second control signal portion is

encrypted, and wherein the second control signal portion is decrypted in order to enable

decryption of the first control signal portion.

30. The method of claim 23, wherein said programming includes

computer data.

31. A method of controlling at least one of a plurality of receiver stations, said

method comprising the steps of:
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receiving downloadable code which is effective at said at least one of said

plurality of receiver stations to implement a new technique of decrypting and delivering the

downloadable code to at least one transmitter",

receiving at least one control signal which at said at least one of said plurality of

receiver stations operates to execute the downloadable code and

causing said at least one control signal to be communicated to said at least one

transmitter at a specific time,

thereby to transmit at least one information transmission including the

downloadable code and said at least one control signal.

32. The method of claim -l—l- 31, wherein a television program is displayed at a

receiver‘ station and said downloadable code and said at least one control signal programs said

receiver station to decrypt said television program in accordance with said new technique.

33. A method of communicating television program material to one or more receiver

stations, said method comprising the steps of:

receiving a television program at a transmitter station and delivering said

television program to a transmitter;

receiving and storing one or more instruct signals at said transmitter station, said

one or more instruct signals at said one or more receiver stations operative to implement a new

technique of decrypting;

transferring said one or more instruct signals to said transmitter; and

transmitting said television program and said one or more instruct signals from

said transmitter station to said one or more receiver stations.

34. A method of processing signals at a receiver station comprising the steps of:

receiving at least one information transmission;
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detecting a plurality of signals on said at least one information transmission;

changing a decryption technique in response to at least a first of said plurality of

signals;

decrypting a second of said plurality of signals on the basis of said changed

decryption technique;

passing said decrypted second of said plurality of signals to a controllable device;

controlling said controllable device on the basis of said passed decrypted second

of said plurality of signals.

35. The method of claim —l-9 3_3, wherein said step of transferring is performed based

on comparison.

36. The method of claim 49 33, wherein said step of transferring is performed in

accordance with a schedule.

37. The method of claim 4+ E, wherein said schedule specifies a transmission time

and a transmission channel, said method further comprising the steps of receiving and storing

said schedule at said transmitter station.

38. The method of claim -l-9 3_3, wherein said one or more instruct signals operate at

said one or more receiver stations based on an identifier, said method further comprising the step

of transmitting said identifier‘.

39. The method of claim 4% 38, wherein an information transmission including said

television program is received at said one or more receiver stations, wherein said television

program is outputted at said one or more receiver stations, and wherein said identifier identifies

at least one of (i) said television program and (ii) a channel including said television program.

40. A method of processing signals at a receiver station comprising the steps of:

(-a-)—receiving at least one information transmission;

21
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(-l99—detecting a plurality of signals in said at least one information

transmission, a first signal of said plurality of signals including downloadable code;

(~c—)—passing said downloadable code to a processor;

éd9—controlling a Cl€CI“ypIOI' to decrypt in a specific fashion on the basis of said

downloadable code;

ée)—decrypting at least one second signal of said plurality of signals in said

specific fashion; and

(—t%—passing said at least one second signal to one of said processor and an

output device.

41. A method of controlling a receiver‘ station to detect digital data and control a

decryptor based on a varying pattern of timing or location, said method of controlling comprising

the steps of:

(—l—}—receiving programming and delivering said programming to a transmitter;

(—29—receiving digital data comprising at least an instruct signal and

communicating said digital data to a signal embedder, said instruct signal operative at said

receiver station to control said decryptor;

(—3a—controlling said signal embedder to embed said digital data in an

information transmission in a varying pattern of timing or location;

t49§communicating said information transmission to said transmitter‘, and

{§9—transmitting said programming and said information transmission

including said digital data.

4-2. A method of processing signals at a receiver station comprising the steps of:

(—a—):receiving at least one information transmission;
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(-l99—detecting a plurality of signals on said at least one information

transmission;

€c—)—decrypting at least one of said plurality of signals, said at least one

decrypted signal including at least one instruct signal which is effective to instruct;

éd5—passing the at least one decrypted instruct signal to a controllable device;

ée§—controlling said controllable device on the basis of decrypted information

included in said at least one decrypted instruct signal.

43. A method for decryptor activation in a network comprising:

receiving a transmission comprising encrypted materials;

decrypting under first processor control a first portion of said encrypted materials

in said transmission;

inputting said first portion of said encrypted materials to a decryptor;

decrypting under second processor control a second portion of said encrypted

materials based on said step of decrypting said first portion of said encrypted materials.

4-4. The method of claim 3 Q wherein said transmission in said step of receiving

a transmission is 619 a multichannel signal separated in the frequency

domain.

45. The method of claim 4-1-2 % wherein said transmission is a cable system

broadcast.

46. The method of claim 3 Q wherein said transmission in said step of receiving

a transmission of a multichannel signal separated in the time

domain.
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47. The method of claim 3 4_3 wherein said transmission in said step of receiving a

transmission is generated at a local data source.

48. The method of claim «I-15 fl wherein said local data source comprises a VCR.

49. The method of claim 4-15 fl wherein said local data source comprises a laser disk.

50. The method of claim 3 Q wherein said encrypted materials comprise

a portion of a television program.

51. The method of claim 3 Q, wherein said transmission in said step of receiving a

transmission programming and a signal necessary for decryption are received from d-ififereaee

different sources.

52. The method of claim -l—2—3~ 5_l, further comprising the step of contacting a remote

transmitter station to receive one of said transmission and said signal necessary for decryption.

53. The method of claim 4-2-3 Q, wherein a signal necessary for decryption is

communicated by telephone.

54. A method of providing an enabling signal to a receiver station from a remote data

source, said enabling signal for use in decrypting at the receiver station a programming signal,

said receiver station being programmed to get information necessary for enabling a programming

signal, said method comprising the steps of:

storing at the remote data source one or more control signals for enabling a

dec ryptor to decrypt a video;

receiving at the remote data source from the receiver station a communication to

get specific enabling information;

communicating, from the remote data source to the receiver station in response to

said communication from the receiver station, a control signal,

whereby the receiver station inputs said control signal to a decryptor, and wherein

said decryptor decrypts said programming signal.
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55. A method of processing signals at a receiver station comprising the steps of:

receiving one or more information transmissions at said receiver station;

detecting a plurality of signals on said one or more information transmissions, at

least a first of one of said plurality of signals including a control signal;

controlling a decryptor in response to said control signal;

decrypting or enabling communication of at least a second of said plurality of

signals on the basis of said step of controlling said decryptor;

passing said decrypted or enabled at least said second of said plurality of signals

to a controllable device; and

controlling said controllable device on the basis of said passed dCCl')/plfldfl

enabled at least said second of said plurality of signals.
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Application No. App[icant(s)

08M-49.413 HARVEY ET AL.

Office Action Summary Examiner M Uni,

-- The MAILING DATE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --
Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE § lVlONTH(S) OR THIRTY (30) DAYS,
WHICHEVER IS LONGER, FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.
— Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR t.136(_a} In no event however may a reply be timely filed

after SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
— If NO period for reply is specified above. the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX {6} MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will by statute. cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 us C. § 133)

Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication. even if timely filed may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1 7o4r_o)

Status

1)[Z] Responsive to communication(s) filed on 05 AQril'207 I.

2a)I:| This action is FINAL. 2b)E This action is non—finaI.

3)|:l Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 CD. 11,453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims

ME Claimts) 22-55 is/are pending in the application.

4a) Of the above c|aim(s) is/are withdrawn from consideration.

)E Claims) 23 25-30 and 43-53 isfare allowed.

)E Claims) 22 24 31 -36 38-42 54 and 55 is/are rejected.

)E Claimts) 3_7 israre objected to.

)|: Claimts)jare subject to restriction and/or election requirement.

Application Papers

Gil: The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

10)I: The drawing(s) filed onj isfare: ailj accepted or bilj objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 3? CFR 1.85( ).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.t21(d).

11)]: The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PTO-152.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § ‘I19

12)]: Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 USC. § 119(a)-( ) or (t).

a)|:[ All b)|:| Some * c)]:| None of:

1.|:] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2.|:] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No._

3.|:] Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

Attachment(s)

1) E Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 4) CI Interview Summary (PTO-413]
2) CI Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review {PTO—948) Paper NOISVMEII Dalej
3) E Information Disclosure Statementts) (PTOESBHOS) 5) D NOTICE‘ of Inform“ P359” APPIICGIIOVI

Paper No(s)fMaiI Date . 5) El Other: .
U.S Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL—326 (Rev. 08-06) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No.i'l\i'1aI| Date 20110621
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Application/Control Number: O8/449,413

Art Unit: 2467

DETAILED ACTION

Information Disclosure Statement

1. The information disclosure statements (IDS) submitted on 4/7/97, 45/96, 21/96,

and 12/24/95 are in compliance with the provisions of 37 CFR 1.97. Accordingly, the

information disclosure statements are being considered by the examiner.

Claim Objections

2. Claim 34 is objected to because of the following informalities: On line 4, the word

“on" should be replaced with “in"_ Appropriate correction is required.

Double Parenting

3. The nonstatutory double patenting rejection is based on a judicially created

doctrine grounded in public policy (a policy reflected in the statute) so as to prevent the

unjustified or improper timewise extension of the “right to exclude” granted by a patent

and to prevent possible harassment by multiple assignees. A nonstatutory

obviousness—type double patenting rejection is appropriate where the conflicting claims

are not identical, but at least one examined application claim is not patentably distinct

from the reference c|aim(s) because the examined application claim is either anticipated

by, or would have been obvious over, the reference claim(s). See, eg, in re Berg, 140

F.3d 1428, 46 USPQ2d 1226 (Fed. Cir. 1998); In re Goodman, 11 F.3d 1046, 29

USPQ2d 2010 (Fed. Cir. 1993); In re Long, 759 F.2d 887, 225 USPQ 645 (Fed. Cir.

1985); In re Van Omum, 686 F.2d 937, 214 USPQ 761 (CCPA 1982); In re Vogel, 422

F.2d 438, 164 USPQ 619 (CCPA 1970); and In re Thorington, 418 F.2d 528, 183 USPQ

644 (CCPA 1969).
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A timely filed terminal disclaimer in compliance with 37 CFR 1.321 (c) or 1.321{d)

may be used to overcome an actual or provisional rejection based on a nonstatutory

double patenting ground provided the conflicting application or patent either is shown to

be commonly owned with this application, or claims an invention made as a result of

activities undertaken within the scope of a joint research agreement.

Effective January 1, 1994, a registered attorney or agent of record may sign a

terminal disclaimer. A terminal disclaimer signed by the assignee must fully comply with

37 CFR 3.73(b).

4. Claims 22, 34, 54 and 55 are rejected on the ground of nonstatutory

obviousness—type double patenting as being unpatentable over claims 1, 22, and 23 of

US. Patent No. 7,801,304. Although the conflicting claims are not identical, they are

not patentably distinct from each other because of the following correspondences.

Regarding claim 22, “a method for controlling the decryption of encrypted

programming at a subscriber station” corresponds to “a method for controlling the

decryption of programming at a subscriber station" in claim 1 of the above U.S. Patent.

“Receiving encrypted programming, said encrypted programming having an

encrypted control signal” corresponds to “receiving programming, said programming

having a first encrypted digital control signal portion" in claim 1 of the above U.S.

Patent.

“Detecting said control signal” corresponds to “detecting said first encrypted

digital control signal portion of said programming“ in claim 1 of the above U.S. Patent.
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“Passing said control signal to a decryptor at said subscriber station“

corresponds to "passing said first encrypted digital control signal portion of said

programming to a decryptor at said subscriber station" in claim 1 of the above US.

Patent.

“Decrypting said control signal” corresponds to “decrypting said first encrypted

digital control signal portion“ in claim 1 of the above U.8. Patent.

“Decrypting said encrypted programming to form decrypted programming based

on said control signal" corresponds to “decrypting said encrypted digital information

portion of said programming based on the decrypted control signal portion" in claim 1

of the above US. Patent.

Lastly, “presenting said decrypted programming to a viewer or listener“

corresponds to "presenting said programming" in claim 1 of the above U.S. Patent.

Claim 22 of the instant application does not explicitly claim “passing said

encrypted digital information portion of said programming to said decryptor”. Therefore,

claim 22 merely broadens the scope of claim 1 of the above US. Patent.

it has been held that the omission of an element and its function is an obvious

expedient if the remaining elements perform the same function as before. See in re

Karlson, 136 USPQ 184 (CCPA)_ Also note Ex parte Rainu, 168 USPQ 375 (Bd. App.

1969). The omission of a reference element whose function is not needed would be

obvious to one skilled in the art.

Regarding claim 34, "a method of processing signals at a receiver station“

corresponds to the same in claim 23 of the above U.S. Patent.
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“Receiving at least one information transmission“ and “detecting a plurality of

signals on said at least one information transmission“ corresponds to "receiving a

plurality of signals including digital programming and inputting at least some of said

plurality of signals to said digital detector" as well as "detecting said encrypted digital

data in said at least some of said plurality of signals" in claim 23 of the above U.S.

Patent.

“Changing a decryption technique in response to at least a first of said plurality of

signals" corresponds to “controlling said decryptor to alter its decryption pattern or

technique on the basis of information included in said detected encrypted digital data” in

claim 23 of the above U.S. Patent.

Lastly, “decrypting a second of said plurality of signals on the basis of said

changed decryption technique; passing said decrypted second of said plurality of

signals to a controllable device; and controlling said controllable device on the basis of

said passed decrypted second of said plurality of signals” corresponds to “decrypting at

least a portion of said digital programming using a selected decryption pattern or

technique based on said step of detecting in order to provide a decrypted output of

programming to a viewer or listener" in claim 23 of the above U.S. Patent.

Claim 34 of the instant application does not explicitly claim “said receiver station

having a receiver, a digital detector operatively connected to said receiver for detecting

encrypted digital data, a decryptor operatively connected to said digital detector for

decrypting said encrypted digital data, and a controller operatively connected to said
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digital detector or said decryptor for controlling said decryptor”. Therefore, claim 34

merely broadens the scope of claim 23 of the above U.S. Patent.

It has been held that the omission of an element and its function is an obvious

expedient if the remaining elements perform the same function as before. See in re

Karlson, 136 USPQ 184 (CCPA). Also note Ex parte Rainu, 168 USPQ 375 (Bd. App.

i969). The omission of a reference element whose function is not needed would be

obvious to one skilled in the art.

Regarding claim 54, “a method of providing an enabling signal to a receiver

station from a remote data source, said enabling signal for use in decrypting at the

receiver station a programming signal, said receiver station being programmed to get

information necessary for enabling a programming signal" corresponds to "a method of

providing digital enabling information to a receiver station from a first remote source,

said digital enabling information for use at the receiver station in decrypting a mass

medium program presentation" in claim 22 of the above U.S. Patent.

“Storing at the remote data source one or more control signals for enabling a

decryptor to decrypt a video” corresponds to “storing digital enabling information at said

first remote source“ in claim 22 of the above U.S. Patent.

“Receiving at the remote data source from the receiver station a communication

to get specific enabling information” corresponds to “receiving at said first remote

source a query from said receiver station" in claim 22 of the above U.S. Patent.

“Communicating, from the remote data source to the receiver station in response

to said communication from the receiver station, a control signal" corresponds to
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“transmitting said digital enabling information which is effective to enable decryption

from said first remote source to said receiver station in response to said step of

receiving said query, said receiver station storing at least some of said transmitted

enabling information” in claim 22 of the above U.S. Patent.

Lastly, “whereby the receiver station inputs said control signal to a decryptor, and

wherein said decryptor decrypts said programming signal" corresponds to “to said

receiver station an encrypted digital mass medium presentation signal which is

decrypted on the basis of said stored at least some of said digital enabling information"

in claim 22 of the above U.S. Patent.

Claim 54 of the instant application does not claim “transmitting from a second

remote source“ as well as "to present said mass medium programming presentation“.

Therefore, claim 54 merely broadens the scope of claim 22 of the above U.S. Patent.

it has been held that the omission of an element and its function is an obvious

expedient if the remaining elements perform the same function as before. See in re

Karlson, 136 USPQ 184 (CCPA). Also note Ex parte Rainu, 168 USPQ 375 (Bd. App.

i969). The omission of a reference element whose function is not needed would be

obvious to one skilled in the art.

Regarding claim 55, “a method of processing signals at a receiver station"

corresponds to the same in claim 23 of the above US. Patent.

“Receiving one or more information transmissions at said receiver station;

detecting a plurality of signals on said one or more information transmissions, at least a

first of one of said plurality of signals including a control signal” corresponds to
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“receiving a plurality of signals including digital programming and inputting at least some

of said plurality of signals to said digital detector“ as well as “detecting said encrypted

digital data in said at least some of said plurality of signals” in claim 23 of the above

U.S. Patent.

“Controlling a decryptor in response to said control signal" corresponds to

''controlling said decryptor to alter its decryption pattern or technique on the basis of

information included in said detected encrypted digital data” in claim 23 of the above

U.S. Patent.

“Decrypting or enabling communication of at least a second of said plurality of

signals on the basis of said step of controlling said decryptor” corresponds to

“decrypting at least a portion of said digital programming using a selected decryption

pattern or technique based on said step of detecting” in claim 23 of the above U.S.

Patent.

Lastly, “passing said decrypted or enabled at least said second of said plurality of

signals to a controllable device; and controlling said controllable device on the basis of

said passed decrypted or enabled at least said second of said plurality of signals”

corresponds to “to provide a decrypted output of programming to a viewer or listener“ in

claim 23 of the above U.S. Patent.

Claim 55 of the instant application does not claim “detecting in accordance

with a varying pattern of timing or location”. Therefore, claim 55 merely broadens the

scope of claim 23 of the above U.S. Patent.
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it has been held that the omission of an element and its function is an obvious

expedient if the remaining elements perform the same function as before. See ln re

Karlson, 136 USPQ 184 (CCPA). Also note Ex parte Rainu, 168 USPQ 375 (Bd. App.

i969). The omission of a reference element whose function is not needed would be

obvious to one skilled in the art.

5. Claim 22 is rejected on the ground of nonstatutory obviousness—type double

patenting as being unpatentable over claim 26 of U. 8. Patent‘ No. 7,805, 749. Although

the conflicting claims are not identical, they are not patentably distinct from each other

because of the following correspondences.

Regarding claim 22, "a method for controlling the decryption of encrypted

programming at a subscriber station" as well as "receiving encrypted programming, said

encrypted programming having an encrypted control signal" corresponds to "receiving a

television program in a first programming signal” as well as "an encryption code

received in said first programming signal” in claim 26 of the above U.S. Patent.

“Detecting said control signal; passing said control signal to a decryptor at said

subscriber station” corresponds to “passing an encryption code received in said first

programming signal to a processor in response to said step of processing said user

input” in claim 26 of the above US. Patent.

“Decrypting said control signal; decrypting said encrypted programming to form

decrypted programming based on said control signal“ corresponds to “decrypting said

encrypted information with said encryption code” in claim 26 of the above U.S. Patent.
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Lastly, “presenting said decrypted programming to a viewer or listener“

corresponds to “delivering said at least one of a product and a service to said user” in

claim 26 of the above U.S. Patent.

Claim 22 of the instant application does not claim the "displaying", "offering”, and

“receiving said user input" steps that are claimed in claim 26 of the above U.S. Patent.

Therefore, claim 22 merely broadens the scope of claim 26 of the above U.S. Patent.

it has been held that the omission of an element and its function is an obvious

expedient if the remaining elements perform the same function as before. See in re

Karlson, 136 USPQ 184 (CCPA). Also note Ex parte Rainu, 168 USPQ 375 (Bd. App.

1969). The omission of a reference element whose function is not needed would be

obvious to one skilled in the art.

6. Claim 24 is rejected on the ground of nonstatutory obviousness-type double

patenting as being unpatentable over claim 14 of U.S. Patent No. 7,801,304 in view of

Yanagimachi et al. (U.S. 3,936,595) (hereinafter “Yanagirnachi“).

Regarding claim 24, “a method of controlling a remote transmitter station to

communicate program material to a subscriber station and controlling said subscriber

station to process or output a unit of programming” corresponds to “a method of

controlling a remote transmitter station to communicate program material to a

subscriber station and controlling said subscriber station to process or output digital

programming” in claim 14 of the above U.S. Patent.
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“Receiving a control signal which operates at the remote transmitter station to

control the communication of a unit of programming and one or more first instruct

signals and communicating said control signal to said remote transmitter station“

corresponds to “receiving at said remote transmitter station a first control signal which

operates at the remote transmitter station to control communication of said digital
n

programming and one or more first instruct signals in claim 14 of the above U.S.

Patent.

“Receiving at said remote transmitter station one or more second instruct signals

which operate at the subscriber station to identify Q decrypt said unit of programming g

said one or more first instruct signals, said remote transmitter station transferring said

one or more second instruct signals to said transmitter” corresponds to “receiving at

said remote transmitter station said one or more digital second instruct signals which

operate at the subscriber station to decrypt said digital programming” in claim 14 of the

above U.S. Patent.

“Transmitting from said remote transmitter station an information transmission

comprising said unit of programming, said one or more first instruct signals, and said

one or more second instruct signals, said one or more first instruct signals being

transmitted in accordance with said control signal” corresponds to “transmitting from

said remote transmitter station to said subscriber station an information transmission

comprising said digital programming, said one or more first instruct signals and said one

or more digital second instruct signals, said one or more first instruct signals being
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transmitted in accordance with said first control signal" in claim 14 of the above U.S.

Patent.

Claim 24 of the instant application further claims “receiving a code or datum

identifying a unit of programming to be transmitted by the remote transmitter station,

said remote transmitter station transferring said unit of programming to a transmitter"

which is not claimed in claim 14 of the above U.S. Patent.

However, Yanagfmachi teaches a similar method of controlling transmission and

output of programming at a receiver station, where program control codes identifying

particular programming included in the transmission are utilized by a transmitter station

102 and receiver station 103 for transmission/reception and programming output as

spoken of on column 15, lines 2-32 as well as column 16, lines 22-40.

At the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to someone of ordinary

skill in the art, to apply the control code transmission of Yanagimachi to the method of

claim 14 of the above U.S. Patent in order to provide selective output of programming in

accordance with selection input provided from a subscriber as spoken of on column 16,

lines 25-40 of Yanagimachi.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 1 12

The following is a quotation of the second paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 112:

The specification shall conclude with one or more claims particularly pointing out and distinctly
claiming the subject matter which the applicant regards as his invention.

8. Claims 31 and 32 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112, second paragraph, as being

indefinite for failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject matter which

applicant regards as the invention.
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9. Claim 31 recites the limitation "said at least one control signal" in line 6. There is

insufficient antecedent basis for this limitation in the claim.

Claim 32 is also rejected as being dependent on claim 31 and containing the

same deficiency.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

10. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that

form the basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless —

(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country or in
public use or on sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date of application for patent in
the United States.

ie) the invention was described in (1) an application for patent, published under section 122{b), by
another filed in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent or (2) a patent
granted on an application for patent by another filed in the United States before the invention by the
applicant for patent, except that an international application filed under the treaty defined in section
351(a) shall have the effects for purposes of this subsection of an application filed in the United States
only if the international application designated the United States and was published under Article 21 (2)
of such treaty in the English language.

it. Claims 22, 40-42, and 55 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being

anticipated by Davidson (Re. 31,735). Davidson teaches all of the limitations of the

specified claims with the reasoning that follows.

Regarding claim 22, “a method for controlling the decryption of encrypted

programming at a subscriber station“ is anticipated by the decryption method spoken of

on column 24, lines 30-50.

“Receiving encrypted programming, said encrypted programming having an

encrypted control signal” is anticipated by the conveying of a composite television signal

to a subscriber including a video portion, an aural portion, and an encryption codes
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signal (control signal) comprising a sequence of encryption codes as spoken of on

column 24, lines 30-35.

“Detecting; said control signal; passing said control signal to a decryptor at said

subscriber station; decrypting said control signal" is anticipated by the encryption codes

signal detector means for separating the encryption codes signal (decrypting the control

signal) from the television signal as spoken of on column 24, lines 39-41.

“Decrypting said encrypted programming to form decrypted programming based

on said control signal” is anticipated by the inverse encryption means that uses the

separated encryption codes signal to return the detected audio signal to the pre-

encryption digitized condition (decrypted programming) as spoken of on column 24,

lines 44-46.

Lastly, “presenting said decrypted programming to a viewer or listener” is

anticipated by returning of the audio signal to original analog format whereby program

audio may be processed and presented in a conventional manner as spoken of on

column 24, lines 47-50.

Regarding claim 40, “a method of processing signals at a receiver station" is

anticipated by the decryption method spoken of on column 24, lines 30-50.

“Receiving at least one information transmission" and “detecting a plurality of

signals in said at least one information transmission, a first signal of said plurality of

signals including downloadable code" is anticipated by the conveying of a composite

television signal to a subscriber including a video portion, an aural portion, and an
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encryption codes signal (first signal) comprising a sequence of encryption codes as

spoken of on column 24, lines 30-35.

“Passing said downloadable code to a processor; controlling a decryptor to

decrypt in a specific fashion on the basis of said downloadable code; decrypting at least

one second signal of said plurality of signals in said specific fashion" is anticipated by

the inverse encryption means (decryptor processor) that uses the separated encryption

codes signal to return the detected audio signal (second signal) to the pre—encryption

digitized condition (decrypted programming) as spoken of on column 24, lines 44-46.

Lastly, “passing said at least one second signal to one of said processor and an

output device" is anticipated by returning of the audio signal to original analog format

whereby program audio may be processed and presented (to an output device) in a

conventional manner as spoken of on column 24, lines 47-50.

Regarding claim 41, “a method of controlling a receiver station to detect digital

data and control a decryptor based on a varying pattern of timing or location” is

anticipated by the encryption/decryption method spoken of on column 25 line 45 —

column 26, line 9.

“Receiving programming and delivering said programming to a transmitter" is

anticipated by the subscription television transmitter that generates television signals

(programming) having video and audio portions as spoken of on column 25, lines 45-50.

“Receiving digital data comprising at least an instruct signal and communicating

said digital data to a signal embedder, said instruct signal operative at said receiver

station to control said decryptor; controlling said signal embedder to embed said digital
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data in an information transmission in a varying pattern of timing or location;

communicating said information transmission to said transmitter; and transmitting said

programming and said information transmission including said digital data“ is anticipated

by the encryption code signal generating means that generates a continuous sequence

of encryption codes (digital data instruct signal) as well as the means for combining

(signal embedder) that combines the encryption codes signal, the digitized and

encrypted audio program signal, and a video program signal with carrier signals for

transmission to a receiver as spoken of on column 25, lines 50-53 as well as column 26,

lines 1-9.

Regarding claim 42, “a method of processing signals at a receiver station” is

anticipated by the decryption method spoken of on column 24, lines 30-50.

“Receiving at least one information transmission; detecting a plurality of signals

on said at least one information transmission“ is anticipated by the conveying of a

composite television signal (information transmission) to a subscriber including a video

portion, an aural portion, and an encryption codes signal comprising a sequence of

encryption codes as spoken of on column 24, lines 30-35.

“Decrypting at least one of said plurality of signals, said at least one decrypted

signal including at least one instruct signal which is effective to instruct" is anticipated by

the inverse encryption means (decryptor processor) that uses the separated encryption

codes signal to return the detected audio signal to the pre-encryption digitized condition

(decrypted signal} as spoken of on column 24, lines 44-46.
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Lastly, “passing the at least one decrypted instruct signal to a controllable device;

and controlling said controllable device on the basis of decrypted information included in

said at least one decrypted instruct signal" is anticipated by returning of the audio signal

to original analog format whereby program audio may be processed and presented (to a

controllable device) in a conventional manner as spoken of on column 24, lines 47-50.

Regarding claim 55, “a method of processing signals at a receiver station" is

anticipated by the decryption method spoken of on column 24, lines 30-50.

“Receiving one or more information transmissions at said receiver station;

detecting a plurality of signals on said one or more information transmissions, at least a

first of one of said plurality of signals including a control signal" is anticipated by the

conveying of a composite television signal (information transmission) to a subscriber

including a video portion, an aural portion, and an encryption codes signal (control

signal) comprising a sequence of encryption codes as spoken of on column 24, lines

30-35.

“Controlling a decryptor in response to said control signal; decrypting Q enabling

communication of at least a second of said plurality of signals on the basis of said step

of controlling said decryptor“ is anticipated by the inverse encryption means (decryptor)

that uses the separated encryption codes signal (control signal) to return the detected

audio signal to the pre—encryption digitized condition (decrypted signal) as spoken of on

column 24, lines 44-46.

Lastly, "passing said decrypted g enabled at least said second of said plurality of

signals to a controllable device; and controlling said controllable device on the basis of
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said passed decrypted g enabled at least said second of said plurality of signals“ is

anticipated by returning of the audio signal to original analog format whereby program

audio may be processed and presented (to a controllable device) in a conventional

manner as spoken of on column 24, lines 47—50.

12. Claim 24 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being anticipated by Yanagimachi

et al. (U.S. 3,936,595) (hereinafter “Yanagimachi”). Yanagimachi teaches all of the

limitations of the specified claims with the reasoning that follows.

Regarding claim 24, “a method of controlling a remote transmitter station to

communicate program material to a subscriber station and controlling said subscriber

station to process g output a unit of programming" is anticipated by the programming

transmission method performed by the transmitter 102 of Figure 14 as spoken of on

column 14, line 51 — column 15, line 36.

“Receiving a control signal which operates at the remote transmitter station to

control the communication of a unit of programming and one or more first instruct

signals and communicating said control signal to said remote transmitter station” is

anticipated by the signal code allocation control device 104 of Figure 14 that receives

data (control signal) supplied from the signal generating device 101 that is used to

determine signal transmission timings as spoken of on column 14, lines 51 -68.

“Receiving a code or datum identifying a unit of programming to be transmitted

by the remote transmitter station, said remote transmitter station transferring said unit of

programming to a transmitter" is anticipated by the signal code allocation control device
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104 that produces and supplies program material control codes identifying particular

programming to an output terminal 114 (transmitter) as shown in Figure 14 and spoken

of on column 15, lines 11-32.

“Receiving at said remote transmitter station one Q more second instruct signals

which operate at the subscriber station to identify Q decrypt said unit of programming Q

said one g more first instruct signals, said remote transmitter station transferring said

one or more second instruct signals to said transmitter“ is anticipated by the signal code

allocation control device 104 that produces and supplies item control codes (instruct

signals) identifying particular programming to an output terminal 114 (transmitter) as

shown in Figure 14 and spoken of on column 15, lines 11-32.

Lastly, “transmitting from said remote transmitter station an information

transmission comprising said unit of programming, said one or more first instruct

signals, and said one or more second instruct signals, said one or more first instruct

signals being transmitted in accordance with said control signal” is anticipated by the

transmission of the combined signal from output terminal 114 (transmitter) to a

transmission path 115, where the combined signal includes video and audio

programming as well as various control codes (instruct signals) as spoken of on column

15, lines 25-32.

13. Claims 31 and 54 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated by

Ostermann et al. (US. 4,484,025) (hereinafter "Ostermann“). Ostermann teaches all of

the limitations of the specified claims with the reasoning that follows.
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Regarding claim 31, "a method of controlling at least one of a plurality of receiver

stations” is anticipated by the enciphering/deciphering method performed by the

terminals 1 and 2 of Figure 1.

“Receiving downloadable code which is effective at said at least one of said

plurality of receiver stations to implement a new technique of decrypting and delivering

the downloadable code to at least one transmitter" is anticipated by the transmission of

a cipher algorithm (downloadable code) from cipher program storage 18 to program

memory 22 of a programmable cipher computer 12 (transmitter) that indicates a

particular enciphering/deciphering technique as spoken of on column 2, lines 38-41.

“Receiving said at least one control signal which at said at least one of said

plurality of receiver stations operates to execute the downloadable code; and causing

said at least one control signal to be communicated to said at least one transmitter at a

specific time, thereby to transmit at least one information transmission including the

downloadable code and said at least one control signal” is anticipated by the

transmission of a bit sequence {control signal) from cipher equipment 16 to cipher

computer 12 (transmitter) indicating a particular stored cipher program (downloadable

code) to be used as spoken of on column 3, lines 10-19.

Regarding claim 54, “a method of providing an enabling signal to a receiver

station from a remote data source, said enabling signal for use in decrypting at the

receiver station a programming signal, said receiver station being programmed to get

information necessary for enabling a programming signal“ is anticipated by the
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enciphering/deciphering method performed by the terminals 1 and 2 (receiver station

and remote data source) of Figure 1.

“Storing at the remote data source one or more control signals for enabling a

decryptor to decrypt a video” is anticipated by the cipher equipment 16 (remote data

source) that contains cipher program storage 18 for storing a cipher algorithm as

spoken of on column 2, lines 38-41.

“Receiving at the remote data source from the receiver station a communication

to get specific enabling information” is anticipated by the cipher algorithm request

(communication) transmitted from the terminal 1 to the terminal 2 (remote data source)

requesting a cipher algorithm (enabling information) as spoken of on column 3, lines 4-

9.

“Communicating, from the remote data source to the receiver station in response

to said communication from the receiver station, a control signal" is anticipated by the

transmission of a cipher algorithm (control signal) from cipher program storage 18 to

program memory 22 of a programmable cipher computer 12 that indicates a particular

enciphering/deciphering technique as spoken of on column 2, lines 38-41.

“Whereby the receiver station inputs said control signal to a decryptor, and

wherein said decryptor decrypts said programming signal" is anticipated by a receiver

terminal that contains means for deciphering (decryptor) received ciphered data text in

accordance with a cipher algorithm and a cipher key as spoken of on column 4, lines

52-54, as well as column 2, lines 16-24, which states that terminals 1 and 2 each

contain transmitters and receivers as shown in Figure 1.
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Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

14. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. tO3(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set
forth in section 102 of this title, it the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the
invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.
Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

15. This application currently names joint inventors. In considering patentability of

the claims under 35 U.S.C. tO3(a), the examiner presumes that the subject matter of

the various claims was commonly owned at the time any inventions covered therein

were made absent any evidence to the contrary. Applicant is advised of the obligation

under 37 CFR 1.56 to point out the inventor and invention dates of each claim that was

not commonly owned at the time a later invention was made in order for the examiner to

consider the applicability of 35 U.S.C. 103(c) and potential 35 U.S.C. iO2(e), (f) or (g)

prior art under 35 U.S.C. 103( ).

16. Claims 32-36, 38, and 39 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Ostermann et al. (U.S. 4,484,025) (hereinafter “Ostermann”) in view

of Davidson (Re. 31,735).

Regarding claim 32, Ostermann teaches the method of claim 31 as described

above. Ostermann does not explicitly teach decryption of television programming.

However, Davidson teaches the application of encryption/decryption techniques

to television signals as spoken of on column 24, lines 30-50.

At the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to someone of ordinary

skill in the art, given these references, to apply the enciphering/deciphering methods of
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Ostermann to television program signals in order to effectively enable high security and

deterring of unauthorized viewers in a television environment as spoken of on column 2,

lines 31-38 of Davidson.

Regarding claim 33, Ostermann teaches the transmission of a cipher algorithm

(instruct signal) from cipher program storage 18 to program memory 22 of a

programmable cipher computer 12 (transmitter) that indicates a particular

enciphering/deciphering technique as spoken of on column 2, lines 38-41.

Osrermann also teaches a receiver terminal that contains means for deciphering

received ciphered data text in accordance with a cipher algorithm and a cipher key as

spoken of on column 4, lines 52-54, as well as column 2, lines 16-24, which states that

terminals 1 and 2 each contain transmitters and receivers as shown in Figure 1.

Ostermann does not explicitly teach decryption of television programming.

However, Davidson teaches the application of encryptionrdecryption techniques

to television signals as spoken of on column 24, lines 30-50.

At the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to someone of ordinary

skill in the art, given these references, to apply the enciphering/deciphering methods of

Ostermann to television program signals in order to effectively enable high security and

deterring of unauthorized viewers in a television environment as spoken of on column 2,

lines 31 -36 of Davidson.

Regarding claim 34, Ostermann teaches the transmission of a cipher algorithm

(signal) from cipher program storage 18 to program memory 22 of a programmable
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cipher computer 12 that indicates a particular enciphering/deciphering

(encryption/decryption) technique as spoken of on column 2, lines 38-41.

Ostermann also teaches the transmission of a bit sequence (signal) from cipher

equipment 16 to cipher computer 12 indicating a particular stored cipher program to be

used (change in encryption/decryption technique) as spoken of on column 3, lines 10-

19.

Ostermann also teaches a receiver terminal that contains means for deciphering

received ciphered data text (signal) in accordance with a cipher algorithm and a cipher

key as spoken of on column 4, lines 52-54, as well as column 2, lines 16-24, which

states that terminals 1 and 2 each contain transmitters and receivers as shown in Figure

1.

Ostermann does not explicitly teach passing a decrypted signal to a controllable

device and controlling the controllable device on the basis of the passed decrypted

signal.

However, Davidson teaches returning of an audio signal (decrypted signal) to

original analog tormat whereby program audio may be processed and presented (to a

controllable device) in a conventional manner as spoken of on column 24, lines 47-50.

At the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to someone of ordinary

skill in the art, given these references, to apply the post—decryption processing and

presentation as taught in Davidson to the system of Ostermann in order to allow the

receiving station to make appropriate use of the recovered decrypted signal.
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Regarding claim 35, Ostermann further teaches where the cipher algorithm

(instruct signal) is transferred that matches information provided in a received bit

sequence as spoken of on column 3, lines 10-20.

Regarding claim 36, Ostermann further teaches where the cipher algorithm

(instruct signal) is transferred that matches information provided in a received bit

sequence that indicates which cipher program is to be used at a particular time

(schedule) as spoken of on column 3, lines 10-20.

Regarding claim 38, Ostermann further teaches where the cipher algorithm

(instruct signal) is transferred that matches information provided in a received bit

sequence (identifier) as spoken of on column 3, lines 10-20.

Regarding claim 39, Ostermann further teaches where the cipher algorithm

(instruct signal) is transferred that matches information provided in a received bit

sequence (identifier) as spoken of on column 3, lines 10-20, as well as column 3, lines

49-61, which states that the bit sequence contains identification codes of the transmitter

and addressed receiver (indicates transmission channel).

Allowable Subject Matter

1?. Claims 23, 25-30, and 43-53 are allowable over the prior art of record.

18. Claim 37 is objected to as being dependent upon a rejected base claim, but

would be allowable if rewritten in independent form including all of the limitations of the

base claim and any intervening claims.

19. The following is a statement of reasons for the indication of allowable subject

matter:
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Regarding claim 23, the prior art of record does not teach or suggest the claimed

method of receiving programming having a first encpgpted digital control signal portion

and an encrypted digital information portion, where the first encrypted digital control

signal portion is detected and passed to a first decryptor at the subscriber station for

decryption processing, and then passing the encrypted digital information portion and

the decrypted control signal portion to a second decryptor at the subscriber station,

where the encrypted digital information portion is decrypted based on the decrypted

control signal portion at the second decryptor, and the resulting programming is then

presented.

Regarding claims 25-30, these claims are further limiting to claim 23 and are thus

also allowable over the prior art of record.

Regarding claim 37, Ostermann in view of Davidson teaches the method of claim

36 as described above. Ostermann, Davidson, as well as the other prior art of record

do not teach "wherein said schedule specifies a transmission time and a transmission

channel, said method further comprising the steps of receiving and storing said

schedule at said transmitter station" in combination with the other limitations of claim 36.

Regarding claim 43, the prior art of record does not teach or suggest the claimed

method of receiving a transmission comprising encrypted materials, decryptingi

portion of the encrypted materials under first processor control, inputting the first portion

of the encrypted materials to a decryptor, and decrypting a second portion of the

encrypted materials under second processor control based on the step of decrypting the

first portion of the encrypted material .
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Regarding claims 44-53, these claims are further limiting to claim 43 and are thus

also allowable over the prior art of record.

Response to Arguments

20. Applicants arguments with respect to new claims 22, 24, 31-36, 38-42, 54, and

55 have been considered but are moot in view of the new ground(s) of rejection

provided above.

Conclusion

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to MICHAEL J. MOORE, JR, whose telephone number is

(571)272-3168. The examiner can normally be reached on Monday—Friday (7:30am —

4:00pm).

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiners

supervisor, William Korzuch can be reached at (571) 272-7589. The fax phone number

for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.
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Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAlR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair—clirect.usptogov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll—free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-‘I O00.

Ill/lichael J. Moore, Jr./

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2467
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Lake eifeci umii afiez a patent is grazlied and :he public h;«1sn<Jl1hus1'eiieL§ upon 1hetermiz1a'§

di5_<cl.aime:', reéiei" §'mm fine entry efa terminal i.ii5L‘.%2n'm<:r, vx.-ehéc.h is no hunger app:'epria1.e or

p:'epe1'. is gfiopcriy EE\.*'E‘:iE1ib§C th:‘0=.1gh 21 petition.

The filing and reee1'dalien efan l§¥1I3CCC§53£'}.’§.C£'T12§I3éI:} (§is,<c.§a2'n2e:' E233 been eI'az1rz1e£eriz'o.(*§

as an "unhappy ci:‘Cu:‘:1S§9.§’1cc" in in re Je;'1.rq_f1'_. 393. F.2d 633-, 357 USENQ 363 {CCPA ‘$963).
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I-"tzzihcr, a’\/EPE? 1490 513205 {hat "'t}:C:‘C is 510 .~;tat’:_110§"y pm§1iE'3iti0n agaizlsi nulEi§"ying or

0§.¥:crwi5L‘. 3'-mecling the c§TC<:§. 01' a :'eC01"dcr,i 1.e:'mina§ (,§i5x.:}aimc1" which was crremously Flcvi

be3‘o:"c the paient issues." The FTC} has hcki that the pr-opcr‘ time-------zmd indeed the <*.:1§_\,ru'::r1e----- --21

Lcraninal {iisc'é21‘§11‘;cr rnay be wiLhdmw'r1 prior to #31:: issuamcc 01%;, patent. De(:.f,s.f(::a De-.‘H_1»'fr.*g

..r"’c£:'.*‘i'0:?. In re Re:Is',::Lre .-’ipp!i(,rcrtf«_;:-I :J__f‘1,e3e= ex :11’. .e?ei.s‘.\.'ue /1’p;1:'£:;-:1fir}:7 N0. 0’*}.»".‘?33,9§8, Wfirch 21,

380:: 1 ‘Lee Dcczsson _;, As dcnmnsiraied bcsow, the Tcmamal Disclaimer fisee in 31:5.

app§ic2:1.i0n is no kmgcr .a;_:;;>;'(1;)ri'-“tic: and xshouid be withdrzm=r:,

ll. Fmtuai B:aL'.E«;ggr:mn:i

Tific "i'c§*n2é11;ai Disclaimer in zinc abox-‘C-rc§"crc§'1ccd eappficatiosa we=.s F1 {Cd Mzu'ch $9, 3.00%

as part of 21 Petiiian =.md::r 3? C".F.R, LE8} :'co;=.1csting aha: zhc Ccsmnzissicm of Pafiems wi=.§1L§:2>mr

Lhs: .Eam;a:'y £8, ZEN}! imidixzg 0:" z1bar:{lo:1mer:L.

By way 0E'baekgr0ua1d_. the OI'I'icc issued-'.-"e1 inéiiai Nome oE‘N0r;—RcsponsivL:nc5s on

June is} 2{I=£3(} {June ‘£30 Communicaiien} 1' 1 me insizmi application. The E3I.xz1mi:aex‘ aéicgcd that

Appficelnis’ Qcrpaicnibcr 4, rcsglcwsc {"‘SCptCn1iac1' ‘Q8 rC5~;_§mnsc'“; E0 the March 4, 1998 Non-

]-"énal O§Ta:c Amen {March ‘.98 Acaimz} was net §'u§3_v 1‘<::;pen:;iw:, spcci§ca}§y. by a:onm:1L*§i;1g Sh-at

/-‘ap;;3E§c2111£5 dciibcmtciy emiiicd idcmification 0?su§3p0t1 s"02'1E"=c Section i2 :'C__§cci§0:1s.

Apptéatartts flied 2: Rctagzaesl. for ?€3C0!'i5i€iCTEL§i{‘.lI} on .iLs:3c. 3*}, 2(.?{3{) in reapozzse, (}c:rn0naLrai.i:1g1.142;:

the 0ff'1ec’s June ‘G0 C0m1n=.111icaté€:11 was untinacly as; the PTO had aircady considmcd the

September ‘98 Response in {mi}. in rmiciiiione Appiicants 6en1m1s1ra:<.%d that the September ‘98

Response was :1 cempielc response 10 the Niélratfl ‘98 A£:té0:3 ancl was a ‘coma §‘§ds: mlcmpi to

advzaxwc Lhz: apgniicatiml ‘:0 a ;::c»:3‘§1ive final action. The Oilicc, 1’a€111i.‘§hC1CSS, issued 11 Nmice of

abancimzmcnt on .3anuary 18, 230E.

in response to the January 33, 2.{}€}§ Noiicc 03"Abané0n:t'1cm. Appiéca111s fiicé 21 petiiion

13:16:‘-r 37 {.‘.F,R, § 1 , E 3‘: on March E9‘ 269} rcqucslirig that {he Comrnission of Palmris vs.-'i{§1(§:':1w

the hdding 0fabandn21n:Cnt cfthc instant appficatiozl ineiuihilg for the reasons prm/§'0usEy stated

in the June 29,, 2{i{}{} response. A;)pEicara§.<3 petimmed the {."en:n1és5iera oi‘Pa=.cn1,5 wide!‘ 37

E Tin: {.443 Du-f.s'fi.m'2 is a Finzii F)1:ei5;iL.~;1 fuszn the Ct:-:*.a:*.i;.'.~,\ia'_)sic.t R:-I‘ F‘:stcn£s' t|x:I1yi31g 2: p*.:1i::(m to V.-iihilisiw a
{'.';.T1I‘.in;:i di5>cl;1imc1' ML; ‘$12.:-1:1: Elctzllsse " {im1L‘.1' kncw, (Jr shimid l1:3‘..L: ii 0'. ' WiEhd:'awai] 1: 3 £0 bc
rcqlicstcé §.)1'im' $0 :s.\5ua1:1c:.: ufthc -:'::'égin;:§ patient". _ -::-I: fin _ at “wheat is iascrsc Cm1tl'(':l§i21g ix
that pctitimiicr seeks to C()§'!‘L’i_‘t an isS.1:cs'.i p2:iL‘.1':t"‘, am 2‘. 31:,-:1<.*i11g 2i§}‘Q|iCE31i-:)!1 as here.
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§ l.l37, in the E1liCT§1‘c1El\-"(.‘_, fer i‘e\.«’ivai Gian eibandelied appiieznioii. At the szinie time, _fi\;iplieant

also Subrriitieal the Terminal Di<3eia;ii1';er {“l’vlarel: ‘OI Terminal f_}i;~7Cl2iimer"’} pllffiuéilll. L0 3?

C.E3'.R. § l.32i{e} and {l§SC§£1il1‘iC{L in essential ierzns, the l.Cl‘£‘.«'1ii‘321l par: ofihe sta£:ite:"y term eiaiiy

patent gmntcti on the above-rel"e:'e1u_1cd :-ipplieaiion equivalent to ihe allegcal peried 0;"

abandonznent. Applicant noted the: the even: {hat {he l‘~«la:‘e}i *3} i“’etil£en was g1'a:1lecE__ this

appiieaiien would be eensieieyeni never ‘-‘.0 have been abancioned and accertilngly, ihe terminal

pari.e§'1.he1,erm e§'t.his ;)aL<:r:§l Liisatiaini td would ix: no per:i:_:d at all.

On April 2002, the PTO mailed 3 Peiition Decision (April ‘()2 Petilien Deei.<;i0n}

va<:a1.ing the ‘~.\§0‘§.iee of Abarldoiinierai. and wil.E:di".::wi:1g aha: holding of abanderlrneni, On the

‘SEIEC date, §"'E"O mailed a Suggieaision 0fAetien Neilce. .=-“ks result‘ the prosecution oftlie

appiieaiien was held in -3-fi:1e3,«2inee beginning on Agni": l8, 2002 pending action in "DECf§’.” group

“A” applieaileiz {_i}.E€. Pz11en=; Apfglllcaiion 5§-'::'iz1E 1I=Sr'44§3,263}.

On July 6, 291 l, the PTO in-aileel linai 0£'§Eee a.e2ien in wiiieh elaiinis certain pending

claims ol'ii':e preseri appéication were rejccied 0 1 me ground 0I‘nen3:a1uio:'y <*.bviousness—type

ticiulaie paneriing as Ewing unpateniablc eves‘ claims of US. lkiieni No. 7,333, 394; US. Paient

Ne. 7,8€}5,T-’l9; and. US. Palflill. 7.,$€}§_.,3{34 in view’ 0f‘a’z1:1agir:1aL‘l:i. Tin: Offiiee git,-‘en no

effect to the i\*31«11'eii '0} 'I'e1'niinal Disclaimer. Tiie Exiiminer iii the Office aeilon states that 2‘;

Limely filed 1.::r:i'1:m;l d;ise§2;inie:' may be u':3'c-Ll to M-'e1"cer1'2e the double p.ai.enLii3g reja:a‘1.ier:.

III. Basis fur R-esguest for Withdrawal

As c£i.~;c.us.sed aheve. the Marc}: ‘DE 'E‘c:'ml:1e1i E}ise¥a'm1ez' was filed in réisclaim part efthc

Lerm efihe paaeni that issues from this appiieznion equivaicm to the 33oz“;-ad of lag ;-fisantl-zsziniesii.

Bcczitzse, the A;_n'il “E32 §’etiLien Decision vacated the Noiiee of Miaxitionnieiii and withdrew ihe

lieiiéizig ofalaasiclenmelit, l.Eie:‘c was no period efabamionsncni for me Marci} ‘Ell 'l'e:'n1ina§

Disatiainier to lliselain: 21:; ea l'CSiii£. Fc.n' this reason alone, the Marein ‘{3} Terminal Disclaimer

slieuld simply not be given cffeet.

AS neieti EJbf_}\’C_.. the i\*l.P.E.P, {:1 E493 ae¥<.rao\r.«'ler,lges Ilsa! uncier e1pprcJpr'iziie ei:'enms_-lance,

eensisient with the erdcrly adiitinisirzitien of the exzimixiaiien 3;:reees:"~._., the ziixililieatien 0:‘

recorded temnnai diselfi ‘me: is apprepriaae. This is such 3. cireumalancc. The wi1hd.rawal of

Unis: ierminal ciisciaimei' censisiciit wiih the en'le:'E;.' £Edl1‘:§i‘llEi1!‘3l.lOll efiltis prosecution. This is

not a circumstance in which the pi*opr§cly oi}: prior doziaic patenting rejection is being eopened.
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A5 éiscusscd above, {he E‘\/larch ’{}l Ternziaiaf l'_)i:;c§aimer was not filed in respense to at tl(Ju'i3l::

pzmtiiiirzg rej'c(:1.i0.=i. RaL§'1<:r, like L3:<2mii.=iei' in {he recent final lljffiee A:.tLi0r; has ma(,§'c a new

,'- it 'e‘eei‘i= 1 ‘es, 0 .-e 2.1.. ‘: . 1C‘v" '- rze t r L _. 'c: '0 L e Exa 1' e‘ asm l» e3).1icr* : 13': mi 3) as eciamsr I .1(ll(l1'3l.l1S"lfl ll 31: i“ {=1 l n in 1 {'1

given no cllcel Le the March Temiizial Disc}:-xi: er. The rues: erdcrly numner in which an

preeced is in nullify the lvlareh ‘('11 'l'et'mina1 Bisclaimer. Appmzazit slieuiel lzave zlie eppoliunily

1e amend she claims as proposed to amid this new double p-azenLir;g; rejeeiiami

En add:il.i0n to this reason._ Ap§)l§CZ1l’ii‘.-3 eames=;E},= reque<_:‘l.:;tliaE.1li<.: iei'min2il (.l§$£.TlE1lT1‘:L‘.l"§‘)C

withdrawn l';CCfll.£E~'.-C ii has l'flC-Cl’! ten years since its initial filing and {he claims as {hey exigicd

when {l‘1(.‘.' mmlirial clisclaimer was filed are sub5£am.ia§§y Lli§'l'el'enl. from 1.l":c: Ciaims ~’0l.§.l’lC ir';51a:1l.

applieatiozi 1+:i:l;ay. in the course eipreiecuting this appliealien and its CO—§‘JC31iliE1{__, applications,

ll!‘ AL “r*‘ ?’1‘ll.‘lL E .1111 C“1*1"C,(;‘l1‘i£‘~. *1 en‘ 1"1dl.‘lC1‘t‘iC‘ lt ni*e E3‘ 1&1: lei’ El 1 UL. lia.cL;m2.,a ‘ x= ; '11 3.; via . ;1.:l_' ea -. '32,: <. §. LE Lwz.‘ K. L::"n,_._

prosecution 055:’; czslicd ‘°§I}§?I.{_‘§{" group applicaiion (U152. Péllcili Application Serial Ne.

0Si*’:3=4EL,263} may be il.t!‘Ll’:i.’.:‘ pmseeuled in the instant application. As a. result, Appiieaiits have

added claims £0 ihe l:zsta:iiap§;iEica1ie:1, via :1 Supplemental .»’-maendxncni. ee:'respordi::g1o

aubject 11:zi(:es'p:'e\='i0u:~;¥_3' pursued in the so called “DECK” greup “EA” application t’L9.S. Efiileni

Appllceilémi Swial Ne. (}3:'tl49,,26.3}. Appléceiriia have also {‘..€-JIC€:llC£l the lone claim eezitairaeal in

the inst-am: application when {lie terminal dlsciaiiilez‘ was filed. lr ;-‘xpplicanfzs view, a Simple

ee;n1;¢.ari:se:2 efthe claims A8 tl:'eyc:xi31.ed at the time ellhe Terraiiiial Efiiseizliiner and the claims as

they exist now aficr the incoi‘p01'aii0n Gillie 50 called “DECK” gi‘C=‘.l}, "‘_r’\” applieaiion (US.

Patent Appliealicm Serial 08:"-4-49i2(}3§ claims xxxlil dc ‘lezislrate the merits efits eurreni

reqizcsi.

For all these reasons, A;3;3Eiea:1L respectlislly requesés wiihclrawal oftlie l‘~/lzu‘eh ‘(ll

Tezminal l.')§sc}a§me:'.
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Pfcasc c‘21arge any shoziagc in 5305 due in Cozmcciion with zinc filing of this

c<>rnn::anic:a!..ion to Deposit Acccum. I\ii_:. 513-4439-’%,_ and plcasc cxmiii. any cxccss flscs in Slihfh

céeposii account.

Dated: E*S<:pis:mbc:* 12, 2.81 §~’;cspcctE"u‘:}y .=;u§'Jmittcd,

IEE!9.53;!§i§__§_;__§:§;_Q§1g_ I 2:

Thomas; J. Scott, Jr.

iicgistraiion N0: 27._<i<.36
GOODWIN PROCTER LLP

93! New ‘r'or§< Avenue, E\lW

Wa$hir':gi.0:i, DC 20(}€3§
(202) 346-=-‘E000

Aimrncy :"0:'App§icz1ms
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Commissioner for Patents
United States Patent and Trademark Office

PO, Box 1450
Alexandria. VA 22313-1450

\'U'|Mi‘L|i|SDlO.QOV

GOODWIN PROCTER LLP

901 NEW YORK AVENUE, N.W.

WASHINGTON DC 20001 MNLED

SEP 22 2011

In re Application of OFFICE 0!: PETIHONS
HARVEY et al.

Application No. 08f449,413 DECISION ON PETITION
Filed: 05724/1995 '

Attorney Docket No. 5634.174

This is a decision on the petition under 37 CFR 1.182 filed September 12, 2011.

Applicants request that the Office withdraw the previously filed terminal disclaimer submitted on
March 19, 2001.

As the examiner has concurred, the requested relief can be favorably considered. Accordingly, the
petition is granted.

The Office acknowledges the $400.00 petition fee.

This matter is being referred to Technology Center Art Unit 2400 for correction of PALM and tile
records consistent with this decision.

Telephone inquiries regarding this decision should be directed to the undersigned at_(S'/'1) 272~32l 1.

Christina Tartera Donnell

Senior Petitions Attorney
Office of Petitions
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Docket No.: PMC—003—C247

(PATENT)

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Patent Application of:

John C. Harvey and James W. Cuddihy

Application No; 08/449,413 Confirmation No.: 1756

Filed: May 24, 1995 Art Unit: 2400

For‘: SIGNAL PROCESSING APPARATUS AND Examiner: William Korzuch

METHODS

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT glDS;

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Sir:

Prosecution of this application has recently been continued after being suspended since

2005. This application was held in abeyance from examination by the Office pending final action in

a corresponding so-called “A” application, U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 08I449,263 (issued as

U.S. Patent 7,801,304 on September 21, 2010) as explained in the Supplemental Amendment filed

April 5, 201 1 in this application and in the Comments on Statement of Reasons for Allowance filed

March 10, 2010, in the 03/449,263 application. During the suspension applicant filed no additional

Information Disclosure Statements in this application. However, additional Information Disclosure

Statement were filed in Application Serial No. 08/449,263 and Applicants other copending "A"

applications. This Information Disclosure Statement cites the references of record in Application

Serial No. 08/449,263 and Applicants other "A" application, but are not yet of record in this

application.

This application is a continuation of Application Serial No.08/113,329-‘(issued as US.

Patent 7,856,650 on December 21, 2010), which is a continuation of Application Serial No.
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08/056,501 (which issued as US. Patent 5,335,277 on August 2, 1994), which is a continuation of

Application Serial No. 07/849,226 (which issued as US. Patent 5,233,654 on August 3, 1993) with

is a continuation of Application Serial No. 07/096,096 (which issued as US. Patent 4,965,825 on

October 23, 1990), which is a continuation-in-part of Application Serial No. 06/829,531 (which

issued as U.S. Patent 7,704,725 on November 3, 1987), which in turn is a continuation of

Application Serial No. 06/317,510 (which issued as U.S. Patent 4,694,490 on September 15, 1987).

Numerous of Applicants’ copending applications having the above priority claim (including this

application) share a specification with application 07/096,096 and each of its descendent

applications. Of these copending applications, Application Serial No. 08/480,060 issued as US.

Patent 5,887,243 on March 23, 1999. On or subsequent to June 8, 2010, 53 of these co—pending

patents have issued, including applications 08/1 13,329 and 08/449,263 discussed above. Another

three applications have been allowed and the issue fee has been paid. Of note applications

008/470,571 (issued as US. Patent 7,734,251 on June 8, 2010) and 08/487,526 (issued as U.S.

Patent 7,747,217 on June 29, 2010) each issued as patent after appeal to the Board of Patent

Appeals and Interferences (“Board”). The decision in the ’25l Application was issued on March

23, 2009, in Appeal 2007-1837 and a decision on rehearing was issued on June 24, 2009. The

decision in the ’526 Application was issued January 13, 2009, in Appeal 2007-21 15.

Each of the seven patents issued prior to June 8, 2010 have been subject to one or more

reexamination proceedings. These reexamination proceedings are summarized below and in the

chart attached as Appendix A. US. Patent 4,694,490 underwent reexamination in Reexamination

Control No. 90/006,800. The Examiner’s rejections were appealed to the Board in Appeal 2008-

0334. The Board issued a decision on June 30, 2008. A decision on rehearing was issued on

December 18, 2008. Reexamination Certificate No. 4,694,490 Cl issued by the Board on June 23,

2009.

U.S. Patent 4,704,725 underwent reexamination in a merged proceeding of

Reexamination Control Nos. 90/006,697 and 90/006,841. The Examiner’s rejections were appealed

to the Board in Appeal 2007-4044. The Board issued a decision on June 30, 2008. A decision on
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rehearing was issued by the Board on December 18, 2008. Reexamination Certificate No.

4,704,725 C1 issued on June 16, 2009.

US. Patent 4,965,825 underwent reexamination in Reexamination Control No.

90/006,536. The Examiner’s rejections were appealed to the Board in Appeal 2008-4228. The

Board issued a decision on December 19, 2008. A decision on rehearing was issued by the Board

on May 22, 2009. Reexamination Certificate No. 4,965,825 Cl issued on November 10, 2009.

Reexamination Certificate No. 4365825 C2 issued on October 26, 2010 as result of a second

reexamination in Reexamination Control No. 90/010,709. A third reexamination proceeding,

Reexamination Control No. 90101 1,274 remains pending regarding the ’825 Patent.

U.S. Patent 5,109,414 underwent reexamination in Reexamination Control No.

90/006,838. The Examiner’s rejections were appealed to the Board in Appeal 2008-4864. The

Board issued a decision on January 7, 2009. Reexamination Certificate 5,109,414 Cl issued on

August 4, 2009. Reexamination Certificate 5,109,414 C2 issued on June 7, 2010, as a result of a

second reexamination in Reexamination Control No. 90/01 1,016. A third reexamination request for

reexamination assigned Reexamination Control No. 90/01 1,744 was granted on September 2, 201 1

and is currently pending.

US. Patent 5,233,654 underwent reexamination in a merged proceeding of

Reexamination Control Nos. 90/006,606, 90/006,703 and 90/006,839. Reexamination Certificate

5,233,613-4C1 issued February 17, 2009, as result of this proceeding.

U.S. Patent 5,335,277 is undergoing reexamination in a merged proceeding of

Reexamination Control Nos. 90/006,563 and 90/006,698. The Examiner’s rejections were appealed

to the Board in Appeal 2009-6825. The Board issued a decision on January 19, 2010. A decision

on rehearing was issued on September 27, 2010. An appeal of the Board’s decision is pending

before the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit (“Federal Circuit”).

US. Patent 5,337,243 underwent reexamination in Reexamination Control No.

90/006,638. The Examiner’s rejections were appealed to the Board in Appeal 2008-4316. The
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Board issue da decision on March 5, 2009. A decision on rehearing was issued on June I, 2009.

Reexamination Certificate 5,887,243 Cl issued on October‘ 13, 2009.

Applicants’ issued patent have been asserted in several proceedings. US. Patents

4,965,825, 5,109,414 and 5,335,277 were asserted in the U.S. District Court, Eastern District of

Virginia in Pei'.s0Imfi2:€zl Mrrss Media Corp. v. The I/Vecrther Cfmrmei’, Im‘. at aI., Doc. No.

2:95cv242 (“Virginia Action”). The case was settled prior to any substantive decision by the Court

although one procedural decision was published at 399 F.Supp. 239 (ED. Va. I995). The

procedural decision can be found in the Related Proceedings Appendices filed in each of the appeals

to the Board listed above, for example, with the Appeal Brief filed February 22, 2007, in

Reexamination Control No. 90/006,838.

US. Patent 5,335,277 was involved in the matter of Certain I)ig:’mI .S'cireHire' System

(DDS) Re<'er'v€rs and Compoimzrs Thereofbefore the United States International Trade Commission

(“Commission"), Investigation No. 33'/‘—TA—392 ("ITC Investigation"). The Administrative Law

Judge (“ALJ") issued an "Initial Determination Granting Motion for Summary Determination of

Invalidity of Claim 35 of the ’277 Patent" on May I6, 1997. This determination was appealed to

the Federal Circuit, which affirmed the Commission decision in a decision decided January 7, I999.

The ALJ issued “Initial and Recommended Determinations” on October 31, 1997, The Commission

adopted certain of the AI.J’s findings and took no position on certain other issues in a “Notice of

Final Commission Determination Of No Violation Of Section 337 Of The Tariff Act Of 1930,"

dated December 4, 1997. The determination was appealed to the Federal Circuit, which affirmed-

in—part, neversed—in—part, vacated—in—par1, and remanded in a decision decided November 24, I993,

and published at I61 F.3d 696, 48 U.S.P.Q.2d 1 I80. On remand, the complainant moved to

terminate the investigation. The Commission issued a "Notice of Commission Decision To

Terminate The Investigation And To Vacate Portions Of The Initial Determination" on May I3,

1999. ). The ITC and Federal Circuit decisions can be found in the Related Proceedings

Appendices filed in each of the appeals to the Board listed above, for example, with the Appeal

Brief filed February 22, 2007', in Reexamination Control No. 90/006,838.
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US. Patents 4,965,825, 5,109,414 and 5,335,277 were asserted in the U.S. District

Court, Northern District of California in 1’er.s'(Jn(z1i:ed Media C(rmmt:nit‘£m'(Jmr, LLC v. Thomson

Consumer Ii.’€{‘Ir"r3nft‘5 8! 01., Doc No. C—96 20957 SW (EA1). The case was stayed during the

Commission proceeding and was thereafter voluntarily dismissed by the plaintiffs. The Court

issued no substantive decisions.

U.S. Patents 4,694,490, 4,965,825, 5,109,414, 52333354, 5335,27? and 5,887,243 are

asserted in the US. District Court, District of Delaware in Pegu.s'us r')ev€1opm€nI Corp. v. I)IRh'C'r"V

r'n('., Doc. No. CA 00-1020 (“Delaware Action"). Special Master Robert L. Harmon issued a

“Report And Recommendation Of Special Master Regarding Claim Construction." On March 29,

2003, Special Master Harmon issued a letter clarifying his report. The Court has taken no further

action in this case as it has been stayed pending resolution of the reexamination proceedings. The

Harmon Report can be found in the Related Proceedings Appendices filed in each of the appeals to

the Board listed above, for example, with the Appeal Brief filed February 22, 2007', in

Reexamination Control No. 90/006,838. Materials that are not prior art, but reflect the parties

arguments related to the patents, can be found in the Information Disclosure Statement filed in the

reexamination proceedings on October 28, 2005.

Each of the patents issued prior to June 8, 2010 were asserted in the U.S. District Court,

Northern District of Georgia in the case styled I’er's0rm1r'::ed Medit: Comrnm1r'r'mf(m.s, LLC v.

Sr'ier1Irj'ir‘-Atlrrrztrr, Int‘. er 611., Doc. No. 1:02-CV-824 (CAP) (“Atlanta Action"). The Court issued

an order construing the claims at issue that adopts with minor modifications the Special Master’s

Report and Recommendation construing the claim terms disputed in that litigation. The court has

dismissed this case. The defendants have appealed the dismissal. A third—party has appealed a

licensing issued unrelated to patentability or infringement The Markman Decisions can be found in

the Related Proceedings Appendices filed in each of the appeals to the Board listed above, for

example, with the Appeal Brief filed February 22, 2007, in Reexamination Control No. 90/006,838.

Materials that are not prior art, but reflect the parties arguments related to the patents, can be found

in the Information Disclosure Statement filed in the reexamination proceedings on October 28,

2005.
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US. Patents 4,694,490, 4,965,825, 5,109,414, 5233,654, 5335,277 and 5,887,243 are

also asserted in the US. District Court, Eastern District of Texas, in I’€r50n(r1f:m'M5*rZirr

C0m.m.um't‘(r!irJns, I...’,. C. V. M(}[()f(Jf{(, flit‘. er al., Doc. No. 2:O8—CV—OOO70 ("Texas Action”). The

Court has not yet issued any substantive ruling is this litigation.

Prior art cited in the above proceeding prior to the suspension of this application have

previously been included in previously filed Information Disclosure Statements. This Information

Disclosure Statement includes the materials cited in the copending applications and reexamination

proceedings after the suspension of this application. In addition, material.‘ recently cited in the

Texas Action are including in this Information Disclosure Statement.

Pursuant to 37 CFR 1.56, 1.97 and 1.98, the attention of the Patent and Trademark

Office is hereby directed to the references listed on the attached PTO/SBIOS. The U.S. materials

listed from pages 1-21 (ending with RE 34,034), the foreign materials listed from pages 22-29

(ending with JP 6I—267474) and the other documents listed from pages 25-62 (ending with the

memo to Bernie Kotten)are cited in applicants’ related patents, either during the original

prosecution or during the reexamination proceedings. The US. materials listed on page 21 (starting

with US. Patent No. 3,932,062), the foreign materials listed on pages 24-25 (starting with JP 50-

091215) and the other documents listed on pages 62-70 (starting with “A Proposal to Construct a

Broadband Cable Communications System for Saint Paul) have been recently cited in the Texas

Action. It is respectfully requested that the information be expressly considered during the

prosecution of this application, and that the references be made of record therein and appear among

the “References Cited” on any patent to issue therefrom. This Information Disclosure Statement is

filed before the mailing date of a Final Office Action or Notice of Allowance.

In accordance with 37 CFR l.98(a)(2)(ii), Applicant has not submitted copies of U.S.

patents and U.S. patent applications. Applicant submits herewith copies of foreign patents and non-

patent literature in accordance with 37 CFR l.98(a)(2). A concise explanation of relevance of the

items listed on form PTO/SBIOS is given for foreign language references based the assertions made

in prior prosecution and litigation. Applicant has not fully reviewed all the statements made by
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third parties when asserting art against related patents and, thus, provides these summaries for the

convenience of the Examiner’s searches. Applicant will fully address the content of any reference

should it be applied in a rejection.

In accordance with 37 CFR l.97(g), the filing of this Information Disclosure Statement

shall not be construed to mean that a search has been made or that no other material information as

defined in 37 CFR l.56(a) exists. In accordance with 37 CFR I.97(h), the filing of this Information

Disclosure Statement shall not be construed to be an admission that any patent, publication or other

information referred to therein is “prior art” for this invention unless specifically designated as such.

It is submitted that the Information Disclosure Statement is in compliance with 37 CFR

1.98 and the Examiner is respectfully requested to consider the listed references.

Please charge our Credit Card in the amount of $180.00 covering the fee set forth in 37

CFR l.l7(p). The Director is hereby authorized to charge any deficiency in the fees filed, asserted

to be filed or which should have been filed herewith (or with any paper hereafter filed in this

application by this firm) to our Deposit Account No. 50-4494, under Order No. PMC~003CZ47.

Dated: September 26, 2011 Respectfully submitted,

By /Thomas J. Scott Jr.f
Thomas J. Scott, Jr.

Registration No.: 27,836
GOODWIN PROCTER LLP

901 New York Avenue, NW

Washington, DC 20001

(202) 346-4000

Attorney for Applicant
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Patent Application of:

John C. Harvey er al.

Application No; 03/449,413 Confirmation No.2 I756

Filed: May 24, 1995 Art Unit: 2467

For: SIGNAL PROCESSING APPARATUS AND Examiner: Moore .Ir., Michael .1.
METHODS

AMENDMENT AND REQUEST FOR RECONSIDERATION
UNDER 37 C.F.R. 'I.l 11

MS Amendment

Commissioner for Patents

PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Sir:

In response to the non-final Office Action mailed July 6, 201 1, (“Non-Final Office

Action" or "the Action”) from the Patent and Trademark Office ("the Office”) allowing claims

23, 25-30, and 43-53; rejecting claims 22, 24, 31-36, 38-42, 54 and 55; and objecting to claim

37, please amend the above—identified US. patent application as follows:

Amendment to the Claims are reflected in the listing of the claims that begins on page 2

of this paper.

Remarks begin on page 1 1.
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AMENDMENT TO THE CLAIMS

1 - 21. (Cancelled)

22. (Previously Presented) A method for controlling the decryption of encrypted

programming at a subscriber station, said method comprising the steps of:

receiving encrypted programming, said encrypted programming having an encrypted

control signal;

detecting said control signal;

passing said control signal to a decryptor at said subscriber station;

decrypting said control signal;

decrypting said encrypted programming to form decrypted programming based on said

control signal; and

presenting said decrypted programming to a viewer or listener.

23. (Previously Presented) A method for controlling the decryption of programming

at a subscriber station, said method comprising the steps of:

receiving programming, said programming having a first encrypted digital control signal

portion and an encrypted digital information portion;

detecting said first encrypted digital control signal portion of said programming;

passing said first encrypted digital control signal portion of said programming to a first

decryptor at said subscriber station;

decrypting said first encrypted digital control signal portion of said programming using

said first decryptor at said subscriber station;

passing said encrypted digital information portion of said programming and the decrypted

control signal portion to a second decryptor at said subscriber station;
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decrypting said encrypted digital information portion of said programming using said

second decryptor at said subscr‘iber‘ station based on the decrypted control signal portion; and

presenting said programming.

24. (Previously Pr‘esented) A method of controlling a remote transmitter‘ station to

communicate program material to a subscriber station and controlling said subscriber station to

process or output a unit of programming, said method comprising the steps of:

receiving a control signal which operates at the remote transmitter station to control the

communication of a unit of programming and one or more first instruct signals and

communicating said control signal to said remote transmitter station;

receiving a code or datum identifying a unit of programming to be transmitted by the

remote transmitter station, said remote transmitter‘ station transfer‘r‘ing said unit of programming

to a transmitter;

receiving at said remote transmitter station one or more second instruct signals which

operate at the subscriber station to identify or decrypt said unit of programming or said one or

more first instruct signals, said remote transmitter station transferring said one or more second

instruct signals to said transmitter; and

transmitting from said remote transmitter‘ station an information transmission comprising

said unit of programming, said one or mor‘e first instruct signals, and said one or more second

instruct signals, said one or more first instruct signals being transmitted in accordance with said

control signal.

25. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 23, wherein said programming

further includes encrypted video.

26. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 23, wherein said subscriber station

stores information that evidences processing said programming.

27. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 23, wherein said programming is

received at said subscriber station in one channel of a multichannel signal and a second control
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signal portion used to decrypt said programming is included in said multichannel signal outside

said one channel.

28. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 23, wherein said subscriber station

detects, in a transmission channel including said programming, a second control signal portion

used to decrypt the first control signal portion.

29. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 23, wherein the subscriber station

detects, in a transmission channel for transmitting the programming, a second control signal

portion used to decrypt the first control signal portion, and wherein the second control signal

portion is encrypted, and wherein the second control signal portion is decrypted in order to

enable decryption of the first control signal portion.

30. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 23, wherein said programming

includes computer data.

31. (Currently Amended) A method of controlling at least one of a plurality of

receiver stations, said method comprising the steps of:

receiving downloadable code which is effective at said at least one of said plurality of

receiver stations to implement a new technique of decrypting and delivering the downloadable

code to at least one transmitter;

receiving at least one control signal which at said at least one of said plurality of

receiver stations operates to execute the downloadable code; and

causing said at least one control signal to be communicated to said at least one transmitter

at a specific time,

thereby to transmit at least one information transmission including the downloadable

code and said at least one control signal.

32. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 31, wherein a television program is

displayed at a receiver station and said downloadable code and said at least one control signal
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program said receiver station to decrypt said television program in accordance with said new

technique.

33. (Previously Presented) A method of communicating television program material

to one or more receiver‘ stations, said method comprising the steps of:

receiving a television program at a transmitter station and delivering said television

program to a transmitter;

receiving and storing one or more instruct signals at said transmitter station, said one or

more instruct signals at said one or more receiver stations operative to implement a new

technique of decrypting;

transferring said one or more instruct signals to said transmitter; and

transmitting said television program and said one or more instruct signals from said

transmitter station to said one or more receiver stations.

34. (Currently Amended) A method of processing signals at a receiver station

comprising the steps of:

receiving at least one information transmission;

detecting a plurality of signals on i_n said at least one information transmission;

changing a decryption technique in response to at least a first of said plurality of signals;

decrypting a second of said plurality of signals on the basis of said changed decryption

technique;

passing said decrypted second of said plurality of signals to a controllable device; and

controlling said controllable device on the basis of said passed decrypted second of said

plurality of signals.

35. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 33, wherein said step of transferring

is performed based on comparison.
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36. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 33, wherein said step of transferring

is performed in accordance with a schedule.

37. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 36, wherein said schedule specifies a

transmission time and a transmission channel, said method further comprising the steps of

receiving and storing said schedule at said transmitter station.

38. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 33, wherein said one or more instruct

signals operate at said one or more receiver stations based on an identifier, said method further

comprising the step of transmitting said identifier.

39. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 38, wherein an information

transmission including said television program is received at said one or more receiver stations,

wherein said television program is outputted at said one or more receiver stations, and wherein

said identifier identifies at least one of (i) said television program and (ii) a channel including

said television program.

40. (Currently Amended) A method of processing signals at a receiver station

comprising the steps of:

receiving at least one information transmission;

locating ' ' Hg 3 ' 3 '

signalincluding dew-H-l-ea-ei-ab-le code;

passing said d-6-v+a-l-e-ad-a-bi-e code to a processor",

controlling a decryptor to decrypt in a specific fashion on the basis of said dew-n-l-eada-bl-e

code;

decrypting a portion of said at least one information transmission

3 in said specific fashion; and

passing said decrypted portion of said at least one information transmission at—k-;-a-st-one

to one of said processor and an output device.
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41. (Previously Presented) A method of controlling a receiver station to detect digital

data and control a decryptor based on a varying pattern of timing or location, said method of

controlling comprising the steps of:

receiving programming and delivering said programming to a transmitter;

receiving digital data comprising at least an instruct signal and communicating said

digital data to a signal embedder, said instruct signal operative at said receiver station to control

said decryptor;

controlling said signal embedder to embed said digital data in an information

transmission in a varying pattern oftiming or location;

communicating said information transmission to said transmitter; and

transmitting said programming and said information transmission including said digital

42. (Previously Presented) A method of processing signals at a receiver station

comprising the steps of:

receiving at least one information transmission;

detecting a plurality of signals on said at least one information transmission;

decrypting at least one of said plurality of signals, said at least one decrypted signal

including at least one instruct signal which is effective to instruct;

passing the at least one decrypted instruct signal to a controllable device; and

controlling said controllable device on the basis of decrypted information included in said

at least one decrypted instruct signal.

4-3. (Previously Presented) A method for decryptor activation in a network

comprising:

receiving a transmission comprising encrypted materials;
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decrypting under first processor control a first portion of said encrypted materials in said

transmission;

inputting said first portion of said encrypted materials to a decryptor;

decrypting under second processor control a second portion of said encrypted materials

based on said step of decrypting said first portion of said encrypted materials.

44. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 43 wherein said transmission in said

step of receiving a transmission is a multichannel signal separated in the frequency domain.

45. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 44 wherein said transmission is a

cable system broadcast.

46. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 43 wherein said transmission in said

step of receiving a transmission is a multichannel signal separated in the time domain.

47. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 43 wherein said transmission in said

step of receiving a transmission is generated at a local data source.

48. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 47 wherein said local data source

comprises a VCR.

49. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 47 wherein said local data source

comprises a laser‘ disk.

50. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 43 wherein said encrypted materials

comprise a portion of a television program.

51. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 43, wherein said transmission in said

step of receiving a transmission and a signal necessary for decryption are received from different

SD11 {C35}.

52. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 51, further comprising the step of

contacting a remote transmitter station to receive one of said transmission and said signal

necessary for decryption.
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53. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 51, wherein a signal necessary for

decryption is communicated by telephone.

54. (Previously Presented) A method of providing an enabling signal to a receiver

station from a remote data source, said enabling signal for use in decrypting at the receiver

station a programming signal, said receiver station being programmed to get information

necessary for enabling a programming signal, said method comprising the steps of:

storing at the remote data source one or more control signals for enabling a decryptor to

decrypt a video;

receiving at the remote data source from the receiver station a communication to get

specific enabling information;

communicating, from the remote data source to the receiver station in response to said

communication from the receiver station, a control signal,

whereby the receiver station inputs said control signal to a decryptor, and wherein said

decryptor decrypts said programming signal.

55. (Previously Presented) A method of processing signals at a receiver station

comprising the steps of:

receiving one or more information transmissions at said receiver‘ station;

detecting a plurality of signals on said one or more information transmissions, at least a

first of one of said plurality of signals including a control signal;

controlling a decryptor in response to said control signal;

decrypting or enabling communication of at least a second of said plurality of signals on

the basis of said step of controlling said decryptor;

passing said decrypted or enabled at least said second of said plurality of signals to a

controllable device; and
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controlling said controllable device on the basis of said passed decrypted or enabled at

least said second of said plurality of signals.

56. (New) A method of processing signals at a receiver station comprising the steps

receiving at least one information transmission;

identifying a plurality of signals in said at least one information transmission;

selectin :1 first sivnal of said lumlit of sivnals includin downloadable code‘

gassing said downloadable code to :1 grocessor;

controlling a decrygtor to decrypt in a specific fashion on the basis of said downloadable

decrypting at least one second signal of said plurality of signals in said specific fashion;

assin said at least one second si nal to one of said rocessor and an out ut device.
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REMARKS

Status of claims

Applicants add new claim 56. Claims 22-56 are pending in this application. The Office

identified claims 23, 25-30, and 43-53 as allowable over the prior art. The Office rejected claims

22, 24, 31-36, 38-42, 54 and 55 and objected to claim 37. Applicants respectfully request

reconsideration of the rejected claims and objected to claim in view of the following remarks.

Applicants amend claims 31, 34, and 40. The amendments are made in response to the

Non—Final Office Action. Applicants submit that this Amendment and Request for

Reconsideration Under 37 C.F.R. §l.l ll places this application in condition for allowance by

amending the claims in manners that are believed to render all pending claims allowable over the

cited art. Applicants earnestly solicit a favorable reconsideration and prompt allowance of the

claims.

1]. Claim Objection

The Non—Final Office Action objected to claim 34 for incorrectly using “on" in line 4 of

the claim. Applicants amend the claim, in accordance with the Examiner’s suggestion, such that

“on" is replaced with "in.” The claim is corrected and suitable for allowance.

III. Double Patenting

A nonstatutory obviousness double patenting rejection requires that the rejected claim

would have been obvious over the cited claim in the commonly owned issued patent. MPEP §

804 8.2.

A. Claims 22. 34 54. and 55

Claims 22, 34, 54, and 55 are provisionally rejected on the ground of nonstatutory

obviousness—type double patenting as allegedly being unpatentable over claims 1, 22, and 23 of

U.S. Patent No. 7,801,304. This is the patent that issued from Applicants’ DECR 81 group “A”

ll
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application, U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 08/449,263. If the Office maintains the rejection,

Applicants acknowledge that a timely filed terminal disclaimer‘ in compliance with 37 C.F.R.

l.32l(c) or l.32l(d) may be necessary to overcome the nonstatutory double patenting rejection.

However‘, Applicants request that the requirement for filing the terminal disclaimer be held in

abeyance, pending an indication of allowable subject matter from the Office in the present

application. If filed, the terminal disclaimer will disclaim, in essential terms, the terminal part of

the statutory term of any patent granted on the above-referenced application, extending beyond

the earliest expiration date of the DECR Si group “A" patent, US. Patent No. 7,301,304.

B. Claim 22

Claim 22 is rejected on the ground of nonstatutory obviousness-type double patenting as

allegedly being unpatentable over claim 26 of US. Patent No. 7,305,749. This is the patent that

issued from the VIEW 8] group “A” application, U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 08/485,283.

Applicants respectfully traverse the rejection for the following reasons.

Claim 22 claims “a method for controlling the decryption of encrypted programming at a

subscriber station." It discloses “receiving encrypted programming, said encrypted programming

having an encrypted control signal; detecting said control signal; passing said control signal to a

decryptor at said subscriber station; decrypting said control signal; decrypting said encrypted

programming to form decrypted programming based on said control signal; and presenting said

decrypted programming to a viewer or listener.”

Claim 26 of the VIEW 81 group “A" patent claims “a method for promoting and

delivering at least one of a product and a service for use with an interactive television viewing

apparatus.” lt discloses, in part: “receiving a television program in a first programming signal...;

receiving said user input at said input device...; processing said user input; passing an encryption

code received in said first programming signal to a processor in response to said step of

l2
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processing said user input; receiving encrypted information of said at least one of a product and a

service in a second programming signal; decrypting said encrypted information with said

encryption code; and delivering said at least one of a product and a service to said user.”

Claim 22 of the instant application covers receiving encrypted programming with an

encrypted control signal. The control signal is decrypted and then used to decrypt the

programming. These limitations are not contemplated by claim 26 of the VIEW 81 group "A”

patent.

Claim 26 only covers receiving a television program and an encryption code in a first

programming signal. It is not claimed that the television program or encryption code is

encrypted. Moreover, encrypted information is received only in a second programming signal,

by itself. The encryption code is used to decrypt the encrypted information, but the encryption

code does not have to be decrypted first. These limitations do not teach or suggest the

limitations of the instant application’s claim 22. A completely different, non-obvious invention

is contemplated by claim 22.

For at least these reasons, it is submitted that 22 is not rendered unpatentable on the

ground of nonstatutory obviousness—type double patenting over claim 26 of the VIEW 81 group

“A” patent. Applicants therefore respectfully request that the Examiner reconsider and withdraw

this rejection.

C. Claim 24

Claim 24 is rejected on the ground of nonstatutory obviousness-type double patenting as

being unpatentable over‘ claim 14 of Us. Patent No. 7,301,304, the DECR 81 group “A" patent,

in view of Yanagimachi et al. (U.S. Patent No. 3,936,595) (“Yanagimachi”). Applicants

respectfully traverse the rejection for the following reasons.
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Claim 24 of the instant application covers controlling the communication of a unit of

programming. It discloses “receiving at said remote transmitter‘ station one or more second

instruct signals which operate at the subscriber station to identify or decrypt said unit of

programming or said one or more first instruct signals” These limitations are not contemplated

by claim 14 of the DECR 81 group “A” patent.

The Non—Final Office Action points to "receiving at said remote transmitter‘ station said

one or more digital second instruct signals which operate at the subscriber station to decrypt said

digital programming” in claim l4 of the DECR 31 group “A” patent as teaching the

aforementioned limitations of claim 24. But, claim 14 fails to address second instructs signals

which operate at the subscriber station to decrypt as well as identify the unit of programming.

Claim 14 is also silent as to identifying or decrypting first instruct signals. Claim 14 fails to

teach or suggest the aforementioned limitations of the instant application’s claim 24.

Claim 24 further claims “receiving a code or datum identifying a unit of programming to

be transmitted by the remote transmitter station..." This limitations is not contemplated by

Yanagimachi.

Yanagimachi is directed to "a programmed information transmission system wherein a

number of different program materials and control signals for controlling the progress and

combinations of the transmitted program materials are simultaneously transmitted and in which

programmed information is constructed from a series of the transmitted program materials at a

receiver‘ end on the basis of the transmitted control signals." Col. 1, 11. 8-16. An allocation

control device produces control codes that are added to video and audio signals at the transmitter

station. Col. 14, l. 62 — Col. 15, l. 28. But the control codes are not used to identify a unit of

programming to be transmitted, rather the control codes are used at a receiver station “to control
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a manner of sequentially connecting program materials to construct at least one significant

program..." Col. 7, ll. 24-26‘, See Col. 16, ll. 22-43. Yanagimachi fails to teach this limitation

of claim 24.

For at least these reasons, it is submitted that 24 is not rendered unpatentable on the

ground of nonstatutory obviousness-type double patenting over claim 14 of the DECR Sl group

"A” patent in view of Yanagimachi. A completely different, non—obvious invention is

contemplated by claim 24. Applicants therefore respectfully request that the Examiner

reconsider and withdraw this rejection.

IV. The Claims Particularly Point Out and Distinctly Claim the Subject Matter Which

Applicants Regard as the Invention, Pursuant to 35 U.S.C. §112, Second Paragraph

The Non—Final Office Action rejected claims 3 land 32 under 35 U.S.C. §l l2, second

paragraph, as being indefinite for failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject

matter which Applicants regard as the invention. The Examiner identified the limitation "said at

least one control signal” on line 6 of claim 31 as having an insufficient antecedent basis. The

Action rejected claim 31 for containing the insufficiency and claim 32 for containing the same

insufficiency as depending on claim 31. Applicants amend claim 3l so that it now recites “at

least one control signal." No new matter has been added. With this correction, Applicants

believe the application is allowable. All the claims now particularly point out and distinctly

claim the subject matter which Applicants regard as the invention.

V. The Prior Art Does not Anticipate Claims 22, 24, 31, 40-42, and 54-56

The Office action rejected claims 22, 40-42, and 55 under 35 U.S.C. lO2(e) as allegedly

being anticipated by Davidson (Re. 31,735); claim 24 under 35 USC. lO2(b) as allegedly being

anticipated by Yanagimachi; and claims 3l and 54 under 35 U.S.C. l02(e) as allegedly being
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anticipated by Ostermann et al. (US. Patent No. 4,484,025) (“Ostermann”). Applicants

respectfully traverse the rejections for the following reasons.

“A claim is anticipated only if each and every element as set forth in the claim is found,

either expressly or inherently described, in a single prior art reference," Vmrlegciril Bros. 12.

Urzirm Oil Co. (}fC(if1f(JFI?f(!, 814 F.2d 628, 631, 2 USPQ2d 1051, 1053 (Fed. Cir. 1987').

Applicants respectfully submit that cited art does not teach all the limitations of claims 22, 24,

31, 40-42, 54-56.

A. Description of Prior Art

l . Davidson

Davidson is directed to a “method and system for encoding and decoding of standard

television signals.. ." Col. 3, ll. 26~28. “[V]ideo scrambling is effected by inversion of the video

signals of some horizontal scan lines on a pseudo-random bias to produce a picture having some

video signals inverted and others not inverted which is unpleasant to view and virtually

unintelligible." Col. 3, ll. 29-34. Davidson discloses converting analog audio signals to coded

digital audio signals. Col. 3, 11. 34—36. “A plurality of unique pulse—coded control signals

consisting of 32- bit binary pulse trains are transmitted separately to... provide the information

needed to unscramble the scrambled audio and video signals." Col. 3, ll. 36-41.

Claim 65 claims a receiver in a subscription television system having means for

conveying television signals include a video portion, an aural portion, and an "encryption codes

signal” comprising a sequence of “encryption codes.” Col. 24, ll. 30-35. The aural portion is a

digitized audio signal “encrypted" in accordance with the “encryption codes signal." Col. 24, ll.

35-39. The receiver has means to detect and separate the “encryption codes" signal from the
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television signals; to separate the digitized and “encrypted" audio signal from television signals;

to return the detected audio signal to the "pre—encryption" digitized condition; and to return the

audio signal to the original analog format. Col. 24, ll. 4-0-50. However, there is no mention of

"encryption” anywhere in the description of the patent. Only scrambling and unscrambling is

disclosed.

Claim 72 claims a “television transmitter‘ for generating television signals having a

program video portion and program aural portion...” Col. 25, ll. 46-48. The transmitter has

means to generate a continuous sequence of“encryption codes”; to convey the program video

and program aural portions and the “encryption codes signal” from the transmitter to authorized

subscribers; to sample and digitize the program audio signal; to digitally “encrypt" each digitized

program audio sample in response to the "encryption codes signal”; and to combine the

“encryption codes" signal, the digitized and "encrypted" audio program signal, and a video

program signal, with the carrier signals. Col. 25, l. 52 — col. 26, l. 9. As mentioned above, there

is no mention of“encryption" anywhere in the description of the patent. Only scrambling and

unscrambling is disclosed.

2. Yanagimachi

Yanagimachi is directed to "a programmed information transmission system wherein a

number of different program materials and control signals for controlling the progress and

combinations of the transmitted program materials are simultaneously transmitted and in which

programmed information is constructed from a series of the transmitted program materials at a

receiver end on the basis of the transmitted control signals." Col. 1, 11. 8-16.
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A transmitter station receives video and audio signals from a video and audio signal

generating device. Col. 14, 1. 51 — Col. 15, 1. 5. An allocation control device at the transmitter‘

station produces control codes for effecting the channel allocation and transmission of the video

and audio signals. Col. 14, 1. 62 — Col. 15, 1. 2. The audio and video signals are processed and

the time division multiplexed. Col. 15, 11. 6-10. Program material control codes and video

identification numbers supplied by the allocation control device are added to the video signals.

Col. 15,11. 1 1-16. Audio start and end signals are added to the audio signals. Col. 15, 11. 16-18.

An item control code is inserted in the code frames ofa transmission signal that is then combined

with the video and audio signals. Col. 15, 11. 19-28. The combined information transmission

signal is stored in memory and then transmitted to a receiver station. C01. 15, 11. 28-32.

The receiver station receives the information transmission containing video signals, audio

signals, and a control code. Col. 16, 11. 23-25. A user makes a selection at an input terminal that

is compared to the control code. Col. 16, 11. 25-30. The video and audio signals are separately

processed based on the comparison. Col. 16, 11. 30-36‘, Col. 16, 11. 37-43. The desired video

signal is fed to a frame video buffer memory and stored therein before being read out to a video

output terminal. Col. 16, 11. 31-36. The desired audio signal is converted into an analog audio

signal and supplied to an audio output terminal. Col. 16, ll. 37-43.

3. Ostermann

Ostermann is directed to a “system for enciphering and deciphering data for transmission

between a transmitter and a receiver‘, where the terms encipher and decipher are synonymous

with encrypt and decrypt respectively.” Col. 1, ll. 7- 10. Ostermann discloses a receiver station

transmitting a cipher algorithm “from the cipher program storage 18 over a data transmission
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channel 20 to the program memory 22 of the programmable cipher computer 12" at the

transmitter station. Col. 2, 11. 38-41. “The cipher algorithm transmitted from the cipher program

storage 18 of cipher equipment 16 via channel 20 is stored in program memory 22 and used to

encipher the clear input data provided by input device 24 to transmitter 10."

Ostermann also discloses another embodiment of the invention where “the programmable

cipher computer 12 is provided with long term memory 28 for storage of a plurality of different

cipher programs which can be called up for storage in the program memory 22 as required."

Col. 2, 11 5962. The cipher equipment 12 at the transmitter‘ station receives a bit sequence from

cipher computer 16 at the receiver station that enables the cipher program to be transferred from

long—term memory 23 to program memory 22. C01. 3, ll. 10-19.

B. Claims 22, 40-42, 55, and 56 are not anticipated by Davidson

Claims 22, 40-4-2, and 55 claim material relating to the encryption and decryption of

signals. As mentioned in Applicants’ Supplemental Amendment filed April 5, 201 1, the Board

of Patent Appeals and Interferences decided in Ex parte Personalized Media Communications,

LLC (Appeal 2003-4223, Ex parte Reexamination Control 90/006,536) at pages 53-54, that

encryption requires a digital signal. Here, each of the claims involves the use of digital signals

either through reference to “digital" signals or through reference to “decryption" and

“encryption.”

The Board also said that "Encryption and decryption are not broad enough to read on

scrambling and unscrambling.” Although Davidson’s claims 65 and 72 claim means for

“encrypting" and “decrypting" a digitized audio signal, the patent’s description merely describes

scrambling and unscrambling analog video signals and digitizing analog audio signals. The
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scope of the limitations set forth in Davidson is limited to scrambling and unscrambling.

Therefore, claims 22, 40-42, and 55 ofthe instant application do not read on claims 65 and 72 of

the instant application.

Regardless, claims 22, 40-42, and 55 are not anticipated by Davidson for at least the

following reasons:

Claim 22

Claim 22, recites in part:

receiving encrypted programming, said encrypted programming

having an encrypted control signal‘,

detecting said control signal;

passing said control signal to a decryptor at said subscriber station;

decrypting said control signal;

These limitations are not taught by Davidson.

The Non—Final Office Action points to Davidson’s claim 65, column 24, lines 30-50, to

show that the invention discloses all the limitations of claim 22. But, claim 22 claims receiving

encrypted programming having an encrypted control signal. Davidson only teaches conveying a

composite television signal including a video portion, an aura] portion, and an encryption codes

signal. The encryption codes signal is not encrypted itself. Moreover, claim 65’s means to

detect and separate the encryption codes signal from the television signals does not teach the

detecting of the encrypted control signal, passing it to a decryptor, and the decrypting of the

control signal. Davidson fails to teach all the limitations of claim 22.

Claim 40
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Claim 40, as amended, recites in part “locating a signal including code.” This limitation

is not taught by Davidson.

Claim 40 has been amended so that it now recites “locating" instead of “detecting.” The

Non—Final Office Action points to Davidson’s claim 65, column 24, lines 40-43, to show

“detecting.” Claim 65 discloses an encryption codes signal detector means for detecting and

separating the encryption codes signal and an aural detector means for detecting and separating

the aural portion. But Davidson fails to teach “locating.”

Davidson’s receiver receives sets of signals at receiving antenna 36. Col. 8, 11. 57/63.

The sets of signals are then split by RF splitter 1 14 so that the video, aural, and control signals

can be separately processed. Col. 9, 11. 1-1 I. The receiver does not perform any “locating” of

the signals in the transmission. The RF splitter is able to split the signals because the received

transmission is composed of the uniform set of signals. Therefore, Davidson fails to teach this

limitation of claim 40.

3. Claim 41

Claim 41, recites in part:

receiving programming and delivering said programming to a
transmitter;

receiving digital data comprising at least an instruct signal and

communicating said digital data to a signal embedder, said instruct signal

operative at said receiver station to control said decryptor;

controlling said signal embedder to embed said digital data in an

information transmission in a varying pattern of timing or location;

These limitations are not taught by Davidson.
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The Non—Final Office Action points to Davidson’s claim 72, column 25, line 45 — column

26, line 9, to show that the invention discloses all the limitations of claim 41. Davidson’s claim

only sets forth means for generating television signals and encryption codes. The audio signal is

then digitized at the transmitter‘ station. Davidson’s claim is silent regarding delivering

programming and communicating information to a transmitter. Moreover, claim 72 fails to teach

embedding digital data in an information transmission in a varying pattern of timing or location.

It only claims means for “combining the encryption codes signal, the digitized and encrypted

audio program signal, a video program signal, with the carrier signals whereby... [they each] can

be individually separated at a receiver.” Col. 26, ll. 4-9. Claim 72 is silent as to how digital data

is embedded in an information transmission. Davidson fails to teach all the limitations of claim

41.

4. Claim 42

Claim 42, recites in part:

decrypting at least one of said plurality of signals, said at least one

decrypted signal including at least one instruct signal which is effective to
instruct;

passing the at least one decrypted instruct signal to a controllable
device; and

controlling said controllable device on the basis of decrypted

information included in said at least one decrypted instruct signal.

These limitations are not taught by Davidson.

The Non—Final Office Action points to Davidson’s claim 65, column 24, lines 30-50, to

show that the invention discloses all the limitations of claim 42. Claim 65 teaches means for

decrypting a digitized audio signal but fails to teach decrypting a signal that includes at least one
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instruct signal which is effective to instruct. Moreover, claim 65 is silent as to passing a

decrypted instruct signal to a controllable device and controlling the controllable device on the

basis of the of information included in the decrypted instruct signal. Davidson fails to teach all

the limitations of claim 42.

5. Claim 55

Claim 55 recites, in part: “controlling said controllable device on the basis of said passed

decrypted or enabled at least said second of said plurality of signals.” This limitation is not by

Davidson.

The Non—Final Office Action points to Davidson’s claim 65, column 24, lines 30-50, to

show that the invention discloses all the limitations of claim 55. Claim 65 teaches means for the

decryption and analog conversion of an encrypted digital audio signal, but fails to teach

controlling a controllable device on the basis of that decrypted analog audio signal. The “analog

conversion means connected to the inverse encryption means to return the audio signal to the

original analog format whereby program audio may be processed and presented in a

conventional manner.” Col. 24, ll. 47-50. In Davidson, the program audio is an element to be

processed, it is not operable in the controlling of a controllable device. Davidson fails to teach

all the limitations of claim 55.

6. Claim 56

New claim 56 is modeled on claim 40 in its pre—amended form. As such, Applicants

offer analysis as to why it is not anticipated by Davidson.

Claim 56 recites, in part:

receiving at least one information transmission;

identifying a plurality of signals in said at least one information
transmission;

selecting a first signal of said plurality of signals including
downloadable code;
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These limitations are not taught by Davidson.

Davidson’s receiver‘ receives sets of signals at receiving antenna 36. Col. 8, 11. 57-68.

The sets of signals are then split by RF splitter 1 l4 so that the video, aural, and control signals

can be separately processed. Col. 9, ll. l—l l. The receiver does not perform any “selecting” ofa

first signal in a transmission that includes downloadable code. Davidson’s receiver continuously

splits the received sets of signals and processes each according to its type. No “selecting” occurs

because all signals are received and then processed. Davidson fails to teach “selecting” as set

forth in claim 56.

C. Claim 24 is not Anticipated by Yanagimachi

Claim 24, as amended, recites, in part:

receiving at said remote transmitter station one or more second

instruct signals which operate at the subscriber station to identify or

decrypt said unit of programming or said one or more first instruct signals,

said remote transmitter station transferring said one or more second

instruct signals to said transmitter; and

These limitations are not taught by Yanagimachi.

The Non—Final Office Action points to the allocation control device, as described in

column 15, lines 1 l-32, as teaching this limitation. The cited section discloses the allocation

control device adding program material control codes and video identification numbers to the

video signals, and audio start and end signals to the audio signals, but the cited section is silent as

to instruct signals which operate to decrypt a unit of programming at a subscriber station. In

fact, Yanagimachi fails to address encryption or decryption. Therefore, Yanagimachi fails to

describe each and every limitation as set forth in claim 24.
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D. Claims 31 and 54 are not Anticipated by Ostermann

1. Claim 31

Claim 31, as amended, recites, in part:

receiving at least one control signal which at said at least one of

said plurality of receiver stations operates to execute the downloadable
code; and

causing said at least one control signal to be communicated to said

at least one transmitter at a specific time,

thereby to transmit at least one information transmission including

the downloadable code and said at least one control signal.

These limitations are not taught by Ostermann.

Ostermann discloses the cipher equipment 12 at the transmitter station receiving a bit

sequence from the cipher computer 16 at the receiver station, but the bit sequence does not

operate to execute the cipher algorithm at the receiver station. Moreover, Ostermann fails to

teach the communication of the bit sequence, or any control signal, to a transmitter at the

transmitter station at a specific time. When the transmitter station transmits, it only transmits the

cipher algorithm. No control signal is transmitted with downloadable code. Ostermann fails to

describe each and every limitation as set forth in claim 31.

2. Claim 54

Claim 31, recites, in part: “storing at the remote data source one or more control signals

for enabling a decryptor to decrypt a video.” Ostermann does not address the decryption of

video.

The Non—Final Office Action points to cipher equipment 16 that contains cipher program

storage 18 for storing a cipher algorithm, as described in column 2, lines 38-41, as teaching this

25
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limitation. However, Ostermann does not specifically address the decryption of video. It is

directed to the transmission of a cipher program to allow encryption or encryption of“data."

Therefore, Ostermann fails to describe this limitation as set forth in claim 54.

VI. Claims 32-36, 38, and 39 Are Not Obvious

The Office action rejected claims 32-36, 38, and 39 under 35 U.S.C. l03(a) as allegedly

being unpatentable over the combination of Ostermann in view of Davidson. Applicants

respectfully traverse the rejections and argue that Ostermann and Davidson, alone and in

combination, fail to teach each of the claim’s limitations.

The test that must be met for a reference or a combination of references to establish

obviousness has not been satisfied in the instant matter. The MPEP states the proper test for

obviousness includes making the following factual inquiries: (A) Determining the scope and

contents of the prior art; (B) Ascertaining the differences between the prior art and the claims in

issue; (C) Resolving the level of ordinary skill in the pertinent art; and (D) Evaluating evidence

of secondary considerations. MPEP § 2141. The Office has erred substantively as to the factual

findings. For the reasons stated below, Applicants respectfully request that the Examiner

reconsider and withdraw the rejections.

A. Claim 32

Claim 32 claims the method of claim 31, “wherein a television program is displayed at a

receiver station and said downloadable code and said at least one control signal program said

receiver station to decrypt said television program in accordance with said new technique.”

Claim 32 is not is not rendered unpatentable by Ostermann for the same reasons as argued above

in regard to claim 31.
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The Non—Final Office Action points to Davidson’s claim 65 as teaching the application of

encryption/decryption techniques to television signals. Assuming, argiienrir), that Davidson

teaches more than just scrambling/unscrambling, it does not cure Ostermann’s deficiencies. The

combination of Davidson and Ostermann fails to teach receiving a control signal which operates

to execute downloadable code, causing the control signal to be communicated to a transmitter at

a specific time to transmit an information transmission including the downloadable code and the

control signal. Applicants respectfully submit that even if the teachings of Ostermann were

modified with the teachings of Davidson as suggested in the Non—Final Office Action, the

modified composition still fails to satisfy every element recited in claim 32.

B. Claim 33

Claim 33 recites, in part: “receiving a television program at a transmitter station and

delivering said television program to a transmitter.” This limitation is not taught by Ostermann

or Davidson.

Ostermann teaches the transfer of a cipher algorithm from a receiver station to a

transmitter station, where the cipher algorithm is used to implement decrypting at the receiver

station. The Non-Final Office Action points to Davidson’s claim 65, column 24, lines 30-50 to

apply Ostermann’s teachings to television signals. Claim 65 teaches conveying composite

televisions signals, but the claim only discloses means for generating television signals and

encryption codes. There is no teaching of receiving a television program at a transmitter station

and delivering it to a transmitter. Even if someone of ordinary skill in the art were to apply the

teachings of Ostermann and Davidson, the inventions fail to teach or suggest every limitation of

claim 33.
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C. Claim 34

Claim 34 recites, in part:

passing said decrypted second of said plurality of signals to a
controllable device; and

controlling said controllable device on the basis of said passed

decrypted second of said plurality of signals."

These limitations are not taught by Ostermann or Davidson.

The Non-Final Office Action points to Davidson’s claim 65, column 24, lines 30-50, to

show that the invention discloses the passing and controlling limitations of claim 34. Claim 65

teaches means for the decryption and analog conversion of an encrypted digital audio signal, but

fails to teach passing the decrypted analog audio signal to a controllable device and controlling

the controllable device on the basis of that decrypted analog audio signal. The “analog

conversion means connected to the inverse encryption means connected to the inverse encryption

means to return the audio signal to the original analog format whereby program audio may be

processed and presented in aconventional manner.” Col. 24, ll. 47-50. In Davidson, the

program audio is an element to be processed, it is not operable in the controlling of a controllable

device. Davidson and Ostermann fail to teach all the limitations of claim 34.

D. Claim 35

Claim 35 depends from independent claim 33. Claim 35 claims the method of claim 33,

“wherein said step of transferring is performed based on comparison." Claim 35 further limits

claim 33 and is not rendered unpatentable by Ostermann and Davidson for the same reasons as

argued above in regard to claim 33.

Claim 36
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Claim 36 depends from independent claim 33. Claim 36 claims the method of claim 33,

“wherein said step of transferring in accordance with a schedule.” Claim 36 further limits claim

33 and is not rendered unpatentable by Ostermann and Davidson for the same reasons as argued

above in regard to claim 33.

Moreover, the Non-Final Office Action points to Ostermann as teaching “which cipher

program is to be used at a particular time (schedule) as spoken of on column 3, lines 10-20.”

However, the cited section describes the transfer of a cipher program from long-term memory to

program memory at the transmitter station upon the reception of a bit sequence from the receiver

station. Col. 3, ll. 10-20. There is no teaching or suggestion in Ostermann of performing this

step in accordance with a schedule. Ostermann and Davidson, alone and in combination, fail to

teach each of the claim 36’s limitations.

F. Claim 38

Claim 33 depends from independent claim 33. Claim 38 claims the method of claim 33,

“wherein said one or more instruct signals operate at said one or more receiver stations based on

an identifier‘, said method further comprising the step of transmitting said identifier." Claim 38

further limits claim 33 and is not rendered unpatentable by Ostermann and Davidson for the

same reasons as argued above in regard to claim 33.

G. Claim 39

Claim 39 depends from independent claim 33. Claim 39 claims the method of claim 38,

“wherein an information transmission including said television program is received at said one or

more receiver stations, wherein said television program is outputted at said one or more receiver

stations, and wherein said identifier identifies at least one of (i) said television program and (ii) a
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channel including said television program.” Claim 39 further limits claim 33 and is not rendered

unpatentable by Ostermann and Davidson for the same reasons as argued above in regard to

claim 33.

Moreover‘, the Non—Final Office Action points to Ostermann, column 3, lines 49-61, as

teaching “said identifier identifies at least one of (i) said television program and (ii) a channel

including said television program. However‘, the cited section discloses a bit sequence

“containing identification codes of both the transmitter 10 and the addressed receiver l4." Col.

3, ll. 5961. It does not teach the identification ofa television program, or anything transmitted

to the receiver station. This limitation as set forth by claim 39 is not taught by Ostermann or

Davidson.
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VII. Conclusion

Applicants respectfully submit that all claims are allowable over the cited art for the

reasons set forth above. Applicants request reconsideration of this application in view of the

amendment and arguments set forth above. In the event Applicants have overlooked the need for

an extension of time, payment of fee, or additional payment of fee, Applicants hereby petition

therefore and authorize that any charges be made to Deposit Account No. 50-4494.

Should the Examiner have any questions regarding any of the above, the Examiner is

respectfully requested to telephone the undersigned at 202-346-4000.

Dated: October 6, 201 l Respectfully submitted,

By: /Thomas J. Scott. .lr./
Thomas J. Scott, Ir.

Registration No.: 27,836
GOODWIN PROCTER LLP

901 New York Avenue, NW

Washington, DC 2000i
(202) 346-4000

Attorney for Applicants
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DETAILED ACTION

Information Disclosure Statement

1. The information disclosure statements (IDS) submitted on 11/10/11 and 9/26/11

were filed after the mailing date of the l\lon—Fina| Office Action on 7/6/i i. The

submissions are in compliance with the provisions of 37 CFR 1.97. Accordingly, the

information disclosure statements are being considered by the examiner. it is noted

that for each foreign patent document and NPL document listed on the respective PTO-

i449 forms filed in the instant application without publication date information, that a "no

date" annotation has been assigned by the Examiner as the date information for these

documents was not readily attainable.

Claim Objections

The current amendment made by Applicant to claim 34 to obviate the claim

objection presented in the previous Office Action is proper and has been entered. This

objection has been withdrawn.

Double Parenting

2. The nonstatutory double patenting rejection is based on a judicially created

doctrine grounded in public policy (a policy reflected in the statute) so as to prevent the

unjustified or improper timewise extension of the "right to exclude" granted by a patent

and to prevent possible harassment by multiple assignees. A nonstatutory

obviousness-type double patenting rejection is appropriate where the conflicting claims

are not identical, but at least one examined application claim is not patentably distinct

from the reference c|aim(s) because the examined application claim is either anticipated
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by, or would have been obvious over, the reference claimls). See, e.g., in re Berg, 140

F.3d 1428, 46 USPQ2d 1226 (Fed. Cir. 1998); In re Goodman, 11 F.3d 1046, 29

USPQ2d 2010 (Fed. Cir. 1993); In re Longi, 759 F.2d 887, 225 USPQ 645 (Fed. Cir.

1985); in re Van Ornum, 686 F.2d 937', 214 USPQ 761 (CCPA 1982); In re Vogel, 422

F.2d 438, 164 USPQ 619 (CCPA 1970); and In re Thorfngton, 418 F.2d 528, 163 USPQ

644 (CCPA 1969).

A timely filed terminal disclaimer in compliance with 37 CFR 1.321 (c) or 1.321 (d)

may be used to overcome an actual or provisional rejection based on a nonstatutory

double patenting ground provided the conflicting application or patent either is shown to

be commonly owned with this application, or claims an invention made as a result of

activities undertaken within the scope of ajoint research agreement.

Effective January 1, 1994, a registered attorney or agent of record may sign a

terminal disclaimer. A terminal disclaimer signed by the assignee must fully comply with

37 CFR 3.73(b).

3. Claims 22, 34, 54, and 55 are rejected on the ground of nonstatutory

obviousness-type double patenting as being unpatentable over claims 1, 22, and 23 of

U.S. Patent No. 7,801,304. Although the conflicting claims are not identical, they are

not patentably distinct from each other because of the following correspondences.

Regarding claim 22, “a method for controlling the decryption of encrypted

programming at a subscriber station" corresponds to “a method for controlling the

decryption of programming at a subscriber station" in claim 1 of the above U.S. Patent.
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“Receiving encrypted programming, said encrypted programming having an

encrypted control signal” corresponds to “receiving programming, said programming

having a first encrypted digital control signal portion” in claim 1 of the above U.S.

Patent.

“Detecting said control signal” corresponds to “detecting said first encrypted

digital control signal portion of said programming" in claim 1 of the above U.S. Patent.

“Passing said control signal to a decryptor at said subscriber station“

corresponds to "passing said first encrypted digital control signal portion of said

programming to a decryptor at said subscriber station" in claim 1 of the above U.S.

Patent.

“Decrypting said control signal” corresponds to “decrypting said first encrypted

digital control signal portion“ in claim 1 of the above U.S. Patent.

“Decrypting said encrypted programming to form decrypted programming based

on said control signal” corresponds to “decrypting said encrypted digital information

portion of said programming based on the decrypted control signal portion” in claim 1

of the above U.S. Patent.

Lastly, “presenting said decrypted programming to a viewer or listener“

corresponds to "presenting said programming" in claim 1 of the above U.S. Patent.

Claim 22 of the instant application does not explicitly claim “passing said

encrypted digital information portion of said programming to said decryptor”. Therefore,

claim 22 merely broadens the scope of claim 1 of the above U.S. Patent.
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it has been held that the omission of an element and its function is an obvious

expedient if the remaining elements perform the same function as before. See ln re

Karlson, 136 USPQ 184 (CCPA). Also note Ex parte Rainu, 168 USPQ 375 (Bd. App.

i969). The omission of a reference element whose function is not needed would be

obvious to one skilled in the art.

Regarding claim 34, “a method of processing signals at a receiver station"

corresponds to the same in claim 23 of the above US. Patent.

“Receiving at least one information transmission" and "detecting a plurality of

signals on said at least one information transmission“ corresponds to "receiving a

plurality of signals including digital programming and inputting at least some of said

plurality of signals to said digital detector" as well as "detecting said encrypted digital

data in said at least some of said plurality of signals" in claim 23 of the above U.S.

Patent.

“Changing a decryption technique in response to at least a first of said plurality of

signals“ corresponds to “controlling said decryptor to alter its decryption pattern or

technique on the basis of information included in said detected encrypted digital data" in

claim 23 of the above US. Patent.

Lastly, “decrypting a second of said plurality of signals on the basis of said

changed decryption technique; passing said decrypted second of said plurality of

signals to a controllable device; and controlling said controllable device on the basis of

said passed decrypted second of said plurality of signals” corresponds to “decrypting at

least a portion of said digital programming using a selected decryption pattern or
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technique based on said step of detecting in order to provide a decrypted output of

programming to a viewer or listener" in claim 23 of the above U.S. Patent.

Claim 34 of the instant application does not explicitly claim “said receiver station

having a receiver, a digital detector operatively connected to said receiver for detecting

encrypted digital data, a decryptor operatively connected to said digital detector for

decrypting said encrypted digital data, and a controller operatively connected to said

digital detector or said decryptor for controlling said decryptor“. Therefore, claim 34

merely broadens the scope of claim 23 of the above U.S. Patent.

It has been held that the omission of an element and its function is an obvious

expedient if the remaining elements perform the same function as before. See in re

Karlson, 136 USPQ 184 (CCPA). Also note Ex parte Rainu, 168 USPQ 375 (Bd. App.

1969). The omission of a reference element whose function is not needed would be

obvious to one skilled in the art.

Regarding claim 54, “a method of providing an enabling signal to a receiver

station from a remote data source, said enabling signal for use in decrypting at the

receiver station a programming signal, said receiver station being programmed to get

information necessary for enabling a programming signal" corresponds to "a method of

providing digital enabling information to a receiver station from a first remote source,

said digital enabling information for use at the receiver station in decrypting a mass

medium program presentation" in claim 22 of the above U.S. Patent.
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“Storing at the remote data source one or more control signals for enabling a

decryptor to decrypt a video” corresponds to “storing digital enabling information at said

first remote source“ in claim 22 of the above US. Patent.

“Receiving at the remote data source from the receiver station a communication

to get specific enabling information” corresponds to “receiving at said first remote

source a query from said receiver station" in claim 22 of the above U.S. Patent.

“Communicating, from the remote data source to the receiver station in response

to said communication from the receiver station, a control signal" corresponds to

“transmitting said digital enabling information which is effective to enable decryption

from said first remote source to said receiver station in response to said step of

receiving said query, said receiver station storing at least some of said transmitted

enabling information” in claim 22 of the above U.S. Patent.

Lastly, “whereby the receiver station inputs said control signal to a decryptor, and

wherein said decryptor decrypts said programming signal” corresponds to “to said

receiver station an encrypted digital mass medium presentation signal which is

decrypted on the basis of said stored at least some of said digital enabling information”

in claim 22 of the above U.S. Patent.

Claim 54 of the instant application does not claim “transmitting from a second

remote source“ as well as “to present said mass medium programming presentation“.

Therefore, claim 54 merely broadens the scope of claim 22 of the above U.S. Patent.

it has been held that the omission of an element and its function is an obvious

expedient if the remaining elements perform the same function as before. See in re
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Karlson, 136 USPQ 184 (CCPA). Also note Ex parte Rainu, 168 USPQ 375 (Bd. App.

1969). The omission of a reference element whose function is not needed would be

obvious to one skilled in the art.

Regarding claim 55, “a method of processing signals at a receiver station"

corresponds to the same in claim 23 of the above US. Patent.

“Receiving one or more information transmissions at said receiver station;

detecting a plurality of signals on said one or more information transmissions, at least a

first of one of said plurality of signals including a control signal" corresponds to

“receiving a plurality of signals including digital programming and inputting at least some

of said plurality of signals to said digital detector" as well as “detecting said encrypted

digital data in said at least some of said plurality of signals” in claim 23 of the above

U.S. Patent.

“Controlling a decryptor in response to said control signal" corresponds to

“controlling said decryptor to alter its decryption pattern or technique on the basis of

information included in said detected encrypted digital data” in claim 23 of the above

U.S. Patent.

“Decrypting or enabling communication of at least a second of said plurality of

signals on the basis of said step of controlling said decryptor” corresponds to

“decrypting at least a portion of said digital programming using a selected decryption

pattern or technique based on said step of detecting” in claim 23 of the above U.S.

Patent.
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Lastly, “passing said decrypted or enabled at least said second of said plurality of

signals to a controllable device; and controlling said controllable device on the basis of

said passed decrypted or enabled at least said second of said plurality of signals”

corresponds to “to provide a decrypted output of programming to a viewer or listener” in

claim 23 of the above US. Patent.

Claim 55 of the instant application does not claim “detecting in accordance

with a varying pattern of timing or location”. Therefore, claim 55 merely broadens the

scope of claim 23 of the above U.S. Patent.

it has been held that the omission of an element and its function is an obvious

expedient if the remaining elements perform the same function as before. See in re

Karlson, 136 USPQ 184 (CCPA). Also note Ex parte Rainu, 168 USPQ 375 (Bd. App.

1969). The omission of a reference element whose function is not needed would be

obvious to one skilled in the art.

4. Claim 24 is rejected on the ground of nonstatutory obviousness—type double

patenting as being unpatentable over claim 14 of U.S. Patent No. 7,801,304 in view of

Yanagimaohi et al. (US. 3,936,595) (hereinafter “Yanagimachi“).

Regarding claim 24, “a method of controlling a remote transmitter station to

communicate program material to a subscriber station and controlling said subscriber

station to process or output a unit of programming” corresponds to “a method of

controlling a remote transmitter station to communicate program material to a
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subscriber station and controlling said subscriber station to process or output digital

programming” in claim 14 of the above US. Patent.

“Receiving a control signal which operates at the remote transmitter station to

control the communication of a unit of programming and one or more first instruct

signals and communicating said control signal to said remote transmitter station”

corresponds to “receiving at said remote transmitter station a first control signal which

operates at the remote transmitter station to control communication of said digital
II

programming and one or more first instruct signals in claim 14 of the above U.S.

Patent.

“Receiving at said remote transmitter station one or more second instruct signals

which operate at the subscriber station to identify g decrypt said unit of programming g

said one or more first instruct signals, said remote transmitter station transferring said

one or more second instruct signals to said transmitter” corresponds to “receiving at

said remote transmitter station said one or more digital second instruct signals which

operate at the subscriber station to decrypt said digital programming” in claim 14 of the

above U.S. Patent.

“Transmitting from said remote transmitter station an information transmission

comprising said unit of programming, said one or more first instruct signals, and said

one or more second instruct signals, said one or more first instruct signals being

transmitted in accordance with said control signal” corresponds to “transmitting from

said remote transmitter station to said subscriber station an information transmission

comprising said digital programming, said one or more first instruct signals and said one
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or more digital second instruct signals, said one or more first instruct signals being

transmitted in accordance with said first control signal” in claim 14 of the above U.S.

Patent.

Claim 24 of the instant application further claims “receiving a code or datum

identifying a unit of programming to be transmitted by the remote transmitter station,

said remote transmitter station transferring said unit of programming to a transmitter“

which is not claimed in claim 14 of the above US. Patent.

However, Yanagimachi teaches a similar method of controlling transmission and

output of programming at a receiver station, where program control codes identifying

garticular programming included in the transmission are utilized by a transmitter station

102 and receiver station 103 for transmission/reception and programming output as

spoken of on column 15, lines 2-32 as well as column 16, lines 22-40.

At the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to someone of ordinary

skill in the art, to apply the control code transmission of Yanagimachi to the method of

claim 14 of the above U.S. Patent in order to provide selective output of programming in

accordance with selection input provided from a subscriber as spoken of on column 16,

lines 25-40 of Yanagimachi.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 1 12

Current amendments made to claims 31 and 32 to obviate the claim rejections

under 35 U.S.C. § 112, 2"“ paragraph presented in the previous Office Action are proper

and have been entered. These particular rejections have been withdrawn.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102
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5. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that

form the basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless —

(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country or in
public use or on sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date oi application for patent in
the United States.

(e) the invention was described in (1) an application for patent, published under section 122(b), by
another filed in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent or (2) a patent
granted on an application for patent by another tiled in the United States before the invention by the
applicant lor patent, except that an international application filed under the treaty defined in section
351(a) shall have the effects for purposes 01 this subsection of an application filed in the United States
only it the international application designated the United States and was published under Article 21(2)
of such treaty in the English language.

6. Claims 22, 40-42, 55, and 56 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. i02(e) as being

anticipated by Davidson (Fie. 31,735). Davidson teaches all of the limitations of the

specified claims with the reasoning that follows.

Regarding claim 22, “a method for controlling the decryption of encrypted

programming at a subscriber station” is anticipated by the decryption method spoken of

on column 24, lines 30-50.

“Receiving encrypted programming, said encrypted programming having an

encrypted control signal” is anticipated by the conveying of a composite television signal

to a subscriber including a video portion, an aural portion, and an encryption codes

signal (control signal) comprising a sequence of encryption codes as spoken of on

column 24, lines 30-35.

“Detecting said control signal; passing said control signal to a decryptor at said

subscriber station; decrypting said control signal“ is anticipated by the encryption codes

signal detector means for separating the encryption codes signal (decrypting the control

signal) from the television signal as spoken of on column 24, lines 39-41.
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“Decrypting said encrypted programming to form decrypted programming based

on said control signal” is anticipated by the inverse encryption means that uses the

separated encryption codes signal to return the detected audio signal to the pre-

encryption digitized condition (decrypted programming) as spoken of on column 24,

lines 44-46.

Lastly, “presenting said decrypted programming to a viewer or listener” is

anticipated by returning of the audio signal to original analog format whereby program

audio may be processed and presented in a conventional manner as spoken of on

column 24, lines 47-50.

Regarding claim 40, “a method of processing signals at a receiver station" is

anticipated by the decryption method spoken of on column 24, lines 30-50.

“Receiving at least one information transmission” and “locating a signal including

code” is anticipated by the conveying of a composite television signal (information

transmission) to a subscriber including a video portion, an aural portion, and an

encryption codes signal (signal including code) comprising a sequence of encryption

codes as spoken of on column 24, lines 30-35, as well as an encryption codes signal

detector that detects (locates) and separates the encryption codes signal (signal

including code) from the television signals as spoken of on column 24, lines 40-41.

“Passing said code to a processor; controlling a decryptor to decrypt in a specific

fashion on the basis of said code; decrypting a portion of said at least one information

transmission in said specific fashion“ is anticipated by the inverse encryption means

(decryptor processor) that uses the separated encryption codes signal to return the
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detected audio signal (portion of information transmission) to the pre-encryption

digitized condition (decrypted portion) as spoken of on column 24, lines 44-46.

Lastly, “passing said decrypted portion of said at least one information

transmission to one of said processor and an output device” is anticipated by returning

of the audio signal to original analog format whereby program audio may be processed

and presented (to an output device) in a conventional manner as spoken of on column

24, lines 47-50.

Regarding claim 41, “a method of controlling a receiver station to detect digital

data and control a decryptor based on a varying pattern of timing or location" is

anticipated by the encryptionfdecryption method spoken of on column 25 line 45 —

column 26, line 9.

“Receiving programming and delivering said programming to a transmitter” is

anticipated by the subscription television transmitter that generates television signals

(programming) having video and audio portions as spoken of on column 25, lines 45—50.

“Receiving digital data comprising at least an instruct signal and communicating

said digital data to a signal embedder, said instruct signal operative at said receiver

station to control said decryptor; controlling said signal embedder to embed said digital

data in an information transmission in a varying pattern of timing or location;

communicating said information transmission to said transmitter; and transmitting said

programming and said information transmission including said digital data" is anticipated

by the encryption code signal generating means that generates a continuous sequence

of encryption codes (digital data instruct signal) as well as the means for combining
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(signal embedder) that combines the encryption codes signal, the digitized and

encrypted audio program signal, and a video program signal with carrier signals for

transmission to a receiver as spoken of on column 25, lines 50-53 as well as column 26,

lines 1-9.

Regarding claim 42, “a method of processing signals at a receiver station” is

anticipated by the decryption method spoken of on column 24, lines 30-50.

“Receiving at least one information transmission; detecting a plurality of signals

on said at least one information transmission" is anticipated by the conveying of a

composite television signal (information transmission) to a subscriber including a video

portion, an aural portion, and an encryption codes signal comprising a sequence of

encryption codes as spoken of on column 24, lines 30-35.

“Decrypting at least one of said plurality of signals, said at least one decrypted

signal including at least one instruct signal which is effective to instruct“ is anticipated by

the inverse encryption means (decryptor processor) that uses the separated encryption

codes signal to return the detected audio signal to the pre—encryption digitized condition

(decrypted signal) as spoken of on column 24, lines 44-46.

Lastly, “passing the at least one decrypted instruct signal to a controllable device;

and controlling said controllable device on the basis of decrypted information included in

said at least one decrypted instruct signal" is anticipated by returning of the audio signal

to original analog format whereby program audio may be processed and presented (to a

controllable device) in a conventional manner as spoken of on column 24, lines 47-50.
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Regarding claim 55, "a method of processing signals at a receiver station“ is

anticipated by the decryption method spoken of on column 24, lines 30-50.

“Receiving one or more information transmissions at said receiver station;

detecting a plurality of signals on said one or more information transmissions, at least a

first of one of said plurality of signals including a control signal” is anticipated by the

conveying of a composite television signal (information transmission) to a subscriber

including a video portion, an aural portion, and an encryption codes signal (control

signal) comprising a sequence of encryption codes as spoken of on column 24, lines

30-35.

“Controlling a decryptor in response to said control signal; decrypting g enabling

communication of at least a second of said plurality of signals on the basis of said step

of controlling said decryptor” is anticipated by the inverse encryption means (decryptor)

that uses the separated encryption codes signal (control signal) to return the detected

audio signal to the pre-encryption digitized condition (decrypted signal) as spoken of on

column 24, lines 44-46.

Lastly, "passing said decrypted Q enabled at least said second of said plurality of

signals to a controllable device; and controlling said controllable device on the basis of

said passed decrypted Q enabled at least said second of said plurality of signals" is

anticipated by returning oi the audio signal to original analog format whereby program

audio may be processed and presented (to a controllable device) in a conventional

manner as spoken of on column 24, lines 47-50.
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Regarding claim 56, "a method of processing signals at a receiver station" is

anticipated by the decryption method spoken of on column 24, lines 30-50.

“Receiving at least one information transmission; identifying a plurality of signals

in said at least one information transmission; selecting a first signal of said plurality of

signals including downloadable code“ is anticipated by the conveying of a composite

television signal (information transmission) to a subscriber including a video portion, an

aural portion, and an encryption codes signal (signal including code) comprising a

sequence of encryption codes as spoken of on column 24, lines 30-35, as well as an

encryption codes signal detector that detects and separates (identification of and

selection of) the encryption codes signal (signal including code) from the television

signals as spoken of on column 24, lines 40-41.

“Passing said downloadable code to a processor; controlling a decryptor to

decrypt in a specific fashion on the basis of said downloadable code; decrypting at least

one second signal of said plurality of signals in said specific fashion” is anticipated by

the inverse encryption means (decryptor processor) that uses the separated encryption

codes signal to return the detected audio signal (second signal) to the pre-encryption

digitized condition (decrypted programming) as spoken of on column 24, lines 44-48.

Lastly, “passing said at least one second signal to if said processor and an

output device" is anticipated by returning of the audio signal to original analog format

whereby program audio may be processed and presented (to an output device) in a

conventional manner as spoken of on column 24, lines 47-50.
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7. Claim 24 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being anticipated by Yanagimachi

et al. (U.S. 3,936,595) (hereinafter “Yanagirnachi“). Yanagimachr‘ teaches all of the

limitations of the specified claims with the reasoning that follows.

Regarding claim 24, “a method of controlling a remote transmitter station to

communicate program material to a subscriber station and controlling said subscriber

station to process Q output a unit of programming" is anticipated by the programming

transmission method performed by the transmitter 102 of Figure 14 as spoken of on

column 14, line 51 — column 15, line 36.

“Receiving a control signal which operates at the remote transmitter station to

control the communication of a unit of programming and one or more first instruct

signals and communicating said control signal to said remote transmitter station” is

anticipated by the signal code allocation control device 104 of Figure 14 that receives

data (control signal) supplied from the signal generating device 101 that is used to

determine signal transmission timings as spoken of on column 14, lines 51 -68.

“Receiving a code or datum identifying a unit of programming to be transmitted

by the remote transmitter station, said remote transmitter station transferring said unit of

programming to a transmitter" is anticipated by the signal code allocation control device

104 that produces and supplies program material control codes identifying particular

programming to an output terminal 114 (transmitter) as shown in Figure 14 and spoken

of on column 15, lines 11-32.
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“Receiving at said remote transmitter station one Q more second instruct signals

which operate at the subscriber station to identify o_r decrypt said unit of programming

J said one Q more first instruct signals, said remote transmitter station transferring

said one Q more second instruct signals to said transmitter” is anticipated by the signal

code allocation control device 104 that produces and supplies item control codes

(instruct signals) identifying particular programming to an output terminal 114

(transmitter) as shown in Figure 14 and spoken of on column 15, lines 11-32.

Lastly, “transmitting from said remote transmitter station an information

transmission comprising said unit of programming, said one or more first instruct

signals, and said one or more second instruct signals, said one or more first instruct

signals being transmitted in accordance with said control signal“ is anticipated by the

transmission of the combined signal from output terminal 1 14 (transmitter) to a

transmission path 115, where the combined signal includes video and audio

programming as well as various control codes (instruct signals) as spoken of on column

15, lines 25-32.

8. Claims 31 and 54 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated by

Ostermann et al. (U.S. 4,484,025) (hereinafter “Ostermann”). Osfermann teaches all of

the limitations of the specified claims with the reasoning that follows.

Regarding claim 31, “a method of controlling at least one of a plurality of receiver

stations" is anticipated by the encipheringfdeciphering method performed by the

terminals 1 and 2 of Figure 1.
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“Receiving downloadable code which is effective at said at least one of said

plurality of receiver stations to implement a new technique of decrypting and delivering

the downloadable code to at least one transmitter” is anticipated by the transmission of

a cipher algorithm ldownloadable code) from cipher program storage 18 to program

memory 22 of a programmable cipher computer 12 (transmitter) that indicates a

particular enciphering/deciphering technique as spoken of on column 2, lines 38-41.

“Receiving at least one control signal which at said at least one of said plurality of

receiver stations operates to execute the downloadable code; and causing said at least

one control signal to be communicated to said at least one transmitter at a specific time,

thereby to transmit at least one information transmission including the downloadable

code and said at least one control signal“ is anticipated by the transmission of a bit

sequence (control signal) from cipher equipment 16 to cipher computer 12 (transmitter)

indicating a particular stored cipher program (downloadable code) to be used as spoken

of on column 3, lines 10-19.

Regarding claim 54, “a method of providing an enabling signal to a receiver

station from a remote data source, said enabling signal for use in decrypting at the

receiver station a programming signal, said receiver station being programmed to get

information necessary for enabling a programming signal" is anticipated by the

enciphering/deciphering method performed by the terminals 1 and 2 (receiver station

and remote data source) of Figure 1.

“Storing at the remote data source one or more control signals for enabling a

decryptor to decrypt a video" is anticipated by the cipher equipment 16 (remote data
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source) that contains cipher program storage 18 for storing a cipher algorithm as

spoken of on column 2, lines 38-41.

“Receiving at the remote data source from the receiver station a communication

to get specific enabling information” is anticipated by the cipher algorithm request

(communication) transmitted from the terminal 1 to the terminal 2 {remote data source)

requesting a cipher algorithm (enabling information) as spoken of on column 3, lines 4-

9.

“Communicating, from the remote data source to the receiver station in response

to said communication from the receiver station, a control signal" is anticipated by the

transmission of a cipher algorithm (control signal) from cipher program storage 18 to

program memory 22 of a programmable cipher computer 12 that indicates a particular

enciphering/deciphering technique as spoken of on column 2, lines 38-41.

“Whereby the receiver station inputs said control signal to a decryptor, and

wherein said decryptor decrypts said programming signal” is anticipated by a receiver

terminal that contains means for deciphering (decryptor) received ciphered data text in

accordance with a cipher algorithm and a cipher key as spoken of on column 4, lines

52-54, as well as column 2, lines 16-24, which states that terminals 1 and 2 each

contain transmitters and receivers as shown in Figure 1.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

9. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set
forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the
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invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.
Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

lo. This application currently names joint inventors. In considering patentability of

the claims under 35 U.S.C. fO3(a), the examiner presumes that the subject matter of

the various claims was commonly owned at the time any inventions covered therein

were made absent any evidence to the contrary. Applicant is advised of the obligation

under 37 CFR 1.56 to point out the inventor and invention dates of each claim that was

not commonly owned at the time a later invention was made in order for the examiner to

consider the applicability of 35 U.S.C. 103(c) and potential 35 U.S.C. lO2(e), (f) or (g)

prior art under 35 U.S.C. 103( ).

ii. Claims 32-36, 38, and 39 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Ostermann et al. (U.S. 4,484,025) (hereinafter “Ostermann”) in view

of Davidson (Re. 31,735).

Regarding claim 32, Osrermann teaches the method of claim 31 as described

above. Ostermann does not explicitly teach decryption of television programming.

However, Davidson teaches the application of encryption/decryption techniques

to television signals as spoken of on column 24, lines 30-50.

At the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to someone of ordinary

skill in the art, given these references, to apply the enciphering/deciphering methods of

Ostermann to television program signals in order to effectively enable high security and

deterring of unauthorized viewers in a television environment as spoken of on column 2,

lines 31-36 of Davidson.
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Regarding claim 33, Ostermann teaches the transmission of a cipher algorithm

(instruct signal) from cipher program storage 18 to program memory 22 of a

programmable cipher computer 12 (transmitter) that indicates a particular

enciphering/deciphering technique as spoken of on column 2, lines 38-41.

Ostermann also teaches a receiver terminal that contains means for deciphering

received ciphered data text in accordance with a cipher algorithm and a cipher key as

spoken of on column 4, lines 52-54, as well as column 2, lines 16-24, which states that

terminals 1 and 2 each contain transmitters and receivers as shown in Figure 1.

Ostermann does not explicitly teach decryption of television programming.

However, Davidson teaches the application of encryption/decryption techniques

to television signals as spoken of on column 24, lines 30-50.

At the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to someone of ordinary

skill in the art, given these references, to apply the enciphering/deciphering methods of

Ostermann to television program signals in order to effectively enable high security and

deterring of unauthorized viewers in a television environment as spoken of on column 2,

lines 31-36 of Davidson.

Regarding claim 34, Ostermann teaches the transmission of a cipher algorithm

(signal) from cipher program storage 18 to program memory 22 ot a programmable

cipher computer 12 that indicates a particular enciphering/deciphering

(encryption/decryption) technique as spoken of on column 2, lines 38-41.

Ostermann also teaches the transmission of a bit sequence (signal) from cipher

equipment 16 to cipher computer 12 indicating a particular stored cipher program to be
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used (change in encryption/decryption technique) as spoken of on column 3, lines l0-

‘l9.

Ostermann also teaches a receiver terminal that contains means for deciphering

received ciphered data text (signal) in accordance with a cipher algorithm and a cipher

key as spoken of on column 4, lines 52-54, as well as column 2, lines 16-24, which

states that terminals 1 and 2 each contain transmitters and receivers as shown in Figure

l.

Ostermann does not explicitly teach passing a decrypted signal to a controllable

device and controlling the controllable device on the basis of the passed decrypted

signal.

However, Davidson teaches returning of an audio signal (decrypted signal) to

original analog format whereby program audio may be processed and presented (to a

controllable device) in a conventional manner as spoken of on column 24, lines 47-50.

At the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to someone of ordinary

skill in the art, given these references, to apply the post—decryption processing and

presentation as taught in Davidson to the system of Ostermann in order to allow the

receiving station to make appropriate use of the recovered decrypted signal.

Regarding claim 35, Ostermann further teaches where the cipher algorithm

(instruct signal) is transferred that matches information provided in a received bit

sequence as spoken of on column 3, lines 10-20.

Regarding claim 36, Ostermann further teaches where the cipher algorithm

(instruct signal) is transferred that matches information provided in a received bit
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sequence that indicates which cipher program is to be used at a particular time

(schedule) as spoken of on column 3, lines 10-20.

Regarding claim 38, Ostermann further teaches where the cipher algorithm

(instruct signal) is transferred that matches information provided in a received bit

sequence (identifier) as spoken of on column 3, lines 10-20.

Regarding claim 39, Ostermann further teaches where the cipher algorithm

(instruct signal) is transferred that matches information provided in a received bit

sequence (identifier) as spoken of on column 3, lines 10-20, as well as column 3, lines

49-61, which states that the bit sequence contains identification codes of the transmitter

and addressed receiver (indicates transmission channel).

Allowable Subject Matter

12. Claims 23, 25-30, and 43-53 are allowable over the prior art of record.

13. Claim 37 is objected to as being dependent upon a rejected base claim, but

would be allowable it rewritten in independent form including all of the limitations of the

base claim and any intervening claims.

14. The following is a statement of reasons for the indication of allowable subject

matter:

Regarding claims 23, 25-30, 37, and 43-53, these claims are allowable tor the

reasons indicated in the previous Office Action.

Response to Arguments
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i5. Applicant's arguments with respect to the obviousness-type double patenting

rejection of claim 22 in view of claim 26 of U.S. 7,805,749 have been fully considered

and are persuasive. This particular rejection has been withdrawn.

l6. Applicants other arguments filed l0/6/11 have been fully considered but they are

not persuasive.

Regarding claim 24, Applicant argues that claim 14 of U.S. Patent 7,801,304

does not teach “receiving at said remote transmitter station one Q more second instruct

signals which operate at the subscriber station to identify g decrypt said unit of

programming Q said one or more first instruct signals”.

Claim 14 of the above U.S. Patent 7,801,304 recites "receiving at said remote

transmitter station said one or more digital second instruct signals which operate at the

subscriber station to decrypt said digital programming".

Due to the above alternative language claimed in claim 24, and since the above

recited limitation of claim 14 teaches one of the claimed alternatives, namely "decrypt

said digital programming", it is maintained that claim 14 teaches the above recited

limitation of claim 24.

Regarding claim 24, Applicant further argues that Yanagimachi does not teach

"receiving a code or datum identifying a unit of programming to be transmitted by the

remote transmitter station". Applicant further argues that the control codes of

Yanagimachi‘ are not used to identify a unit of programming to be transmitted, but rather

are used at a receiver station "to control a manner of sequentially connecting program

materials to construct at least one significant program.
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However, as provided in the previous Office Action, Yanagimachi teaches where

program control codes identifying particular programming included in the transmission

are utilized by a transmitter station 102 and receiver station 103 for

transmission/reception and programming output as spoken of on column 15, lines 2-32

as well as column 16, lines 22-40. Specifically, on column 16, lines 22-40, it is stated

that "the control code transmitted with the video and audio signals is decoded by a

transmission control code decoder 119 and the decoded control code is collated with a

code set by the student through a selection input and answer input terminal 126. When

these codes coincide with each other, the desired video signal of one television frame

period is gated out by a video frame gate 122".

According to the above teachings of Yanagimachi, the received control codes do

identity units of programming that are transmitted by the transmitter 102, as the control

codes are used at the receiver to identify particular units of programming to be extracted

for output to a user.

Therefore, the obviousness-type double patenting rejection of claim 24 in view of

claim 14 of the above U.S. Patent and Yanagimachr‘ is maintained.

Regarding claims 22, 40-42, and 55, Applicant asserts that these claims are

related to the encryption and decryption of signals. Applicant also asserts that the

Board of Patent Appeals and interferences decided in Ex parte Personalized Media

Communications, LLC (Appeal 2008-4228, Ex parte Reexamination Control 90/006,536)

at pages 53-54, that encryption requires a digital signal and that encryption and

decryption are not broad enough to read on scrambling and unscrambling. Applicant
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argues that although claims 65 and 72 of Davidson claim means for encrypting and

decrypting a digitized audio signal, the description of Davidson merely describes

scrambling and unscrambling analog video signals and digitizing analog audio signals.

However, claim 65 recites “the aural portion comprising a periodically sampled

and digitized audio signal encrypted in accordance with the encgyption codes signal“.

Further, claim 72 recites "means responsive to the encryption code signal for gggy

encgypting each digitized program audio sample from the digitizing means".

Further, Figure 8b of the description of Davidson shows a digitized aural signal

consisting of it bits. Further, Figures 5, 9, and 10 show digital logic circuitry of the

disclosed system of Davidson used for digital signal processing. it is maintained that

Davidson teaches the encryption and decryption oi digital signals.

Further, this particular argument regarding the terms “encryption” and

“decryption“ and how these terms are to be construed in light of Applicant's specification

was raised in the memorandum opinion and order in the United States District Court for

the Eastern District of Texas Marshall Division (submitted to the record by Applicant via

lDS). On pages 53-54 of the memorandum opinion and order, the court rejects

Applicants attempt to limit the encrypt/decrypt terms to digital data. It is recited in the

memorandum opinion and order that:

“PMC's proposal fails to cite intrinsic evidence that mandates a narrow reading of

“encrypt" and "decrypt“ to exclude scrambling and descrambling of analog

transmissions. In its proposal, PMC purports to rely on intrinsic evidence that merely
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recites examples of decryption or encryption of digital signals. These citations do not

limit the scope of the encrypt/decrypt terms to digital signals. Furthermore, as shown

above, PMC's position is belied by the fact that the patents-in-suit also disclose

decrypting analog signals. "25 Patent at ‘l73:4‘l—47 (”...the decryptors, iO7', 224, and

231, may be conventional descramblers, well known in the art, that descramble analog

television transmissions and are actuated by receiving digital key information") As such,

the court agrees with Defendants that nothing in the intrinsic record reflects a clear

intent on the part of the patentee to limit the scope of the encryptfdecrypt terms to digital

signals”.

Based upon the above memorandum opinion and order, the terms "encrypt" and

“decrypt” should be construed to include "scrambling" and “descramb|ing", so even if the

claimed “encryption” and "decryption“ of Davidson is interpreted as including

“scrambling” and "descrambling”, it is maintained that Davidson is applicable to

Applicants claims 22, 40-42, and 55.

Regarding claim 22, Applicant argues that Davidson does not teach “receiving

encrypted programming, said encrypted programming having en encrypted control

signal; detecting said control signal; passing said control signal to a decryptor at said

subscriber station; decrypting said control signal”.

However, as provided in the previous Office Action, Davidson teaches the

conveying of a composite television signal to a subscriber including a video portion, an
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aural portion, and an encryption codes signal (control signal) comprising a sequence of

encryption codes as spoken of on column 24, lines 30-35.

Davidson also teaches the encryption codes signal detector means for

separating the encryption codes signal (decrypting the control signal) from the television

signal as spoken of on column 24, lines 39-41. lt is maintained that the separation of

the encryption codes signal from the encrypted programming signal may be considered

a decryption of a control signal.

Regarding amended claim 40, Applicant argues that Davidson does not teach

“locating a signal including code”.

However, as provided in the previous Office Action and clarified above, Davidson

teaches the conveying of a composite television signal (information transmission) to a

subscriber including a video portion, an aural portion, and an encryption codes signal

(signal including code) comprising a sequence of encryption codes as spoken of on

column 24, lines 30—35, as well as an encryption codes signal detector that detects

(locates) and separates the encryption codes signal (signal including code) from the

television signals as spoken of on column 24, lines 40-41.

Further, the terms detecting, finding, or locating are considered synonymous in

meaning (referring to Roget's College Thesaurus in Dictionary Form, Copyright (c)

1985).

Regarding claim 41, Applicant argues that Davidson is silent regarding delivering

programming and communicating information to a transmitter.
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However, as provided in the previous Office Action, Davidson teaches the

subscription television transmitter that generates television signals (programming)

having video and audio portions for subsequent transmission as spoken of on column

25, lines 45-50.

Applicant also argues that Davidson fails to teach embedding digital data in an

information transmission in a varying pattern of timing g location.

However, as provided in the previous Office Action, Davidson teaches the

encryption code signal generating means that generates a continuous sequence of

encryption codes (digital data instruct signal) as well as the means for combining (signal

embedder) that combines the encryption codes signal, the digitized and encrypted audio

program signal, and a video program signal with carrier signals for transmission to a

receiver as spoken of on column 25, lines 50-53 as well as column 26, lines 1-9.

Since the above claim language does not indicate what specific type of varying

timing pattern or varying location pattern is being claimed, it is maintained that the

combination of the above encryption codes signal, the digitized and encrypted audio

program signal, and a video program signal with carrier signals for transmission would

include an embedding of the encryption codes signal within the programming in some

varying pattern or fashion.

Regarding claim 42, Applicant argues that Davidson does not teach decrypting a

signal that includes at least one instruct signal which is effective to instruct.

However, as provided in the previous Office Action, Davidson teaches the

inverse encryption means (decryptor processor) that uses the separated encryption
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codes signal to return the detected audio signal to the pre-encryption digitized condition

(decrypted signal) as spoken of on column 24, lines 44-46.

Applicant further argues that Davidson is silent regarding passing a decrypted

instruct signal to a controllable device and controlling the controllable device on the

basis of the information included in the decrypted instruct signal.

However, as provided in the previous Office Action, Davidson teaches returning

of the audio signal to original analog format whereby program audio may be processed

and presented (to a controllable device) in a conventional manner as spoken of on

column 24, lines 47-50. The controllable device being a device suitable for

outputipresentation of an audio signal.

Regarding claim 55, Applicant argues that Davidson does not teach “controlling

said controllable device on the basis of said passed decrypted g enabled at least said

second of said plurality of signals”.

However, as provided in the previous Office Action, Davidson teaches returning

of the audio signal to original analog format whereby program audio may be processed

and presented (to a controllable device) in a conventional manner as spoken of on

column 24, lines 47-50. The controllable device being a device suitable for

output/presentation of an audio signal. The audio signal is operable in the controlling of

this type of device by causing output of the respective audio signal.

Regarding new claim 56, Applicant argues that Davidson does not teach any

selecting of a first signal in a transmission that includes downloadable code.
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However, as provided above, Davidson teaches an encryption codes signal

detector that detects and separates (identification of and selection of) the encryption

codes signal (signal including code) from the television signals as spoken of on column

24, lines 40-41.

lt is maintained that the separation of the encryption codes signal from the

television signals (plurality of signals) may be considered a selection of a signal.

Regarding amended claim 24, Applicant argues that Yanagimachi fails to teach

“receiving at said remote transmitter station one Q more second instruct signals which

operate at the subscriber station to identify Q decrypt said unit of programming Q said

one Q more first instruct signals, said remote transmitter station transferring said one Q

more second instruct signals to said transmitter".

However, as provided in the previous Office Action, Yanagimachi teaches the

signal code allocation control device 104 that produces and supplies item control codes

(instruct signals) identifying particular programming to an output terminal 114

(transmitter) as shown in Figure 14 and spoken of on column 15, lines 11-32.

Due to the above alternative language, and since Yanagimachi teaches one of

the claimed alternatives, namely identifying a unit of programming, it is maintained that

Yanagimachi teaches the above limitation in question.

Regarding amended claims 31 and 32, Applicant argues that Ostermann fails to

teach “receiving at least one control signal which at said at least one of said plurality of

receiver stations operates to execute the downloadable code: and causing said at least

one control signal to be communicated to said at least one transmitter at a specific time,
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thereby to transmit at least one information transmission including the downloadable

code and said at least one control signal”.

However, as provided in the previous Office Action, Ostermann teaches the

transmission of a bit sequence (control signal) from cipher equipment 16 to cipher

computer 12 (transmitter) indicating a particular stored cipher program (downloadable

code) to be used as spoken of on column 3, lines 10-19. The specific time of the bit

sequence transmission is the time at which the particular cipher algorithm is selected.

Furthermore, the type of encryption is selected via transmission of the bit sequence

which causes the corresponding cipher program (downloadable code) to be transferred

(downloaded).

Regarding claim 54, Applicant argues that Ostermann does not address the

decryption of video.

However, the language "for enabling a decryptor to decrypt a video“ is an

intended use clause that does not necessarily limit the scope of a claim. See MPEP

2106, II, C.

Furthermore, Ostermann is directed to the transmission of a cipher program to

allow encryption or decryption of "data“, where this data in a general sense could

include audio, video, or other known types of data.

Regarding claim 33, Applicant argues that neither Davidson nor Ostermann

teach ‘receiving a television program at a transmitter station and delivering said

television program to a transmitter”.
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However, as provided in the previous Office Action, Ostermarm teaches the

transmission of a cipher algorithm (instruct signal) from cipher program storage 18 to

program memory 22 of a programmable cipher computer 12 (transmitter) that indicates

a particular enciphering/deciphering technique as spoken of on column 2, lines 38-41.

Ostermann also teaches a receiver terminal that contains means for deciphering

received ciphered data text in accordance with a cipher algorithm and a cipher key as

spoken of on column 4, lines 52-54, as well as column 2, lines 16-24, which states that

terminals 1 and 2 each contain transmitters and receivers as shown in Figure 1.

Ostermann does not explicitly teach decryption of television programming.

However, Davidson teaches the application of encryption/decryption techniques

to television signals (that are transmitted and received) as spoken of on column 24,

lines 30-50.

At the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to someone of ordinary

skill in the art, given these references, to apply the enciphering/deciphering methods of

Ostermann to television program signals in order to effectively enable high security and

deterring of unauthorized viewers in a television environment as spoken of on column 2,

lines 31 -36 of Davidson.

Regarding claim 34, Applicant argues that neither Davidson nor Ostermann

teach “passing said decrypted second of said plurality of signals to a controllable

device; and controlling said controllable device on the basis of said passed decrypted

second of said plurality of signals”.
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However, as provided in the previous Office Action, Davidson teaches returning

of the audio signal to original analog format whereby program audio may be processed

and presented (to a controllable device) in a conventional manner as spoken of on

column 24, lines 47—50. The controllable device being a device suitable for

output/presentation of an audio signal. The audio signal is operable in the controlling of

this typg of device by causing output of the respective audio signal.

Regarding claim 36, Applicant argues that Ostermann does not teach “wherein

said step of transferring is performed in accordance with a schedule”.

However, as provided in the previous Office Action, Ostermann teaches where

the cipher algorithm (instruct signal) is transferred that matches information provided in

a received bit sequence that indicates which cipher program is to be used at a particular

time (schedule) as spoken of on column 3, lines 10-20. ln other words, the transferring

of a particular cipher algorithm is performed in accordance with a particular order or

schedule depending on a received bit sequence indicating which cipher program is to

be used at a particular time.

Regarding claim 39, Applicant argues that Osfermann does not teach “said

identifier identifies at least one of (i) said television program and (ii) a channel including

said television program. Applicant further argues that Ostermann does not teach the

identification of a television program, or anything transmitted to the receiver station.

However, as provided in the previous Office Action, Ostermann teaches where

the cipher algorithm {instruct signal) is transferred that matches information provided in

a received bit sequence (identifier) as spoken of on column 3, lines 10-20, as well as
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column 3, lines 49-61, which states that the bit sequence contains identification codes

of the transmitter and addressed receiver (indicates transmission channel). It is

maintained that the above identification codes would indicate a particular channel that a

transmission is utilizing between a transmitter and an addressed receiver.

Conclusion

i7. THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. Applicant is reminded of the extension of time

policy as set forth in 37 CFR i.i38( ).

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE

MONTHS from the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within

TWO MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not

mailed until after the end of the THREE-MONTH shortened statutory period, then the

shortened statutory period will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any

extension fee pursuant to 37 CFR i.i38(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of

the advisory action. in no event, however, will the statutory period for reply expire later

than SIX MONTHS from the mailing date of this final action.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to MICHAEL J. MOORE, JFi., whose telephone number is

(571)272-3168. The examiner can normally be reached on Monday-Friday (7:30am -

4:00pm).

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner‘s

supervisor, William Korzuch can be reached on (571) 272-7589. The fax phone number

for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.
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Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAlR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair—clirect.usptogov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll—free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-‘I O00.

Ill/lichael J. Moore, Jr./

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2467
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Patent Application of:

John C. Harvey 9! cu’.

Application No.: 08/449,413 Confirmation No.: 1756

Filed: May 24, 1995 Art Unit: 2467

For: SIGNAL PROCESSING APPARATUS AND Examiner: Moore J12, Michael J.
METHODS

AMENDMENT AFTER FINAL RE,[ECTION AND REQUEST FOR
RECONSIDERATION

MS AF

Commissioner for Patents

P.0. Box I450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Sir:

In response to the Final Office Action dated December‘ 30, 201 1, please amend the

above-identified application as follows.

Amendments to the claims begin on page 2.

Remarks begin on page 1 1.
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AMENDMENT TO THE CLAIMS

Cr'ar'm.s' 22-56 are 0'79 only pmdirzg r‘laiJns.

I - 21. (Cancelled)

22. (Currently Amended) A method for controlling the decryption of encrypted

programming at a subscriber station, said method comprising the steps of:

receiving encrypted digital programming, said encrypted digital programming having an

encrypted digital control signal;

detecting said control signal;

passing said control signal to a decryptor that decrypts encrypted digital data at said

subscriber station;

decrypting said control signal;

decrypting said encrypted digital programming to form decrypted programming based on

said control signal; and

presenting said decrypted programming to a viewer or listener.

23. (Previously Presented) A method for controlling the decryption of programming

at a subscriber station, said method comprising the steps of:

receiving programming, said programming having a first encrypted digital control signal

portion and an encrypted digital information portion;

detecting said first encrypted digital control signal portion of said programming;

passing said first encrypted digital control signal portion of said programming to a first

decryptor at said subscriber station;

decrypting said first encrypted digital control signal portion of said programming using

said first decryptor at said subscriber station;
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passing said encrypted digital information portion of said programming and the decrypted

control signal portion to a second decryptor at said subscriber station;

decrypting said encrypted digital information portion of said programming using said

second decryptor at said subscriber station based on the decrypted control signal portion; and

presenting said programming.

24. (Currently Amended) A method of controlling a remote transmitter station to

communicate program material to a subscriber station and controlling said subscriber station to

process or output a unit of programming, said method comprising the steps of:

receiving a control signal which operates at the remote transmitter station to control the

communication ofa unit of programming and one or more first instruct signals and

communicating said control signal to said remote transmitter station;

receiving a code or datum identifying a unit of programming to be transmitted by the

remote transmitter station, said remote transmitter station transferring said unit of programming

to a transmitter;

receiving at said remote transmitter station one or more second instruct signals which

operate at the subscriber station to identify or and decrypt said unit of programming or said one

or more first instruct signals, said remote transmitter station transferring said one or more second

instruct signals to said transmitter", and

transmitting from said remote transmitter station an information transmission comprising

said unit of programming, said one or more first instruct signals, and said one or more second

instruct signals, said one or more first instruct signals being transmitted in accordance with said

control signal.

25. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 23, wherein said programming

further includes encrypted video.

26. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 23, wherein said subscriber station

stores information that evidences processing said programming.
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27. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 23, wherein said programming is

received at said subscriber station in one channel of a multichannel signal and a second control

signal portion used to decrypt said programming is included in said multichannel signal outside

said one channel.

28. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 23, wherein said subscriber station

detects, in a transmission channel including said programming, a second control signal portion

used to decrypt the first control signal portion.

29. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 23, wherein the subscriber station

detects, in a transmission channel for transmitting the programming, a second control signal

portion used to decrypt the first control signal portion, and wherein the second control signal

portion is encrypted, and wherein the second control signal portion is decrypted in order to

enable decryption of the first control signal portion.

30. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 23, wherein said programming

includes computer data.

31. (Previously Presented) A method of controlling at least one of a plurality of

receiver stations, said method comprising the steps of:

receiving downloadable code which is effective at said at least one of said plurality of

receiver‘ stations to implement a new technique of decrypting and delivering the dovvnloadable

code to at least one transmitter;

receiving at least one control signal which at said at least one of said plurality of receiver

stations operates to execute the downloadable code; and

causing said at least one control signal to be communicated to said at least one transmitter

at a specific time,

thereby to transmit at least one information transmission including the downloadable

code and said at least one control signal.
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32. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 31, wherein a television program is

displayed at a receiver‘ station and said downloadable code and said at least one control signal

program said receiver station to decrypt said television program in accordance with said new

technique.

33. (Previously Presented) A method of communicating television program material

to one or more receiver stations, said method comprising the steps of:

receiving a television program at a transmitter station and delivering said television

program to a transmitter;

receiving and storing one or more instruct signals at said transmitter station, said one or

more instruct signals at said one or more receiver‘ stations operative to implement a new

technique of decrypting;

transferring said one or more instruct signals to said transmitter; and

transmitting said television program and said one or more instruct signals from said

transmitter station to said one or more receiver stations.

34. (Previously Presented) A method of processing signals at a receiver station

comprising the steps of:

receiving at least one information transmission;

detecting a plurality of signals in said at least one information transmission;

changing a decryption technique in response to at least a first of said plurality of signals;

decrypting a second of said plurality of signals on the basis of said changed decryption

technique;

passing said decrypted second of said plurality of signals to a controllable device; and

controlling said controllable device on the basis of said passed decrypted second of said

plurality of signals.
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35. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 33, wherein said step of transferring

is performed based on comparison.

36. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 33, wherein said step of transferring

is performed in accordance with a schedule.

37. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 36, wherein said schedule specifies a

transmission time and a transmission channel, said method further comprising the steps of

receiving and storing said schedule at said transmitter station.

38. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 33, wherein said one or more instruct

signals operate at said one or more receiver stations based on an identifier‘, said method further‘

comprising the step of transmitting said identifier‘.

39. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 38, wherein an information

transmission including said television program is received at said one or more receiver stations,

wherein said television program is outputted at said one or more receiver stations, and wherein

said identifier identifies aHeasH>neef (i) said television program and (ii) a channel including

said television program.

40. (Currently Amended) A method of processing signals at a receiver station

comprising the steps of:

receiving at least one encrypted digital information transmission;

locating code;

passing said code to a processor;

controlling a decryptor that decrypts encrypted digital data to decrypt in a specific

fashion on the basis of said code;

decrypting a portion of said at least one information transmission in said specific fashion;
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passing said decrypted portion of said at least one encrypted digital information

transmission to one of said processor and an output device.

41. (Currently Amended) A method of controlling a receiver station to detect digital

data and control a decryptor that decrypts encrypted digital data based on a varying pattern of

timing or location, said method of controlling comprising the steps of:

receiving programming and delivering said programming to a transmitter;

receiving digital data comprising at least an instruct signal and communicating said

digital data to a signal embedder, said instruct signal operative at said receiver station to control

said decryptor;

controlling said signal embedder to embed said digital data in an encrypted digital

information transmission in a varying pattern of timing or location;

communicating said encrjypted digital information transmission to said transmitter‘, and

transmitting said programming and said encrypted digital information transmission

including said digital data.

4-2. (Currently Amended) A method of processing signals at a receiver station

comprising the steps of:

receiving at least one encrypted digital information transmission;

detecting a plurality of signals on said at least one encrypted digital information

transmission;

decrypting at least one of said plurality of signals, said at least one decrypted signal

including at least one instruct signal which is effective to instruct;

passing the at least one decrypted instruct signal to a controllable device; and

controlling said controllable device on the basis of decrypted information included in said

at least one decrypted instruct signal.
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43. (Previously Presented) A method for deciyptor activation in a network

comprising:

receiving a transmission comprising encrypted materials;

decrypting under first processor control a first portion of said encrypted materials in said

transmission;

inputting said first portion of said encrypted materials to a decryptor;

decrypting under second processor control a second portion of said encrypted materials

based on said step of decrypting said first portion of said encrypted materials.

44. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 43 wherein said transmission in said

step of receiving a transmission is a multichannel signal separated in the frequency domain.

45. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 44 wherein said transmission is a

cable system broadcast.

46. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 43 wherein said transmission in said

step of receiving a transmission is a multichannel signal separated in the time domain.

47. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 43 wherein said transmission in said

step of receiving a transmission is generated at a local data source.

48. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 47 wherein said local data source

comprises a VCR.

49. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 47 wherein said local data source

comprises a laser disk.

50. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 43 wherein said encrypted materials

comprise a portion of a television program.
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51. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 43, wherein said transmission in said

step of receiving a transmission and a signal necessary for decryption are received from different

SOLIFCES .

52. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 51, further comprising the step of

contacting a remote transmitter station to receive one of said transmission and said signal

necessary for decryption.

53. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 51, wherein a signal necessary for

decryption is communicated by telephone.

54. (Previously Presented) A method of providing an enabling signal to a receiver

station from a remote data source, said enabling signal for use in decrypting at the receiver‘

station a programming signal, said receiver‘ station being programmed to get information

necessary for enabling a programming signal, said method comprising the steps of:

storing at the remote data source one or more control signals for enabling a decryptor to

decrypt a video;

receiving at the remote data source from the receiver station a communication to get

specific enabling information;

communicating, from the remote data source to the receiver‘ station in response to said

communication from the receiver station, a control signal,

whereby the receiver‘ station inputs said control signal to a decryptor‘, and wherein said

decryptor‘ decrypts said programming signal.

55. (Currently Amended) A method of processing signals at a receiver station

comprising the steps of:

receiving one or more encrypted digital information transmissions at said receiver station;

detecting a plurality of signals on said one or more encrypted digital information

transmissions, at least a first of one of said plurality of signals including a control signal;
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controlling a decryptor that decrypts encrypted digital data in response to said control

signal;

decrypting or enabling communication of at least a second of said plurality of signals on

the basis of said step of controlling said decryptor;

passing said decrypted or enabled at least said second of said plurality of signals to a

controllable device; and

controlling said controllable device on the basis of said passed decrypted or enabled at

least said second of said plurality of signals.

56. (Currently Amended) A method of processing signals at a receiver station

comprising the steps of:

receiving at least one encrypted digital information transmission;

identifying a plurality of signals in said at least one encrypted digital information

transmission;

selecting a first signal of said plurality of signals including downloadable code;

passing said downloadable code to a processor;

controlling a decryptor that decrypts encrypted digital data to decrypt in a specific

fashion on the basis of said downloadable code;

decrypting at least one second signal of said plurality of signals in said specific fashion;

passing said at least one second signal to one of said processor and an output device.
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REMARKS

STATUS OF CLAIMS

Claims 22-56 are pending in this application. By this Amendment, claims 22, 24, 39 —

42, 55, and 56 are amended. Reconsideration is respectfully requested in view of the above

amendments and the following remarks. An amendment submitted after a final office action in

an application must comply with 37' CFR. § 1.1 l6, which states that:

(I ) /in crniendmenr may be mrmle (‘trawling r*lcu'm.s' or (‘rJmpl_w'ng w.='rh an)-' mqtrfremenl of

jmirr expre.s'.s'ly set forth in a previous Ojjire ar‘Ii0rr.'

(2 } An crinerrdmem prese'r2rii1g r'ejer'tea’ r‘r'ai:n.s' in lJ€rI€rjb1'infor rrmsidemtiorz on appeal

may be adm.r'{Ied; or

(3) /in zrnmzzlmenr r‘am'hr'ng the nmfrs of my rzpplfrmfrrn or paren! unzlswr

reextrmimrIir)Jr may be cr(£'mr'rIea’ upon (1 s:’r0wr'ng ofgood and b'ly]l('l€i1I i'€crs0:1.s'

why the amendment is n€r‘€s.s‘trry and was :10! etrrfr'er' presented.

37 C.F.R.§ l.l l6(b).

Applicants submit that this Amendment After Final Rejection and Request for

Reconsideration places this application in condition for allowance by amending claims in

manners that are believed to render all pending claims allowable over the cited art and/or at least

place this application in better form for consideration on appeal under‘ 37' CFR. § l.l l6(b)(2).

This Amendment is necessary because it at least clarifies and/or narrows the issues for

consideration by the Board and was not earlier presented because Applicants believed that the

prior response(s) placed this application in condition for allowance, for at least the reasons

discussed in those responses. Moreover; pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § l.l l6(b)(3), this Amendment is

necessary to address the Office Action’s new rejections that were not previously presented

during the prosecution of this application. Accordingly, entry of the present Amendment, as an

earnest attempt to advance prosecution and/or to reduce the number of issues, is requested under

37 C.F.R.§ L1 16.
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Applicants earnestly solicit a favorable reconsideration and prompt allowance of the

claims. Where the Office does not find that the claims are in condition for allowance, Applicants

respectfully request that the Office withdraw the finality of the Office Action for the reasons set

forth below.

11. DOUBLE PATENTING REJECTIONS

Claims 22, 34, 54, and 55 are rejected on the ground of nonstatutory obviousness—type

double patenting as allegedly being unpatentable over claims 1, 22, and 23 of U8. Patent No.

7,801,304. This is the patent that issued from Applicants’ DECR 81 group “A” application, US.

Patent Application Serial No. 08/449,263. Claim 24 is rejected on the ground of nonstatutory

obviousness-type double patenting as being unpatentable over claim 14 of the DECR 81 group

"A” patent, in view of Yanagimachi et al. (US. Patent No. 3,936,595) (“Yanagimachi”).

Applicants maintain the arguments they asserted previously in regard to traversing the claim 24

rejection. Ifthe Office maintains the rejections, Applicants acknowledge that a timely filed

terminal disclaimer in compliance with 37 CPR. l.32l(c) or l.32l(d) may be necessary to

overcome the nonstatutory double patenting rejection. However, Applicants request that the

requirement for filing the terminal disclaimer be held in abeyance, pending an indication of

allowable subject matter from the Office in the present application. If filed, the terminal

disclaimer will disclaim, in essential terms, the terminal part of the statutory term of any patent

granted on the above—referenced application, extending beyond the earliest expiration date of the

DECR 81 group “A" patent, U.S. Patent No. 7,801,304.

Ill. SUMMARY OF PRIOR ART REJECTIONS

Many of the pending claims are rejected under 35 U.S.C. §§lO2 or 103 over references

including Davidson (Re. 3l,735), Yanagimachi et al. (US. Patent No. 3,936,595)

(“Yanagimachi"), and Ostermann et al. (US. Patent No. 4,484,025) ("Ostermann”). The Office

l2
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Action rejected claims 22, 40-42, 55, and 56 under 35 USC. l02(e) as allegedly being

anticipated by Davidson; claim 24 under 35 USC. lO2(b) as allegedly being anticipated by

Yanagimachi; claims 31 and 54 under 35 USC. lO2(e) as allegedly being anticipated by

Ostermann; and claims 32-36, 38, and 39 under 35 U.S.C. l03(a) as allegedly being unpatentable

over the combination of Ostermann in view of Davidson.

IV. SUMMARY OF APPLIED PRIOR ART

A. Davidson

Davidson is the reissued patent of U.S. Patent No. 4,215,366 that issued on July 29, 1980.

The reissued patent added new claims 65-74. The application for reissue was filed on July 26,

1982, well after the November‘ 3, 1981 priority date of the instant application.

Davidson is directed to a “method and system for encoding and decoding of standard

television signals.. ." Col. 3, ll. 26-23. “[V]ideo scrambling is effected by inversion of the video

signals of some horizontal scan lines on a pseudo-random bias to produce a picture having some

video signals inverted and others not inverted which is unpleasant to view and virtually

unintelligible.” Col. 3, ll. 29-34. Davidson discloses converting analog audio signals to coded

digital audio signals. Col. 3, 11. 34-36. “A plurality of unique pulse—coded control signals

consisting of 32- bit binary pulse trains are transmitted separately to... provide the information

needed to unscramble the scrambled audio and video signals." Col. 3, 11. 36-41.

Claim 65, added to the patent via reissue, claims a receiver in a subscription television

system having means for conveying television signals include a video portion, an aural portion,

and an “encryption codes signal” comprising a sequence of “encryption codes.” Col. 24, ll. 30-

35. The aural portion is a digitized audio signal "encr“ypted” in accordance with the "encryption

codes signal.” Col. 24, 11. 35-39. The receiver has means to detect and separate the “encryption

l3
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codes” signal from the television signals; to separate the digitized and “encrypted” audio signal

from television signals; to return the detected audio signal to the "pre—encryption" digitized

condition; and to return the audio signal to the original analog format. Col. 24, ll. 40-50.

However, there is no mention of"‘encryption" anywhere in the disclosure of the patent. Only

scrambling and unscrambling is disclosed. The term “encryption,” as used in claim 65, was not

added until sometime after the reissue filing date o1°.luly 26, 1982.

Claim 72, also added to the patent via reissue, claims a “television transmitter for

generating television signals having a program video portion and program aural portion...” Col.

25, ll. 46-48. The transmitter has means to generate a continuous sequence of “encryption

codes"; to convey the program video and program aural portions and the “encryption codes

signal" from the transmitter to authorized subscribers; to sample and digitize the program audio

signal; to digitally "encrypt" each digitized program audio sample in response to the "encryption

codes signal"; and to combine the “encryption codes” signal, the digitized and “encrypted” audio

program signal, and a video program signal, with the carrier‘ signals. Col. 25, l. 52 — col. 26, l. 9.

As mentioned above, there is no mention of “encryption” anywhere in the disclosure of the

patent. Only scrambling and unscrambling is disclosed. The term “encryption,” as used in claim

7'2, was not added until sometime after the reissue filing date of July 26, 1982.

The original Davidson ’366 patent discloses video scrambling. The reliance on the

reissue patent cannot change this fact. The use of the term “encryption” as added by the reissue

claims does not change the fact that the fundamental video signal of Davidson is an analog

television signal. The video signal of Davidson is not encrypted as encryption is a digital

process. For this reason, the Davidson reissue patent is limited in its use as a prior art reference.
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B. Yanagimachi

Yanagimachi is directed to “a programmed information transmission system wherein a

number of different program materials and control signals for controlling the progress and

combinations of the transmitted program materials are simultaneously transmitted and in which

programmed information is constructed from a series of the transmitted program materials at a

receiver end on the basis of the transmitted control signals.” Col. 1, ll. 8- 16.

A transmitter‘ station receives video and audio signals from a video and audio signal

generating device. Col. 14, 1. 51 — Col. 15, 1. 5. An allocation control device at the transmitter

station produces control codes for effecting the channel allocation and transmission of the video

and audio signals. Col. 14, 1. 62 — Col. 15, 1. 2. The audio and video signals are processed and

the time division multiplexed. Col. 15, 11. 6-10. Program material control codes and video

identification numbers supplied by the allocation control device are added to the video signals.

Col. 15,11. 11-16. Audio start and end signals are added to the audio signals. Col. 15, ll. 16-13.

An item control code is inserted in the code frames of a transmission signal that is then combined

with the video and audio signals. Col. 15, 11. 19-28. The combined information transmission

signal is stored in memory and then transmitted to a receiver station. Col. 15, 11. 28-32.

The receiver‘ station receives the information transmission containing video signals, audio

signals, and a control code. Col. 16, 11. 23-25. A user makes a selection at an input terminal that

is compared to the control code. Col. 16, 11. 25-30. The video and audio signals are separately

processed based on the comparison. Col. 16, 11. 30-36; Col. 16, 11. 37-43. The desired video

signal is fed to a frame video buffer‘ memory and stored therein before being read out to a video

output terminal. Col. 16, 11. 31-36. The desired audio signal is converted into an analog audio

signal and supplied to an audio output terminal. Col. 16, 11. 37-43.

15
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C. Ostermann

Ostermann is directed to a "system for enciphering and deciphering data for transmission

between a transmitter‘ and a receiver, where the terms encipher and decipher‘ are synonymous

with encrypt and decrypt respectively.” Col. 1, ll. 7- 10. Ostermann discloses a receiver station

transmitting a cipher algorithm “from the cipher program storage 18 over a data transmission

channel 20 to the program memory 22 of the programmable cipher computer 12” at the

transmitter station. Col. 2: 11. 38-41. “The cipher algorithm transmitted from the cipher program

storage 18 of cipher equipment 16 via channel 20 is stored in program memory 22 and used to

encipher the clear input data provided by input device 24 to transmitter l0."

Ostermann also discloses another embodiment of the invention where “the programmable

cipher‘ computer 12 is provided with long term memory 23 for storage of a plurality of different

cipher programs which can be called up for storage in the program memory 22 as required."

Col. 2, 11 59-62. The cipher equipment 12 at the transmitter station receives a bit sequence from

cipher computer 16 at the receiver station that enables the cipher program to be transferred from

long—term memory 28 to program memory 22. Col. 3, ll. 10-19.

V. RESPONSE TO PRIOR ART REJECTIONS

A. Reiection of claims 22, 40-42, and 55 under 35 U.S.C. §102geg

Claims 22, 40-4-2, 55, and 56 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. §l02(e) over Davidson. This

rejection is respectfully traversed.

Claims 22, 40-42, 55, and 56 claim material relating to the encryption and decryption of

signals. Applicants have consistently asserted that the Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences

decided in Ex parte Personalized Media Communications, LLC (Appeal 2008-4228, Ex parte

Reexamination Control 90/006,536) at pages 5364, that encryption and decryption require a

l6
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digital signal. The Board considered the very same specification that is part of this application in

finding that encryption and decryption are limited to digital applications. The Board also held

that “encryption and decryption are not broad enough to read on scrambling and unscrambling.”

In the Office Action, the Examiner‘ noted that the United States Distr'ict Court for the

Eastern District of Texas Marshall Division recently found that encryption and decryption were

terms not limited to digital data. However, this ruling is not final and Applicants are seeking its

reconsideration. The Examiner erred by ignoring the decision of the Board, the controlling

administrative tribunal for examiners, in favor of a non—final, non—binding authority.

For the sake of advancing prosecution, Applicants propose to amend independent claims

22, 4042, 55, and 56 to clarify that the information transmission received is an encrypted digital

information transmission. Davidson does not teach the encryption of an entire digital signal

transmission. These proposed amendments are fully supported by the specification. Applicants

request entry of these amendments as they place this application in condition for allowance or at

least place this application in better‘ form for consideration on appeal under 37 C.F.R. §-

l.l l6(b)(2).

These proposed amendments in no way affect Applicants’ position that encryption and

decryption require a digital signal. Applicants propose the claim amendments as an earnest

attempt to advance the prosecution of the application. Therefore, the claims 22, 40-42, 55, and

56 are not anticipated by Davidson and are in allowable form.

Even assuming, rrrgtrerrdo, that Davidson teaches an encrypted digital information

transmission, claims 22, 4-1, 42, 55, and 56 are not anticipated by Davidson for at least the

following reasons:
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Claim 22

Claim 22, amended as proposed, recites in part:

receiving encrypted digital programming, said encrypted digital

programming having an encrypted control signal;

detecting said control signal;

passing said control signal to a decryptor‘ that decrypts encrypted

digital data at said subscriber station;

decrypting said control signal;

These limitations are not taught by Davidson.

The Office Action points to Davidson’s claim 65, column 24, lines 30-50, to show that

the invention discloses all the limitations of claim 22. But, claim 22 claims receiving encrypted

digital programming having an encrypted digital control signal. Applicants maintain that

Davidson only teaches conveying a composite television signal including a video portion, an

aural portion, and an encryption codes signal. There is no suggestion in claim 65 or anywhere

else in Davidson that the encryption codes signal is an encrypted digital signal. This is

evidenced by the lack of a decryptor‘, as claimed here, that decrypts the encrypted digital control

signal. Claim 65 only claims a “signal detector means” for separating the encryption codes

signal from the television signal, but claims a "inverse encryption means" for decrypting the

encrypted audio signal. If the encryption codes signal was in fact encrypted, “inverse encryption

means" would be necessary to decrypt it. Therefore, Davidson fails to teach all the limitations of

claim 22.

2. Claim 4l

Claim 41, amended as proposed, recites in part:
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receiving programming and delivering said programming to a
transmitter;

receiving digital data comprising at least an instruct signal and

communicating said digital data to a signal embedder, said instruct signal

operative at said receiver station to control said decryptor;

controlling said signal embedder to embed said digital data in an

encrypted digital information transmission in a varying pattern of timing
or location;

These limitations are not taught by Davidson.

The Office Action points to Davidson’s claim 72, column 25, line 45 — column 26, line 9,

to show that the invention discloses all the limitations of claim 41. Davidson’s claim only sets

forth means for generating television signals and encryption codes. The audio signal is then

digitized at the transmitter station. Davidson’s claim is silent regarding delivering programming

and communicating information to a transmitter. Moreover, as asserted by Applicants

previously, claim 72 fails to teach embedding digital data in an information transmission in a

varying pattern of timing or location. It only claims means for “combining the encryption codes

signal, the digitized and encrypted audio program signal, a video program signal, with the carrier

signals whereby... [they each] can be individually separated at a r‘eceiver." Col. 26, ll. 4-9. The

Examiner argues that Davidson embeds an encryption codes signal within programming “in

some varying pattern or fashion," but does not suggest where Davidson teaches that. Claim 7'2 is

silent as embedding digital data in an encrypted digital information transmission. Davidson fails

to teach all the limitations of claim 41.

3. Claim 42

Claim 42, amended as proposed, recites in part:
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detecting a plurality of signals on said at least one encrypted digital
information transmission;

decrypting at least one of said plurality of signals, said at least one

decrypted signal including at least one instruct signal which is effective to
instruct;

passing the at least one decrypted instruct signal to a controllable
device; and

controlling said controllable device on the basis of decrypted

information included in said at least one decrypted instruct signal.

These limitations are not taught by Davidson.

The Office Action points to Davidson’s claim 65, column 24, lines 30-50, to show that

the invention discloses all the limitations of claim 42. Claim 65 teaches means for decrypting a

digitized audio signal but fails to teach decrypting a signal that includes at least one instruct

signal which is effective to instruct. The Examiner argues that the decrypted audio signal acts as

an instruct signal that is passed to a controllable device and controls it by outputting/presenting

the audio signal. But the limitation claims “at least one decrypted signal including at least one

instruct signal,” thereby disqualifying a decrypted signal acting as an instruct signal. Moreover‘,

Davidson does not teach a plurality of signals on an encrypted digital information. Therefore,

Davidson fails to teach all the limitations of claim 42.

4. Claim 55

Claim 55, amended as proposed, recites in part:

controlling said controllable device on the basis of said passed

decrypted or enabled at least said second of said plurality of signals.

These limitations are not taught by Davidson.

The Office Action points to Davidson’s claim 65, column 24, lines 3050, to show that

the invention discloses all the limitations of claim 55. Claim 65 teaches means for the

20
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decryption and analog conversion of an encrypted digital audio signal, but fails to teach

controlling a controllable device on the basis of that decrypted analog audio signal. The “analog

conversion means connected to the inverse encryption means to return the audio signal to the

original analog format whereby program audio may be processed and presented in a

conventional manner." Col. 24, ll. 47-50. Applicants maintain, as asserted previously, that in

Davidson, the program audio is an element to be processed, it is not operable in the controlling

of a controllable device. Davidson fails to teach all the limitations of claim 55.

5. Claim 56

Claim 56, amended as proposed, recites in part:

receiving at least one encrypted digital information transmission;

identifying a plurality of signals in said at least one information
transmission;

selecting a first signal of said plurality of signals including
downloadable code;

These limitations are not taught by Davidson.

Davidson’s receiver‘ receives sets of signals at receiving antenna 36. Col. 8, 11. 57/63.

The sets of signals are then split by RF splitter 1 l4 so that the video, aural, and control signals

can be separately processed. Col. 9, ll. l—l l. Applicants maintain, as asserted previously, that

the receiver does not perform any “selecting" of a first signal in a transmission that includes

dovvnloadable code. Davidson’s receiver continuously splits the received sets of signals and

processes each according to its type. No “selecting” occurs because all signals are received and

then processed. Davidson fails to teach “selecting" as set forth in claim 56.
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B. Rejection of claim 24 under 35 U.S.C. §102te1

Claim 24 is rejected under 35 USC. §l02(e) over Yanagimachi. This rejection is

respectfully traversed.

Claim 24, amended as proposed, recites, in part:

receiving at said remote transmitter station one or more second

instruct signals which operate at the subscriber station to identify and

decrypt said unit of programming or said one or more first instruct signals,

said remote transmitter station transferring said one or more second

instruct signals to said transmitter; and

Applicants propose to amend this claim to use the conjunction "and" between identify

and decrypt. In Applicant’s Amendment filed on October 6, 201 1, Applicants argued that

Yanagimachi does not teach decrypting. The Final Office Action did not address this point.

Instead, it asserted that Yanagimachi teaches the above limitation because Yanagimachi teaches

identifying a unit of programming, which satisfies one ofthe alternatives claimed by the

unamended claim that uses the disjunction “or."

The proposed amendment makes the decrypting of programming inclusive. Yanagimachi

fails to address encryption or decryption. Therefore, Yanagimachi fails to describe each and

every limitation as set forth in claim 24. Applicants request entry of this amendment as it places

this application in condition for allowance or at least place this application in better form for

consideration on appeal under 37 CFR. § l.l l6(b)(2).

C. Reiection of claims 31 and 54 under 35 U.S.C. §102te1

Claims 31 and 54 have been rejected under 35 U.S.C. §l02(e) over Ostermann. This

rejection is respectfully traversed.

l. Claim 31
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Claim 31 recites, in part:

receiving at least one control signal which at said at least one of

said plurality of receiver stations operates to execute the downloadable
code; and

causing said at least one control signal to be communicated to said

at least one transmitter at a specific time,

thereby to transmit at least one information transmission including

the downloadable code and said at least one control signal.

These limitations are not taught by Ostermann.

Applicants maintain the same arguments that they asserted in their previous Amendment.

Ostermann discloses the cipher equipment 12 at the transmitter station receiving a bit sequence

from the cipher computer 16 at the receiver station, but the bit sequence does not operate to

execute the cipher algorithm at the receiver station. Moreover, Ostermann fails to teach the

communication ofthe bit sequence, or any control signal, to a transmitter at the transmitter

station at a specific time. When the transmitter station transmits, it only transmits the cipher

algorithm. Ostermann fails to teach transmitting a transmission that includes a control signal and

downloadable code. Ostermann does not describe each and every limitation as set forth in claim

31.

2. Claim 54

Claim 54, recites, in part: “storing at the remote data source one or more control signals

for enabling a decryptor to decrypt a video.” Ostermann does not address the decryption of

video.

Applicants maintain the same arguments that they asserted in their previous Amendment.

The Office Action points to cipher equipment 16 that contains cipher program storage 18 for
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storing a cipher algorithm, as described in column 2, lines 38-41, as teaching this limitation.

However, Ostermann does not specifically address the decryption of video. It is directed to the

transmission of a cipher program to allow encryption or encryption of “data.” Without asserting

any support, the Examiner argued that data “in a general sense” includes video. But there is no

suggestion in Ostermann it applies to anything beyond cipher programs. Therefore, Ostermann

fails to describe this limitation as set forth in claim 54.

D. Rejection of claims 32-36, 38, and 39 under 35 U.S.C. 3103911

The Office Action rejected claims 32-36, 38, and 39 under 35 U.S.C. lO3(a) as allegedly

being unpatentable over the combination of Ostermann in view of Davidson. Applicants

respectfully traverse the rejections and argue that Ostermann and Davidson, alone and in

combination, fail to teach each of the claim’s limitations.

l. Claim 32

Claim 32 claims the method of claim 31, “wherein a television program is displayed at a

receiver‘ station and said downloadable code and said at least one control signal program said

receiver station to decrypt said television program in accordance with said new technique."

Claim 32 is not rendered unpatentable by Ostermann for the same reasons as argued above in

regard to claim 3 l.

The Office Action points to Davidson’s claim 65 as teaching the application of

encryption/decryption techniques to television signals. However, it would not have been obvious

to combine the teachings of the references. Davidson is directed to the transmission and

reception of standard television signals, which at the time of invention were analog television

signals. As evidenced by Davidson only scrambling the analog video signal while embedding an
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encrypted digital audio signal, the encryption of a whole television signal was not obvious.

There is no suggestion in Davidson that encryption could be applied to signals as complex as

entire television signals. In fact, Davidson teaches away from encrypting/decrypting television

signals by focusing on the processing of the video and audio signal components while leaving

the television signal itself unaffected. Therefore, it would not have been obvious to combine

Davidson and Ostermann.

Assuming, argumda, that it would be obvious to combine Davidson and Ostermann,

Davidson does not cure Ostermann’s deficiencies. The combination of Davidson and Ostermann

fails to teach receiving a control signal which operates to execute downloadable code, causing

the control signal to be communicated to a transmitter at a specific time to transmit an

information transmission including the downloadable code and the control signal. Applicants

respectfully submit that even if the teachings of Ostermann were modified with the teachings of

Davidson as suggested in the Non—Final Office Action, the modified composition still fails to

satisfy every element recited in claim 32.

2. Claim 33

Claim 33 recites, in part: “receiving a television program at a transmitter station and

delivering said television program to a transmitter." This limitation is not taught by Ostermann

or Davidson.

Ostermann teaches the transfer‘ of a cipher algorithm from a receiver‘ station to a

transmitter station, where the cipher algorithm is used to implement decrypting at the receiver

station. The Office Action points to Davidson’s claim 65, column 24, lines 30-50 to apply

Ostermann’s teachings to television signals. However, as argued above, it would not have been
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obvious to combine the teachings of the references. Davidson is directed to the transmission and

reception of standard television signals, which at the time of invention were analog television

signals. As evidenced by Davidson only scrambling the analog video signal while embedding an

encrypted digital audio signal, the encryption of a whole television signal was not obvious.

Davidson surely understood encryption and decryption, but did not apply it to television signals

because that innovation was not obvious. In fact, Davidson teaches away from

encrypting/decrypting television signals by focusing on the processing of the video and audio

signal components while leaving the television signal itself unaffected. Therefore, it would not

have been obvious to combine Davidson and Ostermann.

Assuming, rtrguendo, that it would be obvious to combine Davidson and Ostermann,

claim 65 teaches conveying composite television signals, but the claim only discloses means for

generating television signals and encryption codes. There is no teaching of receiving a television

program at a transmitter station and delivering it to a transmitter. Even if someone of ordinary

skill in the art were to apply the teachings of Ostermann and Davidson, the inventions fail to

teach or suggest every limitation of claim 33.

3. Claim 34

Claim 34 recites, in part:

passing said decrypted second of said plurality of signals to a
controllable device; and

controlling said controllable device on the basis of said passed

decrypted second of said plurality of signals."

These limitations are not taught by Ostermann or Davidson.
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The Office Action points to Davidson’s claim 65, column 24, lines 30-50, to show that

the invention discloses the passing and controlling limitations of claim 34. Claim 65 teaches

means for the decryption and analog conversion of an encrypted digital audio signal, but fails to

teach passing the decrypted analog audio signal to a controllable device and controlling the

controllable device on the basis of that decrypted analog audio signal. The “analog conversion

means connected to the inverse encryption means connected to the inverse encryption means to

return the audio signal to the original analog format whereby program audio may be processed

and presented in a conventional manner.” Col. 24, ll. 4750. As asserted previously by

Applicants, in Davidson, the program audio is an element to be processed, it is not operable in

the controlling ofa controllable device. Davidson and Ostermann fail to teach all the limitations

of claim 34.

4. Claim 35

Claim 35 depends from independent claim 33. Claim 35 claims the method of claim 33,

“wherein said step of transferring is performed based on comparison.” Claim 35 further limits

claim 33 and is not rendered unpatentable by Ostermann and Davidson for the same reasons as

argued above in regard to claim 33.

5. Claim 36

Claim 36 depends from independent claim 33. Claim 36 claims the method of claim 33,

“wherein said step of transferring in accordance with a schedule." Claim 36 further limits claim

33 and is not rendered unpatentable by Ostermann and Davidson for the same reasons as argued

above in regard to claim 33.
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Assuming, arguerzaflo, that it would be obvious to combine Davidson and Ostermann, the

Office Action points to Ostermann as teaching “which cipher‘ program is to be used at a

particular time (schedule) as spoken of on column 3, lines 10-20.” The Examiner argues that the

transferring “is performed in accordance with a particular‘ order‘ or schedule depending on a

received bit sequence indicating which cipher program is to be used at a particular time.” But

Ostermann does not teach anything other than the automatic transferring of the cipher program at

the time the bit sequence is received. The bit sequence does not include any “scheduling”

information. It’s true that 0stermann’s system will transfer the cipher programs at the time of bit

sequence receipt and in the order of bit sequence receipt, but this does not mean that the transfers

are made in accordance with a schedule. There is no teaching or suggestion in Ostermann of

performing this step in accordance with a schedule. Ostermann and Davidson, alone and in

combination, fail to teach each ofthe claim 36’s limitations.

6. Claim 38

Claim 38 depends from independent claim 33. Claim 38 claims the method of claim 33,

“wherein said one or more instruct signals operate at said one or more receiver stations based on

an identifier, said method further comprising the step of transmitting said identifier." Claim 38

further limits claim 33 and is not rendered unpatentable by Ostermann and Davidson for the

same reasons as argued above in regard to claim 33.

7. Claim 39

Claim 39 depends from independent claim 33. Claim 39, amended as proposed, claims

the method of claim 38, “wherein an information transmission including said television program

is received at said one or more receiver stations, wherein said television program is outputted at

said one or more receiver stations, and wherein said identifier identifies (i) said television
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program and (ii) a channel including said television program." Claim 39 further limits claim 33

and is not rendered unpatentable by Ostermann and Davidson for the same reasons as argued

above in regard to claim 33.

Assuming, rrrgtrerrdn, that it would be obvious to combine Davidson and Ostermann, the

Office Action points to Ostermann, column 3, lines 49-61, as teaching “said identifier identifies

(i) said television program and (ii) a channel including said television program. The cited

section discloses a bit sequence “containing identification codes of both the transmitter 10 and

the addressed receiver 14." Col. 3, 11. 59-61. The Examiner‘ argues that the identification codes

would “indicate a particular channel that a transmission is utilizing between a transmitter and an

addressed receiver." However‘, Ostermann does not teach the identification ofa television

program, or anything transmitted to the receiver station. This limitation as set forth by the

proposed amendment to claim 39 is not taught by Ostermann or Davidson. Applicants request

entry of this amendment as it places this application in condition for allowance or at least place

this application in better‘ form for consideration on appeal under‘ 37 CPR. § l.l l6(b)(2).

Applicants further request entry of this amendment under 37 CPR. § l.l l6(b)(3) as it responds

to the Examiner’s new reason for rejection and could not have been earlier‘ presented.

VI. CLAIMS 23, 25-30, AND 45-53 ARE ALLOWABLE

The Office Action identified claims 23, 25-30, and 45-30 as allowable over the prior art

of record. This Amendment does not affect claims 23, 25-30, and 45-30. Applicants

respectfully submit claims 23, 25-30, and 45-30 as previously presented.

The Office Action also identified claim 37 as objected to as being dependent upon a

rejected base claim, but would be otherwise allowable if rewritten in independent form including
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all of the limitations of the base claim and any intervening claims. Applicants respectfully assert

that the claim does not need to be rewritten.

Claim 37 depends from claim 36, which depends from independent claim 33. As argued

above, claims 33 is allowable over Davidson, Ostermann, and the prior art of record. As

identified by the examiner, the limitations of claim 37' are also allowable over the prior art of

record. Applicants respectfully submit that claim 37 is allowable in its current dependent claim

form.

VI. CONCLUSION

Applicants respectfully submit that all claims are allowable over the cited art for the

reasons set forth above. Applicants request reconsideration of this application in view of the

amendment and arguments set forth above. In the event Applicants have overlooked the need for

an extension of time, payment of fee, or additional payment of fee, Applicant hereby petitions

therefore and authorize that any charges be made to Deposit Account No. 5041494.
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Should the Examiner have any questions regarding any of the above, the Examiner is

respectfully requested to telephone the undersigned at 202-346-4000.

Dated: February 29, 2012 Respectfully submitted,

By: /Thomas J. Scott Jr./
Thomas J. Scott, Jr.

Registration No.: 27,836
GOODWIN PROCTER LLP

901 New York Avenue, NW

Washington, DC 2000]

Attorney for Applicant
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_ _ Application No. Applicant(s)
Advisory Action as/449.4 I3 HARVEY ET AL.

Before the Filing of an Appeal Brief Examiner
MICHAEL J: MOORE, JR.

-- The MAii_fNG DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet‘ with the correspondence address --

THE REPLY FILED 29 February 2012 FAILS TO PLACE THIS APPLICATION IN CONDITION FOR ALLOWANCE.
NO NOTICE OF APPEAL FILED

1. The reply was filed after a final rejection. No Notice of Appeal has been filed. To avoid abandonment of this application, applicant must timely file
one of the following replies: (1) an amendment, affidavit, or other evidence, which places the application in condition for allowance;
(2) a Notice of Appeal (with appeal fee) in compliance with 37 CFR 41.31; or (3) a Request for Continued Examination (RCE) in compliance with
37 CFR 1.114 it this is a utility or plant application. Note that RCEs are not permitted in design applications. The reply must be filed within one of
the following time periods:

a) CI The period for reply expires months from the mailing date of the final rejection.
b) E The period for reply expires on: (1 i the mailing date of this Advisory Action; or (2) the date set forth in the final rejection, whichever is later.

In no event, however, will the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX MONTHS from the mailing date of the final rejection.

C) El A prior Advisory Action was mailed more than 3 months after the mailing date of the final rejection in response to a first alter—final reply filed
within 2 months of the mailing date of the final rejection. The current period for reply expires months from the mailing date of
the prior Advisory Action or SIX MONTHS from the mailing date of the final rejection, whichever is earlier.

Examiner Note: If box 1 is checked, check either box (a), (b) or (c). ONLY CHECK BOX (b) WHEN THIS ADVISORY ACTION IS THE
FIFIST RESPONSE TO APPLICANTS FIRST AFTER-FINAL FIEPLY WHICH WAS FILED WITHIN TWO MONTHS OF THE FINAL
REJECTION. ONLY CHECK BOX (C) IN THE LIMITED SITUATION SET FORTH UNDER BOX (c). See MPEP 705.07“).

Extensions of time may be obtained under 37 CFR 1.136(a). The date on which the petition under 37 CFR 1.136ta) and the appropriate
extension fee have been filed is the date for purposes of determining the period of extension and the corresponding amount of the fee: The
appropriate extension fee under 37 CFR 1.17(a) is calculated from: (1) the expiration date of the shortened statutory period for reply originally
set in the final Office action; or (2) as set forth in (b) or (C) above. if checked. Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the
mailing date of the final rejection. even if timely filed, may reduce any earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).
NOTICE OF APPEAL

2. D The Notice of Appeal was filed on . A brief in compliance with 3? CFR 41.37 must be filed within two months of the date of filing the
Notice of Appeal (3? CFR 41 .37(a)), or any extension thereof (37 CFR 41 .3-7(e)), to avoid dismissal of the appeal. Since a Notice of
Appeal has been filed. any reply must be filed within the time period set forth in 3? CFR 41 .37( ).

AMENDMENTS

3. E The proposed amendments filed after a final rejection, but prior to the date of filing a brief. will n_cit be entered because
a) E They raise new issues that would require further consideration andior search (see NOTE below);
b) 1:1 They raise the issue of new matter (see NOTE below);
C) E They are not deemed to place the application in better form for appeal by materially reducing or simplifying the issues for

appeal; andior

d} 1:1 They present additional claims without canceling a corresponding number of finally rejected claims.
NOTE: See Continuation Sheet. (See 37 CFR 1:1 16 and 41 .33( )).

4. [I The amendments are not in compliance with 3? CFR 1.121. See attached Notice of Non-Compliant Amendment (PTOL-324).
5. El Applicants reply has overcome the following rejection(s):

6. El Newly proposed or amended claimts} would be allowable it submitted in a separate. timely filed amendment canceling the non-
allowable cIaim(s).

T. E For purposes of appeal, the proposed arnendmenttsl: (a) E will not be entered. or (b) [I will be entered. and an explanation of how the
new or amended claims would be rejected is provided below or appended.

AFFIDAVIT OF: OTHEFI EVIDENCE

8. [I The affidavit or other evidence filed after final action, but before or on the date of filing a Notice of Appeal will n_ot be entered because
applicant failed to provide a showing of good and sufficient reasons why the affidavit or other evidence is necessary and was not earlier
presented. See 37 CFR 1.116(e).

9. I:] The affidavit or other evidence filed alter the date of filing the Notice of Appeal, but prior to the date of filing a brief, will n_ot be entered
because the affidavit or other evidence failed to overcome a_H rejections under appeal arrdior appellant fails to provide a showing of good
and sufficient reasons why it is necessary and was not earlier presented. See 37 CFR 41 .33(dj(1).

10: CI The affidavit or other evidence is entered. An explanation of the status of the claims after entry is below or attached:
REQUEST FOR FTECONSIDERATIOWOTHER

1 1: E The request for reconsideration has been considered but does NOT place the application in condition for allowance because:
See Continuation Sheet.

12: CI Note the attached Information Disclosure Statemenffs). (PTOiSBi08) Paper No(s).
13. El Other: .

§TATUS OF CLAIMS
14: The status of the c|aim(s) is (or will be) as follows:

Claim(s) allowed: 2335-30 and 43-53.
C|aim(s) objected to: 37:
C|aim(s) rejected: 22.24.31 -36.3842 and 54-56.

C|aim(s) withdrawn from consideration:

/Michael J. Moore, .Jr.i
Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2467

US. Patent and Trademark Office
PTOL—303 (Rev. 09-2010) Advisory Action Before the Filing of an Appeal Brief Part of Paper No. 20120306
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Continuation Sheet (PTOL-303) Application No. 08i4-19,413

Continuation of 3, NOTE: Amendments made by Applicant to claims 22, 24, 39-42, 55, and 55 raise new issues that would require further
consideration andfor search.

Continuation of 11. does NOT place the application in condition for allowance because: Applicants arguments regarding claim rejections
under obviousness—type double patenting, 35 U.S.C. 102 and 35 U.S.C. 103 will be addressed upon Applicant filing one of the above
replies indicated in section 1 of this communication.
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3/6/12

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Patent Application of:

John C. Harvey 9! cu’.

Application No.: 08/449,413 Confirmation No.: 1756

Filed: May 24, 1995 Art Unit: 2467

SIGNAL PROCESSING APPARATUS AND

METHODS

For:

AMENDMENT AFTER FINAL RE,[ECTION AND REQUEST FOR
RECONSIDERATION

MS AF

Commissioner for Patents

P.0. Box I450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Sir:

In response to the Final Office Action dated December‘ 30, 201 1, please amend the

above-identified application as follows.

Amendments to the claims begin on page 2.

Remarks begin on page 1 1.

l_II¥W.v‘i 8 I 3 i6(i._"<

Examiner: Moore J12, Michael J.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Patent Application of:

John C. Harvey er al.

Application No; 03/449,413 Confirmation No.2 1756

Filed: May 24, 1995 Art Unit: 2467

For: SIGNAL PROCESSING APPARATUS AND Examiner: Moore .Ir., Michael .1.
METHODS

SUBMISSION UNDER 37 C.F.R. ' 1.129 a

MS AF

Commissioner‘ for Patents

PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear‘ Sir:

Applicants request that the finality of the final Office Action mailed December 30, 201 1,

be withdrawn in View of this timely filed first submission under 37 CPR. § l.l29(a). The fee

set forth in 37 C.F.R. § 1.l7(r) is submitted herewith. Applicants respectfully request that the

amendments be entered and the arguments considered as set forth in the Amendment After Final

Rejection filed February 29, 2012. The present application has an effective pendency of at least

two years as of June 2, 1995, taking into account any reference of record to any earlier filed

application under 35 USC. 120, 121, and 365(c). This submission is being filed prior to the

filing of an appeal brief and prior to abandonment of the application.

This submission is filed prior to the 3-month expiration date for reply set forth in the

December 30, 201 1 Final Rejection and therefore does not require a request for an extension of

time or a payment of extension fees. In the event Applicants have overlooked the need for an

LIB WM 8i I-‘F52. I
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extension of time, payment of fee, or additional payment of fee, Applicant hereby petitions

therefore and authorize that any charges be made to Deposit Account No. 50-4494.

Dated: March 13, 2012 Respectfully submitted,

By /Thomas; J. Scott. Jr./
Thomas J. Scott, Jr.

Registration No.: 27,836
GOODWIN PROCTER LLP

901 New York Avenue, NW

Washington, DC 2000]
(202) 346-4000

Attorney for Applicant

LIB WM 8i I-‘F52. I
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Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.

Notice of the Office communication was sent electronically on above—indicated "Notification Date" to the

following e—mz1il address(es):

/\Alpl1a— Kp clcwama{'t.7 good WlI1pl‘OClcl‘.C()ll'l
palcnldc (1.3goodwiI1pmc1cr.ct)I11
frnclccoil @gooLlwinpr0clc1‘.co1"r1
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Application No. App[icant(s)

081149.413 HARVEY ET AL.

Office Action Summary Examiner Art Unit

MICHAEL J. MOORE, JR. 2467

-- The MAHJNG DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --
Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE § lV|ONTH(S) OR THIRTY (30) DAYS,
WHICHEVER IS LONGER, FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.
— Extensions ol time may be available under the provisions ol 3? CFR 1 136i_a). In no event. however may a reply be timely tried

alter SIX (6) MONTHS from Ihe mailing date ol this communication.
— ll NO period tor reply is specified above. the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS trom the mailing dale of this communication
— Failure to reply within the set or extended period Ior reply will. by statute. cause the application to become ABANDONED {S5 U.S.C. § 133).

Any reply received by the Ollice Ialer Ihan three months aiter the mailing date ol this communication. even Ii timely tried. may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1 704i_b)

Status

Responsive to communication(s) filed on 13 March 2072.

This action is FINAL. 2b)E This action is non-final.

An election was made by the applicant in response to a restriction requirement set forth during the interview on

j; the restriction requirement and election have been incorporated into this action.

Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11,453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims

5)E Claim(s) 22-56 is/are pending in the application.

5a) Of the above claim(s)j is/are withdrawn from consideration.

s)[Z1 CIaim(s) 23 25-30 and 43-53 isfare allowed.

7)E1 C|aim(s 22 24 31-36 38 40-42 and 54-56 isfare rejected.

8)E Claim(s) 37 and 39 is/are objected to.

9)l:l Claim(s)jare subject to restriction and/or election requirement.

Application Papers

10)]: The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

11)I:I The drawing(s) filed on is/are: ail] accepted or b)|:j objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85( ).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the ctrawingisl is objected to. See 3? CFR 1.121(d).

12)|:I The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PTO—152.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

13)]: Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119( )—(d) or (f).

a)|:I All b)|:I Some * c)I:| None of:

1 .Ej Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2.I:I Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No. _.

3.i:i Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 172( ll.

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

Attachmenfis)

1) Ci Notice of References Cited (PTO—892) 4) El Interview Summary (PTO—413)

2) Ci Notice of Draftspersons Patent Drawing Review (PTO—948) PEF-‘lei’ N0(53iMai' 939 V V
3) D Information Disclosure Statementls) (PTOrSBrO8) 5) i:i N0i|C9 Oi ini0TfTiai Pate“? I’-\PPi|C3i|0T1

Paper No{s)l'MaiI Date . 5) El Other: .
U.S Patenl and Trademark Otllce

PTOL-326 (Rev. 03-11) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No.tMail Date 20120521
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DETAILED ACTION

Continued Examination Under 37 CFR 1. 129

1. An amendment and request for reconsideration pursuant to 37' CFR 1.129 was

filed in this application after tinal rejection. Since this application is eligible for continued

examination under 37 CFFt 1.129, and the fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17(e) has been

timely paid, the finality of the previous Office action has been withdrawn pursuant to 37

CFR 1.129. Applicant's submission filed on 2/29/12 has been entered.

Double Parenting

2. The nonstatutory double patenting rejection is based on a judicially created

doctrine grounded in public policy (a policy reflected in the statute) so as to prevent the

unjustified or improper timewise extension of the "right to exclude" granted by a patent

and to prevent possible harassment by multiple asslgnees. A nonstatutory

obviousness-type double patenting rejection is appropriate where the conflicting claims

are not identical, but at least one examined application claim is not patentably distinct

from the reference claim(s) because the examined application claim is either anticipated

by, or would have been obvious over, the reference claim(s). See, e.g., in re Berg, 140

F.3d 1428, 46 USPQ2d 1226 (Fed. Cir. 1998); in re Goodman, 11 F.3d 1046, 29

USPQ2d 2010 (Fed. Cir. 1993); In re Longf, 759 F.2d 887, 225 USPQ 645 (Fed. Cir.

1985); in re Van Ornum, 686 F.2d 937, 214 USPQ 761 (CCPA 1982); in re Vogel, 422

F.2d 438, 164 USPQ 619 (CCPA 1970); and in re Thorington, 418 F.2d 528, 183 USPQ

644 (CCPA 1969).
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A timely filed terminal disclaimer in compliance with 37 CFR 1.321 (c) or 1.321(d)

may be used to overcome an actual or provisional rejection based on a nonstatutory

double patenting ground provided the conflicting application or patent either is shown to

be commonly owned with this application, or claims an invention made as a result of

activities undertaken within the scope of ajoint research agreement.

Effective January 1, 1994, a registered attorney or agent of record may sign a

terminal disclaimer. A terminal disclaimer signed by the assignee must fully comply with

37 CFR 3.73(b).

3. Claims 22, 34, 54, and 55 are rejected on the ground of nonstatutory

obviousness—type double patenting as being unpatentable over claims 1, 22, and 23 of

U.S. Patent No. 7,801,304. Although the conflicting claims are not identical, they are

not patentably distinct from each other because of the following correspondences.

Regarding claim 22, “a method for controlling the decryption of encrypted

programming at a subscriber station” corresponds to “a method for controlling the

decryption of programming at a subscriber station” in claim 1 of the above U.S. Patent.

“Receiving encrypted digital programming, said encrypted digital programming

having an encrypted digital control signal“ corresponds to “receiving programming, said

programming having a first encrypted digital control signal portion“ in claim 1 of the

above US. Patent.

“Detecting said control signal” corresponds to “detecting said first encrypted

digital control signal portion of said programming” in claim 1 of the above U.S. Patent.
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“Passing said control signal to a decryptor that decrypts encrypted digital data at

said subscriber station" corresponds to "passing said first encrypted digital control

signal portion of said programming to a decryptor at said subscriber station“ in claim 1

of the above U.S. Patent.

“Decrypting said control signal” corresponds to “decrypting said first encrypted

digital control signal portion“ in claim 1 of the above U.S. Patent.

“Decrypting said encrypted digital programming to form decrypted programming

based on said control signal” corresponds to “decrypting said encrypted digital

information portion of said programming based on the decrypted control signal

portion" in claim 1 of the above U.S. Patent.

Lastly, “presenting said decrypted programming to a viewer or listener“

corresponds to "presenting said programming" in claim 1 of the above U.S. Patent.

Claim 22 of the instant application does not explicitly claim “passing said

encrypted digital information portion of said programming to said decryptor”. Therefore,

claim 22 merely broadens the scope of claim 1 of the above US. Patent.

it has been held that the omission of an element and its function is an obvious

expedient if the remaining elements perform the same function as before. See In re

Karlson, 136 USPQ 184 (CCPA)_ Also note Ex parte Rainu, 168 USPQ 375 (Bd. App.

1969). The omission of a reference element whose function is not needed would be

obvious to one skilled in the art.

Regarding claim 34, "a method of processing signals at a receiver station“

corresponds to the same in claim 23 of the above U.S. Patent.
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“Receiving at least one information transmission“ and "detecting a plurality of

signals on said at least one information transmission“ corresponds to "receiving a

plurality of signals including digital programming and inputting at least some of said

plurality of signals to said digital detector" as well as "detecting said encrypted digital

data in said at least some of said plurality of signals" in claim 23 of the above U.S.

Patent.

“Changing a decryption technique in response to at least a first of said plurality of

signals" corresponds to “controlling said decryptor to alter its decryption pattern or

technique on the basis of information included in said detected encrypted digital data” in

claim 23 of the above U.S. Patent.

Lastly, “decrypting a second of said plurality of signals on the basis of said

changed decryption technique; passing said decrypted second of said plurality of

signals to a controllable device; and controlling said controllable device on the basis of

said passed decrypted second of said plurality of signals” corresponds to “decrypting at

least a portion of said digital programming using a selected decryption pattern or

technique based on said step of detecting in order to provide a decrypted output of

programming to a viewer or listener" in claim 23 of the above U.S. Patent.

Claim 34 of the instant application does not explicitly claim “said receiver station

having a receiver, a digital detector operatively connected to said receiver for detecting

encrypted digital data, a decryptor operatively connected to said digital detector for

decrypting said encrypted digital data, and a controller operatively connected to said
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digital detector or said decryptor for controlling said decryptor". Therefore, claim 34

merely broadens the scope of claim 23 of the above U.S. Patent.

it has been held that the omission of an element and its function is an obvious

expedient if the remaining elements perform the same function as before. See in re

Karlson, 136 USPQ 184 {CCPA). Also note Ex parte Rainu, 168 USPQ 375 {Bd. App.

i969). The omission of a reference element whose function is not needed would be

obvious to one skilled in the art.

Regarding claim 54, “a method of providing an enabling signal to a receiver

station from a remote data source, said enabling signal for use in decrypting at the

receiver station a programming signal, said receiver station being programmed to get

information necessary for enabling a programming signal“ corresponds to “a method of

providing digital enabling information to a receiver station from a first remote source,

said digital enabling information for use at the receiver station in decrypting a mass

medium program presentation" in claim 22 of the above U.S. Patent.

“Storing at the remote data source one or more control signals for enabling a

decryptor to decrypt a video” corresponds to “storing digital enabling information at said

first remote source“ in claim 22 of the above US. Patent.

“Receiving at the remote data source from the receiver station a communication

to get specific enabling information” corresponds to “receiving at said first remote

source a query from said receiver station" in claim 22 of the above U.S. Patent.

“Communicating, from the remote data source to the receiver station in response

to said communication from the receiver station, a control signal" corresponds to
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“transmitting said digital enabling information which is effective to enable decryption

from said first remote source to said receiver station in response to said step of

receiving said query, said receiver station storing at least some of said transmitted

enabling information” in claim 22 of the above U.S. Patent.

Lastly, “whereby the receiver station inputs said control signal to a decryptor, and

wherein said decryptor decrypts said programming signal" corresponds to “to said

receiver station an encrypted digital mass medium presentation signal which is

decrypted on the basis of said stored at least some of said digital enabling information”

in claim 22 of the above U.S. Patent.

Claim 54 of the instant application does not claim “transmitting from a second

remote source" as well as "to present said mass medium programming presentation“.

Therefore, claim 54 merely broadens the scope of claim 22 of the above U.S. Patent.

it has been held that the omission of an element and its function is an obvious

expedient if the remaining elements perform the same function as before. See in re

Karlson, 136 USPQ 184 {CCPA). Also note Ex parte Rainu, 168 USPQ 375 (Bd. App.

i969). The omission of a reference element whose function is not needed would be

obvious to one skilled in the art.

Regarding claim 55, “a method of processing signals at a receiver station"

corresponds to the same in claim 23 of the above US. Patent.

“Receiving one or more encrypted digital information transmissions at said

receiver station; detecting a plurality of signals on said one or more encrypted digital

information transmissions, at least a first of one of said plurality of signals including a
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control signal“ corresponds to “receiving a plurality of signals including digital

programming and inputting at least some of said plurality of signals to said digital

detector" as well as “detecting said encrypted digital data in said at least some of said

plurality of signals” in claim 23 of the above U.S. Patent.

“Controlling a decryptor that decrypts encrypted digital data in response to said

control signal" corresponds to ’’controlling said decryptor to alter its decryption pattern or

technique on the basis of information included in said detected encrypted digital data” in

claim 23 of the above U.S. Patent.

“Decrypting or enabling communication of at least a second of said plurality oi

signals on the basis of said step of controlling said decryptor” corresponds to

“decrypting at least a portion of said digital programming using a selected decryption

pattern or technique based on said step of detecting” in claim 23 of the above U.S.

Patent.

Lastly, “passing said decrypted or enabled at least said second of said plurality of

signals to a controllable device; and controlling said controllable device on the basis of

said passed decrypted or enabled at least said second of said plurality of signals”

corresponds to “to provide a decrypted output of programming to a viewer or listener” in

claim 23 of the above U.S. Patent.

Claim 55 of the instant application does not claim “detecting in accordance

with a varying pattern of timing or location”_ Therefore, claim 55 merely broadens the

scope of claim 23 of the above U.S. Patent.
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it has been held that the omission of an element and its function is an obvious

expedient if the remaining elements perform the same function as before. See ln re

Karlson, 136 USPQ184{CCPA). Also note Ex parte Rainu, 168 USPQ 375 (Bd. App.

1969). The omission of a reference element whose function is not needed would be

obvious to one skilled in the art.

4. Claim 24 is rejected on the ground of nonstatutory obviousness—type double

patenting as being unpatentable over claim 14 of U.S. Patent No. 7,801,304 in view of

Yanagimachi et al. (U.S. 3,936,595) (hereinafter “Yanagimachi“).

Regarding claim 24, “a method of controlling a remote transmitter station to

communicate program material to a subscriber station and controlling said subscriber

station to process or output a unit of programming” corresponds to “a method of

controlling a remote transmitter station to communicate program material to a

subscriber station and controlling said subscriber station to process or output digital

programming“ in claim 14 of the above US. Patent.

“Receiving a control signal which operates at the remote transmitter station to

control the communication of a unit of programming and one or more first instruct

signals and communicating said control signal to said remote transmitter station”

corresponds to “receiving at said remote transmitter station a first control signal which

operates at the remote transmitter station to control communication of said digital

programming and one or more first instruct signals” in claim 14 of the above U.S.

Patent.
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“Receiving at said remote transmitter station one or more second instruct signals

which operate at the subscriber station to identify E decrypt said unit of programming

Q said one or more first instruct signals, said remote transmitter station transferring said

one or more second instruct signals to said transmitter” corresponds to “receiving at

said remote transmitter station said one or more digital second instruct signals which

operate at the subscriber station to decrypt (identified) said digital programming" in

claim 14 of the above US. Patent.

“Transmitting from said remote transmitter station an information transmission

comprising said unit of programming, said one or more first instruct signals, and said

one or more second instruct signals, said one or more first instruct signals being

transmitted in accordance with said control signal“ corresponds to "transmitting from

said remote transmitter station to said subscriber station an information transmission

comprising said digital programming, said one or more first instruct signals and said one

or more digital second instruct signals, said one or more first instruct signals being

transmitted in accordance with said first control signal" in claim 14 of the above U.S.

Patent.

Claim 24 of the instant application further claims “receiving a code or datum

identifying a unit of programming to be transmitted by the remote transmitter station,

said remote transmitter station transferring said unit of programming to a transmitter”

which is not claimed in claim 14 of the above U.S. Patent.

However, Yanagimachi teaches a similar method of controlling transmission and

output of programming at a receiver station, where grogram control codes identifying
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particular programming included in the transmission are utilized by a transmitter station

102 and receiver station 103 for transmission/reception and programming output as

spoken of on column 15, lines 2-32 as well as column 16, lines 22-40.

At the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to someone of ordinary

skill in the art, to apply the control code transmission of Yanagimachi to the method of

claim 14 of the above U.S. Patent in order to provide selective output of programming in

accordance with selection input provided from a subscriber as spoken of on column 16,

lines 25-40 of Yanagimachf.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that

form the basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless —

(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country or in
public use or on sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date of application for patent in
the United States.

(e) the invention was described in (1) an application for patent, published under section 122(b), by
another tiled in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent or (2) a patent
granted on an application for patent by another filed in the United States before the invention by the
applicant for patent, except that an international application filed under the treaty defined in section
351(a) shall have the effects for purposes of this subsection of an application filed in the United States
only it the international application designated the United States and was published under Article 21(2)
of such treaty in the English language.

2. Claims 40-42, 55, and 56 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being

anticipated by Davidson (Re. 31 J35). Davidson teaches all of the limitations of the

specified claims with the reasoning that follows.

Regarding claim 40, “a method of processing signals at a receiver station" is

anticipated by the decryption method spoken of on column 24, lines 30-50.
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“Receiving at least one encrypted digital information transmission" and "locating

code" is anticipated by the conveying of a composite television signal (encrypted digital

information transmission) to a subscriber including a video portion, an aural portion, and

an encryption codes signal (signal including code) comprising a sequence of encryption

codes as spoken of on column 24, lines 30-35, as well as an encryption codes signal

detector that detects (locates) and separates the encryption codes signal (signal

including code) from the television signals as spoken of on column 24, lines 40-41.

“Passing said code to a processor; controlling a decryptor that decrypts

encrypted digital data to decrypt in a specific fashion on the basis of said code;

decrypting a portion of said at least one information transmission in said specific

fashion" is anticipated by the inverse encryption means (decryptor processor) that uses

the separated encryption codes signal to return the detected audio signal (portion of

information transmission) to the pre-encryption digitized condition (decrypted portion) as

spoken of on column 24, lines 44-46.

Lastly, “passing said decrypted portion of said at least one encrypted digital

information transmission to one of said processor and an output device” is anticipated

by returning of the audio signal to original analog format (decrypted portion) whereby

program audio may be processed and presented (to an output device) in a conventional

manner as spoken of on column 24, lines 47-50.

Regarding claim 41, “a method of controlling a receiver station to detect digital

data and control a decryptor that decrypts encrypted digital data based on a varying
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pattern of timing or location" is anticipated by the encryption/decryption method spoken

of on column 25 line 45 — column 26, line 9.

“Receiving programming and delivering said programming to a transmitter" is

anticipated by the subscription television transmitter that generates television signals

(programming) having video and audio portions as spoken of on column 25, lines 45-50.

“Receiving digital data comprising at least an instruct signal and communicating

said digital data to a signal embedder, said instruct signal operative at said receiver

station to control said decryptor; controlling said signal embedder to embed said digital

data in an encrypted digital information transmission in a varying pattern of timing or

location; communicating said encrypted digital information transmission to said

transmitter; and transmitting said programming and said encrypted digital information

transmission including said digital data” is anticipated by the encryption code signal

generating means that generates a continuous sequence of encryption codes (digital

data instruct signal) as well as the means for combining (signal embedder) that

combines the encryption codes signal, the digitized and encrypted audio program

signal, and a video program signal with carrier signals for transmission to a receiver as

spoken of on column 25, lines 50-53 as well as column 26, lines 1-9.

Regarding claim 42, “a method of processing signals at a receiver station" is

anticipated by the decryption method spoken of on column 24, lines 30-50.

“Receiving at least one encrypted digital information transmission; detecting a

plurality of signals on said at least one encrypted digital information transmission” is

anticipated by the conveying of a composite television signal (information transmission)
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to a subscriber including a video portion, an aural portion, and an encryption codes

signal comprising a sequence of encryption codes as spoken of on column 24, lines 30-

35.

“Decrypting at least one of said plurality of signals, said at least one decrypted

signal including at least one instruct signal which is effective to instruct" is anticipated by

the inverse encryption means (decryptor processor) that uses the separated encryption

codes signal to return the detected audio signal to the pre—encryption digitized condition

(decrypted signal) as spoken of on column 24, lines 44-46.

Lastly, “passing the at least one decrypted instruct signal to a controllable device;

and controlling said controllable device on the basis of decrypted information included in

said at least one decrypted instruct signal" is anticipated by returning of the audio signal

to original analog format whereby program audio may be processed and presented (to a

controllable device) in a conventional manner as spoken of on column 24, lines 47-50.

Regarding claim 55, “a method of processing signals at a receiver station" is

anticipated by the decryption method spoken of on column 24, lines 30-50.

“Receiving one or more encrypted digital information transmissions at said

receiver station; detecting a plurality of signals on said one or more encrypted digital

information transmissions, at least a first of one of said plurality of signals including a

control signal" is anticipated by the conveying of a composite television signal

(information transmission) to a subscriber including a video portion, an aural portion,

and an encryption codes signal (control signal) comprising a sequence of encryption

codes as spoken of on column 24, lines 30-35.
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“Controlling a decryptor that decrypts encrypted digital data in response to said

control signal; decrypting o_r enabling communication of at least a second of said

plurality of signals on the basis of said step of controlling said decryptor“ is anticipated

by the inverse encryption means (decryptor) that uses the separated encryption codes

signal (control signal) to return the detected audio signal to the pre—encryption digitized

condition (decrypted signal) as spoken of on column 24, lines 44-46.

Lastly, ”passing said decrypted Q enabled at least said second of said plurality of

signals to a controllable device; and Controlling said controllable device on the basis of

said passed decrypted Q enabled at least said second of said plurality of signals" is

anticipated by returning of the audio signal to original analog format whereby program

audio may be processed and presented (to a controllable device) in a conventional

manner as spoken of on column 24, lines 47-50.

Regarding claim 56, “a method of processing signals at a receiver station" is

anticipated by the decryption method spoken of on column 24, lines 30—50.

“Receiving at least one encrypted digital information transmission; identifying a

plurality of signals in said at least one encrypted digital information transmission;

selecting a first signal of said plurality of signals including downloadable code” is

anticipated by the conveying of a composite television signal (information transmission)

to a subscriber including a video portion, an aural portion, and an encryption codes

signal (signal including code) comprising a sequence of encryption codes as spoken of

on column 24, lines 30-35, as well as an encryption codes signal detector that detects
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and separates (identification of and selection of) the encryption codes signal (signal

including code) from the television signals as spoken of on column 24, lines 40-41.

“Passing said downloadable code to a processor; controlling a decryptor that

decrypts encrypted digital data to decrypt in a specific fashion on the basis of said

downloadable code; decrypting at least one second signal of said plurality of signals in

said specific fashion” is anticipated by the inverse encryption means (decryptor

processor) that uses the separated encryption codes signal to return the detected audio

signal (second signal) to the pre-encryption digitized condition (decrypted programming)

as spoken of on column 24, lines 44-46.

Lastly, “passing said at least one second signal to if said processor and an

output device" is anticipated by returning of the audio signal to original analog format

whereby program audio may be processed and presented (to an output device) in a

conventional manner as spoken of on column 24, lines 47-50.

3. Claims 31 and 54 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated by

Ostermann at al. (U.S. 4,484,025) (hereinafter “Ostermann“). Ostermann teaches all of

the limitations of the specified claims with the reasoning that follows.

Regarding claim 31, “a method of controlling at least one of a plurality of receiver

stations" is anticipated by the encipheringideciphering method performed by the

terminals 1 and 2 of Figure 1.

“Receiving downloadable code which is effective at said at least one of said

plurality of receiver stations to implement a new technique of decrypting and delivering
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the downloadable code to at least one transmitter” is anticipated by the transmission of

a cipher algorithm (downloadable code) from cipher program storage 18 to program

memory 22 of a programmable cipher computer 12 (transmitter) that indicates a

particular enciphering/deciphering technique as spoken of on column 2, lines 38-41.

“Receiving at least one control signal which at said at least one of said plurality of

receiver stations operates to execute the downloadable code; and causing said at least

one control signal to be communicated to said at least one transmitter at a specific time,

thereby to transmit at least one information transmission including the downloadable

code and said at least one control signal” is anticipated by the transmission of a bit

sequence (control signal) from cipher equipment 16 to cipher computer 12 (transmitter)

indicating a particular stored cipher program (downloadable code) to be used as spoken

of on column 3, lines 10-19.

Regarding claim 54, “a method of providing an enabling signal to a receiver

station from a remote data source, said enabling signal for use in decrypting at the

receiver station a programming signal, said receiver station being programmed to get

information necessary for enabling a programming signal” is anticipated by the

enciphering/deciphering method performed by the terminals 1 and 2 (receiver station

and remote data source) of Figure 1.

“Storing at the remote data source one or more control signals for enabling a

decryptor to decrypt a video” is anticipated by the cipher equipment 16 (remote data

source) that contains cipher program storage 18 for storing a cipher algorithm as

spoken of on column 2, lines 38-41.
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“Receiving at the remote data source from the receiver station a communication

to get specific enabling information” is anticipated by the cipher algorithm request

(communication) transmitted from the terminal 1 to the terminal 2 (remote data source)

requesting a cipher algorithm (enabling information) as spoken of on column 3, lines 4-

9.

“Communicating, from the remote data source to the receiver station in response

to said communication from the receiver station, a control signal" is anticipated by the

transmission of a cipher algorithm (control signal) from cipher program storage 18 to

program memory 22 of a programmable cipher computer 12 that indicates a particular

encipheririg/deciphering technique as spoken of on column 2, lines 38-41.

“Whereby the receiver station inputs said control signal to a decryptor, and

wherein said decryptor decrypts said programming signal” is anticipated by a receiver

terminal that contains means for deciphering (decryptor) received ciphered data text in

accordance with a cipher algorithm and a cipher key as spoken of on column 4, lines

52-54, as well as column 2, lines 16-24, which states that terminals 1 and 2 each

contain transmitters and receivers as shown in Figure 1.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

4. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set
forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the
invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.
Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.
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5. This application currently names joint inventors. in considering patentability of

the claims under 35 U.S.C. t03(a), the examiner presumes that the subject matter of

the various claims was commonly owned at the time any inventions covered therein

were made absent any evidence to the contrary. Applicant is advised of the obligation

under 37 CFR 1.56 to point out the inventor and invention dates of each claim that was

not commonly owned at the time a later invention was made in order for the examiner to

consider the applicability of 35 U.S.C. 103(0) and potential 35 U.S.C. iO2( ), (f) or (g)

prior art under 35 U.S.C. 103( )_

6. Claims 32-36 and 38 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Ostermann et al. (US. 4,484,025) (hereinafter “Ostermann”) in view of Davidson

(Fie. 31,735).

Regarding claim 32, Ostermann teaches the method of claim 31 as described

above. Ostermann does not explicitly teach decryption of television programming.

However, Davidson teaches the application of encryption/decryption techniques

to television signals as spoken of on column 24, lines 30-50.

At the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to someone of ordinary

skill in the art, given these references, to apply the enciphering/deciphering methods of

Ostermann to television program signals in order to effectively enable high security and

deterring of unauthorized viewers in a television environment as spoken of on column 2,

lines 31 -36 of Davidson.

Regarding claim 33, Ostermann teaches the transmission of a cipher algorithm

(instruct signal) from cipher program storage 18 to program memory 22 of a
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programmable cipher computer 12 (transmitter) that indicates a particular

enciphering/deciphering technique as spoken of on column 2, lines 38-41.

Osrermann also teaches a receiver terminal that contains means for deciphering

received ciphered data text in accordance with a cipher algorithm and a cipher key as

spoken of on column 4, lines 52-54, as well as column 2, lines 16-24, which states that

terminals 1 and 2 each contain transmitters and receivers as shown in Figure 1.

Osrermann does not explicitly teach decryption of television programming.

However, Davidson teaches the application of encryption/decryption techniques

to television signals as spoken of on column 24, lines 30-50.

At the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to someone of ordinary

skill in the art, given these references, to apply the encipheringideciphering methods of

Osrermann to television program signals in order to effectively enable high security and

deterring of unauthorized viewers in a television environment as spoken of on column 2,

lines 31 -36 of Davidson.

Regarding claim 34, Ostermann teaches the transmission of a cipher algorithm

(signal) from cipher program storage 18 to program memory 22 ot a programmable

cipher computer 12 that indicates a particular enciphering/deciphering

(encryptionfdecryption) technique as spoken of on column 2, lines 38-41.

Ostermann also teaches the transmission of a bit sequence (signal) from cipher

equipment 16 to cipher computer 12 indicating a particular stored cipher program to be

used {change in encryption/decryption technique) as spoken of on column 3, lines 10-

‘l9.
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Ostermann also teaches a receiver terminal that contains means for deciphering

received ciphered data text (signal) in accordance with a cipher algorithm and a cipher

key as spoken of on column 4, lines 52-54, as well as column 2, lines 16-24, which

states that terminals 1 and 2 each contain transmitters and receivers as shown in Figure

I.

Ostermann does not explicitly teach passing a decrypted signal to a controllable

device and controlling the controllable device on the basis of the passed decrypted

signal.

However, Davidson teaches returning of an audio signal (decrypted signal) to

original analog format whereby program audio may be processed and presented (to a

controllable device) in a conventional manner as spoken of on column 24, lines 47-50.

At the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to someone of ordinary

skill in the art, given these references, to apply the post-decryption processing and

presentation as taught in Davidson to the system of Ostermann in order to allow the

receiving station to make appropriate use of the recovered decrypted signal.

Regarding claim 35, Ostermann further teaches where the cipher algorithm

(instruct signal) is transferred that matches information provided in a received bit

sequence as spoken of on column 3, lines 10-20.

Regarding claim 36, Ostermann further teaches where the cipher algorithm

(instruct signal) is transferred that matches information provided in a received bit

sequence that indicates which cipher program is to be used at a particular time

(schedule) as spoken of on column 3, lines 10-20.
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Regarding claim 38, Ostermann further teaches where the cipher algorithm

(instruct signal) is transferred that matches information provided in a received bit

sequence (identifier) as spoken of on column 3, lines 10-20.

Allowable Subject Matter

7. Claims 22-30 and 43-53 are allowable over the prior art of record.

8. Claims 37 and 39 are objected to as being dependent upon a rejected base

claim, but would be allowable if rewritten in independent form including all of the

limitations of the base claim and any intervening claims.

9. The following is a statement of reasons for the indication of allowable subject

matter:

Regarding claims 23, 25-30, 37, and 43-53, these claims are allowable for the

reasons indicated in the previous Office Action.

Response to Arguments

10. Applicant's arguments with respect to amended claim 22 have been fully

considered and are persuasive. The prior art rejection of this claim has been

withdrawn. Specifically, after further consideration of amended claim 22, Examiner

agrees with Applicant's argument that Davidson does not teach that the encryption

codes signal is an encrypted digital signal itself that is decrypted by a decryptor.

Accordingly, the prior art rejection has been withdrawn.

ii. Applicant's arguments with respect to amended claim 24 have been fully

considered and are persuasive. The prior art reection of this claim has been

withdrawn. Specifically, after further consideration of amended claim 24, Examiner
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agrees that the present amendment replacing the word “or" with "and" makes the

decrypting of programming inclusive. Yanagimachi does not teach "receiving at said

remote transmitter station one or more second instruct signals which operate at the

subscriber station to identity fld decrypt said unit of programming or said one or more

first instruct signals" in combination with the other limitations of amended claim 24.

Accordingly, the prior art rejection has been withdrawn.

12. Applicant's arguments with respect to amended claim 39 have been fully

considered and are persuasive. The prior art rejection of this claim has been

withdrawn. Specifically, due to Applicants present amendment removing the “at least

one of" language from the last two lines of the claim, the claim now requires “said

identifier identities (i) said television program and (ii) a channel including said television

program” which is not taught by the prior art of record. Accordingly, the prior art

rejection has been withdrawn.

‘l3. Applicants other arguments filed 229/1 2 have been fully considered but they are

not persuasive.

Regarding amended claim 24, Applicant argues that claim 14 of US. Patent

7,801,304 does not teach “receiving at said remote transmitter station one g more

second instruct signals which operate at the subscriber station to identify1 decrypt

said unit of programming Q said one or more first instruct signals".

Claim 14 of the above U.S. Patent 7,801,304 recites "receiving at said remote

transmitter station said one or more digital second instruct signals which operate at the

subscriber station to decrypt said digital programming".
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While Applicants present amendment now makes the decryption of programming

inclusive, it is maintained that the above decryption of digital programming recited in

claim 14 would implicitly include an identification of the encrypted programming that is

to be decrypted such that the identified encrypted programming may be decrypted.

Regarding claim 24, Applicant further argues that Yanagimachi does not teach

"receiving a code or datum identifying a unit of programming to be transmitted by the

remote transmitter station". Applicant further argues that the control codes of

Yanagimachiare not used to identify a unit of programming to be transmitted, but rather

are used at a receiver station "to control a manner of sequentially connecting program

materials to construct at least one significant program.

However, as provided in the previous Office Action, Yanagimachi teaches where

program control codes identifying particular programming included in the transmission

are utilized by a transmitter station 102 and receiver station 103 for

transmissionfreception and programming output as spoken of on column 15, lines 2—32

as well as column 16, lines 22-40. Specifically, on column 16, lines 22-40, it is stated

that "the control code transmitted with the video and audio signals is decoded by a

transmission control code decoder 119 and the decoded control code is collated with a

code set by the student through a selection input and answer input terminal 126. When

these codes coincide with each other, the desired video signal of one television frame

period is gated out by a video frame gate 122".

According to the above teachings of Yanagimachi, the received control codes do

identify units of programming that are transmitted by the transmitter 102, as the control
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codes are used at the receiver to identity particular units of programming to be extracted

for output to a user.

Therefore, the obviousness-type double patenting rejection of claim 24 in view of

claim 14 of the above US. Patent and Yanagimachi is maintained.

Regarding amended claims 22, 40-42, 55, and 56, Applicant argues that there is

no mention of “encryption” anywhere in the disclosure of Davidson. Applicant further

argues that Davidson does not teach the encryption of an entire digital signal

transmission. Applicant further argues that Davidson is limited in its use as a prior art

reference due to the term "encryption" being added in the reissue application.

However, referring to MPEP 1401 regarding reissuing of patents:

Further, referring to MPEP 1460 for Office treatment of a reissue:
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Based upon the above sections, it is maintained that the added term "encryption"

in the reissue has the benefit of the parent patent filing date of July 29, 1980 as well as

the parent patent continuing priority date of October 19, 1977 and qualifies as prior art.

Further, as provided in the previous Final Office Action, claim 65 of Davidson

recites “the aural portion comprising a periodically sampled and digitized audio signal

encgggted in accordance with the encryption codes signal”. Further, claim 72 recites

“means responsive to the encryption code signal for digitally encrypting each digitized

program audio sample from the digitizing means".
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Further claim 65 recites "inverse encryption means responsive to the separated

encryption codes signal to return the detected audio signal to the preencryption

digitized condition”.

Further, Figure 1 of Davidson shows a transmitter 12 and a receiver 14 that

make use of A/D converter 31 for transmission and D/A converter 58 for reception which

implies digital signal processing takes place. Further, Figure 8b of the description of

Davidson shows a digitized aural signal consisting of 11 bits. Further, Figures 5, 9, and

10 show digital logic circuitry of the disclosed system of Davidson used for digital signal

processing. it is maintained that Davidson teaches the encryption and decryption of g

digital information transmission as claimed by Applicant.

Regarding amended claim 41, Applicant argues that Davidson is silent regarding

delivering programming and communicating information to a transmitter.

However, as provided in the previous Office Action, Davidson teaches the

subscription television transmitter 12 in Figure 1 that generates television signals

(programming) having video and audio portions for subsequent transmission (to/from a

transmitter 20, 30) as spoken of on column 25, lines 45-50.

Applicant also argues that Davidson fails to teach embedding digital data in an

information transmission in a varying pattern of timing g location.

However, as provided in the previous Office Action, Davidson teaches the

encryption code signal generating means that generates a continuous sequence of

encryption codes (digital data instruct signal) as well as the means for combining (signal

embedder) that combines the encryption codes signal, the digitized and encrypted audio
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program signal, and a video program signal with carrier signals for transmission to a

receiver as spoken of on column 25, lines 50-53 as well as column 26, lines 1-9.

Since the above claim language does not indicate what specific type of varying

timing pattern or varying location pattern is being claimed, it is maintained that the

combination of the above encryption codes signal, the digitized and encrypted audio

program signal, and a video program signal with carrier signals for transmission would

include an embedding of the encryption codes signal within the programming in some

varying location pattern or fashion such that the meaning of the data is preserved and

can be recovered at the receiver.

Regarding amended claim 42, Applicant argues that Davidson does not teach

decrypting a signal that includes at least one instruct signal which is effective to instruct.

However, as provided in the previous Office Action, Davidson teaches the

inverse encryption means (decryptor processor) that uses the separated encryption

codes signal to return the detected audio signal to the pre—encryption digitized condition

(decrypted signal) as spoken of on column 24, lines 44-46.

Applicant further argues that Davidson does not teach a plurality of signals on an

encrypted digital information.

However, claim 42 recites “receiving at least one encrypted digital information

transmission; detecting a plurality of signals on said at least one encrypted digital

information transmission”.

Claim 65 of Davidson teaches the transmissionireception of composite television

signals each having digitally encrypted audio signals embedded therein.
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Regarding amended claim 55, Applicant argues that Davidson does not teach

“controlling said controllable device on the basis of said passed decrypted g enabled at

least said second of said plurality of signals”.

However, as provided in the previous Office Action, Davidson teaches returning

of the audio signal to original analog format whereby program audio may be processed

and presented (to a controllable device) in a conventional manner as spoken of on

column 24, lines 47-50. The controllable device being a device suitable for

output/presentation of an audio signal. The audio signal is operable in the controlling of

this type of device by causing output of the respective audio signal. It is maintained that

an audio signal is operable in the controlling of the output of audio at an output device,

as this output device would only provide output upon detection of an input audio signal.

Regarding amended claim 56, Applicant argues that Davidson does not teach

any selecting of a first signal in a transmission that includes downioadable code.

Applicant further argues that in Davidson all signals are received and then processed.

However, as provided above, Davidson teaches an encryption codes signal

detector that detects and separates (identification of and selection of) the encryption

codes signal (signal including code) from the television signals as spoken of on column

24, lines 40-41.

It is maintained that the separation of the encryption codes signal from the

television signals (plurality of signals) may be considered a selection of a signal, as the

encryption codes signal portion is detected and separated (selecting one from multiple

signals) from the composite signal.
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Regarding claims 31 and 32, Applicant argues that Ostermann fails to teach

“receiving at least one control signal which at said at least one of said plurality of

receiver stations operates to execute the downloadable code: and causing said at least

one control signal to be communicated to said at least one transmitter at a specific time,

thereby to transmit at least one information transmission including the downloadable

code and said at least one control signal”.

However, as provided in the previous Office Action, Ostermann teaches the

transmission of a bit sequence (control signal) from cipher equipment 16 to cipher

computer 12 (transmitter) indicating a particular stored cipher program (downloadable

code) to be used as spoken of on column 3, lines 10-19. The specific time of the bit

sequence transmission is the time at which the particular cipher algorithm is selected.

Furthermore, the type of encryption is selected via transmission of the bit sequence

which causes the corresponding cipher program {downloadable code) to be transferred

(downloaded).

Regarding claim 32, Applicant further argues that it would not have been obvious

to combine the teachings of Davidson and Osfermann. Applicant further argues that

Davidson teaches away from encryption/decryption of television signals by focusing on

the processing of the video and audio signal components while leaving the television

signal itself unaffected.

However, the video and audio signal components of Davidson are a part of the

television signal, so the encryption/decryption processing of a video and/or audio
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component of the television signal would affect the state of the composite television

signal.

Furthermore, as provided in the previous Office Action, Davidson teaches the

application of encryption/decryption techniques to television signals as spoken of on

column 24, lines 30-50.

At the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to someone of ordinary

skill in the art, given these references, to apply the enciphering/deciphering methods of

Osterrnann to television program signals in order to effectively enable high security and

deterring of unauthorized viewers in a television environment as spoken of on column 2,

lines 31 -36 of Davidson.

Regarding claim 54, Applicant argues that Ostermann does not address the

decryption of video.

However, the language "for enabling a decryptor to decrypt a video“ is an

intended use clause that does not necessarily limit the scope of a claim. See MPEP

2106, II. C.

Furthermore, Ostermann is directed to the transmission of a cipher program to

allow encryption or decryption of "data“, where this data in a general sense could

include audio. video, or other known types of data.

Regarding claim 33, Applicant argues that neither Davidson nor Ostermann

teach ”receiving a television program at a transmitter station and delivering said

television program to a transmitter”. Applicant further argues that Davidson teaches

away from encryption/decryption of television signals by focusing on the processing of
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the video and audio signal components while leaving the television signal itself

unaffected.

However, the video and audio signal components of Davidson are a part of the

television signal, so the encryption/decryption processing of a video and/or audio

component of the television signal would affect the state of the composite television

signal.

Furthermore, as provided in the previous Office Action, Osterrnann teaches the

transmission of a cipher algorithm (instruct signal) from cipher program storage 18 to

program memory 22 of a programmable cipher computer 12 (transmitter) that indicates

a particular enciphering/deciphering technique as spoken of on column 2, lines 38-41.

Ostermann also teaches a receiver terminal that contains means for deciphering

received ciphered data text in accordance with a cipher algorithm and a cipher key as

spoken of on column 4, lines 52-54, as well as column 2, lines 16-24, which states that

terminals 1 and 2 each contain transmitters and receivers as shown in Figure 1.

Ostermann does not explicitly teach decryption of television programming.

However, Davidson teaches the application of encryption/decryption techniques

to television signals (that are transmitted and received) as spoken of on column 24,

lines 30-50.

Davidson also teaches the subscription television transmitter 12 in Figure 1 that

generates television signals (programming) having video and audio portions for

subsequent transmission (tofirom a transmitter 20, 30) as spoken of on column 25, lines

45-50.
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At the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to someone of ordinary

skill in the art, given these references, to apply the enciphering/deciphering methods of

Ostermann to television program signals in order to effectively enable high security and

deterring of unauthorized viewers in a television environment as spoken of on column 2,

lines 31-36 of Davidson.

Regarding claim 34, Applicant argues that neither Davidson nor Ostermann

teach “passing said decrypted second of said plurality of signals to a controllable

device; and controlling said controllable device on the basis of said passed decrypted

second of said plurality of signals”.

However, as provided in the previous Office Action, Davidson teaches returning

of the audio signal to original analog format whereby program audio may be processed

and presented (to a controllable device) in a conventional manner as spoken of on

column 24, lines 47-50. The controllable device being a device suitable for

output/presentation of an audio signal. The audio signal is operable in the controlling of

this type of device by causing output of the respective audio signal. it is maintained that

an audio signal is operable in the controlling of the output of audio at an output device,

as this output device would only provide output upon detection of an input audio signal.

Regarding claim 36, Applicant argues that Ostermann does not teach “wherein

said step of transferring is performed in accordance with a schedule“.

However, as provided in the previous Office Action, Ostermann teaches where

the cipher algorithm {instruct signal) is transferred that matches information provided in

a received bit sequence that indicates which cipher program is to be used at a particular
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time (schedule) as spoken of on column 3, lines 10-20. In other words, the transferring

of a particular cipher algorithm is performed in accordance with a particular order or

schedule (sequence of algorithms transferred in a time order in relation to each other)

depending on a received bit sequence indicating which cipher program is to be used at

a particular time.

Conclusion

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to MICHAEL J. MOORE, JR. whose telephone number is

(571)272-3168. The examiner can normally be reached on Monday-Friday (7:30am -

4:00pm).

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiners

supervisor, William Korzuch can be reached at (571) 272-7589. The fax phone number

for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571 -273-8300.

information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system.

Status information for published applications may be obtained from either Private

PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished applications is available

through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair—direct.uspto.gov.

Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the

Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-21 7-91 97 (toll-free). it you would like

assistance from a USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the
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automated information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571 -272-

‘I000.

Michael J. Moore, Jr./

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2467
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Patent Application of:

John C. Harvey at .511.

Application No.: 08/449,413 Confirmation No.1 1756

Filed: May 24, I995 A1'tUnit: 2467

For: SIGNAL PROCESSING APPARATUS AND Examiner: Moore Jr., Michael 1.
METHODS

AMENDMENT AND REQUEST FOR RECONSIDERATION

MS Amendment

Commissioner for Patents

13.0. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Sir:

In response to the Non—Final Office Action dated June 8, 2012, please amend the above-

identified application as follows.

Amendments to the claims begin on page 2.

Remarks begin on page 1 1.
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AMENDMENT TO THE CLAIMS

C1'mi:n.s‘ 32-56 are the on:'y pending cfairizs.

I - 21. (Cancelled)

22. (Previously Presented) A method for controlling the decryption of encrypted

programming at a subscriber station, said method comprising the steps of:

receiving encrypted digital programming, said encrypted digital programming having an

encrypted digital control signal;

detecting said control signal;

passing said control signal to a decryptor that decrypts encrypted digital data at said

subscriber station;

decrypting said control signal;

decrypting said encrypted digital programming to form decrypted programming based on

said control signal; and

presenting said decrypted programming to a viewer or listener.

23. (Previously Presented) A method for controlling the decryption of programming

at a subscriber station, said method comprising the steps of:

receiving programming, said programming having a first encrypted digital control signal

portion and an encrypted digital inforrnation portion;

detecting said first encrypted digital control signal portion of said programming;

passing said first encrypted digital control signal portion of said programming to a first

decryptor at said subscriber station;

decrypting said first encrypted digital Control signal portion of said programming using

said first decryptor at said subscriber station;
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passing said encrypted digital information portion of said programming and the decrypted

control signal portion to a second deeryptor at said subscriber station;

decrypting said encrypted digital information portion of said programming using said

second decryptor at said subscriber station based on the decrypted control signal portion; and

presenting said programming.

24. (Previously Presented) A method of controlling a remote transmitter station to

communicate program material to a subscriber station and controlling said subscriber station to

process or output a unit of programming, said method comprising the steps of:

receiving a control signal which operates at the remote transmitter station to control the

communication ofa unit ofprogramming and one or more first instruct signals and

communicating said control signal to said remote transmitter station;

receiving a code or datum identifying a unit of programming to be transmitted by the

remote transmitter station, said remote transmitter station transferring said unit of programming

to a transmitter;

receiving at said remote transmitter station one or more second instruct signals which

operate at the subscriber station to identify and decrypt said unit of programming or said one or

more first instruct signals, said remote transmitter station transferring said one or more second

instruct signals to said transmitter; and

transmitting from said remote transmitter station an information transmission comprising

said unit of programming, said one or more first instruct signals, and said one or more second

instruct signals, said one or more first instruct signals being transmitted in accordance with said

control signal.

25. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 23, wherein said programming

further includes encrypted video.

26. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 23, wherein said subscriber station

stores information that evidences processing said programming.
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27. (Previously Presented) The method ofclaim 23, wherein said programming is

received at said subscriber station in one channel ofa multichannel signal and a second control

signal portion used to decrypt said programming is included in said multichannel signal outside

said one channel.

28. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 23, wherein said subscriber station

detects, in a transmission channel including said programming, a second control signal portion

used to decrypt the first control signal portion.

29. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 23, wherein the subscriber station

detects, in a transmission channel for transmitting the programming, a second control signal

portion used to decrypt the first control signal portion, and wherein the second control signal

portion is encrypted, and wherein the second control signal portion is decrypted in order to

enable decryption of the first control signal portion.

30. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 23, wherein said programming

includes computer data.

31. (Previously Presented) A method of controlling at least one ofa plurality of

receiver stations, said method comprising the steps of:

receiving downloadable code which is effective at said at least one of said plurality of

receiver stations to implement a new technique of decrypting and delivering the downloadable

code to at least one transmitter;

receiving at least one control signal which at said at least one of said plurality of receiver

stations operates to execute the downloadable code; and

causing said at least one control signal to be communicated to said at least one transmitter

at a specific time,

thereby to transmit at least one information transmission including the downloadable

code and said at least one control signal.
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32. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 31; wherein a digital television

program is displayed at a receiver station and said downloadable code and said at least one

control signal program said receiver station to decrypt said digital television program in

accordance with said new technique.

33. (Currently Amended) A method of communicating digital television program

material to one or more receiver stations, said method comprising the steps of:

receivin I a di rital television ro rain at a tran ‘mitter station and deliverin I said di vital

television program to a transmitter;

receiving and storing one or more instruct signals at said transmitter station, said one or

more instruct signals at said one or more receiver stations operative to implement a new

technique of decrypting;

transferring said one or more instruct signals to said transmitter; and

transmitting said digital television program and said one or more instruct signals from

said transmitter station to said one or more receiver stations.

34. (Previously Presented) A method of processing signals at a receiver station

comprising the steps of:

receiving at least one information transmission;

detecting a plurality ofsignals in said at least one information transmission;

changing a decryption technique in response to at least a first ofsaid plurality of signals;

decrypting a second of said plurality of signals on the basis of said changed decryption

technique;

passing said decrypted second of said plurality of signals to a controllable device‘, and

controlling said controllable device on the basis of said passed decrypted second of said

plurality of signals.
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35. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 33, wherein said step of transferring

is performed based on comparison.

36. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 33, wherein said step of transferring

is performed in accordance with a schedule.

37. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 36, wherein said schedule specifies a

transmission time and a transmission channel, said method further comprising the steps of

receiving and storing said schedule at said transmitter station.

38. (Previously Presented) The method ofclaim 33, wherein said one or more instruct

signals operate at said one or more receiver stations based on an identifier, said method further

comprising the step of transmitting said identifier.

39. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 38, wherein an information

transmission including said figfi television program is received at said one or more receiver

stations, wherein said figfl television program is outputted at said one or more receiver

stations, and wherein said identifier identifies (i) said Qgfi television program and (ii) a

channel including said digital television program.

40. (Previously Presented) A method of processing signals at a receiver station

comprising the steps of:

receiving at least one encrypted digital information transmission;

locating code;

passing said code to a processor;

controlling a decryptor that decrypts encrypted digital data to decrypt in a specific

fashion on the basis of said code;

decrypting a portion of said at least one information transmission in said specific fashion;
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passing said decrypted portion of said at least one encrypted digital information

transmission to one of said processor and an output device.

41. (Previously Presented) A method of controlling a receiver station to detect digital

data and control a decryptor that decrypts encrypted digital data based on a varying pattern of

timing or location, said method of controlling comprising the steps of:

receiving programming and delivering said programming to a transmitter;

receiving digital data comprising at least an instruct signal and communicating said

digital data to a signal embedder, said instruct signal operative at said receiver station to control

said deeryptor;

controlling said signal embeddcr to embed said digital data in an encrypted digital

information transmission in a varying pattern of timing or location;

communicating said encrypted digital information transmission to said transmitter; and

transmitting said programming and said encrypted digital information transmission

including said digital data.

42. (Previously Presented) A method of processing signals at a receiver station

comprising the steps of:

receiving at least one encrypted digital information transmission;

detecting a plurality of signals on said at least one encrypted digital information

transmission;

decrypting at least one of said plurality of signals, said at least one decrypted signal

including at least one instruct signal which is effective to instruct;

passing the at least one decrypted instruct signal to a controllable device; and

controlling said controllable device on the basis of decrypted information included in said

at least one decrypted instruct signal.
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43. (Previously Presented) A method for decryptor activation in a network

comprising:

receiving a transmission comprising encrypted materials;

decrypting under first processor control a first portion of said encrypted materials in said

transmission;

inputting said first portion of said encrypted materials to a decryptor;

decrypting under second processor control a second portion of said encrypted materials

based on said step of decrypting said first portion of said encrypted materials.

44. (Previously Presented) The method ofclaim 43 wherein said transmission in said

step of receiving a transmission is a multichannel signal separated in the frequency domain.

45. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 44 wherein said transmission is a

cable system broadcast.

46. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 43 wherein said transmission in said

step of receiving a transmission is a multichannel signal separated in the time domain.

47. (Previously Presented) The method ofclaim 43 wherein said transmission in said

step of receiving a transmission is generated at a local data source.

48. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 47 wherein said local data source

comprises a VCR.

49. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 47 wherein said local data source

comprises a laser disk.

50. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 43 wherein said encrypted materials

comprise a portion of a television program.
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51. (Previously Presented) The method ofclaim 43, wherein said transmission in said

step of receiving a transmission and a signal necessary for decryption are received from different

SOUYCCS.

52. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 5 l_, further comprising the step of

contacting a remote transmitter station to receive one of said transmission and said signal

necessary for decryption.

53. (Previously Presented) The method ofclaim 51, wherein a signal necessary for

decryption is communicated by telephone.

54. (Currently Amended) A method of providing an enabling signal to a receiver

station from a remote data source, said enabling signal for use in decrypting at the receiver

station a digital programming signal, said receiver station being programmed to get information

necessary for enabling a said digital programming signal, said method comprising the steps of:

storing at the remote data source one or more control signals for enabling a deeiyptor to

decrypt said digital programing signal including a video;

receiving at the remote data source from the receiver station a communication to get

specific enabling information;

communicating, from the remote data source to the receiver station in response to said

communication from the receiver station, a control signal,

whereby the receiver station inputs said control signal to a deeryptor. and wherein said

decryptor decrypts said digital programming signal including a video.

55. (Previously Presented) A method of processing signals at a receiver station

comprising the steps of:

receiving one or more encrypted digital information transmissions at said receiver station;

detecting a plurality of signals on said one or more encrypted digital information

transmissions, at least a first of one ofsaid plurality of signals including a control signal;
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controlling a decryptor that decrypts encrypted digital data in response to said control

signal;

decrypting or enabling communication of at least a second of said plurality of signals on

the basis of said step of controlling said decryptor;

passing said decrypted or enabled at least said second of said plurality of signals to a

controllable device; and

controlling said controllable device on the basis of said passed decrypted or enabled at

least said second of said plurality of signals.

56. (Previously Presented) A method of processing signals at a receiver station

comprising the steps of:

receiving at least one encrypted digital information transmission;

identifying a plurality ofsignals in said at least one encrypted digital information

transmission;

selecting a first signal of said plurality of signals including downloadable code;

passing said downloadable code to a processor;

controlling a decryptor that decrypts encrypted digital data to decrypt in a specific

fashion on the basis of said downloadable code;

decrypting at least one second signal ofsaid plurality of signals in said specific fashion;

passing said at least one second signal to one of said processor and an output device.
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REMARKS

STATUS OF CLAIMS

Claims 22-56 are pending in this application. Claims 23, 25-30 and 43-53 are allowed.

Claims 37 and 39 are allowable over the prior art, but objected to as dependent on non—allowable

claims. Claims 22 and 24 are allowable over the prior art, but subject to a nonstatutory

obviousness-type double patenting rejection. The remaining claims are rejected under 35 USC.

§§ 102 and 103 and/or nonstatutoiy obviousness-type double patenting. By this Amendment,

claims 32, 33, 39, and 54 are amended. Reconsideration is respectfully requested in View ofthe

above amendments and the following remarks. Applicants earnestly solicit a favorable

reconsideration and prompt allowance ofthe claims.

II. DOUBLE PATENTING REJECTIONS

Claims 22, 34, 54, and 55 are rejected on the ground of nonstatutory obviousness—type

double patenting as allegedly being unpatentable over claims 1, 22, and 23 of U.S. Patent No.

7,801,304. This is the patent that issued from Applicants’ DECR 81 group “A” application, US.

Patent Application Serial No. 08/449,263. Claim 24 is rejected on the ground of nonstatutory

obviousness—type double patenting as being unpatentablc over claim 14 ofthe DECR 81 group

“A” patent, in view of Yanagimachi et al. (US. Patent No. 3,936,595) (“Yanagimachi”).

Applicants maintain the arguments they asserted previously in regard to traversing the claim 24

rejection. If the Office maintains the rejections, Applicants acknowledge that a timely filed

terminal disclaimer in compliance with 37 CFR. l.32l(c) or 1.32 l(d) may be necessary to

overcome the nonstatutory double patenting rejections. However, Applicants request that the

requirement for filing the terminal disclaimer be held in abeyance, pending an indication of

allowable subject matter from the Office in the present application. If filed, the terminal
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disclaimer will disclaim, in essential terms, the terminal part ofthe statutory term oi" any patent

granted on the above-referenced application, extending beyond the earliest expiration date of the

DECR 81 group “A” patent, US. Patent No. 7,801,304.

III. SUMMARY OF PRIOR ART REJECTIONS

Many ofthe pending claims are rejected under 35 U.S.C. §§ 102 or l03 over references

including Davidson (Re. 3 l .735) and Ostcrmann ct al. (US. Patent No. 4,484,025)

(“Ostermann”). The Office Action rejected claims 40-42, 55, and 56 under 35 U.S.C. l02(e) as

allegedly being anticipated by Davidson; claims 3t and 54 under 35 USC. l02(e) as allegedly

being anticipated by Ostermann; and claims 32-36, 38, and 39 under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as

allegedly being unpatentable over the combination ofOstermann in view of Davidson.

IV. SUMMARY OF APPLIED PRIOR ART

A. Davidson

Davidson is the reissued patent ofU.S. Patent No. 4,215,366 that issued on July 29, 1980.

The reissued patent added new claims 65-74. The application for reissue was filed on July 26,

1982, well after the November 3, 1931 priority date of the instant application.

Davidson is directed to a “method and system for encoding and decoding of standard

television signals...” Col. 3, ll. 26-28. “[V]ideo scrambling is effected by inversion ofthe video

signals of some horizontal scan lines on a pseudo—random bias to produce a picture having some

video signals inverted and others not inverted which is unpleasant to view and virtually

unintelligible.” Col. 3, ll. 29-34. Davidson discloses converting analog audio signals to coded

digital audio signals. Col. 3, 11. 34-36. “A plurality of unique pulse-coded control signals

consisting of 32- bit binary pulse trains are transmitted separately to... provide the information

needed to unseramble the scrambled audio and video signals.” Col. 3, ll. 36-41.
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Claim 65, added to the patent via reissue, claims a receiver in a subscription television

system having means for conveying television signals include a video portion, an aural portion,

and an “encryption codes signal” comprising a sequence of“encryption codes.” Col. 24, ll. 30-

35. The aural portion is a digitized audio signal “encrypted” in accordance with the “encryption

codes signal.” Col. 24, ll. 35-39. The receiver has means to detect and separate the “encryption

codes” signal from the television signals; to separate the digitized and “encrypted” audio signal

from television signals; to return the detected audio signal to the “pre-encryption” digitized

condition; and to return the audio signal to the original analog format. Col. 24, ll. 40-50.

However, there is no mention of“encryption” anywhere in the disclosure of the patent. Only

scrambling and unscrambling is disclosed. The temt “encryption,” as used in claim 65, was not

added until sometime after the reissue filing date ofJuly 26, 1982.

Claim 72, also added to the patent via reissue, claims a “television transmitter for

generating television signals having a program video portion and program aural portion...” Col.

25, 11. 46-48. The transmitter has means to generate a continuous sequence of“encryption

Codes”; to convey the program video and program aural portions and the “encryption codes

signal” from the transmitter to authorized subscribers; to sample and digitize the program audio

signal; to digitally “encrypt” each digitized program audio sample in response to the “encryption

codes signal”; and to combine the “encryption codes” signal, the digitized and “encrypted” audio

program signal, and a video program signal, with the carrier signals. Col. 25, l. 52 — col. 26, l. 9.

As mentioned above, there is no mention of “encryption” anywhere in the disclosure of the

patent. Only scrambling and unscrambling is disclosed. The term “encryption,” as used in claim

72, was not added until sometime after the reissue filing date ofluly 26, 1982.
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The original Davidson ’366 patent discloses video scrambling. The reliance on the

reissue patent cannot change this fact. The use of the term “encryption” as added by the reissue

claims does not change the fact that the fundamental video signal of Davidson is an analog

television signal. The video signal of Davidson is not encrypted as encryption is a digital

process. For this reason, the Davidson reissue patent is limited in its use as a prior art reference.

B. Ostermann

Ostermann is directed to a “system for enciphering and deciphering data for transmission

between a transmitter and a receiver, where the terms encipher and decipher are synonymous

with encrypt and decrypt respectively.” Col. 1, 11. 7-10. Ostermann discloses a receiver station

transmitting a cipher algorithm “from the cipher program storage 18 over a data transmission

channel 20 to the program memory 22 of the programmable cipher computer 12” at the

transmitter station. Col. 2, 11. 38-41. “The cipher algorithm transmitted from the cipher program

storage 18 of cipher equipment 16 via channel 20 is stored in program memory 22 and used to

eneipher the clear input data provided by input device 24 to transmitter 10.”

Ostermann also discloses another embodiment ofthe invention where “the programmable

cipher computer 12 is provided with long term memory 28 for storage ofa plurality ofdifferent

cipher programs which can be called up for storage in the program memory 22 as required.”

Col. 2, 11. 59-62. The cipher equipment 12 at the transmitter station receives a bit sequence from

cipher computer 16 at the receiver station that enables the cipher program to be transferred from

long-term memory 28 to program memory 22. C01. 3, ll. 10-l9.
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V. RESPONSE TO PRIOR ART REJECTIONS

A. Rejection of claims 40-42, 55 and 56 under 35 U.S.C. §102§e[

Claims 40-42, 55, and 56 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. §l02(e) over Davidson. This

rejection is respectfully traversed.

Claims 40-42, 55, and 56 claim material relating to the encryption and decryption of

signals. Applicants have consistently asserted that the Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences

decided in Ex partc Personalized Media Communications, LLC (Appeal 2008-4228, Ex partc

Reexamination Control 90/006,536) at pages 53-54, that encryption and decryption require a

digital signal. The Board considered the very same specification that is part ofthis application in

finding that encryption and decryption are limited to digital applications. The Board also held

that “encryption and decryption are not broad enough to read on scrambling and unscrambling.”

In the Office Action, the Examiner asserted that Davidson, a reissued patent, has the

benefit of its parent’s filing date of July 29, 1980, and therefore so does the term “encryption”

disclosed in its reissue claims. Action at 25-26. Applicants do not dispute that a reissued patent

is entitled to the filing date ofits parent in accordance with 35 USC. § 252. However,

Applicants note that “encryption” is not disclosed anywhere in the specification of Davidson,

only in the claims added via reissue. Davidson describes scrambling video signals and

converting analog audio signals to coded digital audio signals, but does not teach or suggest

“encryption” as claimed in the instant application and understood by the Board.

Regardless, the Examiner erred by not considering all the words in claims 40-42, 55, and

56. In re Wt}’.s'0n, 424 F.2d l382, 1385 (CCPA 1970) (“All words in a claim must be considered

injudging the patentability ofthat claim against the prior art”). The claims recite receiving a
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“encrypted digital information transmission,” but the Examiner did not fully consider this

limitation.

The Examiner points to the A/D converter 3l and the D/A converter 58 disclosed in

Davidson to show that digital signal processing takes place. Action at 27. However, Davidson

only discloses that these analog/digital converters affect audio signals that are combined with

video signals and control signals into a standard, ie. not digital and not encrypted, television

signal. Col. 5, ll. 36-42; Col. 24, ll. 30-35; Col. 25, ll. 46-48.

The information transmission taught by Davidson is an analog television signal.

Regardless of whether the television signal includes a component comprising a digital signal, the

television signal remains analog. Therefore, Davidson does not disclose an “encrypted digital

information transmission.” ‘Claims 40-42, 55, and 56 are not anticipated by Davidson and are in

allowable form.

Even assuming, arguendo, that Davidson teaches an “encrypted digital information

transmission,” claims 42, 55, and 56 are not anticipated by Davidson for at least the additional

following reasons:

1. Claim 42

Claim 42 recites in part:

decrypting at least one of said plurality of signals, said at least one

decrypted signal including at least one instruct signal which is effective to
instruct;

passing the at least one decrypted instruct signal to a controllable
device; and

controlling said controllable device on the basis of decrypted

information included in said at least one decrypted instruct signal.

l6
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These limitations are not taught by Davidson.

The Office Action points to Davidson’s claim 65, column 24, lines 30-50, to show that

the invention discloses all the limitations of claim 42. Action at 13-14. Moreover, the Examiner

asserts that the separated encryption codes signal that’s effective to return the encrypted digital

audio signal to a decrypted form teaches “said at least one decggpted signal including at least

one instruct signal which is effective to instruct.” Action at 28. The Examiner misunderstands

Applicants previous arguments regarding this limitation.

Davidson’s claim 65 teaches means for decrypting a digitized audio signal but fails to

teach decrypting a signal that includes at least one instruct signal which is effective to instruct.

Claim 42 recites “at least one decrypted signal including at least one instruct signal,” thereby

disqualifying the decrypted audio signal and the encryption codes signal from acting as an

instruct signal as claimed. No additional instruct signal is included as part of the audio signal.

Further, Davidson does not teach or suggest that encryption of the audio signal affects the audio

signal such that when it is decrypted, it includes an instruct signal. Therefore, Davidson fails to

teach all the limitations of claim 42.

2. Claim 55

Claim 55 recites in part:

controlling said controllable device on the basis of said passed

decrypted or enabled at least said second of said plurality of signals.

These limitations are not taught by Davidson.

The Office Action points to Davidson’s claim 65, column 24, lines 30-50, to show that

the invention discloses all the limitations of claim 55. Claim 65 teaches means for the
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decryption and analog conversion ofan encrypted digital audio signal, but fails to teach

controlling a controllable device on the basis ofthat decrypted analog audio signal. The “analog

conversion means connected to the inverse encryption means to return the audio signal to the

original analog format whereby program audio may be processed and presented in a

conventional manner.” Col. 24, II. 47-50. Applicants maintain, as asserted previously, that in

Davidson, the program audio is an element to be processed, it is not operable in the controlling

ofa controllable device. Davidson fails to teach all the limitations ofclaim 55.

3. Claim 56

Claim 56 recites in part:

receiving at least one encrypted digital information transmission;

identifying a plurality ofsignals in said at least one information
transmission;

selecting a first signal of said plurality ofsignals including

downloadablc code;

These limitations are not taught by Davidson.

Davidson’s receiver receives sets of signals at receiving antenna 36. Col. 8, 11. 57-68.

The sets of signals are then split by RF splitter I 14 so that the video, aural, and control signals

can be separately processed. Col. 9, 11. 1-1 1. Applicants maintain, as asserted previously, that

the receiver does not perform any “selecting” ofa first signal in a transmission that includes

downloadable code. Davidson‘s receiver continuously splits the received sets of signals and

processes each according to its type. No “selecting” occurs because all signals are received and

then processed. Davidson fails to teach “selecting” as set forth in claim 56.
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B. Rejection of claims 31 and 54 under 35 U.S.C. §1{}2gc1

Claims 31 and 54 have been rejected under 35 USC. §l02(e) over Ostermann. This

rejection is respectfully traversed.

Claim 3l

Claim 31 recites, in part:

receiving at least one control signal which at said at least one of

said plurality of receiver stations operates to execute the downloadable
code; and

causing said at least one control signal to be communicated to said

at least one transmitter at a specific time,

thereby to transmit at least one information transmission including

the downloadable code and said at least one control signal.

These limitations are not taught by Ostermann.

Applicants maintain the same arguments that they asserted in their previous

Amendments. Ostcrmann discloses the cipher equipment 12 at the transmitter station receiving a

bit sequence from the cipher Computer 16 at the receiver station, but the bit sequence does not

operate to execute the cipher algorithm at the receiver station. The bit sequence only identifies

“which cipher program from long-term memory 28 is to be used.” Col. 3, 11. 18-19. The cipher

program is only executed upon entry ofclear data text. To be clear, a bit sequence may be

received that identifies a cipher program, but the cipher program is not executed upon

identification. Therefore, Ostermann does not teach the limitation “receiving at least one control

signal which at said at least one of said plurality of receiver stations operates to execute the

downloadable code.”
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Moreover, Ostermann fails to teach transmitting an information transmission that

includes a control signal and downloadable code. The cipher algorithm and bit sequence are

described as being transmitted separately, never together. See col. 2. ll. 38-41; col. 3, ll. 15-19.

Therefore, Ostermann does not describe each and every limitation as set forth in claim 31.

2. Claim 54

Claim 54 as amended, recites, in part “whereby the receiver station inputs said control

signal to a decryptor, and wherein said decryptor decrypts said digital programming signal

including a video.” Ostermann does not addres the decryption of video.

The Examiner has asserted that Ostermann “is directed to the transmission of a cipher

program to allow encryption or decryption of ‘data‘, where this data in a general sense could

include audio, video, or other known types of data.” Action at 31. Yet, there is no suggestion in

Osterrnann that encryption/decryption applies to anything but text. “In particular, [Ostermann]

relates to a system wherein clear data texts are enciphered at the transmitter end of the system

and deciphered at the receiver end.” Col. 1, ll. 1 1-13. “Data” as used in Ostermann is limited to

text. Therefore, Ostermann does not disclose all the limitations recited in claim 54 and does not

anticipate.

According to MPEP 21 I2, ifthe Examiner is making an argument that Ostermann

discloses the claimed limitation inherently, he must provide support for his conclusion. “In

relying upon the theory ofinherency, the examiner must provide a basis in fact and/or technical

reasoning to reasonably support the determination that the allegedly inherent characteristic

necessarily flows from the teachings ofthe applied prior art.” Ex pane Levy, 17 USPQ2d l46l _.

1464 (Bd. Pat. App. & Inter. 1990) (emphasis in original). The Examiner has not done so here.
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There is no support for his conclusion that that “data in a general sense could include video.”

Therefore, the Examiner has failed to establish a prima facie case of anticipation.

C. Rejection of claims 32-36, and 38 under 35 U.S.C. §103§a1

The Office Action rejected claims 32-36. and 38 under 35 U.S.C. l03(a) as allegedly

being unpatentable over the combination of Ostermann in view of Davidson. Applicants

respectfully traverse the rejections and argue that Ostermann and Davidson, alone and in

combination, fail to teach each ofthe claim’s limitations.

l. Claim 32

Claim 32 claims the method of claim 31, “wherein a digital television program is

displayed at a receiver station and said downloadable code and said at least one control signal

program said receiver station to decrypt said digital television program in accordance with said

new technique.” Claim 32 is not rendered unpatentable by Ostermann for the same reasons as

argued above in regard to claim 31.

The Office Action points to Davidson‘s claim 65 as teaching the application of

encryption/decryption techniques to television signals. However, as Applicants have argued

previously, it would not have been obvious to combine the teachings of the references. Davidson

is directed to the transmission and reception ofstandard television signals, which at the time of

invention were analog television signals. To emphasize this digital/analog distinction,

Applicants have amended the claim to recite “a digital television program.” As evidenced by

Davidson only scrambling the analog video signal while embedding an encrypted digital audio

signal, the encryption ofa whole television signal was not obvious. There is no suggestion in

Davidson that encryption could be applied to signals as complex as entire television signals. In
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fact, Davidson teaches away from cncryptingfdecrypting television signals by focusing on the

processing of the video and audio signal components while leaving the television signal itself

unaffected. Therefore, it would not have been obvious to combine Davidson and Ostermann.

Assuming, argzrendo, that it would be obvious to combine Davidson and Ostermann,

Davidson does not cure Ostermann’s deficiencies. The combination of Davidson and Ostermann

fails to teach displaying a Qgfl television program at a receiver station where the receiver

decrypts the flgfi television program. Applicants respectfully submit that even ifthe teachings

of Ostermann were modified with the teachings of Davidson as suggested in the Non—Final

Office Action, the modified composition still fails to satisfy every element recited in claim 32.

2. Claim 33

Claim 33 recites, in part: “receiving a digital television program at a transmitter station

and delivering said television program to a transmitter... and transmitting said digital television

program and said one or more instruct signals from said transmitter station to said one or more

receiver stations.” These limitations are not taught by Ostermann or Davidson.

Ostermann teaches the transfer of a cipher algorithm from a receiver station to a

transmitter station, where the cipher algorithm is used to implement decrypting at the receiver

station. The Office Action points to Davidson’s claim 65, column 24, lines 30-50 to apply

Ostermann‘s teachings to television signals. However, as argued above, it would not have been

obvious to combine the teachings of the references. Davidson is directed to the transmission and

reception of standard television signals. which at the time of invention were analog television

signals. To emphasize this digital/analog distinction, Applicants have amended the claim to

recite “a digital television program.” As evidenced by Davidson only scrambling the analog
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video signal while embedding an encrypted digital audio signal, the encryption ofa whole

television signal was not obvious. Davidson surely understood encryption and decryption, but

did not apply it to television signals because that innovation was not obvious. In fact, Davidson

teaches away from encrypting/decrypting television signals by focusing on the processing of the

video and audio signal components while leaving the television signal itself unaffected.

Therefore, it would not have been obvious to combine Davidson and Ostermann.

Assuming, argzrendo, that it would be obvious to combine Davidson and Ostermann,

claim 65 teaches conveying composite analog television signals, not digital television signals.

Even if someone of ordinary skill in the art were to apply the teachings ofOstermann and

Davidson, the inventions fail to teach or suggest every limitation ofclaim 33.

3. Claim 34

Claim 34 recites, in part:

passing said decrypted second of said plurality of signals to a

controllable device; and

controlling said controllable device on the basis of said passed

decrypted second of said plurality of signals."

These limitations are not taught by Ostermann or Davidson.

The Office Action points to Davidson‘s claim 65, column 24, lines 30-50, to show that

the invention discloses the passing and controlling limitations of claim 34. Claim 65 teaches

means for the decryption and analog conversion ofan encrypted digital audio signal, but fails to

teach passing the decrypted analog audio signal to a controllable device and controlling the

controllable device on the basis of that decrypted analog audio signal. The “analog conversion

means connected to the inverse encryption means connected to the inverse encryption means to

23
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return the audio signal to the original analog format whereby program audio may be processed

and presented in a conventional manner.” Col. 24, ll. 47-50. As asserted previously by

Applicants, in Davidson, the program audio is an element to be processed, it is not operable in

the controlling of a controllable device. Davidson and Ostermann fail to teach all the limitations

of claim 34.

4. Claim 35

Claim 35 depends from independent claim 33. Claim 35 claims the method of claim 33,

“wherein said step of transferring is performed based on comparison.” Claim 35 further limits

claim 33 and is not rendered unpatentable by Ostermann and Davidson for the same reasons as

argued above in regard to claim 33.

5. Claim 36

Claim 36 depends from independent claim 33. Claim 36 claims the method ofclaim 33,

“wherein said step of transferring in accordance with a schedule.” Claim 36 further limits claim

33 and is not rendered unpatentable by Ostermann and Davidson for the same reasons as argued

above in regard to claim 33.

Assuming, arguendo, that it would be obvious to combine Davidson and Ostermann, the

Office Action points to Ostermann as teaching “which cipher program is to be used at a

particular time (schedule) as spoken of on column 3, lines 10-20.” The Examiner argues that the

transferring “is performed in accordance with a particular order or schedule (sequence of

algorithms transferred in a time order in relation to each other) depending on a received bit

sequence indicating which cipher program is to be used at a particular time.” Action at 34. But,

as Applicants have argued previously, Ostermann does not teach anything other than the
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automatic transferring of the cipher program at the time the bit sequence is received. The bit

sequence does not include any “scheduling” information. It’s true that Ostermann’s system will

transfer the cipher programs at the time ofbit sequence receipt and in the order of bit sequence

receipt, but this does not mean that the transfers are made in accordance with a schedule. There

is no teaching or suggestion in Ostermann of performing this step in accordance with a schedule.

Ostermann and Davidson, alone and in combination, fail to teach each of the claim 36‘s

limitations.

6. Claim 38

Claim 38 depends from independent claim 33. Claim 38 claims the method ofclaim 33,

“wherein said one or more instruct signals operate at said one or more receiver stations based on

an identifier‘, said method further comprising the step of transmitting said identifier.” Claim 38

further limits claim 33 and is not rendered unpatentable by Ostermann and Davidson for the

same reasons as argued above in regard to claim 33.

VI. CLAIMS 22-30, 37, 39, AND 43-S3 ARE ALLOWABLE

The Office Action identified claims 22-30 and 43-53 as allowable over the prior art of

record. This Amendment does not affect claims 22-30 and 43-53. Applicants respectfully

submit claims 22-30 and 43-53 are allowable as previously presented.

The Office Action also identified claims 37' and 39 as objected to as being dependent

upon rejected base claims, but would be otherwise allowable if rewritten in independent form

including all of the limitations ofthe base claims and any intervening claims. Applicants

respectfully assert that these claims do not need to be rewritten as independent claims.
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Claim 37 depends from claim 36, which depends from independent claim 33. As argued

above, claims 33 is allowable over Davidson, Ostermann, and the prior art of record. As

identified by the examiner, the limitations of claim 37' are also allowable over the prior art of

record. Applicants respectfully submit that claim 37 is allowable in its current dependent claim

form.

Similarly, claim 39 depends from claim 38, which depends from independent claim 33.

Claim 39 has been amended only to maintain consistency with claim 33. As argued above,

claims 33 is allowable over Davidson, Ostermann, and the prior art of record. As identified by

the examiner, the limitations ofclaim 39 are also allowable over the prior art of record.

Applicants respectfully submit that claim 39 is allowable in its current dependent claim form.

VI. CONCLUSION

Applicants respectfully submit that all claims are allowable over the cited art for the

reasons set forth above. Applicants request reconsideration of this application in view of the

amendment and arguments set forth above. In the event Applicants have overlooked the need for

an extension of time, payment of fee, or additional payment of fee, Applicant hereby petitions

therefore and authorize that any charges be made to Deposit Account No. 50-4494.
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Should the Examiner have any questions regarding any ofthe above, the Examiner is

respectfully requested to telephone the undersigned at 202-346-4000.

Respectfully submitted,

By:

Thomas J. Scott, Jr.

Registration No.: 27,836
GOODWIN PROCTER LLP

901 New York Avenue, NW

Washington, DC 20001

Attorney for Applicant
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Application No. App[icant(s)

OSM-49.413 HAFEVEY ET AL.

Office Action Summary Examiner M Uni,

-- The MAILING DATE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --
Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE § lVlONTH(S) OR THIRTY (30) DAYS,
WHICHEVER IS LONGER, FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.
- Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 3? CFR t.136(_a}. In no event however may a reply be timely filed

after SIX (6) MONTHS lrom the mailing date 0| this communication.
- If NO period for reply is specified above. the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period lor reply will by statute. cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 us C. § 133}

Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication. even if timely filed may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1 i’04t_b)

Status

Responsive to commLinication(s) filed on 10 September 2012.

This action is FINAL. 2b)|:] This action is non-final.

An election was made by the applicant in response to a restriction requirement set forth during the interview on

; the restriction requirement and election have been incorporated into this action.

Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 CD. 11,453 QC. 213.

Disposition of Claims

5)E Clairnts) 22-56 is/are pending in the application.

5a) Of the above c|airn(s) isfare withdrawn from consideration.

E Claim s) 23 25-30 and 43-53 isfare allowed.) i

)E C|aim(s

) i

) (

) 22 24 31 -36 38 40-42 and 54-58 isiare rejected.

E Claim s) 37 and 39 is/are objected to.

I: Claim s) are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.

Application Papers

10)]: The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

11): The drawing(s) filed onj isfare: a)lj accepted or b)Ij objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR i.85( ).

Replacement drawing sheetts) including the correction is required ifthe drawingis) is objected to. See 37 CFR i.121(d).

12)]:[ The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PTO-152.

Priority under 35 I.I.S.C. § 119

13)I:I Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119( )-(d) or (f).

a)l:I All b)|:] Some * c)I:l None of:

1.|:| Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2.I:I Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.j

3.l:] Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

Attachment(s)

'1) D Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 4) CI Interview Summary (PTO-413]
2) CI Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review {PTO-948) P3139?’ NOISVMEII Dale‘j
3) D Information Disclosure Statementfs) (PTOESBJO8) 5) D Notice of Inform“ P359” APPIICGHOTI

Paper No(s)fMaiI Date . 5) El Other: .
U.S Patent and Trademark Otllce

PTOL—326 (Rev. 03-11) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No.r'l\i'1ai| Date 20121024
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Application/Control Number: O8/449,413

Art Unit: 2467

DETAILED ACTION

Double Parenting

1. The nonstatutory double patenting rejection is based on a judicially created

doctrine grounded in public policy (a policy reflected in the statute) so as to prevent the

unjustified or improper timewise extension of the “right to exclude" granted by a patent

and to prevent possible harassment by multiple assignees. A nonstatutory

obviousness—type double patenting rejection is appropriate where the conflicting claims

are not identical, but at least one examined application claim is not patentably distinct

from the reference c|airn(s) because the examined application claim is either anticipated

by, or would have been obvious over, the reference c|aim(s). See, e.g., In re Berg, 140

F.3d 1428, 46 USPQ2d 1226 (Fed. Cir. 1998); in re Goodman, 11 F.3d 1046, 29

USPQ2d 2010 (Fed. Cir. i993); In re Longi, 759 F.2d 887, 225 USPQ 645 (Fed. Cir.

1985); in re Van Ornum, 686 F.2d 937, 214 USPQ 761 (CCPA 1982); in re Vogel, 422

F.2d 438, 164 USPQ 619 (CCPA 1970); and in re Thorington, 418 F.2d 528, 163 USPQ

644 {CCPA 1969).

A timely filed terminal disclaimer in compliance with 37 CFR 1.321 (C) or 1.321 (cl)

may be used to overcome an actual or provisional rejection based on a nonstatutory

double patenting ground provided the conflicting application or patent either is shown to

be commonly owned with this application, or claims an invention made as a result of

activities undertaken within the scope of a joint research agreement.
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Art Unit: 2467

Effective January 1, 1994, a registered attorney or agent of record may sign a

terminal disclaimer. A terminal disclaimer signed by the assignee must fully comply with

37 CFR 3.73{b).

2. Claims 22, 34, 54, and 55 are rejected on the ground of nonstatutory

obviousness—type double patenting as being unpatentable over claims 1, 22, and 23 of

U.S. Patent‘ No. 7,801,304. Although the conflicting claims are not identical, they are

not patentably distinct from each other because of the following correspondences.

Regarding claim 22, “a method for controlling the decryption of encrypted

programming at a subscriber station” corresponds to “a method for controlling the

decryption of programming at a subscriber station" in claim 1 of the above U.S. Patent.

“Receiving encrypted digital programming, said encrypted digital programming

having an encrypted digital control signal” corresponds to “receiving programming, said

programming having a first encrypted digital control signal portion" in claim 1 of the

above U.S. Patent.

“Detecting said control signal” corresponds to “detecting said first encrypted

digital control signal portion of said programming” in claim 1 of the above U.S. Patent.

“Passing said control signal to a decryptor that decrypts encrypted digital data at

said subscriber station" corresponds to "passing said first encrypted digital control

signal portion of said programming to a decryptor at said subscriber station“ in claim 1

of the above US. Patent.

“Decrypting said control signal” corresponds to “decrypting said first encrypted

digital control signal portion“ in claim 1 of the above U.S. Patent.
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Art Unit: 2467

“Decrypting said encrypted digital programming to form decrypted programming

based on said control signal” corresponds to “decrypting said encrypted digital

information portion of said programming based on the decrypted control signal

portion” in claim 1 of the above U.S. Patent.

Lastly, “presenting said decrypted programming to a viewer or listener“

corresponds to "presenting said programming" in claim 1 of the above U.S. Patent.

Claim 22 of the instant application does not explicitly claim “passing said

encrypted digital information portion of said programming to said decryptor”. Therefore,

claim 22 merely broadens the scope of claim 1 of the above US. Patent.

lt has been held that the omission of an element and its function is an obvious

expedient if the remaining elements perform the same function as before. See in re

Karlson, 136 USPQ 184 (CCPA). Also note Ex parte Rainu, 168 USPQ 375 (Bd. App.

1969). The omission of a reference element whose function is not needed would be

obvious to one skilled in the art.

Regarding claim 34, “a method of processing signals at a receiver station"

corresponds to the same in claim 23 of the above U.S. Patent.

“Receiving at least one information transmission“ and “detecting a plurality of

signals on said at least one information transmission" corresponds to "receiving a

plurality of signals including digital programming and inputting at least some of said

plurality of signals to said digital detector" as well as "detecting said encrypted digital

data in said at least some of said plurality of signals" in claim 23 of the above U.S.

Patent.
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“Changing a decryption technique in response to at least a first of said plurality of

signals” corresponds to “controlling said decryptor to alter its decryption pattern or

technique on the basis of information included in said detected encrypted digital data” in

claim 23 of the above U.S. Patent.

Lastly, “decrypting a second of said plurality of signals on the basis of said

changed decryption technique; passing said decrypted second of said plurality of

signals to a controllable device; and controlling said controllable device on the basis of

said passed decrypted second of said plurality of signals" corresponds to “decrypting at

least a portion of said digital programming using a selected decryption pattern or

technique based on said step of detecting in order to provide a decrypted output of

programming to a viewer or listener" in claim 23 of the above US. Patent.

Claim 34 of the instant application does not explicitly claim “said receiver station

having a receiver, a digital detector operatively connected to said receiver for detecting

encrypted digital data, a decryptor operatively connected to said digital detector for

decrypting said encrypted digital data, and a controller operatively connected to said

digital detector or said decryptor for controlling said decryptor”. Therefore, claim 34

merely broadens the scope of claim 23 of the above U.S. Patent.

it has been held that the omission of an element and its function is an obvious

expedient if the remaining elements perform the same function as before. See in re

Karlson, 136 USPQ 184 (CCPA)_ Also note Ex parte Rainu, 168 USPQ 375 (Bd. App.

1969). The omission of a reference element whose function is not needed would be

obvious to one skilled in the art.
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Regarding claim 54, "a method of providing an enabling signal to a receiver

station from a remote data source, said enabling signal for use in decrypting at the

receiver station a programming signal, said receiver station being programmed to get

information necessary for enabling a programming signal" corresponds to "a method of

providing digital enabling information to a receiver station from a first remote source,

said digital enabling information for use at the receiver station in decrypting a mass

medium program presentation" in claim 22 of the above US. Patent.

“Storing at the remote data source one or more control signals for enabling a

decryptor to decrypt a video" corresponds to “storing digital enabling information at said

first remote source" in claim 22 of the above US. Patent.

“Receiving at the remote data source from the receiver station a communication

to get specific enabling information” corresponds to “receiving at said first remote

source a query from said receiver station“ in claim 22 of the above U.S. Patent.

“Communicating, from the remote data source to the receiver station in response

to said communication from the receiver station, a control signal“ corresponds to

“transmitting said digital enabling information which is effective to enable decryption

from said first remote source to said receiver station in response to said step of

receiving said query, said receiver station storing at least some of said transmitted

enabling information” in claim 22 of the above U.S. Patent.

Lastly, “whereby the receiver station inputs said control signal to a decryptor, and

wherein said decryptor decrypts said programming signal" corresponds to “to said

receiver station an encrypted digital mass medium presentation signal which is
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decrypted on the basis of said stored at least some of said digital enabling information“

in claim 22 of the above U.S. Patent.

Claim 54 of the instant application does not claim “transmitting from a second

remote source“ as well as “to present said mass medium programming presentation”.

Therefore, claim 54 merely broadens the scope of claim 22 of the above U.S. Patent.

it has been held that the omission of an element and its function is an obvious

expedient if the remaining elements perform the same function as before. See in re

Karlson, 136 USPQ 184 (CCPA)_ Also note Ex parte Rainu, 168 USPQ 375 (Bd. App.

1969). The omission of a reference element whose function is not needed would be

obvious to one skilled in the art.

Regarding claim 55, "a method of processing signals at a receiver station“

corresponds to the same in claim 23 of the above U.S. Patent.

“Receiving one or more encrypted digital information transmissions at said

receiver station; detecting a plurality of signals on said one or more encrypted digital

information transmissions, at least a first of one of said plurality of signals including a

control signal” corresponds to “receiving a plurality of signals including digital

programming and inputting at least some of said plurality of signals to said digital

detector" as well as “detecting said encrypted digital data in said at least some of said

plurality of signals“ in claim 23 of the above US. Patent.

“Controlling a decryptor that decrypts encrypted digital data in response to said

control signal" corresponds to "controlling said decryptor to alter its decryption pattern or
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technique on the basis of information included in said detected encrypted digital data” in

claim 23 of the above U.S. Patent.

“Decrypting or enabling communication of at least a second of said plurality of

signals on the basis of said step of controlling said decryptor” corresponds to

“decrypting at least a portion of said digital programming using a selected decryption

pattern or technique based on said step of detecting” in claim 23 of the above U.S.

Patent.

Lastly, “passing said decrypted or enabled at least said second of said plurality of

signals to a controllable device; and controlling said controllable device on the basis of

said passed decrypted or enabled at least said second of said plurality of signals”

corresponds to “to provide a decrypted output of programming to a viewer or listener“ in

claim 23 of the above U.S. Patent.

Claim 55 of the instant application does not claim “detecting; in accordance

with a varying pattern of timing or location”. Therefore, claim 55 merely broadens the

scope of claim 23 of the above U.S. Patent.

it has been held that the omission of an element and its function is an obvious

expedient if the remaining elements perform the same function as before. See in re

Karlson, 136 USPQ 184 (CCPA)_ Also note Ex parte Rainu, 168 USPQ 375 (Bd. App.

1969). The omission of a reference element whose function is not needed would be

obvious to one skilled in the art.
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3. Claim 24 is rejected on the ground of nonstatutory obviousness-type double

patenting as being unpatentable over claim 14 of U.S. Patent No. 7,801,304 in view of

Yanagimachi at al. (US. 3,936,595) (hereinafter “Yanagirnachi“).

Regarding claim 24, “a method of controlling a remote transmitter station to

communicate program material to a subscriber station and controlling said subscriber

station to process or output a unit of programming” corresponds to “a method of

controlling a remote transmitter station to communicate program material to a

subscriber station and controlling said subscriber station to process or output digital

programming” in claim 14 of the above US. Patent.

“Receiving a control signal which operates at the remote transmitter station to

control the communication of a unit of programming and one or more first instruct

signals and communicating said control signal to said remote transmitter station”

corresponds to “receiving at said remote transmitter station a first control signal which

operates at the remote transmitter station to control communication of said digital

programming and one or more first instruct signals“ in claim 14 of the above U.S.

Patent.

“Receiving at said remote transmitter station one or more second instruct signals

which operate at the subscriber station to identify E decrypt said unit of programming

Q said one or more first instruct signals, said remote transmitter station transferring said

one or more second instruct signals to said transmitter” corresponds to “receiving at

said remote transmitter station said one or more digital second instruct signals which
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operate at the subscriber station to decrypt (identified) said digital programming” in

claim 14 of the above U.S. Patent.

“Transmitting from said remote transmitter station an information transmission

comprising said unit of programming, said one or more first instruct signals, and said

one or more second instruct signals, said one or more first instruct signals being

transmitted in accordance with said Control signal" corresponds to “transmitting from

said remote transmitter station to said subscriber station an information transmission

comprising said digital programming, said one or more first instruct signals and said one

or more digital second instruct signals, said one or more first instruct signals being

transmitted in accordance with said first control signal” in claim 14 of the above U.S.

Patent.

Claim 24 of the instant application further claims “receiving a code or datum

identifying a unit of programming to be transmitted by the remote transmitter station,

said remote transmitter station transferring said unit of programming to a transmitter”

which is not claimed in claim 14 of the above US. Patent.

However, Yanagimachi teaches a similar method of controlling transmission and

output of programming at a receiver station, where program control codes identifying

garticular programming included in the transmission are utilized by a transmitter station

102 and receiver station 103 for transmission/reception and programming output as

spoken of on column 15, lines 2-32 as well as column 16, lines 22-40.

At the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to someone of ordinary

skill in the art, to apply the control code transmission of Yanagimachi to the method of
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claim 14 of the above U.S. Patent in order to provide selective output of programming in

accordance with selection input provided from a subscriber as spoken of on column 16,

lines 25-40 of Yanagimachi.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

4. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that

form the basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless —

(e) the invention was described in (1) an application for patent, published under section 122(b), by
another filed in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent or (2) a patent
granted on an application for patent by another tiled in the United States before the invention by the
applicant tor patent, except that an international application filed under the treaty defined in section
351(a) shall have the effects for purposes of this subsection of an application filed in the United States
only it the international application designated the United States and was published under Article 21(2)
of such treaty in the English language.

5. Claims 40-42, 55, and 56 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being

anticipated by Davidson (Fie. 31 J35). Davidson teaches all of the limitations of the

specified claims with the reasoning that follows.

Regarding claim 40, “a method of processing signals at a receiver station” is

anticipated by the decryption method spoken of on column 24, lines 30-50.

“Receiving at least one encrypted digital information transmission” and “locating

code“ is anticipated by the conveying of a composite television signal (encrypted digital

information transmission) to a subscriber including a video portion, an aural portion, and

an encryption codes signal (signal including code) comprising a sequence of encryption

codes as spoken of on column 24, lines 30-35, as well as an encryption codes signal

detector that detects (locates) and separates the encryption codes signal (signal

including code) from the television signals as spoken of on column 24, lines 40-41.
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“Passing said code to a processor; controlling a decryptor that decrypts

encrypted digital data to decrypt in a specific fashion on the basis of said code;

decrypting a portion of said at least one information transmission in said specific

fashion” is anticipated by the inverse encryption means (decryptor processor) that uses

the separated encryption codes signal to return the detected audio signal (portion of

information transmission) to the pre-encryption digitized condition (decrypted portion) as

spoken of on column 24, lines 44-46.

Lastly, “passing said decrypted portion of said at least one encrypted digital

information transmission to if said processor and an output device“ is anticipated

by returning of the audio signal to original analog format (decrypted portion) whereby

program audio may be processed and presented (to an output device) in a conventional

manner as spoken of on column 24, lines 47-50.

Regarding claim 41, “a method of controlling a receiver station to detect digital

data and control a decryptor that decrypts encrypted digital data based on a varying

pattern of timing or location" is anticipated by the encryption/decryption method spoken

of on column 25 line 45 — column 26, line 9.

“Receiving programming and delivering said programming to a transmitter" is

anticipated by the subscription television transmitter that generates television signals

(programming) having video and audio portions as spoken of on column 25, lines 45-50.

“Receiving digital data comprising at least an instruct signal and communicating

said digital data to a signal embedder, said instruct signal operative at said receiver

station to control said decryptor; controlling said signal embedder to embed said digital
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data in an encrypted digital information transmission in a varying pattern of timing or

location; communicating said encrypted digital information transmission to said

transmitter; and transmitting said programming and said encrypted digital information

transmission including said digital data" is anticipated by the encryption code signal

generating means that generates a continuous sequence of encryption codes (digital

data instruct signal) as well as the means for combining (signal embedder) that

combines the encryption codes signal, the digitized and encrypted audio program

signal, and a video program signal with carrier signals for transmission to a receiver as

spoken of on column 25, lines 50-53 as well as column 26, lines 1-9.

Regarding claim 42, “a method of processing signals at a receiver station” is

anticipated by the decryption method spoken of on column 24, lines 30-50.

“Receiving at least one encrypted digital information transmission; detecting a

plurality of signals on said at least one encrypted digital information transmission” is

anticipated by the conveying of a composite television signal (information transmission)

to a subscriber including a video portion, an aural portion, and an encryption codes

signal comprising a sequence of encryption codes as spoken of on column 24, lines 30-

35.

“Decrypting at least one of said plurality of signals, said at least one decrypted

signal including at least one instruct signal which is effective to instruct“ is anticipated by

the inverse encryption means (decryptor processor) that uses the separated encryption

codes signal to return the detected audio signal to the pre-encryption digitized condition

(decrypted signal) as spoken of on column 24, lines 44-46.
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Lastly, “passing the at least one decrypted instruct signal to a controllable device;

and Controlling said controllable device on the basis of decrypted information included in

said at least one decrypted instruct signal" is anticipated by returning of the audio signal

to original analog format whereby program audio may be processed and presented (to a

controllable device) in a conventional manner as spoken of on column 24, lines 47-50.

Regarding claim 55, “a method of processing signals at a receiver station" is

anticipated by the decryption method spoken of on column 24, lines 30-50.

“Receiving one or more encrypted digital information transmissions at said

receiver station; detecting a plurality of signals on said one or more encrypted digital

information transmissions, at least a first of one of said plurality of signals including a

control signal" is anticipated by the conveying of a composite television signal

(information transmission) to a subscriber including a video portion, an aural portion,

and an encryption codes signal (control signal) comprising a sequence of encryption

codes as spoken of on column 24, lines 30—35.

“Controlling a decryptor that decrypts encrypted digital data in response to said

control signal; decrypting Q enabling communication of at least a second of said

plurality of signals on the basis of said step of controlling said decryptor” is anticipated

by the inverse encryption means (decryptor) that uses the separated encryption codes

signal (control signal) to return the detected audio signal to the pre—encryption digitized

condition (decrypted signal) as spoken of on column 24, lines 44-46.

Lastly, "passing said decrypted g enabled at least said second of said plurality of

signals to a controllable device; and controlling said controllable device on the basis of
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said passed decrypted g enabled at least said second of said plurality of signals“ is

anticipated by returning of the audio signal to original analog format whereby program

audio may be processed and presented (to a controllable device) in a conventional

manner as spoken of on column 24, lines 47—50.

Regarding claim 56, “a method of processing signals at a receiver station" is

anticipated by the decryption method spoken of on column 24, lines 30-50.

“Receiving at least one encrypted digital information transmission; identifying a

plurality of signals in said at least one encrypted digital information transmission;

selecting a first signal of said plurality of signals including downloadable code” is

anticipated by the conveying of a composite television signal (information transmission)

to a subscriber including a video portion, an aural portion, and an encryption codes

signal (signal including code) comprising a sequence of encryption codes as spoken of

on column 24, lines 30-35, as well as an encryption codes signal detector that detects

and separates (identification of and selection of) the encryption codes signal (signal

including code) from the television signals as spoken of on column 24, lines 40-41.

“Passing said downloadable code to a processor; controlling a decryptor that

decrypts encrypted digital data to decrypt in a specific fashion on the basis of said

downloadable code; decrypting at least one second signal of said plurality of signals in

said specific fashion“ is anticipated by the inverse encryption means (decryptor

processor) that uses the separated encryption codes signal to return the detected audio

signal (second signal) to the pre-encryption digitized condition (decrypted programming)

as spoken of on column 24, lines 44-46.
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Lastly, “passing said at least one second signal to one of said processor and an

output device” is anticipated by returning of the audio signal to original analog format

whereby program audio may be processed and presented (to an output device) in a

conventional manner as spoken of on column 24, lines 47-50.

6. Claim 31 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated by Ostermann

et al. (U.S. 4,484,025) (hereinafter “Ostermann”). Ostermann teaches all of the

limitations of the specified claims with the reasoning that follows.

Regarding claim 31, “a method of controlling at least one of a plurality of receiver

stations” is anticipated by the encipheringfdeciphering method performed by the

terminals 1 and 2 of Figure 1.

“Receiving downloadable code which is effective at said at least one of said

plurality of receiver stations to implement a new technique of decrypting and delivering

the downloadable code to at least one transmitter” is anticipated by the transmission of

a cipher algorithm {downloadable code) from cipher program storage 18 to program

memory 22 of a programmable cipher computer 12 (transmitter) that indicates a

particular enciphering/deciphering technique as spoken of on column 2, lines 38-41.

“Receiving at least one control signal which at said at least one of said plurality of

receiver stations operates to execute the downloadable code; and causing said at least

one control signal to be communicated to said at least one transmitter at a specific time,

thereby to transmit at least one information transmission including the downloadable

code and said at least one control signal” is anticipated by the transmission of a bit
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sequence (control signal) from cipher equipment 16 to cipher computer 12 (transmitter)

indicating a particular stored cipher program (downloadable code) to be used as spoken

of on column 3, lines 10-19.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

7. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set
forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the
invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.
Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

8. This application currently names joint inventors. In considering patentability of

the claims under 35 U.S.C. 103(a), the examiner presumes that the subject matter of

the various claims was commonly owned at the time any inventions covered therein

were made absent any evidence to the contrary. Applicant is advised of the obligation

under 37 CFR 1.56 to point out the inventor and invention dates of each claim that was

not commonly owned at the time a later invention was made in order for the examiner to

consider the applicability of 35 U.S.C. 103(c) and potential 35 U.S.C. 102(e), (f) or (g)

prior art under 35 U.S.C. 103( ).

9. Claims 32-36, 38, and 54 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Osterrnann et al. (U.S. 4,484,025) (hereinafter “Ostermann“) in view

of Davidson (Re. 31,735).

Regarding claim 32, Ostermann teaches the method of claim 31 as described

above. Ostermann does not explicitly teach decryption of television programming.
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However, Davidson teaches the application of encryption/decryption techniques

to television signals as spoken of on column 24, lines 30-50.

At the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to someone of ordinary

skill in the art, given these references, to apply the enciphering/deciphering methods of

Ostermann to television program signals in order to effectively enable high security and

deterring of unauthorized viewers in a television environment as spoken of on column 2,

lines 31 -36 of Davidson.

Regarding claim 33, Ostermann teaches the transmission of a cipher algorithm

(instruct signal) from cipher program storage 18 to program memory 22 of a

programmable cipher computer 12 (transmitter) that indicates a particular

enciphering/deciphering technique as spoken of on column 2, lines 38-41.

Ostermann also teaches a receiver terminal that contains means for deciphering

received ciphered data text in accordance with a cipher algorithm and a cipher key as

spoken of on column 4, lines 52-54, as well as column 2, lines 16-24, which states that

terminals 1 and 2 each contain transmitters and receivers as shown in Figure 1.

Ostermann does not explicitly teach decryption of television programming.

However, Davidson teaches the application of encryption/decryption techniques

to television signals as spoken of on column 24, lines 30-50.

At the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to someone of ordinary

skill in the art, given these references, to apply the enciphering/deciphering methods of

Ostermann to television program signals in order to effectively enable high security and
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deterring of unauthorized viewers in a television environment as spoken of on column 2,

lines 31 -36 of Davidson.

Regarding claim 34, Ostermann teaches the transmission of a cipher algorithm

(signal) from cipher program storage 18 to program memory 22 of a programmable

cipher computer 12 that indicates a particular enciphering/deciphering

(encryption/decryption) technique as spoken of on column 2, lines 38-41.

Osrermann also teaches the transmission of a bit sequence (signal) from cipher

equipment 16 to cipher computer 12 indicating a particular stored cipher program to be

used (change in encryption/decryption technique) as spoken of on column 3, lines 10-

19.

Ostermann also teaches a receiver terminal that contains means for deciphering

received ciphered data text (signal) in accordance with a cipher algorithm and a cipher

key as spoken of on column 4, lines 52-54, as well as column 2, lines 16-24, which

states that terminals 1 and 2 each contain transmitters and receivers as shown in Figure

1.

Ostermann does not explicitly teach passing a decrypted signal to a controllable

device and controlling the controllable device on the basis of the passed decrypted

signal.

However, Davidson teaches returning of an audio signal (decrypted signal) to

original analog format whereby program audio may be processed and presented (to a

controllable device) in a conventional manner as spoken of on column 24, lines 47-50.
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At the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to someone of ordinary

skill in the art, given these references, to apply the post—decryption processing and

presentation as taught in Davidson to the system of Ostermann in order to allow the

receiving station to make appropriate use of the recovered decrypted signal.

Regarding claim 35, Ostermann further teaches where the cipher algorithm

(instruct signal) is transferred that matches information provided in a received bit

sequence as spoken of on column 3, lines 10-20.

Regarding claim 36, Ostermann further teaches where the cipher algorithm

(instruct signal) is transferred that matches information provided in a received bit

sequence that indicates which cipher program is to be used at a particular time

(schedule) as spoken of on column 3, lines 10-20.

Regarding claim 38, Ostermann further teaches where the cipher algorithm

(instruct signal) is transferred that matches information provided in a received bit

sequence (identifier) as spoken of on column 3, lines 10-20.

Regarding claim 54, Ostermann teaches the ericiphering/deciphering method

performed by the terminals 1 and 2 (receiver station and remote data source) of Figure

1.

Ostermann also teaches the cipher equipment 16 (remote data source) that

contains cipher program storage 18 for storing a cipher algorithm as spoken of on

column 2, lines 38-41.
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Ostermann also teaches the cipher algorithm request (communication)

transmitted from the terminal 1 to the terminal 2 (remote data source) requesting a

cipher algorithm (enabling information) as spoken of on column 3, lines 4-9.

Ostermann also teaches the transmission of a cipher algorithm (control signal)

from cipher program storage 18 to program memory 22 of a programmable cipher

computer 12 that indicates a particular encipheringldeciphering technique as spoken of

on column 2, lines 38-41.

Osrermann also teaches a receiver terminal that contains means for deciphering

(decryptor) received ciphered data text in accordance with a cipher algorithm and a

cipher key as spoken of on column 4, lines 52-54, as well as column 2, lines 16-24,

which states that terminals 1 and 2 each contain transmitters and receivers as shown in

Figure 1.

Ostermann does not explicitly teach the decryption of a digital programming

signal including a video.

However, Davidson teaches the application of encryption/decryption techniques

to television signals as spoken of on column 24, lines 30-50.

At the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to someone of ordinary

skill in the art, given these references, to apply the enciphering/deciphering methods of

Ostermann to television program signals in order to effectively enable high security and

deterring of unauthorized viewers in a television environment as spoken of on column 2,

lines 31-36 of Davidson.

Allowable Subject Matter
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10. Claims 22-30 and 43-53 are allowable over the prior art of record.

i 1. Claims 37 and 39 are objected to as being dependent upon a rejected base

claim, but would be allowable if rewritten in independent form including all of the

limitations of the base claim and any intervening claims.

12. The following is a statement of reasons for the indication of allowable subject

matter:

Regarding claims 23, 25-30, 3?, and 43-53, these claims are allowable for the

reasons indicated in the previous Office Action.

Response to Arguments

13. Applicants arguments filed 9/10f12 have been fully considered but they are not

persuasive.

Regarding claims 40-42, 55, and 56, Applicant argues that “encryption” is not

disclosed anywhere in the specification of Davidson, but only in the claims added via

reissue. Applicant further argues that Davidson describes scrambling video signals and

converting analog audio signals to coded digital audio signals, but does not teach or

suggest "encryption" as claimed in the instant application and understood by the Board.

However, as provided in the previous Office Action, claim 65 of Davidson recites

“the aural portion comprising a periodically sampled and digitized audio signal

encggpted in accordance with the encryption codes signal“. Further, claim 72 recites

"means responsive to the encryption code signal for digitally encrypting each digitized

program audio sample from the digitizing means".
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Further claim 65 recites "inverse encryption means responsive to the separated

encryption codes signal to return the detected audio signal to the pre-encryption

digitized condition“.

Further, Figure l of Davidson shows a transmitter 12 and a receiver 14 that

make use of A/D converter 31 for transmission and D/A converter 58 for reception which

implies digital signal processing takes place. Further, Figure 8b of the description of

Davidson shows a digitized aural signal consisting of ii bits. Further, Figures 5, 9, and

10 show digital logic circuitry of the disclosed system of Davidson used for digital signal

processing.

Further, since the claims added via reissue must not introduce any new matter

into the application, the specification of Davidson must contain support for the added

claims.

it is maintained that the specification of Davidson teaches the encryption and

decryption of a digital information transmission as described above, as the above audio

signals constitutes “an encrypted digital information transmission".

Regarding claim 42, Applicant argues that Davidson does not teach “said at least

one decrypted signal including at least one instruct signal which is effective to instruct".

However, as provided in the previous Office Action, Davidson teaches the

inverse encryption means {decryptor processor) that uses the separated encryption

codes signal to return the detected audio signal to the pre-encryption digitized condition

(decrypted signal} as spoken of on column 24, lines 44-46.
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it is maintained that the decrypted audio signal may be considered an instruct

signal effective to instruct, as this signal is operable in the instructing of an audio output

device to present audio to a user as spoken of on column 24, lines 47-50.

Further, the above claim language is rather broad in the sense that the language

does not indicate what the instruct signal is composed of and/or what/whom the instruct

Signal is instructing.

Regarding claim 55, Applicant argues that Davidson fails to teach controlling a

controllable device on the basis of a decrypted analog audio signal. Applicant further

argues that in Davidson, the program audio is an element to be processed, and is not

operable in the controlling of a controllable device. Examiner respectfully disagrees.

As provided in the previous Office Action, Davidson teaches returning of the

audio signal to original analog format whereby program audio may be processed and

presented (to a controllable device) in a conventional manner as spoken of on column

24, lines 47-50. The controllable device being a device suitable for outputfpresentation

of an audio signal. The audio signal is operable in the controlling of this type of device

by causing output of the respective audio signal. It is maintained that an audio signal is

operable in the controlling of the output of audio at an output device, as this output

device would only provide output upon detection of an input audio signal (e.g. a speaker

would only output sound if an audio signal is present to be outputted). Further, the

claim language is rather broad in that it does not indicate what the “controllable device"

is or what is being controlled.
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Regarding claim 56, Applicant argues that the receiver of Davidson does not

perform any “selecting” of a first signal in a transmission that includes downloadable

code.

However, as provided in the previous Office Action, Davidson teaches an

encryption codes signal detector that detects and separates (identification of and

selection of) the encryption codes signal (signal including code) from the television

signals as spoken of on column 24, lines 40-41.

It is maintained that the separation of the encryption codes signal from the

television signals (plurality of signals) may be considered a selection of a signal, as the

encryption codes signal portion is detected and separated (selecting one from multiple

signals) from the composite signal. As noted by Applicant, Davidsonis receiver

continuously splits the received sets of signals and processes each according to its

type. The encryption codes signal detector means detects and separates (identification

of and selection of) the encryption codes signal from the composite television signal

while the aural detector means detects and separates (identification of and selection of)

the digital encrypted audio signal from the composite television signal as spoken of on

column 24, lines 40-44. It is maintained that the above process constitutes a

“selection", as a particular type of processor is only processing its corresponding type of

information signal.

Regarding claim 31, Applicant argues that Ostermann does not teach “receiving

at least one control signal which at said at least one of said plurality of receiver stations

operates to execute the downloadable code".
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However, as provided in the previous Office Action, Ostermarm teaches the

transmission of a bit sequence (control signal) from cipher equipment 16 to cipher

computer 12 (transmitter) indicating a particular stored cipher program (downloadable

code) to be used as spoken of on column 3, lines 10-19. The specific time of the bit

sequence transmission is the time at which the particular cipher algorithm is selected.

Furthermore, the type of encryption is selected via transmission of the bit sequence

which causes the corresponding cipher program (downloadable code) to be transferred

(downloaded).

it is maintained that the bit sequence operates to execute the cipher program, as

the bit sequence indicates which stored cipher program is to be used and causes the

transferring (downloading) and subsequent use (execution) of the corresponding cipher

program.

Applicant further argues that Ostermann fails to teach transmitting an information

transmission that includes a control signal and downloadable code, and that the cipher

algorithm and bit sequence of Ostermann are transmitted separately, never together.

However, what is claimed is “thereby to transmit at least one information

transmission including the downloadable code and said at least one control signal“. The

above language indicates that there could be one or multiple transmissions of

information, where the information includes downloadable code and at least one control

signal.

As provided in the previous Office Action, Ostermann teaches the transmission of

a bit sequence (control signal) from cipher equipment 16 to cipher computer 12
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(transmitter) indicating a particular stored cipher program ldownloadable code) to be

used, and the subsequent transfer (transmission) of the corresponding cipher program

as spoken of on column 3, lines 10-19.

Regarding amended claim 54, Applicant argues that Ostermann does not

address the decryption of video.

While Osierrnann is directed to the transmission of a cipher program to allow

encryption or decryption of "data“, where this data in a general sense could include

audio, video, or other known types of data, this argument is considered moot as the

teachings of Davidson are considered to supplement Ostermann as described above.

Regarding claim 32, Applicant argues that that it would not have been obvious to

combine the teachings of Davidson and Ostermann. Applicant further argues that

Davidson teaches away from encryption/decryption of television signals by focusing on

the processing of the video and audio signal components while leaving the television

signal itself unaffected.

However, the video and audio signal components of Davidson are a part of the

television signal, so the encryption/decryption processing of a video and/or audio

component of the television signal would affect the state of the composite television

signal (which includes audio, video, and/or control components).

Furthermore, as provided in the previous Office Action, Davidson teaches the

application of encryption/decryption techniques to television signals containing digital

information as spoken of on column 24, lines 30-50.
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it is maintained that at the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to

someone of ordinary skill in the art, given these references, to apply the

enciphering/deciphering methods of Ostermann to television program signals in order to

effectively enable high security and deterring of unauthorized viewers in a television

environment as spoken of on column 2, lines 31 -36 of Davidson.

Regarding claim 33, Applicant argues that neither Davidson nor Ostermann

teach ”receiving a television program at a transmitter station and delivering said

television program to a transmitter". Applicant further argues that Davidson teaches

away from encryption/decryption of television signals by focusing on the processing of

the video and audio signal components while leaving the television signal itself

unaffected.

However, the video and audio signal components of Davidson are a part of the

television signal, so the encryption/decryption processing of a video and/or audio

component of the television signal would affect the state of the comgosite television

signal (which includes audio, video, and/or control components).

Furthermore, as provided in the previous Office Action, Ostermann teaches the

transmission of a cipher algorithm {instruct signal) from cipher program storage 18 to

program memory 22 of a programmable cipher computer 12 (transmitter) that indicates

a particular enciphering/deciphering technique as spoken of on column 2, lines 38-41.

Osrermann also teaches a receiver terminal that contains means for deciphering

received ciphered data text in accordance with a cipher algorithm and a cipher key as
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spoken of on column 4, lines 52-54, as well as column 2, lines 16-24, which states that

terminals 1 and 2 each contain transmitters and receivers as shown in Figure 1.

Ostermann does not explicitly teach decryption of television programming.

However, Davidson teaches the application of encryption/decryption techniques

to television signals (that are transmitted and received) as spoken of on column 24,

lines 30-50.

Davidson also teaches the subscription television transmitter 12 in Figure 1 that

generates television signals (programming) having video and audio portions for

subsequent transmission (to/from a transmitter 20, 30} as spoken of on column 25, lines

45-50.

It is maintained that at the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to

someone of ordinary skill in the art, given these references, to apply the

enciphering/deciphering methods of Ostermann to television program signals in order to

effectively enable high security and deterring of unauthorized viewers in a television

environment as spoken of on column 2, lines 31 -36 of Davidson.

Regarding claim 34, Applicant argues that neither Davidson nor Ostermann

teach “passing said decrypted second of said plurality of signals to a controllable

device; and controlling said controllable device on the basis of said passed decrypted

second of said plurality of signals”.

However, as provided in the previous Office Action, Davidson teaches returning

of the audio signal to original analog format whereby program audio may be processed

and presented (to a controllable device) in a conventional manner as spoken of on
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column 24, lines 47-50. The controllable device being a device suitable for

output/presentation of an audio signal. The audio signal is operable in the controlling of

this type of device by causing output of the respective audio signal. It is maintained that

an audio signal is operable in the controlling of the output of audio at an output device,

as this output device would only provide output upon detection of an input audio signal

(e.g. a speaker would only output sound if an audio signal is present to be outputted).

Further, the claim language is rather broad in that it does not indicate what the

''controllable device" is or what is being controlled.

Regarding claim 36, Applicant argues that Ostermann does not teach “wherein

said step of transferring is performed in accordance with a schedule”.

However, as provided in the previous Office Action, Ostermarm teaches where

the cipher algorithm (instruct signal) is transferred that matches information provided in

a received bit sequence that indicates which cipher program is to be used at a particular

time (schedule) as spoken of on column 3, lines 10-20. in other words, the transferring

of a particular cipher algorithm is performed in accordance with a particular order or

schedule (sequence of algorithms transferred in a time order in relation to each other)

depending on a received bit sequence indicating which cipher program is to be used at

a particular time.

it is maintained that Ostermann teaches the above limitation in question.

Conclusion

‘l. Applicants amendment necessitated the new ground(s) of rejection presented in

this Office action. Accordingly, THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. See MPEP
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§ 706.07(a). Applicant is reminded of the extension of time policy as set forth in 37

CFR 1.136( ).

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE

MONTHS from the mailing date of this action. in the event a first reply is filed within

TWO MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not

mailed until after the end of the THREE-MONTH shortened statutory period, then the

shortened statutory period will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any

extension fee pursuant to 37 CFR t.t36(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of

the advisory action. In no event, however, will the statutory period for reply expire later

than SIX MONTHS from the date of this final action.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to MICHAEL J. MOORE, JR., whose telephone number is

(571)272-3168. The examiner can normally be reached on Monday-Friday (7:30am -

4:00pm).

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiners

supervisor, William Korzuch can be reached at (571) 272-7589. The fax phone number

for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.
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Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAlR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair—clirect.usptogov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll—free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-‘I O00.

Ill/lichael J. Moore, Jr./

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2467
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Patent Application of:

John C. Harvey at .511.

Application No.: 08/449,413 Confirmation No.1 1756

Filed: May 24, I995 A1'tUnit: 2467

For: SIGNAL PROCESSING APPARATUS AND Examiner: Moore Jr., Michael 1.
METHODS

AMENDMENT AND REQUEST FOR RECONSIDERATION

MS AF

Commissioner for Patents

13.0. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Sir:

In response to the Final Office Action dated November 2, 2012, please amend the above-

identified application as follows.

Amendments to the claims begin on page 2.

Remarks begin on page I I.

I.II§W.-"I 84‘) I 26. I
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AMENDMENT TO THE CLAIMS

C1'mi:n.s‘ 32-56 are the on:'y pending cfairizs.

I - 21. (Cancelled)

22. (Previously Presented) A method for controlling the decryption of encrypted

programming at a subscriber station, said method comprising the steps of:

receiving encrypted digital programming, said encrypted digital programming having an

encrypted digital control signal;

detecting said control signal;

passing said control signal to a decryptor that decrypts encrypted digital data at said

subscriber station;

decrypting said control signal;

decrypting said encrypted digital programming to form decrypted programming based on

said control signal; and

presenting said decrypted programming to a viewer or listener.

23. (Previously Presented) A method for controlling the decryption of programming

at a subscriber station, said method comprising the steps of:

receiving programming, said programming having a first encrypted digital control signal

portion and an encrypted digital inforrnation portion;

detecting said first encrypted digital control signal portion of said programming;

passing said first encrypted digital control signal portion of said programming to a first

decryptor at said subscriber station;

decrypting said first encrypted digital Control signal portion of said programming using

said first decryptor at said subscriber station;

l.ll§W.-"I 84‘) I 26. I
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passing said encrypted digital information portion of said programming and the decrypted

control signal portion to a second deeryptor at said subscriber station;

decrypting said encrypted digital information portion of said programming using said

second decryptor at said subscriber station based on the decrypted control signal portion; and

presenting said programming.

24. (Previously Presented) A method of controlling a remote transmitter station to

communicate program material to a subscriber station and controlling said subscriber station to

process or output a unit of programming, said method comprising the steps of:

receiving a control signal which operates at the remote transmitter station to control the

communication ofa unit ofprogramming and one or more first instruct signals and

communicating said control signal to said remote transmitter station;

receiving a code or datum identifying a unit of programming to be transmitted by the

remote transmitter station, said remote transmitter station transferring said unit of programming

to a transmitter;

receiving at said remote transmitter station one or more second instruct signals which

operate at the subscriber station to identify and decrypt said unit of programming or said one or

more first instruct signals, said remote transmitter station transferring said one or more second

instruct signals to said transmitter; and

transmitting from said remote transmitter station an information transmission comprising

said unit of programming, said one or more first instruct signals, and said one or more second

instruct signals, said one or more first instruct signals being transmitted in accordance with said

control signal.

25. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 23, wherein said programming

further includes encrypted video.

26. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 23, wherein said subscriber station

stores information that evidences processing said programming.

1.1!?“-'.-"I 84‘) I 26. I
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27. (Previously Presented) The method ofclaim 23, wherein said programming is

received at said subscriber station in one channel ofa multichannel signal and a second control

signal portion used to decrypt said programming is included in said multichannel signal outside

said one channel.

28. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 23, wherein said subscriber station

detects, in a transmission channel including said programming, a second control signal portion

used to decrypt the first control signal portion.

29. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 23, wherein the subscriber station

detects, in a transmission channel for transmitting the programming, a second control signal

portion used to decrypt the first control signal portion, and wherein the second control signal

portion is encrypted, and wherein the second control signal portion is decrypted in order to

enable decryption of the first control signal portion.

30. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 23, wherein said programming

includes computer data.

31. (Previously Presented) A method of controlling at least one ofa plurality of

receiver stations, said method comprising the steps of:

receiving downloadable code which is effective at said at least one of said plurality of

receiver stations to implement a new technique of decrypting and delivering the downloadable

code to at least one transmitter;

receiving at least one control signal which at said at least one of said plurality of receiver

stations operates to execute the downloadable code; and

causing said at least one control signal to be communicated to said at least one transmitter

at a specific time,

thereby to transmit at least one information transmission including the downloadable

code and said at least one control signal.

1.1!?“-'.-"I 84‘) I 26. I
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32. (Previously Presented) The method ofclaim 3 l _, wherein a digital television

program is displayed at a receiver station and said downloadable code and said at least one

control signal program said receiver station to decrypt said digital television program in

accordance with said new technique.

33. (Previously Presented) A method of communicating digital television program

material to one or more receiver stations, said method comprising the steps of:

receiving a digital television program at a transmitter station and delivering said digital

television program to a transmitter;

receiving and storing one or more instruct signals at said transmitter station, said one or

more instruct signals at said one or more receiver stations operative to implement a new

technique of decrypting;

transferring said one or more instruct signals to said transmitter; and

transmitting said digital television program and said one or more instruct signals from

said transmitter station to said one or more receiver stations.

34. (Previously Presented) A method of processing signals at a receiver station

comprising the steps of:

receiving at least one information transmission;

detecting a plurality ofsignals in said at least one information transmission;

changing a decryption technique in response to at least a first ofsaid plurality of signals;

decrypting a second of said plurality of signals on the basis of said changed decryption

technique;

passing said decrypted second of said plurality of signals to a controllable device‘, and

controlling said controllable device on the basis of said passed decrypted second of said

plurality of signals.
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35. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 33, wherein said step of transferring

is performed based on comparison.

36. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 33, wherein said step of transferring

is performed in accordance with a schedule.

37. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 36, wherein said schedule specifies a

transmission time and a transmission channel, said method further comprising the steps of

receiving and storing said schedule at said transmitter station.

38. (Previously Presented) The method ofclaim 33, wherein said one or more instruct

signals operate at said one or more receiver stations based on an identifier, said method further

comprising the step of transmitting said identifier.

39. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 38, wherein an information

transmission including said digital television program is received at said one or more receiver

stations, wherein said digital television program is outputted at said one or more receiver

stations, and wherein said identifier identifies (i) said digital television program and (ii) a

channel including said digital television program.

40. (Previously Presented) A method of processing signals at a receiver station

comprising the steps of:

receiving at least one encrypted digital information transmission;

locating code;

passing said code to a processor;

controlling a decryptor that decrypts encrypted digital data to decrypt in a specific

fashion on the basis of said code;

decrypting a portion of said at least one information transmission in said specific fashion;

1.1!?“-'.-"I 84‘) I 26. I
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passing said decrypted portion of said at least one encrypted digital information

transmission to one of said processor and an output device.

41. (Previously Presented) A method of controlling a receiver station to detect digital

data and control a decryptor that decrypts encrypted digital data based on a varying pattern of

timing or location, said method of controlling comprising the steps of:

receiving programming and delivering said programming to a transmitter;

receiving digital data comprising at least an instruct signal and communicating said

digital data to a signal embedder, said instruct signal operative at said receiver station to control

said deeryptor;

controlling said signal embeddcr to embed said digital data in an encrypted digital

information transmission in a varying pattern of timing or location;

communicating said encrypted digital information transmission to said transmitter; and

transmitting said programming and said encrypted digital information transmission

including said digital data.

42. (Currently Amended) A method of processing signals at a receiver station

comprising the steps of:

receiving at least one encrypted digital information transmission;

detecting a plurality of signals on said at least one encrypted digital information

transmission;

decrypting at least one of said plurality of signals, said at least one decrypted signal

ineluding containing at least one instruct signal which is effective to instruct;

passing the at least one decrypted instruct signal to a controllable device; and

controlling said controllable device on the basis of decrypted information included in said

at least one decrypted instruct signal.

1.1!?“-'.-"I 84‘) I 26. I
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43. (Previously Presented) A method for decryptor activation in a network

comprising:

receiving a transmission comprising encrypted materials;

decrypting under first processor control a first portion of said encrypted materials in said

transmission;

inputting said first portion of said encrypted materials to a decryptor;

decrypting under second processor control a second portion of said encrypted materials

based on said step of decrypting said first portion of said encrypted materials.

44. (Previously Presented) The method ofclaim 43 wherein said transmission in said

step of receiving a transmission is a multichannel signal separated in the frequency domain.

45. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 44 wherein said transmission is a

cable system broadcast.

46. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 43 wherein said transmission in said

step of receiving a transmission is a multichannel signal separated in the time domain.

47. (Previously Presented) The method ofclaim 43 wherein said transmission in said

step of receiving a transmission is generated at a local data source.

48. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 47 wherein said local data source

comprises a VCR.

49. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 47 wherein said local data source

comprises a laser disk.

50. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 43 wherein said encrypted materials

comprise a portion of a television program.
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51. (Previously Presented) The method ofclaim 43, wherein said transmission in said

step of receiving a transmission and a signal necessary for decryption are received from different

SOUYCCS.

52. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 51, further comprising the step of

contacting a remote transmitter station to receive one of said transmission and said signal

necessary for decryption.

53. (Previously Presented) The method ofclaim 51, wherein a signal necessary for

decryption is communicated by telephone.

54. (Currently Amended) A method of providing an enabling signal to a receiver

station from a remote data source, said enabling signal for use in decrypting at the receiver

station a digital television programming signal, said receiver station being programmed to get

information necessary for enabling said digital programming signal, said method comprising the

steps of:

storing at the remote data source one or more control signals for enabling a deeiyptor to

decrypt said digital television programming signal

receiving at the remote data source from the receiver station a communication to get

specific enabling information;

communicating, from the remote data source to the receiver station in response to said

communication from the receiver station, a control signal,

whereby the receiver station inputs said control signal to a dccryptor, and wherein said

dccryptor decrypts said digital television programmingsignal

55. (Previously Presented) A method of processing signals at a receiver station

comprising the steps of:

receiving one or more encrypted digital information transmissions at said receiver station;
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detecting a plurality of signals on said one or more encrypted digital information

transmissions, at least a first of one ofsaid plurality of signals including a control signal;

controlling a decryptor that decrypts encrypted digital data in response to said control

signal;

decrypting or enabling communication of at least a second of said plurality of signals on

the basis of said step of controlling said deciyptor;

passing said decrypted or enabled at least said second of said plurality of signals to a

controllable device; and

controlling said controllable device on the basis of said passed decrypted or enabled at

least said second of said plurality of signals.

56. (Previously Presented) A method of processing signals at a receiver station

comprising the steps of:

receiving at least one encrypted digital information transmission;

identifying a plurality of signals in said at least one encrypted digital information

transmission;

selecting a first signal of said plurality of signals including downloadable code;

passing said downloadable code to a processor;

controlling a decryptor that decrypts encrypted digital data to decrypt in a specific

fashion on the basis of said downloadable code;

decrypting at least one second signal ofsaid plurality of signals in said specific fashion;

passing said at least one second signal to one of said processor and an output device.

1.1!?“-'.-"I 84‘) I 26. I
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REMARKS

STATUS OF CLAIMS

Claims 22-56 are pending in this application. Claims 23, 25-30 and 43-53 are allowed.

Claims 37 and 39 are allowable over the prior art, but objected to as dependent on non—allowablc

claims. Claims 22 and 24 are allowable over the prior art, but subject to a nonstatutory

obviousness-type double patenting rejection. The remaining claims are rejected under 35 USC.

§§ 102 and 103 and/or nonstatutoiy obviousness-type double patenting. By this Amendment,

claims 42 and 54 are amended.

Applicants respectfully request reconsideration of the present application in view of the

remarks below. An amendment submitted after a final office action in an application must

comply with 37 C.F.R. § 1.116, which states that:

(1) An amendment may be made canceling claims or complying with any

requirement of form expressly set forth in a previous Office action;

(2) An amendment presenting rejected claims in better form for

consideration on appeal may be admitted; or

(3) An amendment touching the merits of the application or patent

under reexamination may be admitted upon a showing of good and

sufficient reasons why the amendment is necessary and was not

earlier presented.

37 CFR. 1.116(b).

Applicants submit that this Amendment After Final Rejection places this application in

condition for allowance by amending claims in manners that are believed to render all pending

claims allowable over the cited art and/or at least place this application in better form for

consideration on appeal under 37 C.F.R. § 1.116(2). This Amendment is also necessary to at

least clarify and/or narrow the issues for consideration by the Board and was not presented

earlier because Applicants believed that the prior rcsponsc(s) placed this application in condition
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for allowance, for at least the reasons discussed in those responses. Accordingly, entry ofthe

present Amendment, as an earnest attempt to advance prosecution and/or to reduce the number

of issues, is requested under 37' CFR. § 1.1 l6.

Applicants earnestly solicit a favorable reconsideration and prompt allowance of the

claims. Where the Office does not find that the claims are in condition for allowance, Applicants

respectfully request that the Office withdraw the finality of the office action for the reasons set

forth below.

II. DOUBLE PATENTINC REJECTIONS

Claims 22, 34, 54, and 55 are rejected on the ground of nonstatutory obviousness—type

double patenting as allegedly being unpatentable over claims 1, 22, and 23 of US. Patent No.

7.801.304. This is the patent that issued from Applicants’ DECR 81 group “A” application, US.

Patent Application Serial No. 08/449,263. Claim 24 is rejected on the ground of nonstatutory

obviousness-type double patenting as being unpatentable over claim 14 ofthe DECR 81 group

“A” patent, in view of Yanagimachi et al. (US. Patent No. 3,936,595) (“Yanagimachi”).

Applicants maintain the arguments they asserted previously in regard to traversing the claim 24

rejection. If the Office maintains the rejections, Applicants acknowledge that a timely filed

terminal disclaimer in compliance with 37 CFR. l.32l(c) or 1.32 l(d) may be necessary to

overcome the nonstatutory double patenting rejections. However, Applicants request that the

requirement for filing the terminal disclaimer be held in abeyance, pending an indication of

allowable subject matter from the Office in the present application. If filed, the teiminal

disclaimer will disclaim, in essential terms, the terminal part ofthe statutory term of any patent

granted on the above-referenced application, extending beyond the earliest expiration date of the

DECR 81 group “A” patent, US. Patent No. 7,801,304.
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III. SUMMARY OF PRIOR ART REJECTIONS

Many ofthe pending claims are rejected under 35 U.S.C. §§l02 or 103 over references

including Davidson (Re. 31,735) and Ostemiann et al. (U.S. Patent No. 4,484,025)

(“Ostermann”). The Office Action rejected claims 40-42, 55, and 56 under 35 U.S.C. l02(e) as

allegedly being anticipated by Davidson; claim 31 under 35 U.S.C. l02(e) as allegedly being

anticipated by Ostermannj, and claims 32-36, 38, and 54 under 35 U.S.C. l03(a) as allegedly

being unpatentable over the combination of Ostermann in view of Davidson.

IV. SUMMARY OF APPLIED PRIOR ART

A. Davidson

Davidson is the reissued patent of US. Patent No. 4,215,366 that issued on July 29, 1980.

The reissued patent added new claims 65-74. The application for reissue was filed on July 26,

I982, well after the November 3, 1981 priority date of the instant application.

Davidson is directed to a “method and system for encoding and decoding of standard

television signals...” Col. 3, ll. 26-28. “[V]ideo scrambling is effected by inversion ofthe video

signals of some horizontal scan lines on a pseudo—random bias to produce a picture having some

video signals inverted and others not inverted which is unpleasant to view and virtually

unintelligible.” Col. 3, ll. 29-34. Davidson discloses converting analog audio signals to coded

digital audio signals. Col. 3, 11. 34-36. “A plurality ofunique pulse—coded control signals

consisting of 32- bit binary pulse trains are transmitted separately to... provide the information

needed to unseramble the scrambled audio and video signals.” (‘.01. 3, ll. 36-41.

Claim 65, added to the patent via reissue, claims a receiver in a subscription television

system having means for conveying television signals include a video portion, an aural portion,

and an “encryption codes signal” comprising a sequence of “encryption codes.” Col. 24, ll. 30-

I3
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35. The aural portion is a digitized audio signal “encrypted” in accordance with the “encryption

codes signal.” Col. 24, ll. 35-39. The receiver has means to detect and separate the “encryption

codes” signal from the television signals; to separate the digitized and “encrypted” audio signal

from television signals; to return the detected audio signal to the “pre—encryption” digitized

condition; and to return the audio signal to the original analog format. Col. 24, ll. 40-50.

However, there is no mention of “encryption” anywhere in the disclosure of the patent. Only

scrambling and unscrambling is disclosed. The term “encryption,” as used in claim 65, was not

added until sometime after the reissue filing date ofJuly 26, 1982.

Claim 72, also added to the patent via reissue, claims a “television transmitter for

generating television signals having a program video portion and program aural portion. . Col.

25, 11. 46-48. The transmitter has means to generate a continuous sequence oimeneryption

codes”; to convey the program video and program aural portions and the “encryption codes

signal” from the transmitter to authorized subscribers; to sample and digitize the program audio

signal; to digitally “encrypt” each digitized program audio sample in response to the “encryption

codes signal”; and to combine the “encryption codes” signal, the digitized and “encrypted” audio

program signal, and a video program signal, with the carrier signals. Col. 25, l. 52 — col. 26, l. 9.

As mentioned above, there is no mention of“encryption” anywhere in the disclosure ofthe

patent. Only scrambling and unscrambling is disclosed. The term “encryption,” as used in claim

72, was not added until sometime after the reissue filing date ofluly 26, 1982.

The original Davidson ’366 patent discloses video scrambling. The reliance on the

reissue patent cannot change this fact. The use of the term “encryption” as added by the reissue

claims does not change the fact that the fundamental video signal of Davidson is an analog
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television signal. The video signal of Davidson is not encrypted as encryption is a digital

process. For this reason, the Davidson reissue patent is limited in its use as a prior art reference.

B. Ostermann

Ostermann is directed to a “system for enciphering and deciphering data for transmission

between a transmitter and a receiver, where the terms encipher and decipher are synonymous

with encrypt and decrypt respectively.” Col. 1, ll. 7-10. Ostermann discloses a receiver station

transmitting a cipher algorithm “from the cipher program storage 18 over a data transmission

channel 20 to the program memory 22 ofthe programmable cipher computer 12” at the

transmitter station. Col. 2, 11. 33-41. “The cipher algorithm transmitted from the cipher program

storage 18 ofcipher equipment 16 via channel 20 is stored in program memory 22 and used to

encipher the clear input data provided by input device 24 to transmitter 10.”

Osterrnann also discloses another embodiment ofthe invention where “the programmable

cipher computer 12 is provided with long teim memory 28 for storage of a plurality of different

cipher programs which can be called up for storage in the program memory 22 as required.”

Col. 2, 11. 59-62. The cipher equipment 12 at the transmitter station receives a bit sequence from

cipher computer 16 at the receiver station that enables the cipher program to be transferred from

long-terrn memory 28 to program memory 22. Col. 3, ll. 10-19.

V. RESPONSE TO PRIOR ART REJECTIONS

A. Rejection of claims 40-42, 55 and 56 under 35 U.S.C. §102§e1

Claims 40-42, 55, and 56 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. §l02(e) over Davidson. This

rejection is respectfully traversed.
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Claims 40-42, 55, and 56 claim material relating to the encryption and decryption ofa

digital information transmission. The Examiner relies on the analog television signal as teaching

the digital information transmission. Action at l 1. The Examiner points to the A/D converter 31

and the D/A converter 58 disclosed in Davidson to show that digital signal processing takes

place. Action at 23. However, Davidson only discloses that these analog/digital converters

affect audio signals that are combined with video signals and control signals into a standard f.€.

not digital and not encrypted, television signal. Col. 5, ll. 36-42; Col. 24, 11. 30-35; Col. 25, ll.

46-48. Davidson fails to teach an “encrypted digital information transmission.”

Applicants addressed this point in their September 10, 20l2 Response, but the Examiner

did not respond to this argument in the Office Action. As argued previously, the Examiner erred

by not considering all the words in claims 40-42, 55, and 56. In re Wthon, 424 F.2d 1382, I385

(CCPA 1970) (“All words in a claim must be considered in judging the patentability of that

claim against the prior art.”). The claims recite receiving a “encrypted digital information

transmission,” but the Examiner did not fully consider the meaning of this limitation.

The information transmission taught by Davidson is only an analog television signal.

Regardless of whether the television signal includes a component comprising a digital signal, the

television signal remains analog. As recited in claims 40-42, 55, and 56, an “encrypted digital

information transmission” requires that the digital information transmission itself be encrypted.

Davidson only teaches an analog television signal, not a digital information transmission, and the

mere fact that an “encrypted” digital audio signal is added to the analog television signal does

not change the analog television signal to an encrypted digital television signal. Therefore,

Davidson does not disclose an “encrypted digital information transmission.” Claims 40-42, 55,

and 56 are not anticipated by Davidson and are in allowable form.

l6
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Additionally, Applicants have consistently asserted in their previous Responses that the

Board of Patent Appeals and lnterferences decided in Ex parte Personalized Media

Communications, LLC (Appeal 2008-4228, Ex parte Reexamination Control 90/006,536) at

pages 53-54, that encryption and decryption require a digital signal. The Board considered the

very same specification that is part of this application in finding that encryption and decryption

are limited to digital applications. The Board also held that “encryption and decryption are not

broad enough to read on scrambling and unscrambling.”

Applicants do not dispute that a reissued patent is entitled to the filing date of its parent in

accordance with 35 U.S.C. § 252. However, Applicants note that “encryption” is not disclosed

anywhere in the specification of Davidson, only in the claims added via reissue. Davidson

describes scrambling video signals and converting analog audio signals to coded digital audio

signals, but does not teach or suggest “encryption” as claimed in the instant application and

understood by the Board. Claims 40-42, 55, and 56 are not anticipated by Davidson and are in

allowable form.

Even assuming, arguendo, that Davidson teaches an “encrypted digital information

transmission,” claims 42, 55, and 56 are not anticipated by Davidson for at least the additional

following reasons:

I. Claim 42

Claim 42, as amended, recites in part:

decrypting at least one of said plurality of signals, said at least one

decrypted signal containing at least one instruct signal which is effective
to instruct;
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passing the at least one decrypted instruct signal to a controllable
device; and

controlling said controllable device on the basis of decrypted

information included in said at least one decrypted instruct signal.

These limitations are not taught by Davidson.

The claim is amended to emphasize that the at least one decrypted signal contains at least one

instruct signal; the instruct signal is part ofthe decrypted signal, but not the decrypted signal

itself. Applicants make this amendment to quell the Examiner‘s concern regarding the broadness

of the claim and “what the instruct signal is composed of.” Action at 24.

The Office Action points to Davidson's claim 65, column 24, lines 30-50, to show that

the invention discloses all the limitations of claim 42. Action at 13-14. The Examiner also

asserts that the separated encryption codes signal that’s effective to return the encrypted digital

audio signal to a decrypted form teaches “said at least one decrypted signal including at least one

instruct signal which is effective to instruct.” Action at 23.

In light of the clarifying amendment, Davidson‘s claim 65 teaches means for decrypting a

digitized audio signal but fails to teach decrypting a signal that contains at least one instruct

signal which is effective to instruct. Claim 42 recites “at least one decrypted signal containing at

 ,”thereby disqualifying the decrypted audio signal and the encryption

codes signal from acting as an instruct signal as claimed. No additional instruct signal is

contained in the audio signal. The audio signal is indivisible. Further, Davidson does not teach

or suggest that encryption of the audio signal affects the audio signal such that when it is

decrypted it then contains an instruct signal. Therefore, Davidson fails to teach all the

limitations of claim 42.
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2. Claim 55

Claim 55 recites in part:

controlling said controllable device on the basis of said passed

decrypted or enabled at least said second of said plurality of signals.

These limitations are not taught by Davidson.

The Office Action points to Davidson’s claim 65, column 24, lines 30-50, to show that

the invention discloses all the limitations of claim 55. Claim 65 teaches means for the

decryption and analog conversion of an encrypted digital audio signal, but fails to teach

controlling a controllable device on the basis of that decrypted analog audio signal. The “analog

conversion means connected to the inverse encryption means to return the audio signal to the

original analog format whereby program audio may be processed and presented in a

conventional manner.” Col. 24, ll. 47-50. Applicants maintain, as asserted previously, that in

Davidson, the program audio is an element to be processed, it is not operable in the controlling

ofa controllable device. For example, a speaker is not controlled by an audio signal. Rather, it

is an enable signal that instructs the speaker to turn on, detect, process. and output the audio

signal. The speaker will output sound ifan audio signal is present, but only after an enable

signal instructs the speaker to perfomi. Davidson fails to teach all the limitations ofclaim 55.

3. Claim 56

Claim 56 recites in part:

receiving at least one encrypted digital information transmission;

identifying a plurality ofsignals in said at least one information
transmission;

selecting a first signal of said plurality of signals including

downloadable code;
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These limitations are not taught by Davidson.

Davidson’s receiver receives sets of signals at receiving antenna 36. Col. 8, 11. 57-68.

The sets of signals are then split by RF splitter l 14 so that the video, aural. and control signals

can be separately processed. Col. 9, 11. 1-1 I. Applicants maintain, as asserted previously, that

the receiver does not perform any “selecting” ofa first signal in a transmission that includes

downloadable code. Davidson's receiver continuously splits the received sets of signals and

processes each according to its type. No “selecting” occurs because all signals are received

and then processed. Davidson fails to teach “selecting” as set forth in claim 56.

B. Rejection of claim 31 under 35 U.S.C. §I{}2§e1

Claim 31 has been rejected under 35 U.S.C. §l02(e) over Ostermann. This rejection is

respectfully traversed.

Claim 3l

Claim 31 recites, in part:

receiving at least one control signal which at said at least one of

said plurality of receiver stations operates to execute the downloadable
code; and

causing said at least one control signal to be communicated to said

at least one transmitter at a specific time,

thereby to transmit at least one information transmission including

the downloadable code and said at least one control signal.

These limitations are not taught by Ostermann.

Applicants maintain the same arguments that they asserted in their previous Responses.

Ostermann discloses the cipher equipment 12 at the transmitter station receiving a bit sequence

from the cipher computer l6 at the receiver station, but the bit sequence does not operate to

20
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execute the cipher algorithm at the receiver station. The bit sequence only identifies “which

cipher program from long-term memory 28 is to be used.” Col. 3, 11. 18-19. The cipher program

is only executed upon entry of clear data text. To be clear, a bit sequence may be received that

identifies a cipher program, but the cipher program is not executed upon identification.

The bit sequence does not “operate to execute” as maintained by the Examiner. Action at

26. Rather, the clear data text “operates to execute” the cipher program, which requires reading

the bit sequence identification information. The bit sequence is a passive element that is

operated upon to execute. Therefore, Ostermann does not teach the limitation “receiving at least

one control signal which at said at least one of said plurality of receiver stations operates to

execute the downloadable code.”

Ostermann also fails to teach transmitting an information transmission that includes a

control signal and downloadable code. The cipher algorithm and bit sequence are described as

being transmitted separately, never together. See col. 2, 11. 38-41; col. 3, 11. 15-19. The Office

Action asserts that because claim 31 recites “thereby to transmit at least one information

transmission including the downloadable code and said at least one control signal” that the

separate transmissions of the cipher algorithm and bit sequence teaches the limitation. Action at

26-27. But, the Examiner admits that the cipher algorithm and bit sequence are not transmitted

together. Id. Regardless of whether there is a plurality of transmissions, only one element is

transmitted at a time. An information transmission including downloadable code and at least one

control signal is never transmitted. Therefore, Ostermann does not describe each and every

limitation as set forth in claim 31.
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C. Rejection of claims 32-36, 38, and 54 under 35 U.S.C. §1l}3{a[

The Office Action rejected claims 32-36, and 38 under 35 USC. l03(a) as allegedly

being unpatentable over the combination of Ostermann in view of Davidson. Applicants

respectfully traverse the rejections and argue that Ostermann and Davidson, alone and in

combination, fail to teach each ofthe claim’s limitations.

l. Claim 32

Claim 32 claims the method of claim 31, “wherein a digital television program is

displayed at a receiver station and said downloadable code and said at least one control signal

program said receiver station to decrypt said digital television program in accordance with said

new technique.” Claim 32 is not rendered unpatentable by Ostermann for the same reasons as

argued above in regard to claim 3 l.

The Office Action points to Davidson's claim 65 as teaching the application of

encryption/decryption techniques to television signals. Action at 27-28. However, as Applicants

have argued previously, it would not have been obvious to combine the teachings of the

references. Davidson is directed to the transmission and reception of standard television signals,

which at the time ofinvention were analog television signals. To emphasize this digital/analog

distinction, Applicants previously amended the claim to recite “a television program.”

The Office Action does not address Applicants’ amendment and assertions regarding “a digital

television program.”

As evidenced by Davidson only scrambling the analog video signal while embedding an

encrypted digital audio signal, the encryption of a whole television signal was not obvious.

There is no suggestion in Davidson that encryption could be applied to signals as complex as
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entire television signals. In fact, Davidson teaches away from encrypting/decrypting television

signals by focusing on the processing of the video and audio signal components while leaving

the television signal itself unaffected. The Examiner asserts that “the encryption/decryption

processing of a video and/or audio component of the television signal would affect the state of

the composite television signal.” Action at 27. But, the composite television signal remains

analog. Therefore, it would not have been obvious to combine Davidson and Ostermann.

Assuming, argzrendo, that it would be obvious to combine Davidson and Ostermann,

Davidson does not cure Ostermann‘s deficiencies. The combination of Davidson and Ostermann

fails to teach displaying a digital television program at a receiver station where the receiver

decrypts the digital television program. Neither Davidson or

decrypting a digital television program. Applicants respectfully submit that even ifthe teachings

of Ostermann were modified with the teachings of Davidson as suggested in the Final Office

Action, the modified composition still fails to satisfy every element recited in claim 32.

2. Claim 33

Claim 33 recites, in part: “receiving a digital television program at a transmitter station

and delivering said television program to a transmitter... and transmitting said digital television

program and said one or more instruct signals from said transmitter station to said one or more

receiver stations.” These limitations are not taught by Ostermann or Davidson.

Ostermann teaches the transfer of a cipher algorithm from a receiver station to a

transmitter station, where the cipher algorithm is used to implement decrypting at the receiver

station. The Office Action points to Davidson’s claim 65, column 24, lines 30-50 to apply

0sterrnann’s teachings to television signals. Action at 28-29. However, as argued above, it
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would not have been obvious to combine the teachings of the references. Davidson is directed to

the transmission and reception of standard television signals, which at the time of invention were

analog television signals. To emphasize this digital/analog distinction, Applicants previously

amended the claim to recite “a Qgfl television program.” The Office Action does not address

Applicants’ amendment and assertions regarding “a digital television program.”

As evidenced by Davidson only scrambling the analog video signal while embedding an

encrypted digital audio signal, the encryption of a whole television signal was not obvious.

Davidson surely understood encryption and decryption, but did not apply it to television signals

because that innovation was not obvious. In fact, Davidson teaches away from

encrypting/decrypting television signals by focusing on the processing of the video and audio

signal components while leaving the television signal itselfunaffected. The Examiner asserts

that “the enciyptionfdeciyption processing of a video and/or audio component of the television

signal would affect the state ofthe composite television signal.” Action at 28. But, the

composite television signal remains analog. Therefore, it would not have been obvious to

Combine Davidson and Osterrnann.

Assuming, argtrendr), that it would be obvious to combine Davidson and Ostermann,

claim 65 teaches conveying composite analog television signals, not digital television signals.

Neither Davidson or Ostermann teaches receivin I or transmittin tr a di ital television ro Iram.

Even ifsomeonc ofordinary skill in the art were to apply the teachings of0stermann and

Davidson, the inventions fail to teach or suggest every limitation of claim 33.

3. Claim 34

Claim 34 recites, in part:
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passing said decrypted second of said plurality of signals to a
controllable device; and

controlling said controllable device on the basis of said passed

decrypted second of said plurality of signals.”

These limitations are not taught by Ostermann or Davidson.

The Office Action points to Davidson’s claim 65, column 24, lines 30-50, to show that

the invention discloses the passing and controlling limitations of claim 34. Claim 65 teaches

means for the decryption and analog conversion of an encrypted digital audio signal, but fails to

teach passing the decrypted analog audio signal to a controllable device and controlling the

controllable device on the basis of that decrypted analog audio signal. The “analog conversion

means connected to the inverse encryption means connected to the inverse encryption means to

return the audio signal to the original analog format whereby program audio may be processed

and presented in a conventional manner.” Col. 24, ll. 47-50. As asserted previously by

Applicants, in Davidson, the program audio is an element to be processed, it is not operable in

the controlling ofa controllable device. For example, a speaker is not controlled by an audio

signal. Rather, it is an enable signal that instructs the speaker to turn on, detect, process, and

output the audio signal. The speaker will output sound ifan audio signal is present, but only

after an enable signal instructs the speaker to perform. Davidson and Ostermann fail to teach all

the limitations ofclaim 34.

4. Claim 35

Claim 35 depends from independent claim 33. Claim 35 claims the method of claim 33,

“wherein said step oftransferring is performed based on comparison.” Claim 35 further limits

claim 33 and is not rendered unpatentable by Ostermann and Davidson for the same reasons as

argued above in regard to claim 33.
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5. Claim 36

Claim 36 depends from independent claim 33. Claim 36 claims the method of claim 33,

“wherein said step of transferring in accordance with a schedule.” Claim 36 further limits claim

33 and is not rendered unpatentable by Ostermann and Davidson for the same reasons as argued

above in regard to claim 33.

Assuming, argueado, that it would be obvious to combine Davidson and Ostermann, the

Office Action points to Ostermann as teaching “which cipher program is to be used at a

particular time (schedule) as spoken ofon column 3, lines l0-20.” Action at 30. The Examiner

argues that the transferring “is performed in accordance with a particular order or schedule

(sequence of algorithms transferred in a time order in relation to each other) depending on a

received bit sequence indicating which cipher program is to be used at a particular time.” 1:1.

But, as Applicants have argued previously, Ostermann does not teach anything other than the

automatic transferring of the cipher program at the time the bit sequence is received.

The bit sequence does not include any “scheduling” information. It‘s true that

Ostermann‘s system will transfer the cipher programs at the time of bit sequence receipt and in

the order of bit sequence receipt, but this does not mean that the transfers are made in accordance

with a schedule. There is no teaching or suggestion in Ostermann of performing this step in

accordance with a schedule. Ostermann and Davidson, alone and in combination, fail to teach

each ofthe claim 36’s limitations.

6. Claim 38

Claim 38 depends from independent claim 33. Claim 38 claims the method of claim 33,

“wherein said one or more instruct signals operate at said one or more receiver stations based on
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an identifier, said method further comprising the step of transmitting said identifier.” Claim 38

further limits claim 33 and is not rendered unpatentable by Ostermann and Davidson for the

same reasons as argued above in regard to claim 33.

7. Claim 54

Claim 54 as amended, recites, in part “whereby the receiver station inputs said control

signal to a decryptor, and wherein said decryptor decrypts said digital television programming

signal.” Neither Ostermann or Davidson addresses decrypting a digital television programming

signal.

The Examiner has asserted that Ostermann “is directed to the transmission of a cipher

program to allow encryption or decryption of ‘data‘, where this data in a general sense could

include audio, video, or other known types of data.” Action at 31. Yet, there is no suggestion in

Ostermann that encryption/decryption applies to anything but text. “In particular, [Ostermann]

relates to a system wherein clear data texts are enciphered at the transmitter end of the system

and deciphercd at the receiver end.” Col. 1, ll. 1 [-13, “Data” as used in Ostermann is limited to

text. Therefore, Ostermann does not teach decrypting a digital television programming signal.

Davidson is directed to the transmission and reception ofstandard television signals,

which at the time of invention were analog television signals. As evidenced by Davidson only

scrambling the analog video signal while embedding an encrypted digital audio signal, the

encryption ofa digital television programming signal was not obvious. Davidson surely

understood encryption and decryption, but did not apply it to television programming signals

because that innovation was not obvious. In fact, Davidson teaches away from

encrypting/decrypting television signals by focusing on the processing ofthe video and audio
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signal components while leaving the television signal itsclfunaffccted. The Examiner asserts

elsewhere in the Office Action that “the encryption/decryption processing of a video and/or

audio component ofthe television signal would affect the state ofthe composite television

signal.” Action at 28. But, the composite television signal remains analog.

Neither Davidson or Ostermann teaches decrypting a digital television programming

signal. Even if someone of ordinary skill in the art were to apply the teachings of Ostermann and

Davidson, the inventions fail to teach or suggest every limitation ofclaim 54.

VI. CLAIMS 22-30, 37, 39, AND 43-53 ARE ALLOWABLE

The Office Action identified claims 22-30 and 43-53 as allowable over the prior art of

record. This Amendment does not affect claims 22-30 and 43-53. Applicants respectfully

submit claims 22-30 and 43-53 are allowable as previously presented.

The Office Action also identified claims 37 and 39 as objected to as being dependent

upon rejected base claims, but would be otherwise allowable if rewritten in independent form

including all ofthe limitations ofthe base claims and any intervening claims. Applicants

respectfully assert that these claims do not need to be rewritten as independent claims.

Claim 37 depends from claim 36, which depends from independent claim 33. As argued

above, claims 33 is allowable over Davidson, Ostermann, and the prior art of record. As

identified by the examiner, the limitations of claim 37 are also allowable over the prior art of

record. Applicants respectfully submit that claim 37 is allowable in its current dependent claim

form.

1.1!?“-'.-"I 84‘) I 26. I
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Similarly, claim 39 depends from claim 38, which depends from independent claim 33.

Claim 39 has been amended only to maintain consistency with claim 33. As argued above,

claims 33 is allowable over Davidson, Ostermann, and the prior art of record. As identified by

the examiner, the limitations of claim 39 are also allowable over the prior art of record.

Applicants respectfully submit that claim 39 is allowable in its current dependent claim form.

VI. CONCLUSION

Applicants respectfully submit that all claims are allowable over the cited art for the

reasons set forth above. Applicants request reconsideration of this application in view of the

amendment and arguments set forth above. In the event Applicants have overlooked the need for

an extension oftime, payment or" fee, or additional payment of fee. Applicant hereby petitions

therefore and authorize that any charges be made to Deposit Account No. 50-4494.

1.1!?“-'.-"I 84‘) I 26. I
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Should the Examiner have any questions regarding any ofthe above, the Examiner is

respectfully requested to telephone the undersigned at 202-346-4000.

Dated: January 2, 2013 Respectfully submitted,

By: r"Thomas J. Scott, Jr./
Thomas J. Scott, Jr.

Registration No.: 27,836
GOODWIN PROCTER LLP

901 New York Avenue, NW

Washington, DC 20001

Attorney for Applicant

1.1!?“-'.-"I 84‘) I 26. I
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Application No. Applicantts)

Advisory Action as/449.413 HARVEY ET AL.

Before the Filing of an Appeal Brief Examiner
MICHAEL J. MOORE, JR.

--The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address -

THE REPLY FILED 02 January 2013 FAILS TO PLACE THIS APPLICATION IN CONDITION FOR ALLOWANCE.
NO NOTICE OF APPEAL FILED

1. The reply was filed after a final rejection. No Notice of Appeal has been filed. To avoid abandonment of this application. applicant must timely file
one of the following replies: (1) an amendment. affidavit. or other evidence. which places the application in condition for allowance:
(2) a Notice of Appeal (with appeal fee) in compliance with 37 CFFI 41.31 1 or (3) a Request for Continued Examination (RCE) in compliance with
37 CPR 1.114 it this is a utility or plant application. Note that FtCEs are not permitted in design applications. The reply must be filed within one of
the following time periods:

a) D The period for reply expires months from the mailing date of the final rejection.
b) E The period for reply expires on: (1) the mailing date ofthis Advisory Action: or (2) the date set forth in the final rejection. whichever is later.

In no event. however. will the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX MONTHS from the mailing date of the final rejection.

C) El A prior Advisory Action was mailed more than 3 months after the mailing date of the final rejection in response to a first after—final reply filed
within 2 months of the mailing date of the final rejection. The current period for reply expires months from the mailing date of
the prior Advisory Action or SIX MONTHS from the mailing date of the final rejection, whichever is earlier.

Examiner Note: It box 1 is checked. check either box (a). (b) or (c). ONLY CHECK BOX (b) WHEN THIS ADVISORY ACTION IS THE
FIRST RESPONSE TO APPLICANTS FIRST AFTER-FINAL REPLY WHICH WAS FILED WITHIN TWO MONTHS OF THE FINAL
REJ ECTION. ONLY CHECK BOX [cl IN THE LIMITED SITUATION SET FORTH UNDER BOX (cl. See MPEP 706.07(f).

Extensions of time may be obtained under 37 CFR 1.136(aj. The date on which the petition under 37 CFR 1.136(a} and the appropriate
extension fee have been filed is the date for purposes of determining the period of extension and the corresponding amount of the fee. The
appropriate extension fee under 37 CFR 1.17(al is calculated from: (1) the expiration date of the shortened statutory period for reply originally
set in the final Office action; or (2) as set forth in (b) or (c) above. if checked. Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the
mailing date of the final rejection. even if timely filed, may reduce any earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).
NOTICE OF APPEAL

2. CI The Notice of Appeal was filed on . A brief in compliance with 3? CFR 41.37 must be filed within two months of the date of filing the
Notice of Appeal (37 CFR 41.37[a)), or any extension thereof (37 CFFI 41.37(e)), to avoid dismissal of the appeal. Since a Notice of
Appeal has been filed, any reply must be filed within the time period set forth in 37 CFR 41.37( ).

AMENDMENTS

3. CI The proposed amendments filed after a final rejection. but prior to the date of filing a brief. will @ be entered because
a} El They raise new issues that would require further consideration andlor search (see NOTE below);
b) D They raise the issue of new matter (see NOTE below);
c) D They are not deemed to place the application in better form for appeal by materially reducing or simplifying the issues for

appeal; andror
dl El They present additional claims without canceling a corresponding number of finally rejected claims.

NOTE: . (See 37 CFR 1.116 and 41.33(a)).

4. CI The amendments are not in compliance with 37 CFR 1.121. See attached Notice of Non—CompIiant Amendment (PTOL—324).
5. El Applicants reply has overcome the following rejection(s):

6. CI Newly proposed or amended claimtsj would be allowable it submitted in a separate, timely filed amendment canceling the non-
allowable cIaim(sj.

7. E For purposes of appeal. the proposed amendment(s): (a) El will not be entered, or (b) E will be entered. and an explanation of how the
new or amended claims would be rejected is provided below or appended.

AFFIDAVIT OR OTHER EVIDENCE

8. CI The affidavit or other evidence filed after final action, but before or on the date of filing a Notice of Appeal will n_ot be entered because
applicant failed to provide a showing of good and sufficient reasons why the affidavit or other evidence is necessary and was not earlier
presented. See 37 OFF! 1.116(9).

9. C] The affidavit or other evidence filed after the date of filing the Notice of Appeal, but prior to the date of filing a brief, will Let be entered
because the affidavit or other evidence failed to overcome a_H rejections under appeal andfor appellant fails to provide a showing of good
and sufficient reasons why it is necessary and was not earlier presented. See 37 CFR 41.33(d)(1).

10. CI The affidavit or other evidence is entered. An explanation of the status of the claims after entry is below or attached.
REQUEST FOR FTECONSIDEFIATIOWOTHEFT

1 1. E The request for reconsideration has been considered but does NOT place the application in condition for allowance because:
See Continuation Sheet.

12. CI Note the attached Information Dfsciosure Staternentfsj. (PTOJSBIGB) Paper No(s).
13. El Other: .

§TATUS OF CLAIMS

14. The status of the claim(s) is {or will be) as follows:
Claim(s) allowed: 2325-30 and 43-53.
C|aim(s) objected to: 37 and 39.
Claim(s) rejected: 22.24.31 -36.38.40-42 and 54-56.

Claim(s) withdrawn from consideration:

/Michael J. Moore, .Jr./
Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2467

U3. Patent and Trademark Office
PTOL-303 (Rev. G9-2910) Advisory Action Before the Filing at an Appeal Brief Part of Paper No. 20130131
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Continuation of 11. does NOT place the application in condition for allowance because:
Regarding the obviousness-type double patenting rejections ofclaims 22. 24. 34. 54, and 55, Applicants request that the requirement

for filing a terminal disclaimer be held in abeyance. pending an indication of allowable subject matter from the Office in the present
application. is acknowledged. Accordingly, these particular rejections are maintained for the reasons indicated in the Final Office Action.

Regarding claims 4042, 55. and 56, Applicants argue that Davidson (Re. 31.735) fails to teach an "encrypted digital information
transmission". Applicants further argue that the information tranmission taught by Davidson is only an analog television signal. and that the
encrypted digital audio signal which is a part of the analog television signal of Davidson cannot be considered an "encrypted digital
informaiton transmission”.

However, as provided in the Final Office Action. Examiner maintains that the encrypted digital audio signal of Davidson may be
reasonably considered as an "encrypted digital information transmission". as this audio "information" signal is "digital“ in nature. "encrypted
using a digital process. and ”transmitted“ within the composite television signal. Using this interpretation of the claimed term, it is
maintained that all words of this claim term have been considered in judging the patentability of the claim against the prior art.

Regarding claim 42. Applicant further argues that Davidson does not teach "said at least one decrypted signal containing at least one
instruct signal which is effective to instruct" as amended.

However, as provided in the Final Office Action. Davidson teaches the inverse encryption means (decryptor processor) that uses the
separated encryption codes signal to return the detected audio signal to the pre—encryption digitized condition (decrypted signal) as spoken
of on column 24. lines 44-45.

It is maintained that the decrypted audio signal may be considered as including (or containing) an instruct signal effective to instruct, as
the content of this signal is operable in the instructing of an audio output device to present audio to a user as spoken of on column 24. lines
47-50.

Further. the above claim language is rather broad in the sense that the language does not indicate what the instruct signal is composed
of andfor whatlwhom the instruct signal is instructing. The above amendment made to claim 42 changing the word "including“ to
"containing" was made according to Applicant to quell Examiner's concern regarding the broadness of the claim and "what the instruct
signal is composed of”. However. since the words “including” and “containing“ are synonymous. it does not appear that the meaning of this
limitation has been clarified further. Therefore. this rejection is maintained.

Regarding claim 55. Applicant argues that Davidson fails to teach controlling a controllable device on the basis of a decrypted analog
audio signal. Applicant further argues that in Davidson, the program audio is an element to be processed, and is not operable in the
controlling of a controllable device. Examiner respectfully disagrees.

As provided in the Final Office Action. Davidson teaches returning of the audio signal to original analog format whereby program audio
may be processed and presented (to a controllable device) in a conventional manner as spoken of on column 24, lines 4760. The
controllable device being a device suitable for outputipresentation of an audio signal. The audio signal is operable in the controlling of this
type of device by causing output of the respective audio signal. It is maintained that an audio signal is operable in the controlling of the
output of audio at an output device. as this output device would only provide output upon detection of an input audio signal (e.g. a speaker
would only output sound if an audio signal is present to be outputted). While an additional enable signal may potentially be required to
output an audio signal from a speaker (as asserted by Applicant). the audio signal itself is also operable in the controlling operation as an
enable signal alone would not be able to cause signal output without the presence of an actual audio signal to be outputted.

Further. the claim language is rather broad in that it does not indicate what the "controllable device" is or what is being controlled. It is
maintained that Davidson teaches the above limitation in question.

Regarding claim 56. Applicant argues that the receiver of Davidson does not perform any “selecting" of a first signal in a transmission
that includes downloadable code.

However, as provided in the Final Office Action. Davidson teaches an encryption codes signal detector that detects and separates
(identification of and selection of) the encryption codes signal (signal including code) from the television signals as spoken of on column 24,
lines 40-41.

It is maintained that the separation of the encryption codes signal from the television signals (plurality of signals) may be considered a
selection of a signal. as the encryption codes signal portion is detected and separated (selecting one from multiple signals) from the
composite signal. As noted by Applicant, Davidson’s receiver continuously splits the received sets of signals and processes each
according to its type. The encryption codes signal detector means detects and separates (identification of and selection of) the encryption
codes signal from the composite television signal while the aural detector means detects and separates (identification of and selection of)
the digital encrypted audio signal from the composite television signal as spoken of on column 24, lines 40-44. It is maintained that the
above process constitutes a “selection", as a particular type of processor is only processing its corresponding type of information signal.

Regarding claim 31. Applicant argues that Ostermann (US. 4,484,025) does not teach “receiving at least one control signal which at
said at least one of said plurality of receiver stations operates to execute the downloadable code".

However, as provided in the Final Office Action. Ostermann teaches the transmission of a bit sequence (control signal) from cipher
equipment 16 to cipher computer 12 (transmitter) indicating a particular stored cipher program (downloadable code) to be used as spoken
of on column 3, lines 10-19. The specific time ofthe bit sequence transmission is the time at which the particular cipher algorithm is
selected. Furthermore, the type of encryption is selected via transmission of the bit sequence which causes the corresponding cipher
program (downloadable code) to be transferred (downloaded).

It is maintained that the bit sequence "operates" to execute the cipher program, as the bit sequence indicates which stored cipher
program is to be used and causes the transferring (downloading) and subsequent use (execution) of the corresponding cipher program.

Applicant further argues that Ostermann fails to teach transmitting an information transmission that includes a control signal and
down loadable code. and that the cipher algorithm and bit sequence of Ostermann are transmitted separately, never together.
However, what is claimed is “thereby to transmit at least one information transmission including the downloadable code and said at least
one control signal". The above language indicates that there could be ”one or multiple transmissions“ of information. where the information
includes downloadable code "and" at least one control signal.
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As provided in the previous Office Action. Ostermann teaches the transmission of a bit sequence (control signal) from cipher equipment
15 to cipher computer 12 (transmitter) indicating a particular stored cipher program (downloadable code) to be used. and the subsequent
transfer (transmission) of the corresponding cipher program as spoken of on column 3. lines 10-19.

Regarding claim 32, Applicant argues that that it would not have been obvious to combine the teachings of Davidson and Ostermann.
Applicant further argues that Davidson teaches away from encryptionldecryption of television signals by focusing on the processing of the
video and audio signal components while leaving the television signal itself unaffected.

However, the video and audio signal components of Davidson are a part of the television signal, so the encryptionfdecryption
processing of a video andior audio component of the television signal would affect the state of the composite television signal (which
includes audio. video, andfor control components).

Furthermore. as provided in the previous Office Action. Davidson teaches the application of encryptionfdecryption techniques to
television signals containing “digital information" as spoken of on column 24, lines 30-50.

It is maintained that at the time of the invention. it would have been obvious to someone of ordinary skill in the art. given these
references. to apply the encipheringfdeciphering methods of Ostermann to television program signals (containing digital format
components) in order to effectively enable high security and deterring of unauthorized viewers in a television environment as spoken of on
column 2, lines 31 -36 of Davidson.

Regarding claim 33, Applicant argues that neither Davidson nor Ostermann teach “receiving a television program at a transmitter station
and delivering said television program to a transmitter". Applicant further argues that Davidson teaches away from encryptionfdecryption of
television signals by focusing on the processing of the video and audio signal components while leaving the television signal itself
unaffected.

However, the video and audio signal components of Davidson are a part of the television signal. so the encryptionfdecryption
processing of a video andior audio component of the television signal would affect the state of the composite television signal (which
includes audio. video, andfor control components).

Furthermore, as provided in the previous Office Action, Ostermann teaches the transmission of a cipher algorithm (instruct signal) from
cipher program storage 18 to program memory 22 of a programmable cipher computer 12 (transmitter) that indicates a particular
encipheringrdeciphering technique as spoken of on column 2, lines 38-41.

Ostermann also teaches a receiver terminal that contains means for deciphering received ciphered data text in accordance with a cipher
algorithm and a cipher key as spoken of on column 4, lines 52-54, as well as column 2, lines 18-24, which states that terminals 1 and 2
each contain transmitters and receivers as shown in Figure 1.

Ostermann does not explicitly teach decryption of television programming.
However. Davidson teaches the application of encryptionfdecryption techniques to television signals (that are transmitted and received)

as spoken of on column 24, lines 30-50.
Davidson also teaches the subscription television transmitter 12 in Figure 1 that generates television signals (programming) having

video and audio portions for subsequent transmission (toffrom a transmitter 20, 30) as spoken of on column 25. lines 45-50.
It is maintained that at the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to someone of ordinary skill in the art, given these

references. to apply the encipheringfdeciphering methods of Ostermann to television program signals (containing digital format
components) in order to effectively enable high security and deterring of unauthorized viewers in a television environment as spoken of on
column 2, lines 31-36 of Davidson.

Regarding claim 34, Applicant argues that neither Davidson nor Ostermann teach “passing said decrypted second of said plurality of
signals to a controllable device; and controlling said controllable device on the basis of said passed decrypted second of said plurality of
signals".

However, as provided in the previous Office Action, Davidson teaches returning of the audio signal to original analog format whereby
program audio may be processed and presented (to a controllable device) in a conventional manner as spoken of on column 24. lines 4?-
50. The controllable device being a device suitable for outputfpresentation of an audio signal. The audio signal is operable in the controlling
of this type of device by causing output of the respective audio signal. It is maintained that an audio signal is operable in the controlling of
the output of audio at an output device, as this output device would only provide output upon detection of an input audio signal (eg. a
speaker would only output sound if an audio signal is present to be outputted). While an additional enable signal may potentially be
required to output an audio signal from a speaker (as asserted by Applicant), the audio signal itself is also operable in the controlling
operation as an enable signal alone would not be able to cause signal output without the presence of an actual audio signal to be
outputted.

Further. the claim language is rather broad in that it does not indicate what the "controllable device“ is or what is being controlled.
Regarding claim 36. Applicant argues that Ostermann does not teach “wherein said step of transferring is performed in accordance with

a schedule”.

However, as provided in the previous Office Action. Ostermann teaches where the cipher algorithm (instruct signal) is transferred that
matches information provided in a received bit sequence that indicates which cipher program is to be used at a "particular time" (schedule)
as spoken of on column 3. lines 10-20. In other words, the transferring of a particular cipher algorithm is performed in accordance with a
"particular order or schedule" (sequence of algorithms transferred in a time order in relation to each other) depending on a received bit
sequence indicating which cipher program is to be used at "a particular time".

It is maintained that Ostermann teaches the above limitation in question.
Regarding claim 54, Applicant argues that Ostermann or Davidson does not teach decrypting a digital television programming signal.
However. Ostermann is directed to the transmission of a cipher program to allow encryption or decryption of "data". where this data in a

general sense could include audio. video, or other known types of data.
Further. the video and audio signal components of Davidson are a part of the television signal. so the encryptionidecryption processing

of a video andior audio component of the television signal would affect the state of the composite television signal (which includes audio,
video, andfor control components).

Furthermore, as provided in the Final Office Action, Davidson teaches the application of encryptionidecryption techniques to television
signals containing digital information as spoken of on column 24, lines 30-50.
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It is maintained that at the time of the invention. it would have been obvious to someone of ordinary skill in the art. given these
references. to apply the encipheringfdeciphering methods of Ostermann to television program signals in order to effectively enable high
security and deterring of unauthorized viewers in a television environment as spoken of on column 2, lines 31 -36 of Davidson.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Patent Application of:

John C. Harvey at .511.

Application No.: 08/449,413 Confirmation No.1 1756

Filed: May 24, I995 A1'tUnit: 2467

For: SIGNAL PROCESSING APPARATUS AND Examiner: Moore Jr., Michael 1.
METHODS

AMENDMENT AND REQUEST FOR RECONSIDERATION

MS AF

Commissioner for Patents

13.0. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Sir:

In response to the Final Office Action dated November 2, 2012, please amend the above-

identified application as follows.

Amendments to the claims begin on page 2.

Remarks begin on page I I.

I.II§W.-"I 84‘) I 26. I
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Patent Application of:

John C. l-Iarvey at .511.

Application No.: 08/449,413 Confirmation No.1 1756

Filed: May 24, 1995 Art Unit: 2467

For: SIGNAL PROCESSING APPARATUS AND Examiner: Moore Jr., Michael 1.
METHODS

AMENDMENT AND REQU EST FOR CONSIDERATION
PURSUANT TO 37 C.F.R. 1.129

MS AF

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Sir:

In response to the Final Office Action dated November 2, 2012, and Advisory Action

dated February 6, 201 3, Applicants respectfully request consideration of the pending claims

pursuant to 37 CFR. $ l.l29(a) in VICW of the following amendments and remarks. Please

amend the above-identified application as follows.

Amendments to the claims begin on page 2.

Remarks begin on page 12.

I.II§W.-"I 84‘) I 26. I
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AMENDMENT TO THE CLAIMS

C1'mi:n.s‘ 32-56 are the on:'y pending cfairizs.

I - 21. (Cancelled)

22. (Previously Presented) A method for controlling the decryption of encrypted

programming at a subscriber station, said method comprising the steps of:

receiving encrypted digital programming, said encrypted digital programming having an

encrypted digital control signal;

detecting said control signal;

passing said control signal to a decryptor that decrypts encrypted digital data at said

subscriber station;

decrypting said control signal;

decrypting said encrypted digital programming to form decrypted programming based on

said control signal; and

presenting said decrypted programming to a viewer or listener.

23. (Previously Presented) A method for controlling the decryption of programming

at a subscriber station, said method comprising the steps of:

receiving programming, said programming having a first encrypted digital control signal

portion and an encrypted digital inforrnation portion;

detecting said first encrypted digital control signal portion of said programming;

passing said first encrypted digital control signal portion of said programming to a first

decryptor at said subscriber station;

decrypting said first encrypted digital Control signal portion of said programming using

said first decryptor at said subscriber station;

l.ll§W.-"I 84‘) I 26. I
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passing said encrypted digital information portion of said programming and the decrypted

control signal portion to a second deeryptor at said subscriber station;

decrypting said encrypted digital information portion of said programming using said

second decryptor at said subscriber station based on the decrypted control signal portion; and

presenting said programming.

24. (Previously Presented) A method of controlling a remote transmitter station to

communicate program material to a subscriber station and controlling said subscriber station to

process or output a unit of programming, said method comprising the steps of:

receiving a control signal which operates at the remote transmitter station to control the

communication ofa unit ofprogramming and one or more first instruct signals and

communicating said control signal to said remote transmitter station;

receiving a code or datum identifying a unit of programming to be transmitted by the

remote transmitter station, said remote transmitter station transferring said unit of programming

to a transmitter;

receiving at said remote transmitter station one or more second instruct signals which

operate at the subscriber station to identify and decrypt said unit of programming or said one or

more first instruct signals, said remote transmitter station transferring said one or more second

instruct signals to said transmitter; and

transmitting from said remote transmitter station an information transmission comprising

said unit of programming, said one or more first instruct signals, and said one or more second

instruct signals, said one or more first instruct signals being transmitted in accordance with said

control signal.

25. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 23, wherein said programming

further includes encrypted video.

26. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 23, wherein said subscriber station

stores information that evidences processing said programming.

1.1!?“-'.-"I 84‘) I 26. I
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27. (Previously Presented) The method ofclaim 23, wherein said programming is

received at said subscriber station in one channel ofa multichannel signal and a second control

signal portion used to decrypt said programming is included in said multichannel signal outside

said one channel.

28. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 23, wherein said subscriber station

detects, in a transmission channel including said programming, a second control signal portion

used to decrypt the first control signal portion.

29. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 23, wherein the subscriber station

detects, in a transmission channel for transmitting the programming, a second control signal

portion used to decrypt the first control signal portion, and wherein the second control signal

portion is encrypted, and wherein the second control signal portion is decrypted in order to

enable decryption of the first control signal portion.

30. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 23, wherein said programming

includes computer data.

31. (Currently Amended) A method ofcontrolling at least one ofa plurality of

receiver stations, said method comprising the steps of:

receiving downloadable code which is effective at said at least one of said plurality of

receiver stations to implement a new technique of decrypting and delivering the downloadable

code to at least one transmitter;

receiving at least one control signal which at said at least one of said plurality of receiver

stations directly operates to execute the downloadable code; and

causing said at least one control signal to be communicated to said at least one transmitter

at a specific time,

thereby to transmit at least one information transmission wherein each information

the downloadable code and said at least one control signal.

1.1!?“-'.-"I 84‘) I 26. I
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32. (Previously Presented) The method ofclaim 3 l _, wherein a digital television

program is displayed at a receiver station and said downloadable code and said at least one

control signal program said receiver station to decrypt said digital television program in

accordance with said new technique.

33. (Previously Presented) A method of communicating digital television program

material to one or more receiver stations, said method comprising the steps of:

receiving a digital television program at a transmitter station and delivering said digital

television program to a transmitter;

receiving and storing one or more instruct signals at said transmitter station, said one or

more instruct signals at said one or more receiver stations operative to implement a new

technique of decrypting;

transferring said one or more instruct signals to said transmitter; and

transmitting said digital television program and said one or more instruct signals from

said transmitter station to said one or more receiver stations.

34. (Currently Amended) A method of processing signals at a receiver station

comprising the steps of:

receiving at least one information transmission;

detecting a plurality ofsignals in said at least one information transmission;

changing a decryption technique in response to at least a first ofsaid plurality of signals;

decrypting a second of said plurality of signals on the basis of said changed decryption

technique wherein said deer ted second ofsaid luralit of si nals is embedded with

passing said decrypted second of said plurality of signals to a controllable device; and
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controlling said controllable device on the basis of said embedded executable instructions

of said passed decrypted second of said plurality of signals.

35. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 33, wherein said step of transferring

is performed based on comparison.

36. (Currently) The method of claim 33, wherein said step of transferring is

performed in accordance with a predetermined schedule.

37. (Previously Presented) The method ofclaim 36, wherein said schedule specifies a

transmission time and a transmission channel. said method further comprising the steps of

receiving and storing said schedule at said transmitter station.

38. (Previously Presented) The method ofclaim 33, wherein said one or more instruct

signals operate at said one or more receiver stations based on an identifier, said method further

comprising the step of transmitting said identifier.

39. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 38, wherein an information

transmission including said digital television program is received at said one or more receiver

stations, wherein said digital television program is outputted at said one or more receiver

stations, and wherein said identifier identifies (i) said digital television program and (ii) a

channel including said digital television program.

40. (Currently Amended) A method of processing signals at a receiver station

comprising the steps of:

receiving at least one encrypted digital information transmission wherein the at least one

ted di rital information transmission is unaccom anied b an non-di rital information

transmission;

locating code;

passing said code to a processor;
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controlling a decryptor that decrypts encrypted digital data to decrypt in a specific

fashion on the basis of said code;

decrypting a portion of said at least one information transmission in said specific fashion;

passing said decrypted portion of said at least one encrypted digital information

transmission to one of said processor and an output device.

41. (Currently Amended) A method ofcontrolling a receiver station to detect digital

data and control a decryptor that decrypts encrypted digital data based on a varying pattern of

timing or location, said method of controlling comprising the steps of:

receiving programming and delivering said programming to a transmitter;

receiving digital data comprising at least an instruct signal and communicating said

digital data to a signal embedder, said instruct signal operative at said receiver station to control

said deeryptor;

controlling said signal embedder to embed said digital data in an encrypted digital

information transmission in a varying pattern of timing or location;

communicating said encrypted digital information transmission to said transmitter; and

transmitting said programming" and

transmitting and said encrypted digital information transmission including said digital

data separately from said transmitted programming.

42. (Currently Amended) A method of processing signals at a receiver station

comprising the steps of:

receiving at least one encrypted digital information transmission, wherein the at least one

ted di Iital information transmission is unaceom anied b an non-di Iital information

transmission;
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detecting a plurality of signals on said at least one encrypted digital information

transmission;

decrypting at least one of said plurality of signals, said at least one decrypted signal

eenta-i-n-i-n-g embedded with at least one instruct signal which is effective to instruct;

passing the at least one decrypted instruct signal to a controllable device; and

controlling said controllable device on the basis of decrypted information included in said

at least one decrypted instruct signal.

43. (Previously Presented) A method for decryptor activation in a network

comprising:

receiving a transmission comprising encrypted materials;

decrypting under first processor control a first portion of said encrypted materials in said

transmission;

inputting said first portion of said encrypted materials to a decryptor;

decrypting under second processor control a second portion of said encrypted materials

based on said step of decrypting said first portion of said encrypted materials.

44. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 43 wherein said transmission in said

step of receiving a transmission is a multichannel signal separated in the frequency domain.

45. (Previously Presented) The method ofclaim 44 wherein said transmission is a

cable system broadcast.

46. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 43 wherein said transmission in said

step of receiving a transmission is a multichannel signal separated in the time domain.

47. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 43 wherein said transmission in said

step of receiving a transmission is generated at a local data source.
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48. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 47 wherein said local data source

comprises a VCR.

49. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 47 wherein said local data source

comprises a laser disk.

50. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 43 wherein said encrypted materials

comprise a portion of a television program.

51. (Previously Presented) The method ofclaim 43, wherein said transmission in said

step of receiving a transmission and a signal necessary for decryption are received from different

SOUFCCS.

52. (Previously Presented) The method ofclaim 51, further comprising the step of

contacting a remote transmitter station to receive one of said transmission and said signal

necessary for decryption.

53. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 51, wherein a signal necessary for

decryption is communicated by telephone.

54. (Previously Presented) A method ofproviding an enabling signal to a receiver

station from a remote data source, said enabling signal for use in decrypting at the receiver

station a digital television programming signal, said receiver station being programmed to get

information necessary for enabling said digital programming signal, said method comprising the

steps of:

storing at the remote data source one or more control signals for enabling a deeiyptor to

decrypt said digital television programming signal;

receiving at the remote data source from the receiver station a communication to get

specific enabling information;

communicating, from the remote data source to the receiver station in response to said

communication from the receiver station, a control signal,
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whereby the receiver station inputs said control signal to a decryptor, and wherein said

decryptor decrypts said digital television programming signal.

55. (Currently Amended) A method of processing signals at a receiver station

comprising the steps of:

receiving one or more encrypted digital information transmissions at said receiver station;

wherein said one or more enc . ted di rital information transmissions are unaceom anied b an

non-digital information transmission;

detecting a plurality of signals on said one or more encrypted digital information

transmissions, at least a first of one ofsaid plurality of signals including a control signal;

controlling a deeryptor that decrypts encrypted digital data in response to said control

signal;

decrypting or enabling communication of at least a second of said plurality of signals on

the basis of said step of controlling said deeiyptor;

passing said decrypted or enabled at least said second of said plurality of signals to a

controllable device; and

controlling said controllable device by processing instructions embedded

igsaid passed decrypted or enabled at least said second ofsaid plurality of signals.

56. (Currently Amended) A method of processing signals at a receiver station

comprising the steps of:

receiving at least one encrypted digital information transmission, wherein the at least one

ted di Iital information transmission is unaeeom anied b an non-di Iital information

transmission‘,

identifying a plurality of signals in said at least one encrypted digital information

transmission;
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selecting, by processing selection criteria, a first signal of said plurality ofsignals

including downloadablc code;

passing said downloadablc code to a processor;

controlling a decryptor that decrypts encrypted digital data to decrypt in a specific

fashion on the basis of said downloadable code;

decrypting at least one second signal of said plurality of signals in said specific fashion;

passing said at least one second signal to one of said processor and an output device.
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REMARKS

STATUS OF CLAIMS

Claims 22-56 are pending in this application. Claims 23, 25-30 and 43-53 are allowed.

Claims 37 and 39 are allowable over the prior art, but objected to as dependent on non—allowablc

claims. Claims 22 and 24 are allowable over the prior art, but subject to a nonstatutory

obviousncss-type double patenting rejection. The remaining claims are rejected under 35 USC.

§§ 102 and 103 and/or nonstatutory obviousness-type double patenting.

By this Amendment, claims 31, 34, 36, 40-42, 55, and 56 are amended. Reconsideration

is respectfully requested in view of Applicants’ arguments asserted in their Amendment And

Request for Reconsideration filed January 2, 2013, the above amendments, and the following

remarks.

ll. DOUBLE PATENTING REJECTIONS

Claims 22, 34, 54, and 55 are rejected on the ground of nonstatutory obviousness-type

double patenting as allegedly being unpatcntable over claims 1, 22, and 23 of'U.S. Patent No.

7,801,304. This is the patent that issued from Applicants’ DECR 81 group “A” application, US.

Patent Application Serial No. 08/'449,263. Claim 24 is rejected on the ground of nonstatutory

obviousness-type double patenting as being unpatentable over claim 14 ofthe DECR 81 group

“A” patent, in View of Yanagimachi et al. (US. Patent No. 3,936,595) (“Yanagimachi”).

Applicants maintain the arguments they asserted previously in regard to traversing the claim 24

rejection.

The Advisory Action asserts that the rejections are maintained. Applicants acknowledge

that a timely filed terminal disclaimer in compliance with 37 CPR. 1.32 l(c) or l.32l(d) may be

necessary to overcome the nonstatutory double patenting rejections. However, Applicants
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request that the requirement for filing the terminal disclaimer be held in abeyanee, pending an

indication of allowable subject matter from the Office in the present application. If filed, the

terminal disclaimer will disclaim, in essential terms, the terminal part of the statutory term ofany

patent granted on the above—referenced application, extending beyond the earliest expiration date

ofthe DECR 81 group “A” patent, US. Patent No. 7_,80l ,304.

III. SUMMARY OF PRIOR ART REJECTIONS

Many ofthe pending claims are rejected under 35 U.S.C. §§ l02 or I03 over references

including Davidson (Re. 31.735) and Ostermann et al. (US. Patent No. 4,484,025)

(“Osterrnann”). The Office Action rejected claims 40-42, 55, and 56 under 35 U.S.C. l02(e) as

allegedly being anticipated by Davidson; claim 31 under 35 USC. lO2(e) as allegedly being

anticipated by Ostermann; and claims 32-36, 38, and 54 under 35 U.S.C. l03(a) as allegedly

being unpatentable over the combination of Ostermann in view of Davidson.

IV. SUMMARY OF APPLIED PRIOR ART

A. Davidson

Davidson is the reissued patent of U.S. Patent No. 4,215,366 that issued on July 29, 1980.

The reissued patent added new claims 65-74. The application for reissue was filed on July 26,

1982, well after the November 3, 1981 priority date of the instant application.

Davidson is directed to a “method and system for encoding and decoding of standard

television signals. . Col. 3, ll. 26-28. “[V]ideo scrambling is effected by inversion ofthc video

signals of some horizontal scan lines on a pscudo—random bias to produce a picture having some

video signals inverted and others not inverted which is unpleasant to view and virtually

unintelligible.” Col. 3, II. 29-34. Davidson discloses converting analog audio signals to coded

digital audio signals. Col. 3, 11. 34-36. “A plurality of unique pulse-coded control signals
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consisting of 32- bit binary pulse trains are transmitted separately to... provide the information

needed to unscramble the scrambled audio and video signals.” Col. 3, ll. 36-4l.

Claim 65, added to the patent via reissue, claims a receiver in a subscription television

system having means for conveying television signals include a video portion, an aural portion,

and an “encryption codes signal” comprising a sequence of“encryption codes.” Col. 24, ll. 30-

35. The aural portion is a digitized audio signal “encrypted” in accordance with the “encryption

codes signal.” Col. 24, ll. 35-39. The receiver has means to detect and separate the “encryption

codes” signal from the television signals; to separate the digitized and “encrypted” audio signal

from television signals; to return the detected audio signal to the “pre—encryption” digitized

condition; and to return the audio signal to the original analog format. Col. 24, ll. 40-50.

However, there is no mention of“encryption” anywhere in the disclosure of the patent. Only

scrambling and unscrambling is disclosed. The tenn “encryption,” as used in claim 65, was not

added until sometime after the reissue filing date ofJuly 26, 1982.

Claim 72, also added to the patent via reissue, claims a “television transmitter for

generating television signals having a program video portion and program aural portion...” Col.

25, ll. 46-48. The transmitter has means to generate a continuous sequence of“encryption

codes”; to convey the program video and program aural portions and the “encryption codes

signal” from the transmitter to authorized subscribers; to sample and digitize the program audio

signal; to digitally “encrypt” each digitized program audio sample in response to the “encryption

codes signal”; and to combine the “encryption codes” signal, the digitized and “encrypted” audio

program signal, and a video program signal, with the carrier signals. Col. 25, l. 52 — col. 26, l. 9.

As mentioned above, there is no mention of “encryption” anywhere in the disclosure of the
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patent. Only scrambling and unscrambling is disclosed. The term “encryption,” as used in claim

72, was not added until sometime after the reissue filing date ofluly 26, 1982.

The original Davidson ’366 patent discloses video scrambling. The reliance on the

reissue patent cannot change this fact. The use of the term “encryption” as added by the reissue

claims does not change the fact that the fundamental video signal of Davidson is an analog

television signal. The video signal of Davidson is not encrypted as encryption is a digital

process. For this reason, the Davidson reissue patent is limited in its use as a prior art reference.

B. Ostermann

Ostermann is directed to a “system for enciphering and deciphering data for transmission

between a transmitter and a receiver, where the terms encipher and decipher are synonymous

with encrypt and decrypt respectively.” Col. 1, 11. 7-10. Ostermann discloses a receiver station

transmitting a cipher algorithm “from the cipher program storage 18 over a data transmission

channel 20 to the program memory 22 of the programmable cipher computer 12” at the

transmitter station. Col. 2, 11. 38-41. “The cipher algorithm transmitted from the cipher program

storage 18 of cipher equipment 16 via channel 20 is stored in program memory 22 and used to

encipher the clear input data provided by input device 24 to transmitter 10.”

Ostermann also discloses another embodiment of the invention where “the programmable

cipher computer 12 is provided with long term memory 28 for storage ofa plurality ofdifferent

cipher programs which can be called up for storage in the program memory 22 as required.”

Col. 2, 11. 59-62. The cipher equipment 12 at the transmitter station receives a bit sequence from

cipher computer 16 at the receiver station that enables the cipher program to be transferred from

long-terrn memory 28 to program memory 22. C01. 3, ll. 10-19.
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V. RESPONSE TO PRIOR ART REJECTIONS

A. Rejection of claims 40-42, 55 and 56 under 35 U.S.C. §102§e[

Claims 40-42, 55, and 56 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. §l02(e) over Davidson. This

rejection is respectfully traversed.

1. Previously Asserted Arguments

Claims 40-42, 55, and 56 claim material relating to the encryption and decryption ofa

digital information transmission. The Examiner relies on the analog television signal as teaching

the digital information transmission. Office Action at l l. The Examiner points to the A/D

converter 31 and the D/A converter 58 disclosed in Davidson to show that digital signal

processing takes place. Office Action at 23. However, Davidson only discloses that these

analog/digital converters affect audio signals that are combined with video signals and control

signals into a standard, tie. not digital and not encrypted, television signal. Col. 5, ll. 36-42; Col.

24, ll. 30-35; Col. 25, ll. 46-48. Davidson fails to teach an “encrypted digital information

transmission.”

As previously asserted by Applicants, the information transmission taught by Davidson is

only an analog television signal. Regardless ofwhether the television signal includes a

component comprising a digital signal, the television signal remains analog. As recited in claims

40-42, 55, and 56, an “encrypted digital information transmission” requires that the digital

information transmission itself be encrypted. Davidson only teaches an analog television signal,

not a digital information transmission, and the mere fact that an “encrypted” digital audio signal

is added to the analog television signal does not change the analog television signal to an

encrypted digital television signal. Therefore, Davidson does not disclose an “encrypted digital

information transmission.”
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Additionally, Applicants have consistently asserted in their previous Responses that the

Board of Patent Appeals and lnterferences decided in Ex parte Personalized Media

Communications, LLC (Appeal 2008-4228, Ex parte Reexamination Control 90/006,536) at

pages 53-54, that encryption and decryption require a digital signal. The Board considered the

very same specification that is part of this application in finding that encryption and decryption

are limited to digital applications. The Board also held that “encryption and decryption are not

broad enough to read on scrambling and unscrambling.”

Applicants do not dispute that a reissued patent is entitled to the filing date of its parent in

accordance with 35 U.S.C. § 252. However, Applicants note that “encryption” is not disclosed

anywhere in the specification of Davidson, only in the claims added via reissue. Davidson

describes scrambling video signals and converting analog audio signals to coded digital audio

signals, but does not teach or suggest “encryption” as claimed in the instant application and

understood by the Board. Claims 40-42, 55, and 56 are not anticipated by Davidson and are in

allowable form.

2. New Argument

The Advisory Action asserts that Davidson’s encrypted digital audio signal is an

“encrypted digital information transmission” and “transmitted” with the composite television

signal, thereby satisfying the recited limitation. Advisory Action at l,1| 3. Applicants disagree

that the audio signal is itself an “encrypted digital information transmission” for the reasons

stated above, but for the sake of advancing prosecution, amend claims 40-42, 55, and 56 to

clarify that the encrypted digital information transmission is not part of a composite signal. For

example, claim 40 is amended to recite that “the at least one encrypted digital information
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transmission is unaccompanied by any non—digital information transmission.” Claims 4l _, 42, 55,

and 56 are amended to recite similar limitations.

Davidson only teaches the transmission of an analog signal that comprises a digital audio

signal. The di ital audio si nal is never transmitted 13 itself. Therefore, Davidson fails to teach

that “the at least one encrypted digital information transmission is unaccompanied by any non-

digital information transmission.” The transmission is always a composite of analog and digital

components. Claims 40-42, 55, and 56 are not anticipated by Davidson and are in allowable

form.

3. Claim Specific Arguments

Even assuming, arguendo, that Davidson teaches “receiving at least one encrypted digital

information transmission, wherein the at least one encrypted digital information transmission is

unaccompanied by any non-digital information transmission” claims 42, 55, and 56 are not

anticipated by Davidson for at least the additional following reasons:

a. Claim 42

Claim 42, as amended, recites in part:

decrypting at least one of said plurality of signals, said at least one

decrypted signal embedded with at least one instruct signal which is
effective to instruct;

passing the at least one decrypted instruct signal to a controllable
device; and

controlling said controllable device on the basis of decrypted

information included in said at least one decrypted instruct signal.

These limitations are not taught by Davidson.
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The claim is further amended to emphasize that the at least one decrypted signal is embedded

with at least one instruct signal; the instruct signal is part of the decrypted signal, but not the

decrypted signal itself. Applicants make this amendment in response to the Examiner‘s concerns

regarding the broadness of the claim and “what the instruct signal is composed of.” Office

Action at 24; Advisory Action at 1,1| 7.

The Office Action points to Davidson‘s claim 65, column 24, lines 30-50, to show that

the invention discloses all the limitations of claim 42. Office Action at 13-l4; See Advisory

Action at l, flfi] 5 and 6. The Examiner also asserts that the separated encryption codes signal

that‘s effective to return the encrypted digital audio signal to a decrypted form teaches “said at

least one decrypted signal including at least one instruct signal which is effective to instruct.”

Office Action at 23.

In light of the clarifying amendment, Davidson’s claim 65 teaches means for decrypting a

digitized audio signal but fails to teach decrypting a signal that is embedded with at least one

instruct signal which is effective to instruct. Claim 42 recites “at least one decrypted signal

embedded with at least one instruct signal,” thereby disqualifying the decrypted audio signal and

the encryption codes signal from acting as an instruct signal as claimed. No additional instruct

signal is embedded in the audio signal. The audio signal is indivisible. Further, Davidson does

not teach or suggest that encryption of the audio signal affects the audio signal such that when it

is decrypted it then is embedded with an instruct signal. Therefore, Davidson fails to teach all

the limitations of claim 42.

1}. Claim 55

Claim 55, as amended, recites in part:
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controlling said controllable device by processing instructions

embedded in said passed decrypted or enabled at least said second of said

plurality of signals.

These limitations are not taught by Davidson.

The Office Action points to Davidson’s claim 65, column 24, lines 30-50, to show that

the invention discloses all the limitations of claim 55. Claim 65 teaches means for the

decryption and analog conversion of an encrypted digital audio signal, but fails to teach

controlling a controllable device by processing instructions embedded in the decrypted analog

audio signal. The “analog conversion means connected to the inverse encryption means to return

the audio signal to the original analog format whereby program audio may be processed and

presented in a conventional manner.” Col. 24, 11. 47-50. The audio signals lacks embedded

instructions, therefore Davidson fails to teach the limitation.

The Advisory Action maintains that the audio signal itself is operable in the controlling

of output of audio at an output device “as this output device would only provide output upon

detection of an input audio signal (e.g. a speaker would only output sound if an audio signal is

present to be outputted)” Advisory Action at 1, 1| 9. Applicants have previously asserted that in

Davidson, the program audio is an element to be processed, it is not operable in the controlling

ofa controllable device. For example, a speaker is not controlled by an audio signal. Rather, it

is an enable signal that instructs the speaker to turn on, detect, process, and output the audio

signal. The speaker will output sound if an audio signal is present. but only after an enable

signal instructs the speaker to perform.

Regardless of whether the audio signal itself is operable, no instructions are embedded in

the signal. Even though the analog conversion means and the inverse encryption means audio
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process the audio signal for its output to a speaker, Davidson is silent as to processing

instructions embedded in an audio signal. Therefore, Davidson fails to teach all the limitations

ofclaim 55.

4. Claim 56

Claim 56, as amended, recites in part:

receiving at least one encrypted digital information transmission;

identifying a plurality ofsignals in said at least one information
transmission;

selecting, by processing selection criteria, a first signal of said

plurality of signals including downloadable code;

These limitations are not taught by Davidson.

Davidson’s receiver receives sets of signals at receiving antenna 36. Col. 8, ll. 57-68.

The sets of signals are then split by RF splitter l 14 so that the video, aural, and control signals

can be separately processed. Col. 9, ll. l—l l. Davidson’s receiver continuously splits the

received sets of signals and processes each according to its type. The Advisory Action asserts

that “the separation of the encryption codes signal from the television signals (plurality of

signals) may be considered a selection ofa signal.” Advisory Action at 2,1} 13. Applicants, on

the other hand, maintain that no “selecting” occurs because all signals are received and then

processed.

In the interest of furthering prosecution, however, Applicants amend the claim to clarify

that the “selecting” occurs “by processing selection criteria.” Davidson is silent as to processing

selection criteria. The receiver merely splits the video, aural, and control signals apart.

Therefore. Davidson fails to teach all the limitations ofclaim S6.
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B. Rejection of claim 31 under 35 U.S.C. §I02§e1

Claim 31 has been rejected under 35 U.S.C. §lO2(e) over Ostermann. This rejection is

respectfully traversed.

Claim 3l

Amended claim 31 recites, in part:

receiving at least one control signal which at said at least one of

said plurality of receiver stations directly operates to execute the
downloadable code; and

causing said at least one control signal to be communicated to said

at least one transmitter at a specific time,

thereby to transmit at least one information transmission wherein
each information transmission includes the downloadable code and said at

least one control signal.

These limitations are not taught by Ostermann.

Ostermann discloses the cipher equipment l2 at the transmitter station receiving a bit

sequence from the cipher computer 16 at the receiver station, but the bit seguence does not

directly operate to execute the cipher algorithm at the receiver station. The bit sequence only

identifies “which cipher program from long-terrn memory 28 is to be used.” Col. 3, ll. l8-19.

The cipher program is only executed upon entry ofclear data text. To be clear, a bit sequence

may be received that identifies a cipher program, but the cipher program is not executed upon

identification.

The claim is amended to emphasize that the control signal directly operates to execute the

downloadable code. In contrast, Ostermann fails to disclose a direct link between the

identification ofthe cipher program by the bit sequence and the execution ofthe cipher program,

Indeed, it is the clear data text that “directly operates to execute” the cipher program. The bit
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sequence is a passive element that only identifies the cipher program. The entry ofthe clear data

text directly causes the execution ofthe cipher program, not the bit sequence. Therefore,

Ostermann does not teach the limitation “receiving at least one control signal which at said at

least one of said plurality of receiver stations directly operates to execute the downloadable

code.”

Claim 31 is also amended to clarify that each information transmission includes the

downloadable code and said at least one control signal. Ostermann fails to teach this limitation.

The cipher algorithm and bit sequence are described as being transmitted separately, never

together. See col. 2, 11. 38-41; col. 3, ll. l5—l9. The Examiner acknowledged that the cipher

algorithm and bit sequence are not transmitted together. Advisory Action at 2, 1| 13.

Accordingly, Ostermann is silent as to an information transmission including downloadable code

and at least one control signal. Therefore, Ostermann does not describe each and every

limitation as set forth in claim 31,

C. Rejection of claims 32-36, 38, and 54 under 35 U.S.C. §103{a1

The Office Action rejected claims 32-36, and 38 under 35 U.S.C. l03(a) as allegedly

being unpatentable over the combination of Ostermann in view of Davidson. Applicants

respectfully traverse the rejections and argue that Ostermann and Davidson, alone and in

combination, fail to teach each ofthe claim’s limitations.

1. Claim 32

Claim 32 claims the method of claim 31, “wherein a digital television program is

displayed at a receiver station and said downloadable code and said at least one control signal

program said receiver station to decrypt said digital television program in accordance with said
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new technique.” Claim 32 is not rendered unpatentable by Ostermann for the same reasons as

argued above in regard to claim 31.

The Office Action points to Davidson’s claim 65 as teaching the application of

encryption/decryption techniques to television signals. Action at 27-28. However, as Applicants

have argued previously, it would not have been obvious to combine the teachings of the

references. Davidson is directed to the transmission and reception of standard television signals,

which at the time of invention were analog television signals. To emphasize this digital/analog

distinction, Applicants previously amended the claim to recite “a digital television program.”

As evidenced by Davidson only scrambling the analog video signal while embedding an

encrypted digital audio signal, the encryption ofa whole television signal was not obvious.

There is no suggestion in Davidson that encryption could be applied to signals as complex as

entire television signals. In fact, Davidson teaches away from encrypting/decrypting television

signals by focusing on the processing ofthe video and audio signal components while leaving

the television signal itself unaffected. The Examiner asserts that “the cncryptionidecryption

processing of a video and/or audio component of the television signal would affect the state of

the composite television signal.” Office Action at 27. But, the composite television signal

remains analog. Therefore, it would not have been obvious to combine Davidson and

Ostermann.

Assuming, argirendo, that it would be obvious to combine Davidson and Ostermann,

Davidson does not cure Ostermann's deficiencies. The combination of Davidson and Ostermann

fails to teach displaying a digital television program at a receiver station where the receiver

decrypts the digital television program. Neither Davidson or
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decrypting a digital television program. Applicants respectfully submit that even ifthe teachings

of Ostcrmann were modified with the teachings of Davidson as suggested in the Final Office

Action, the modified composition still fails to satisfy every element recited in claim 32.

2. Claim 33

Claim 33 recites, in part: “receiving a digital television program at a transmitter station

and delivering said television program to a transmitter... and transmitting said digital television

program and said one or more instruct signals from said transmitter station to said one or more

receiver stations.” These limitations are not taught by Ostcrmann or Davidson.

Ostcrmann teaches the transfer of a cipher algorithm from a receiver station to a

transmitter station, where the cipher algorithm is used to implement decrypting at the receiver

station. The Office Action points to Davidson’s claim 65, column 24, lines 30-50 to apply

Ostermann's teachings to television signals. Action at 28-29. However, as argued above, it

would not have been obvious to combine the teachings of the references. Davidson is directed to

the transmission and reception of standard television signals, which at the time ofinvention were

analog television signals. To emphasize this digital/analog distinction, Applicants previously

amended the claim to recite “a digital television program.”

As evidenced by Davidson only scrambling the analog video signal while embedding an

encrypted digital audio signal, the encryption of a whole television signal was not obvious.

Davidson surely understood encryption and decryption, but did not apply it to television signals

because that innovation was not obvious. In fact, Davidson teaches away from

encrypting/decrypting television signals by focusing on the processing of the video and audio

signal components while leaving the television signal itselfunaffected. The Examiner asserts
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that “the encryptionfdecryption processing ofa video and/or audio component of the television

signal would affect the state of the composite television signal.” Office Action at 28. But, the

Composite television signal remains analog. Therefore, it would not have been obvious to

combine Davidson and Ostermann.

Assuming, arguendo, that it would be obvious to combine Davidson and Ostermann,

claim 65 teaches conve in tr com. osite analo tr television si nals not di ital television si nals.

Neither Davidson or Ostcrmann teaches receiving or transmitting a digital television program.

Even if someone of ordinary skill in the art were to apply the teachings of Ostermann and

Davidson, the inventions fail to teach or suggest every limitation ofclaim 33.

3. Claim 34

Amended claim 34 recites, in part:

decrypting a second of said plurality of signals on the basis of said

changed decryption technique, wherein said decrypted second ofsaid

. luralit of si vnals is embedded with executable instructions;

passing said decrypted second of said plurality of signals to a
controllable device; and

controlling said controllable device on the basis of said embedded

executable instructions of said passed decrypted second of said plurality of

signals.”

These limitations are not taught by Ostermann or Davidson.

The Office Action points to Davidson‘s claim 65, column 24, lines 30-50, to show that

the invention discloses the passing and controlling limitations of claim 34. Claim 65 teaches

means for the decryption and analog conversion of an encrypted digital audio signal, but fails to

teach passing the decrypted analog audio signal to a controllable device and controlling the

controllable device on the basis of executable instructions embedded in the decrypted analog

26
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audio signal. The “analog conversion means connected to the inverse encryption means

connected to the inverse encryption means to return the audio signal to the original analog format

whereby program audio may be processed and presented in a conventional manner.” Col. 24, ll.

47-50. The audio signals lacks embedded executable instructions, therefore Davidson fails to

teach the limitation.

The Advisory Action maintains that the audio signal itself is operable in the controlling

ofoutput of audio at an output device “as this output device would only provide output upon

detection of an input audio signal (e.g. a speaker would only output sound if an audio signal is

present to be outputtcd)” Advisory Action at 2, 1| l5. As asserted previously by Applicants, in

Davidson, the program audio is an element to be processed, it is not operable in the controlling

ofa controllable device. For example, a speaker is not controlled by an audio signal. Rather, it

is an enable signal that instructs the speaker to turn on, detect, process, and output the audio

signal. The speaker will output sound if an audio signal is present, but only after an enable

signal instructs the speaker to perform.

Regardless of whether the audio signal itself is operable, no executable instructions are

embedded in the signal. Even though the analog conversion means and the inverse encryption

means audio process the audio signal for its output to a speaker, Davidson is silent as to

controlling the speaker based on executable instructions embedded in an audio signal.

Osterrnann is similarly silent as to teaching the limitation. Therefore, Davidson and Ostermann

fail to teach all the limitations of claim 34.
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4. Claim 35

Claim 35 depends from independent claim 33. Claim 35 claims the method of claim 33,

“wherein said step of transferring is performed based on comparison.” Claim 35 further limits

claim 33 and is not rendered unpatentable by Ostermann and Davidson for the same reasons as

argued above in regard to claim 33.

5. Claim 36

Claim 36 depends from independent claim 33. Claim 36 claims the method of claim 33,

“wherein said step of transferring in accordance with a predetermined schedule.” Claim 36

further limits claim 33 and is not rendered unpatentable by Ostermann and Davidson for the

same reasons as argued above in regard to claim 33.

Assuming, arguemfo, that it would be obvious to combine Davidson and Ostermann, the

Office Action points to Osterrnann as teaching “which cipher program is to be used at a

particular time (schedule) as spoken ofon column 3, lines 10-20.” Office Action at 30. The

Examiner‘ argues that the transferring “is performed in accordance with a particular order or

schedule (sequence of algorithms transferred in a time order in relation to each other) depending

on a received bit sequence indicating which cipher program is to be used at a particular time.”

Id. But, as Applicants have argued previously, Ostermann does not teach anything other than the

automatic transferring of the cipher program at the time the bit sequence is received.

The bit sequence does not include any “predetermined scheduling” infonnation. It‘s true

that Ostermann’s system will transfer the cipher programs at the time of bit sequence receipt and

in the order of bit sequence receipt, but this does not mean that the transfers are made in

accordance with a predetermined schedule. There is no teaching or suggestion in Ostermann of
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performing this step in accordance with a predetermined schedule. All transferring occurs on the

fly. Ostermann and Davidson, alone and in combination, fail to teach each of the claim 36’s

limitations.

6. Claim 38

Claim 38 depends from independent claim 33. Claim 38 claims the method of claim 33,

“wherein said one or more instruct signals operate at said one or more receiver stations based on

an identifier, said method further comprising the step of transmitting said identifier.” Claim 38

further limits claim 33 and is not rendered unpatcntable by Ostermann and Davidson for the

same reasons as argued above in regard to claim 33.

7. Claim 54

Claim 54, recites in part “whereby the receiver station inputs said control signal to a

decryptor, and wherein said decryptor decrypts said digital television programming signal.”

Neither Ostermann or Davidson addresses decrypting a digital television programming signal.

The Examiner has asserted that Ostermann “is directed to the transmission of a cipher

program to allow encryption or decryption of ‘data’, where this data in a general sense could

include audio, video, or other known types of data.” Office Action at 31. Yet, there is no

suggestion in Ostenriann that eneryptionfdecryption applies to anything but text. “In particular,

[Ostermann] relates to a system wherein clear data texts are enciphered at the transmitter end of

the system and deciphered at the receiver end.” Col. l, ll. 1 l-13. “Data” as used in Ostermann is

limited to text. Therefore, Ostermann does not teach decrypting a digital television

programming signal.
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Davidson is directed to the transmission and reception ofstandard television signals,

which at the time ofinvention were analog television signals. As evidenced by Davidson only

scrambling the analog video signal while embedding an encrypted digital audio signal, the

encryption ofa digital television programming signal was not obvious. Davidson surely

understood encryption and decryption, but did not apply it to television programming signals

because that innovation was not obvious. In fact, Davidson teaches away from

encrypting/decrypting television signals by focusing on the processing ofthe video and audio

signal components while leaving the television signal itself unaffected. The Examiner asserts

elsewhere in the Office Action that “the encryption/decryption processing ofa video and/or

audio component of the television signal would affect the state of the composite television

signal.” Office Action at 28. But, the composite television signal remains analog. Therefore, it

would not have been obvious to combine Davidson and Ostermann.

Assuming, arguemfo, that it would be obvious to combine Davidson and Ostermann,

claim 65 teaches conve in 3 com osite analo 3 television si nals not di ital television si nals.

Neither Davidson or Ostermann teaches receiving or transmitting a digital television program.

Even if someone of ordinary skill in the art were to apply the teachings of Ostermann and

Davidson, the inventions fail to teach or suggest every limitation ofclaim 54.

VI. CLAIMS 22-30, 37, 39, AND 43-53 ARE ALLOWABLE

The Office Action identified claims 22-30 and 43-53 as allowable over the prior art of

record. This Amendment does not affect claims 22-30 and 43-53. Applicants respectfully

submit claims 22-30 and 43-53 are allowable as previously presented.
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The Office Action also identified claims 37' and 39 as objected to as being dependent

upon rejected base claims, but would be otherwise allowable if rewritten in independent form

including all of the limitations ofthe base claims and any intervening claims. Applicants

respectfully assert that these claims do not need to be rewritten as independent claims.

Claim 37 depends from claim 36, which depends from independent claim 33. As argued

above, claims 33 is allowable over Davidson, Ostermann, and the prior art of record. As

identified by the Examiner, the limitations of claim 37 are also allowable over the prior art of

record. Applicants respectfully submit that claim 37 is allowable in its current dependent claim

form.

Similarly, claim 39 depends from claim 38, which depends from independent claim 33.

As argued above, claims 33 is allowable over Davidson, Ostermann, and the prior art of record.

As identified by the examiner, the limitations of claim 39 are also allowable over the prior art of

record. Applicants respectfully submit that claim 39 is allowable in its current dependent claim

form.

VI. CONCLUSION

Applicants respectfully submit that all claims are allowable over the cited art for the

reasons set forth above. Applicants request reconsideration of this application in view of the

amendment and arguments set forth above. In the event Applicants have overlooked the need for

an extension of time, payment of fee, or additional payment of fee, Applicant hereby petitions

therefore and authorize that any charges be made to Deposit Account No. 50-4494.
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Should the Examiner have any questions regarding any ofthe above, the Examiner is

respectfully requested to telephone the undersigned at 202-346-4000.

Dated: April 2, 2013 Respectfully submitted,

By:

Thomas J. Scott, Jr.

Registration No.: 27,836
GOODWIN PROCTER LLP

901 New York Avenue, NW

Washington, DC 20001

Attorney for Applicant
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Application No. Applicant(s)
O8i4-49,413 HARVEY ET AL.

Office ACHOIT Summary Examine, Art Unit AIA (First lnventorlo File)

MICHAEL J. MOORE. JR. 2467 fig“
-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --

Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE § lVlO|\ITH(S) OR THIRTY (30) DAYS,
WHICHEVER IS LONGER, FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.
— Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR t.136(_a}. In no event. however. may a reply be timely filed

after SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- if NO period for reply is specified above. the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will. by statute. cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133}.

Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication. even it timely filed may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment See 3? CFR t TO4(_b}

Status

HE Responsive to communication(s) filed on 2A,gri/2073.

]:I A declaration(s)/aftidavitisj under 37 CFR 1.130(1)) was/were filed on

2a)|Zj This action is FINAL. 2b,lI:| This action is non—tina|.

3)i:I An election was made by the applicant in response to a restriction requirement set forth during the interview on
; the restriction requirement and election have been incorporated into this action.

4)j:| Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordance with the practice under Exparte Quayle, 1935 CD. 11, 453 0.63:. 213.

Disposition of Claims

5)E Claimtsj mus/are pending in the application.

5a) Of the above cIaim(s) is/are withdrawn from consideration.

6)E Claims) 23 25-32 40-53 and 56 is/are allowed.

7) m s 22 24 33-35 38 54 and 55 is/are rejected.

)

i l

8 E Claims) 36 37 and 39 is/are objected to.

9)l:I Claims) are subject E0 restriction and/or election requirement.

* If any claims have been determined allowable, you may be eligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution Highway program at a

participating intellectual property office for the corresponding application. For more information. please see

htt'i:i’rw\rrw.tis*ito. ovr aterttsiinit everits.r‘*) hr'indei<.'s') or send an inquiry to :‘—’t—‘l—<Ii'eedbackfibiisnto.(toy.

Application Papers

10)I:[ The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

11)|:[ The drawing(s) filed on is/are: a)I:l accepted or b}|:| objected to by the Examiner.
Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawingjsj be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR i.85( ).

Replacement drawing sheetjsj including the correction is required if the drawingisj is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121 (d).

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12)D Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)—(d) or ( }.

Certified copies:

a)j:| All b)I:j Some * c)|:j None of the:

1.I:I Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2.|:I Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No. .

3.|:| Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).
' See the attached detailed Office action fora list of the certified copies not received.

interim copies:

a)|:j All b)I:j Some c)|:j None of the: Interim copies of the priority documents have been received.

Attachmentjsj

1) D Notice of References Cited (PTO—892}i 3] El |f-.131-View Summary [F-‘TQ.413)
_ _ Paper Nolsjiiliiail Date. j.

2) D Information Disclosure Sta‘tement(s}i (PTOiSBi'08)
Paper Nojsjilylail Date . 4] El Omar: j‘

US. Patent and Trademark Office
PTOL-326 t_ Rev 03-13) Office Action Summary Part oi Paper No ilvlail Date 20130520
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DETAILED ACTION

Continued Examination Under 37 CF}? 1.129

1. An amendment and request for reconsideration pursuant to 37 CFR 1.129 was

filed in this application after tinal rejection. Since this application is eligible for continued

examination under 37 CFR 1.129, and the fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17(e) has been

timely paid, the finality of the previous Office action has been withdrawn pursuant to 37

CFR 1.129. Applicant's submission filed on 4/2/13 has been entered.

Double Parenting

2. The nonstatutory double patenting rejection is based on a judicially created

doctrine grounded in public policy (a policy reflected in the statute) so as to prevent the

unjustified or improper timewise extension of the "right to exclude" granted by a patent

and to prevent possible harassment by multiple assignees. A nonstatutory

obviousness-type double patenting rejection is appropriate where the conflicting claims

are not identical, but at least one examined application claim is not patentably distinct

from the reference claim(s) because the examined application claim is either anticipated

by, or would have been obvious over, the reference c|aim(s). See, e.g., In re Berg, 140

F.3d 1428, 48 USPQ2d 1226 (Fed. Cir. 1998); in re Goodman, 11 F.3d 1046, 29

USPQ2d 2010 (Fed. Cir. 1993); In re Longi, 759 F.2d 887, 225 USPQ 645 (Fed. Cir.

1985); in re Van Ornum, 686 F.2d 937, 214 USPQ 761 (CCPA 1982); in re Vogei, 422

F.2d 438, 164 USPQ 619 (CCPA 1970); and In re Thorington, 418 F.2d 528, 163 USPQ

644 (CCPA 1969).
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A timely filed terminal disclaimer in compliance with 37 CFR 1.321 (c) or 1.321{d)

may be used to overcome an actual or provisional rejection based on a nonstatutory

double patenting ground provided the conflicting application or patent either is shown to

be commonly owned with this application, or claims an invention made as a result of

activities undertaken within the scope of a joint research agreement.

Effective January 1, 1994, a registered attorney or agent of record may sign a

terminal disclaimer. A terminal disclaimer signed by the assignee must fully comply with

37 CFR 3.73(b).

3. Claims 22, 34, 54, and 55 are rejected on the ground of nonstatutory

obviousness—type double patenting as being unpatentable over claims 1, 22, and 23 of

US. Patent No. 7,801,304. Although the conflicting claims are not identical, they are

not patentably distinct from each other because the following correspondences.

Regarding claim 22, “a method for controlling the decryption of encrypted

programming at a subscriber station” corresponds to “a method for controlling the

decryption of programming at a subscriber station" in claim 1 of the above U.S. Patent.

“Receiving encrypted digital programming, said encrypted digital programming

having an encrypted digital control signal“ corresponds to “receiving programming, said

programming having a first encrypted digital control signal portion" in claim 1 of the

above US. Patent.

“Detecting said control signal” corresponds to “detecting said first encrypted

digital control signal portion of said programming“ in claim 1 of the above U.S. Patent.
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“Passing said control signal to a decryptor that decrypts encrypted digital data at

said subscriber station" corresponds to "passing said first encrypted digital control

signal portion of said programming to a decryptor at said subscriber station“ in claim 1

of the above U.S. Patent.

“Decrypting said control signal” corresponds to “decrypting said first encrypted

digital control signal portion“ in claim 1 of the above U.8. Patent.

“Decrypting said encrypted digital programming to form decrypted programming

based on said control signal” corresponds to “decrypting said encrypted digital

information portion of said programming based on the decrypted control signal

portion" in claim 1 of the above U.S. Patent.

Lastly, “presenting said decrypted programming to a viewer or listener"

corresponds to "presenting said programming" in claim 1 of the above U.S. Patent.

Claim 22 of the instant application does not explicitly claim “passing said

encrypted digital information portion of said programming to said decryptor”. Therefore,

claim 22 merely broadens the scope of claim 1 of the above US. Patent.

it has been held that the omission of an element and its function is an obvious

expedient if the remaining elements perform the same function as before. See in re

Karlson, 136 USPQ 184 (CCPA)_ Also note Ex parte Rainu, 168 USPQ 375 (Bd. App.

1969). The omission of a reference element whose function is not needed would be

obvious to one skilled in the art.

Regarding claim 34, "a method of processing signals at a receiver station"

corresponds to the same in claim 23 of the above U.S. Patent.
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